
 
SECTION 1: BRAHMANVIDYANU DARSHAN 

 

 Q.1  From the given options, place a tick (✔) in the box next to the correct ones. (Total Marks: 6) 
  Note: One or more options may be correct. Full marks will be awarded only if all the correct options are 

 chosen, otherwise no marks will be awarded. 
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 1. Jivanmukti: 

 (1)   Experience of liberation while alive and, in the brahmarup state, realization of Paramatma. 

 (2)   Does not perform any impure karmas which are contrary to the Sant’s wishes. 

 (3)    Even Kal, Karma and Maya are incapable of doing anything without the wish of God. 

 (4)  Through his divine vision, is able to have the constant darshan of Aksharbrahma everywhere. 
 
 2.  Shriji Maharaj’s insistence for all to develop conviction in God’s supremacy: 

 (1)  I feel that it is not appropriate to discuss this in satsang, I shall tell you none the less. 

 (2)   Nityanand Swami did not falter in his conviction. 

 (3)  Prasadni dakshin dishmay, murti Harikrishna tani tahay. 

 (4)  If you do not spread knowledge of this supremacy, then I will keep you in this body for a hundred years. 
 
 3.  Correct order of cosmic evolution: 

 (1)   Aksharbrahma ---> Mul Prakruti ---> Mul Purush ---> Pradhan Purush. 

 (2)  Kashyap Prajapati ---> Marichi and other Prajapatis ---> Virat Purush. 

 (3)   Pradhan Purush ---> Mahattattva ---> Virat Purush. 

 (4)  Marichi and other Prajapatis ---> Mahattattva ---> Kashyap Prajapati. 
 

March 2016 
 

 1. Aksharbrahma: Unique among all other tattvas 

 (1)    Purushottam is different from Akshar. He is the highest Purush, paramatma...... 

 (2)   Aksharbrahma is eternally bound in maya. 

 (3)    Aksharbrahma is a different tattva from Parabrahman and his divine light. 

 (4)  Transcending that Brahman is Parabrahman, Purushottam Narayan, who is distinct from Brahman. 
 
 2.  The necessity of Parabrahman’s manifest form 

 (1)  Through the contact of the manifest God only, can one become calm. 

 (2)   Perfect knowledge is understanding the manifest God. 

 (3)  Perfect worship is worshipping the manifest Sant. 

 (4)  It is only through contemplating upon the divine incidents of the manifest God, that liberation is  
   attained. 
 
 3.  Bhagwan Swaminarayan Supreme: As expressed in the shastras of the sampradaya 

 (1)   Ati apar Aksharateet, thai tamare te sathe preet; 

 (2)  Chahe adi bahu avatar re, te to vaikunthpatina nirdhar re; 

 (3)   Jota na’ve jodyama, a sam anya avatar. 

 (4)  Pan sarve na karan jeha, te to Swami Gunatit eha. 
 
 4.  Shriji Maharaj’s insistence for all to develop conviction in God’s supremacy: 

 (1)   I feel that it is not appropriate to discuss this in satsang, I shall tell you none the less. 

 (2)  Nityanand Swami did not falter in his conviction. 



 (3)   Prasadni dakshin dishmay, murti Harikrishna tani tahay. 

 (4)  If you do not spread knowledge of this supremacy, then I will keep you in this body for a hundred years. 
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 1. Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s complete manifestation through the Sant. 

 (1)    One should seek the refuge of the Sant who has realized God. 

 (2)   Realize that the form amidst the divine light is Gunatitanand Swami before you. 

 (3)   When one has the darshan of such a Sant, one should realize, ‘I have had the darshan of God himself. 

 (4)  Such a great Sadhu is able to make all three – murtis, shastras and sadhus. 
 
 2.  The form of bondage 

 (1)  The jiva is innately bound to its subtle body in the form of ignorance and maya. 

 (2)   Maya is nothing but my-ness towards anything related to the body. 

 (3)  As long as the maya that binds the jiva is not eradicated, the jiva has to take birth and die innumerable  
   times. 

 (4)  It is only through contemplating upon the divine incidents of the manifest God, that liberation is  
   attained. 
 
 3.  Disadvantages of understanding Parabrahman as formless. 

 (1)   Does not ever acquire any spiritual powers from God. 

 (2)  Creates a great obstacle for himself on the path of devotion. 

 (3)   Does not acquire any spiritual powers from the Sant. 

 (4)   Creates a great obstacle for himself on the path of liberation. 
 
 4.  Process of creation 

 (1)   Brahmand is borne out of Parabrahman’s compassion in order to provide an opportunity for the jivas to  
   be liberated from maya.    

 (2)   Neither he nor Aksharbrahma need to directly engage in the process of creation. 

 (3)   Mul-Purush inspires Pradhan-Purush. 

 (4)   Infinite Pradhan-Prakruti pairs are formed from Mul-Prakruti (Mahamaya). 
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 1. How does Parabrahman possess a form? 

 (1)     God possesses a definite form in his Akshardham. 

 (2)   God, who possesses an indefinite form, is always present in his abode, Brahmapur. 

 (3)    Shri Purushottam Bhagwan, whose form is forever divine, is seated in Akshardham. 

 (4)   The foolish are misled into the understanding that God is transitory. 
 
 2.  Significance of the word ‘Tattvagnan’. 

 (1)  Tattvagnan is the science of the eternal entities. 

 (2)    In India, tattvagnan is not regarded simply as a scholarly pursuit. 

 (3)  The word ‘darshan’ is often used in place of tattvagnan. 

 (4)  Tattvagnan represents the constant effort to find the ultimate truth. 
 
 3.  Extraordinary works: Shastras about him written. 

 (1)   Many worshipped Shriji Maharaj as God during his lifetime. 

 (2)  Gunatitanand Swami composed Shikshapatri 

 (3)   He had the Satsangijivan composed. 



 (4)  Installed his own murti under the name of ‘Harikrishna Maharaj’ in Ahmedabad. 
 
 4.  Jiva: Unborn, ageless and immortal. 

 (1)   Jiva is not created but destroyed. 

 (2)  The jivas, which are eternal, arise from within Pradhan-Prakriti. 

 (3)   Their existence is permanent. 

 (4)  Jiva never merges into Brahman or Parabrahman to lose its own individuality. 
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 1. The features of Maya. (prakruti) 

 (1)  Nirvishesh  

 (2)  Vismaykarini  

 (3)  Form of tamas (darkness)  

 (4)  Kshetragya 
 
 2.  Jiva: The size of an Atom. 

 (1)  Omnipresent size. 

 (2)  Lowest size.  

 (3)  Highest size.  

 (4)  Jiva as an atom 
 
 3.  The other names of Bhagwan Swaminarayan. 

 (1)  Nilkanth 

 (2)  Krishna  

 (3)  Sarjudas 

 (4)  Ghanshyam 
  
 4.  Who are the Ishwars from the below? 

 (1)  Vairaj Purush. 

 (2)  Virat-Purush.  

 (3)  The deities of the indriyas and antahkaran.  

 (4)  Swaminarayan. 
 
Q.2  Answer ALL of the following, using one sentence (not just one word) for each answer. (Total Marks: 5) 
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 1.  Which are the three bodies of Ishwar?  
  The three bodies of Ishwar are virat, sutratma and avyakrut. 
 
 2. In the Moksha dharma, what, compared to the Akshardham of God, is said to be like hell? 
  The realms of the other deities are like hell compared to the Akshardham of God. 
 
 3. What happen to jivas until Ishwars achieve ultimate liberation? 
  Just like jivas, Ishwars are born and die in this creation until they achieve ultimate liberation. 
  
 4. According to Gadhada I 56, without what can nothing be accomplished? 
  According to Gadhada I-56, without upasana, nothing can be accomplished. 
  
 5. Which size for the jiva has Shriji Maharaj accepted and propounded? 



  Shriji Maharaj in some places has clearly said that the jiva is as subtle as an atom, while in other places he  
  has described the jiva itself as being atomic. 
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 1. What are the three states of Ishwar? 
  The three states of Ishwars are: 1. Sthiti 2. Utpati 3. Pralay 
 
 2. According to Vachanamrut Loya 6, what is the root cause of all defects? 
  All flaws reside in the flaw of identifying one’s self with the body.  
 
 3.  What is attained in videha mukti? 
  Videha mukti is to attain the highest state of enlightenment after leaving the mortal body. 
 
 4. Name the four anthakarans. 
  The four antahkarans (inner faculties) are man, buddhi, chitta and ahamkar. 
 
 5. From what is maya disturbed when Akshar-Purush inspires Mul-Prakruti? 
  When Akshar-Purush inspires Mul-Prakruti, she is moved from her dormant state of complete tranquility  
  and equilibrium (a peaceful state of equal balance of all three gunas-sattva, rajas, tamas) into activity. 
 
 6. According to Gadhada I 56, without what can nothing be accomplished? 
  According to Gadhada I-56, without upasana nothing can be accomplished. 
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 1.  Why is maya described as trigunatmak? 
 Maya (karanrup maya) and the entities evolved from maya (karyarup maya) possess the three inherent 

qualities (gunas) – sattva, rajas and tamas. Hence maya is described as trigunatmak 
 
 2.  According to Shriji Maharaj in Shikshapatri, how does the jiva pervade the entire body? 
  The jiva, which is as subtle as an atom,1 resides in the heart. By virtue of its capacity to know, it pervades  
  the entire body from head to toe. 
 
 3.  What did Shriji Maharaj explicitly command Muktanand Swami? 
  Shriji Maharaj explicitly commanded Muktanand Swami to write shastras relating to his teachings and  
  incidents for as long as he lived (G II 58). 
 
 4.  In shloka 116 of the Shikshapatri, how does Shriji Maharaj command to offer bhakti? 
  Shriji Maharaj says, “Identify oneself with Brahman, separate from the three bodies (gross, subtle and  
  causal), and eternally offer devotion to God”. 
 
 5. What did Nityanand Swami understand about Shriji Maharaj? 
  Nityanand Swami firmly maintained that Shriji Maharaj, who is distinct, above all, the source of all  
  avatars, and supreme God, should be described as greater than Shri Krishna. 
 
 6. What kind of tattva is Ishwar? 
  Each Ishwar is neither created nor destroyed, meaning that it is eternal. 
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 1. According to Vachanamrut Gadhada I 57, which are the two extraordinary means to attain liberation? 



  The knowledge of God’s form and the knowledge of God’s greatness are the two extraordinary means to  
  attain liberation. 
 
 2. What did Bhagatji ask Swamishri Yagnapurushdasji on the occasion of the murti-pratishtha of  
  Ghanshyam Maharaj? 
  Bhagatji Maharaj said to Swamishri Yagnapurushdas, “Sadhuram, you have become a sadhu, but do you  
  have total understanding of and faith in Swaminarayan?” 
 
 3. What is not able to influence Parabrahman and Aksharbrahma? 
  Maya cannot overcome Parabrahman or Aksharbrahma in any way or at any time. 
 
 4. Why is maya called avidya or ignorance? 
  Maya opposes true knowledge, and so is also called avidya or ignorance. 
 
 5. According to Vachanamrut Gadhada II 3, what is Parabrahman, who transcends Brahman, like? 
  One should develop oneness with one’s jivatma and with that of Brahman, and worship Parabrahman  
  while maintaining a master-servant relationship with him. 
 
 6. Parabrahman –Ocean of bliss: Write the reference in Vachanamrut Gadhada III 28. 
  The most blissful form is that of God only. 
 
Q.2  Write concisely on the following. (In 15 lines.) (Total Marks: 10) 
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 1.  The all-doership of Parabrahman. 
  Parabrahman is the cause of all causes and the all-doer.  He is the cause of the creation, sustenance, and 

 dissolution of infinite universes.  In the infinite universes, all that occurs is due solely to him.  Without his 
 wish, even a dry leaf cannot stir. Explaining this all-doership of Parabrahman, Shriji Maharaj says:  

  G I 78: “Purushottam Bhagwan… [is the one] without whose wish not even a blade of grass is able to 
 flutter; who is responsible for creating, sustaining, and destroying countless millions of brahmands; who 
 administers pain and pleasures to the beings residing therein… is the sole doer of all that happens.”
 K 10: Everything happens by the will of the incarnate form of Shri Krishna Narayan, not by kal, karma, 
 maya, etc.” 

  Loya 2: ‘God appears like a human, but, in fact, he is the cause of all and creator of all; he is all-
 powerful…God, who is the cause of all, appears like a human being; yet he is able to create countless 
 millions of brahmands from his body and is able to absorb them back into himself.” 

  G II 21: “It is God who is the inspirer of everything – of place, time, karma, and maya.  It is he himself who 
 allows the factors of place, time, etc., to be predominant. Thus, they are all dependent upon God … 
 Furthermore, in a kingdom, the minister and secretaries can only do as much as their king allows them to 
 do; when the king does not allow it, they cannot do even the smallest of the tasks.  In the same way, the 
 factors of place, time, karma, and maya can only do as much as God allows them to do; they cannot do a 
 single thing against the wish of God.  Therefore, only God is the all-doer.”  

 
  OR 
 
 2.  Bhagwan Swaminarayan - Supreme: As expressed in ‘Swamini Vato’ and ‘Gopalanand Swamini Vato’. 
  We shall now understand Shriji Maharaj’s supremacy through various examples given in the primary 

 shastras of the Sampradaya, which strongly explain how and why we should understand him as the 
 avatari and supreme.  

  Swamini Vato: 



 Gunatitanand Swami, who fully understood Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s principles and form, and who had 
 developed this understanding in many others, also speaks of Bhagwan Swaminarayan as the avatari of all 
 avatars in his talks.  SNV 2.2: “One should understand Maharaj to be the supreme, the source of all 
 incarnations, the cause of all causes.”  SNV 6.254: “There are tens of millions of jivas, Ishwars, Brahmas, 
 and the cause of them all is Maharaj himself. When one understands this, then one has grasped the 
 essence. There are countless Rams, countless Krishnas and countless Akshar-muktas, and the all-doer of 
 them all, the supporter of them all, the controller of them all and the source of them all is Maharaj. If he 
 is understood in this way, then one has attained spiritual wisdom.”  

 Gopalanand Swamini Vato: 
 While explaining Bhagwan Swaminarayan as the avatari (cause and source of all incarnations) of all 

 avatars in his talks, Sadguru Gopalanand Swami says: “Shriji Maharaj is the one and only avatari of all the 
 avatars. He is the Lord of all the avatars. And all other avatars are devotees of Maharaj. This should be 
 understood and explained to others…Maharaj showed the 24 avatars merging into his form to 
 Vyapkanand Swami, and Parvatbhai could also constantly see the 24 avatars while meditating on the 
 form of Maharaj… In this manner, Maharaj has shown such miracles thousands of times, and is still doing 
 so. Then why do we perceive Maharaj to be like other avatars? Therefore, one should understand the 
 true upasana as Shriji Maharaj being the avatari of all other avatars, and of the Akshar-muktas, and of 
 Akshar, and of all avatars which previously manifested, and those which will manifest in the future. All 
 these avatars should be understood as devotees of Maharaj, and he himself is the only one who keeps 
 them all aligned to the niyams, but it is none other than him. Understanding this is the principle of the 
 great Sadhu” (Gopalanand Swamini Vato 1.17). “Shriji Maharaj spoke to the paramhansas in Nagadka, 
 saying, ‘Of the previous avatars such as Ram, Krishna, etc. and those which will manifest, and the murtis 
 of other abodes, this manifest Purushottam Narayan is the cause of them all, and is above them all. I 
 swear by all of the paramhansas that what I am saying is the truth. If anything remains lacking in 
 understanding the knowledge of this manifest form, then there will be no end to the problems 
 experienced. And just as the abode of a Vaikunthvasi is Vaikunth and for a Golokvasi is Golok, where I 
 reside is Akshardham (Gopalanand Swamini Vato 1.156). 

 
3.  Form, Characteristics and qualities of a Jiva.  
 In Swaminarayan Darshan, jiva is totally different from the other four tattvas, namely, Parabrahman, 

 Aksharbrahma, ishwar and maya. This distinction remains in any state. Its form is real, eternal and true. 
 It is without beginning as it has not been created, and it is eternal so it can never be destroyed. In this 
 way, the jiva is unborn, ageless, immortal and indestructible. It is an eternal and everlasting tattva. There 
 are an infinite number of jivas. The jiva is also referred to as the atma or jivatma. A short description on 
 the form of jivas has been given by Shriji Maharaj in the Shikshapatri: Hrutstho’nu-sookshmashchidroopo 
 jnātā vyāpyākhilā tanum, Jnānashaktyā sthito jivo jneyo’chchhedyādilakshanaha. Meaning: The jiva, 
 which is as subtle as an atom,1 resides in the heart. It is chaitanya (Gnanswarup – conscious of its own 
 form) and knowledgeable. By virtue of its capacity to know, it pervades the entire body from head to toe. 
 Its characteristic features include: it is not pierceable, indivisible, ageless and eternal (Shikshapatri 105). 
 Shriji Maharaj has spoken about the form and nature of the jiva in the Vachanamrut:  Indivisible, not  

 pierceable, ageless, immortal, imperishable (S12, L 17).  Pure, unchangeable, Gunatit (S 1, 9).  Eternally 
 existent, conscious and blissful (G I 73).  Embodiment of happiness and bliss (S 1, L 10).  Embodiment of 
 knowledge and chaitanya (S 12, G II 66).  Full of consciousness (L 10, P 3).  Luminous, illustrious and 
 radiant (G I 20, G III 4, 39).  Without gender and without form (P 3).  Distinct and beyond the influence of 
 the three bodies and three states (G I 23).  Free of hindrances from maya such as its three gunas, ten 
 indriyas, ten prans, four antahkarans, panchbhuts, panchvishays and the deities of the 14 realms; free 
 from any concealments of maya; has a separate individual existence (sattamatra) (G II 45, 57).  Neither 
 male nor female but is sattamatra and chaitanya (G III 22).  Not a Brahmin, Kshatriya or Kanbi, not 
 anyone’s son or father. It belongs to no caste or community (G III 39).  Has been eternally attached to the 
 causal body which is the embodiment of eternal ignorance (S 11, G II 66, V 6). In this way, we have gained 
 preliminary knowledge of the form and innate qualities of the jiva.  

 



 OR 
 
4.  ‘The necessity of Parabrahman’s manifest form’ and ‘The Significance of Parabrahman’s Manifestation’ 
 In Swaminarayan Darshan, particular emphasis is placed on understanding Parabrahman’s pragat 

 (manifest) form. All Vaishnav acharyas accept the existence of Parabrahman’s anvay-vyatirek, sagun-
 nirgun, sakar, all-doer and supreme form. However, Shriji Maharaj has insisted that all these 
 characteristics of Parabrahman’s form should be understood in his manifest form as well. Study of the 
 Vachanamrut clearly shows that whenever Shriji Maharaj has spoken on how to understand 
 Parabrahman’s anvay-vyatirek and Sagun-nirgun forms, seek his refuge, develop conviction in him, 
 understand his glory, maintain the faith that he is forever divine and has a definite form, believe him to 
 be the all-doer, or develop affection and devotion for God he has mentioned the need for the manifest 
 form of God. Additionally, whenever he has elaborated on remembering the divine actions and incidents 
 of God, continuously engaging one’s mind on God, imbibing God within one’s atma whilst performing 
 spiritual endeavors, or attaining the sakshatkar state of a liberated jiva, he has, either explicitly or  subtly,  

 mentioned the manifest or pratyaksh form of Parabrahman. This demonstrates the importance he  has 
placed on developing conviction, devotion, upasana, faith and refuge in the manifest form of God  whilst 
performing spiritual endeavors to attain ultimate liberation.    

 The Significance of Parabrahman’s Manifestation: In Vachanamruts P 4 and V 18, Maharaj has explained 
 that the form of God visible on earth is known as the manifest form. Similarly, when previous avatars 
 such as Ram, Krishna, etc. were present on earth, they were believed to be the manifest form of 
 Bhagwan Vishnu. Whenever Maharaj has used the words ‘present’(pragat) or ‘manifest before the 
 eyes’(pratyaksh) with relation to God in the Vachanamrut, he has revealed himself as that manifest form 
 using additional words such as ‘Lord of Akshardham’ and ‘supreme Purna Purushottam’. For example: G II 
 13: “Realize that the form amidst the divine light is the Maharaj visible before you.” G III 31: “The same 
 form that is in Akshardham – which is Gunatit – is manifest. There is no difference between the two.” 
 Thus, wherever the words ‘present’, or ‘manifest’ have been used with relation to God, it is implied that 
 the manifest God is Bhagwan Swaminarayan. 

 
Q.3  Give the topic heading of the reference. (Total Marks: 6) 
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 1. Brahmabhutaha prasannatma na shochati na kankshati; Samaha sarveshu bhooteshu madbhaktim  
  labhate param.” 
  Eligibility to Offer the Highest Level of Devotion to Parabrahman. 
 
 2.  Whether this principal is understood after being told once, or after being told a hundred thousand  
  times; whether it is understood today, or after a hundred thousand years, there is no option but to  
  understand it. 
  Benefits of Attaining, Maintaining Conviction in and Worshipping Manifest God 
 
 3. Aksharbrahma is the abode of Parabrahman. 
  Aksharbrahma: the abode (dham) 
 
 4.  To attain Akshardham, understanding Parabrahman, i.e. Bhagwan Swaminarayan, as supreme and the  
  avatari, is absolutely imperative. 
  Necessity of understanding Bhagwan Swaminarayan as supreme 
 
 5.  Juga juga jivo evã jogi, jugo juga jivo evã jogiyã. 
  Gunatitanand Swami as Aksharbrahma: an authentic letter 
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 1. On the basis of these sanchit karmas, Parabrahman, who is the giver of the fruits of karmas, shapes the  
  prarabdha karmas of the jiva. According to its prarabdha karmas, a jiva receives another birth  
  (reincarnates). 
  Karma and reincarnation 
 
 2. There are historical references which establish the fact that Gunatitanand Swami is Aksharbrahma. 
  Gunatitanand Swami is Aksharbrahma: other historic evidences 
 
 3.  Also, he has said in Vachanamruts G II 13 and L 14 that he himself sees this manifest murti. 
  Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s inclination for the belief that God has a form 
 
 4.  Such a Sant should not be thought of as a human being, nor should he be thought of as a deva. 
  The Manifest Gunatit Sant: Flawless and Divine 
 
 5.  Teno nãsh karyo niradhãr, tethee kon moto avatar. 
  Granting His devotees, the Spiritual Status of Brahman 
 
 6.   If doubts arise about the supremacy of God, then one cannot overcome maya. 
  Loss due to perceiving human traits in God 
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 1. In the assembly at Junagadh, Gopalanand Swami himself explained the glory of Swami as Akshar. 
  Gunatitanand Swami as Aksharbrahma: an authentic letter 
 
 2.  Shri Purushottam Bhagwan, whose form is forever divine, is seated in Akshardham. 
  Parabrahman Has a Form and Is Vyatirek in Akshardham 
 
 3.  Tamne je mali chhe murti, tene nigam kahe neti neti… 
  Bhagwan Swaminarayan – Supreme: Bhakta Chintamani 
 
 4.  Kalash chadhãvyo kalyãnno re, sahunã mastak par mod. 
  Promising His Devotees Ultimate Liberation 
 
 5.  “It is only through listening, reading and contemplating upon the divine incidents of manifest God that  
  spirituality flourishes”. 
  Benefits of Attaining, Maintaining Conviction in and Worshipping Manifest God 
  
 6.   Those who consider God to be mortal like ordinary human beings, will themselves never transcend the  
  cycle of births and deaths and the torments of Yampuri (Hell). 
  Loss due to perceiving human traits in God 
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 1. Videha mukti is to attain the highest state of enlightenment after leaving the mortal body. 
  Videha Mukti (The form of liberation) 
 
 2.  It is solely the cremation spot of Gunatitanand Swami that is well known in the Sampradaya as ‘Akshar  
  Deri’ 
  Gunatitanand Swami is Aksharbrahma: other historic evidences 
 
 3.  One should develop oneness with one’s jivatma and with that of Brahman, and worship Parabrahman  



  while maintaining a master-servant relationship with him.” 
  Aksharbrahma-Parabrahman Darshan 
 
 4.  Indeed, even though that Sant appears to be human, he is still worthy of being worshipped on par with  
  God.  
  The Manifest Gunatit Sant: Flawless and Divine 
 
 5.  To fulfil the wishes of those seekers who have great affection for God and also to shower them with  
  love. 
  Bhagwan Swaminarayan – Supreme: Reasons for Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s manifestation 
   
 6.   If he did not have a form, he could not be called the all-doer.” 
  It Would Not Be possible for God to Be the All-doer 
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 1. “Jem so so shunya sara kare, pan ekna kare jo agale; Te sarvalo shano melshe, je kare chhe kalap 
  kagale.”   
  Parabrahman – The Need to Understand the Form of Parabrahman 
 
 2. “Without becoming brahmarup where will we install Purushottam? So, if you want to install 

 Purushottam, you have to become brahmarup.”  
  Necessity of becoming Brahmarup – Since it is Shriji Maharaj’s Heartfelt Wish and Principle.  
  
 3. “Eva kaam lobh ne je krodh, maha jabar chhe jagajodh; Tene jeetee karyo jejekar, ethi moto avtar.”

 Granting His Devotees, the Spiritual Status of Brahman  
 
 4. “The existence and individuality of each Ishwar remains in any state.”   
  THE FORM OF ISHWARS 
 
 5. “Tattvagnan represents the constant endeavor to find, attain and experience the ultimate truth, with 

 an intense desire of becoming engrossed within it.”  
  Swaminarayan Tattvagnan – Significance of the word ‘Tattvagnan’ 
  
 6. “Jivas perform righteous and unrighteous karmas, and thus experience the corresponding happiness or 

 miseries as the fruits of their own actions. Thus, God does not exhibit any shortcomings, such as 
 partiality, cruelty, etc.” 

  Process of Creation 
 
 Q.4  Write only the main points of the following topics. (Total Marks: 4) 
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 1.  The five eternal tattvas. 
  (1) The Form of the Tattvas 
  (2) Mutual Relationships Between the Tattvas 
 
 2.  Essence of Shriji Maharaj’s various talks about his own form. 
  (1) Various Discourses Regarding His Own Form 
  (2) Developing Conviction in Manifest God Is Most Difficult  
  (3) A Range of Different Audiences 
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 1.  Jiva: A tattva distinct from the body, indriyas and antahkaran.  
  In the Vachanamrut, Shriji Maharaj has explained that the body, etc. are completely distinct from the jiva. 

• G I 21: “An aspirant should realize his own self to be distinct from the body, the indriyas, the 
antahkaran, their presiding devas and the vishays…. This body should not be believed to be one’s 
true self.” 

• V 8: “[One] should, according to the method prescribed in the Sankhya shastras, realize his own self 
to be distinct from the three bodies – sthul, sukshma and karan.” 

 Although the jiva has a distinct and different form and nature from the sthul, sukshma and karan bodies, 
it believes itself to be the body, etc. out of ignorance. Shriji Maharaj says: 

• G II 2: “Due to ignorance, the jiva believes those indriyas and the antahkaran to be its own form, 
whereas in actual fact, it is distinct from them…. “One should think, ‘I am the atma, and the indriyas 
and the antahkaran have absolutely no relations with me.’” 

• G I 44: “The jiva has a misconception in that it does not believe itself to be the jivatma, i.e. distinct 
from the body; instead it believes itself to be the body…. 

 “Therefore, as long as a person believes the body to be his true self, his entire  understanding is 
totally useless.” 

 
OR 

 
 2.  Necessity of Aksharbrahma to help one become Aksharrup 
  Just as we need a professor of medicine in order to become a doctor, and a professor of engineering in  
  order to become an engineer, there is a necessity for manifest Aksharbrahma in order to help us  
  become brahmarup. To become a specialist in a field or subject it is essential to associate with one who is  
  already an expert in that field. In the same way, it is only possible to become brahmarup by recognizing  
  and associating with Aksharbrahma in thought, deed and word. Therefore, it is said in the Mundaka  
  Upanishad:  
  Brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati. 
  Meaning: One who knows Brahman becomes brahmarup (Mundaka Upanishad 3.2.9). 
  Shriji Maharaj has said in Vachanamrut G II 31, “If one associates with Brahman through continuous  
  contemplation in this manner, the jiva acquires the virtues of that Brahman.” 
  Furthermore, Aksharbrahma Gunatitanand Swami, in his talks, has also shown the path for becoming  
  brahmarup: 

• SNV 1.119, 1.244: “If a true God-realized Sadhu is attained and one does as he says then the 
imperfections that would have taken tens of millions of births to overcome are overcome today and 
one becomes brahmarup.” 

• SNV 3.12: “One can become brahmarup by believing this Gunatit Sadhu to be brahmarup and 
associating with him through one’s mind, deeds and speech. Then one becomes brahmarup.”  

• SNV 3.60: “Similarly, if an aspirant associate with this Satpurush with faith, through mind, deed and 
words, then he becomes brahmarup.” 

  Until now we have delved into understanding the necessity of Aksharbrahma in helping us, firstly, to  
  develop true conviction in Parabrahman, and secondly, to become brahmarup. We will now discuss the  
  ontological nature of Aksharbrahma. 
 
 3.  ‘Parabrahman: The all-powerful’ and ‘Parabrahman: The ruler and controller of infinite universes’  
  PARABRAHMAN: THE ALL-POWERFUL 
  Parabrahman possesses special divine powers known as kartum, akartum, and anyatha-kartum (i.e. to do,  
  to not do, to do in a different way to normal) (L 13). The powers of God are innate, limitless,  

 unmatchable and independent. It is for this reason that when referring to the power of God, the shastras 
use descriptions such as infinite, wonderful, inconceivable, incomprehensible, ability to do the  



 unexpected, yogic, extraordinary, diverse, exceptional, divine, unique, unbound, vast, unearthly and 
others. It is due to such powers that, with a mere thought, God is able to create, sustain, uphold and 
destroy infinite universes, and control Aksharbrahma and infinite jivas and Ishwars. Shriji Maharaj has 
given detailed descriptions of such special powers of God in Vachanamruts G I 27, L 13, V 13, G III 39 and  

  others. 
  PARABRAHMAN: THE RULER AND CONTROLLER OF INFINITE UNIVERSES 
  Parabrahman is the Lord of infinite universes (L 18, P 4). He is therefore the ruler and controller of  
  Aksharbrahma, infinite jivas, Ishwars and Akshar-muktas, maya and infinite universes (G I 64, L 14, G III  
  38). Through his vyatirek form, he is forever present in Akshardham; yet through his anvay form, he  
  controls the jad (inanimate) and chaitanya (animate) entities throughout the entire cosmos, and is  
  present within everything as the indweller (G I 78, L 12). This is Parabrahman’s extraordinary divinity.  
  Bhagwan Swaminarayan himself describes this. 

• P 4: “God is the king of the kings of countless villages in the form of brahmands. Moreover, the chiefs 
of those villages in the form of brahmands are Brahma, Vishnu and Shiv. Just as in one village one 
chief is most powerful and the whole population of that village bows before him and follows his 
commands, and just as the village chief in turn bows before the universal king, similarly, in each 
brahmand Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiv are senior, and the other inhabitants in that brahmand, that is 
the devas, demons, humans, rishis and prajapatis of that brahmand, worship these chiefs and follow 
their command. But Brahma, Vishnu and Shiv in turn worship Purushottam Bhagwan and follow his 
command.” 

• G II 66: “God is very powerful; even the devas such as Brahma and others live under his command. In 
fact, out of fear of God, even the causes of all the brahmands, namely kal, maya, etc. conscientiously 
follow his commands.” 

 
OR 

 
 4.  Five eternal tattvas and the form of the tattvas. 
  Of the five tattvas enunciated in Shriji Maharaj’s darshan, Parabrahman, Aksharbrahma, Ishwars and  
  jivas are chaitanya (sentient), whereas maya is jad (non-sentient). These five tattvas are eternally real in  
  their form, characteristics and qualities. In other words, they are eternal, and not delusional, imaginary or  
  merely empirical. Shriji Maharaj has spoken about the basic forms of these tattvas in the Vedras: “Many  
  say that the jivas and maya are illusionary. However, O paramhansas! For us, jivas have eternal  
  existence, maya has eternal existence, Ishwars have eternal existence, Brahman has eternal existence,  
  Parabrahman has eternal existence” (Vedras, p.177). In this way, because of their eternal existence,  
  these five tattvas are beyond time. They are never created; hence they are anadi; and they are never  
  destroyed and are therefore anant (G I 7, G III 10). That which is anadi and anant is sashvat and nitya  
  (permanent, eternal). Because the five tattvas have an eternal existence, the forms and qualities of each  
  remain fundamentally distinct from one another. Even though there may be some similarities in form and  
  qualities, they are still entirely distinct. Under no circumstances and in no state can there be total  
  oneness between their forms, qualities and tattvas. Regardless of whether the world is in the creation,  
  sustenance or dissolution phase, or whether the Ishwars and jivas are bound or liberated, the  
  individuality of these tattvas remains. During ultimate dissolution the bound jivas and Ishwars merge into  
  maya, which in turn merges into the divine light of Aksharbrahma; yet, the jivas, Ishwars and maya do  
  not lose their existence and individuality. When the jivas and Ishwars are liberated, they both attain the  
  state of Akshar-mukta. The individual identities of the Akshar-muktas, and their different natures from  
  Aksharbrahma and Parabrahman remain. Unlike a river that merges with the sea, or light which  
  immerses within light, the jivas and Ishwars who have become Akshar-muktas do not merge into  
  Brahman and Parabrahman and lose their individuality (G II 38, G III 33). They do, however, attain a  
  divine form like that of Parabrahman and eternally remain with him in Akshardham (G III 38). 
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 1.  ‘One develops love for God’ and ‘Means of becoming dear to God’.  
  Shriji Maharaj has said in several Vachanamruts, such as G I 56, S 15, G II 9, that nothing else remains to  
  be done by one who develops unparalleled love, like that of the gopis, for God. Explaining the means of  
  developing such profound love, Shriji Maharaj says in Vachanamrut G I 59: “A person should have the  
  following understanding: Firstly, conviction in God, i.e. ‘He who I have attained is undoubtedly God  
  himself.’ He should also be a believer in God. Furthermore, he should realize the divine powers of God,  
  i.e. ‘This God is the master of Brahmamahol, Golok, Shwetdwip, and all the other abodes. He is the  
  master of countless millions of brahmands and is the all-doer.’ He should never believe Purush, kal,  
  karma, maya, the three gunas, the 24 elements, or Brahma and the other deities to be the creators of  
  this brahmand; instead, he should realize only Purushottam Bhagwan to be the creator and the  

 antaryami of all. Such an understanding, along with faith in the manifest form of God, is the only means  
  to develop unparalleled love for God.” 
  Means of Becoming Dear to God 
  As God is the only giver of moksha and the highest bliss, naturally all have affection for him; but it is  
  when God has affection for the devotee that all the devotee’s endeavors are fulfilled. A question  
  therefore arises: What type of devotee does God develop affection for? In G I 37, Shriji Maharaj explains  
  the type of understanding a devotee who is dear to him should have: “He realizes that there is no other  
  all-doer in this world besides God, and he also realizes that without God, even a dry leaf cannot be  
  stirred. “A person with such firm conviction… even if he is an ordinary person, is still dear to me. Kal,  
  karma and maya are unable to administer their power on him. In fact, God himself imparts any  
  punishment that he is to receive, but no one else has any authority over him. On the other hand, I have  
  no respect for a person without such firm conviction, even if he happens to have the virtues of  
  renunciation and detachment from worldly pleasures.” 
 

OR 
 

 2.  ‘Bhagwan Swaminarayan: Flawless and divine’ and ‘The manifest Gunatit Sant: Flawless and divine’. 
  Bhagwan Swaminarayan: Flawless and Divine 
  Bhagwan Swaminarayan, the avatari of all avatars, himself describes his flawlessness and absolute  
  detachment in the Vachanamrut: 

• K 6: “Not even the slightest bit of lust, anger, avarice, egotism, matsar or jealousy enters my heart. 
Also, in my heart, I experience a strong aversion for the panchvishays, namely sights, sounds, smells, 
tastes and touch. In fact, I do not have even the slightest interest in any one of the panchvishays.” 

• G II 33: “I swear by the lives of these paramhansas that from the day I was born to this very day, I 
have never harbored an improper thought regarding women or wealth, either in the waking state or 
dream state. Thus, I am eternally flawless.” 

• G II 39: “Firstly, it is my nature that regardless of how much physical contact of the panchvishays I 
encounter, I do not harbor any desire for them in my mind – not even in my dreams.” 

• G III 31: “The same form that is in Akshardham – which is Gunatit – is manifest. There is no difference 
between the two. Just as the form in the abode is Gunatit, the human form is also Gunatit.” 

 
  The Manifest Gunatit Sant: Flawless and Divine 

 The Gunatit Sant, through whom Shriji Maharaj always remains Parabrahman: Absolutely Divine manifest  
 on earth, is also flawless and divine. 

• V 11: “The Satpurush, who is Brahmaswarup, behaves above the three bodies [sthul, sukshma and 
karan] and the three states [jagrat, swapna and sushupti]; moreover, he does not believe any of the 
actions of the 14 indriyas to affect him.” 

• G III 26: “What are the characteristics of a Sant who is worthy of being worshipped on par with God? 
Well, such a Sant supresses the actions of maya’s gunas – the indriyas, the antahkaran, etc.; but he 
himself does not get supressed by their actions. In addition to this, he only performs activities related 
to God; he is staunch in his observance of the five religious vows and believing himself to be 
brahmarup he worships Purushottam Bhagwan. Such a Sant should not be thought of as a human 



being, nor should he be thought of as a deva, because such behavior is not possible for either 
humans or devas. Indeed, even though that Sant appears to be human, he is still worthy of being 
worshipped on par with God. Therefore, whoever desires to attain liberation should serve such a 
Sant.” 

   
 3.  ‘The purpose for the manifestation of avatars’ and ‘The cause of all avatars.  
  The Purpose for the Manifestation of Avatars 
  According to the Shrimad Bhagavat and other Puranas, the purpose of Swaminarayan Theology for the  
  manifestation of avatars is to accomplish various tasks. God assumes the necessary form according to the  
  required task, ensuring he has the appropriate ability for what needs to be completed, after which he  
  discards that form. Explaining this fact, Shriji Maharaj says in Vachanamrut L 18: “It is that very God who  
  assumes the forms of Matsya, Kachchha, Varah, etc. and the forms of Ram, Krishna, etc. for the purpose 

 of fulfilling some task. He does not, however, abandon his original form to assume the form of these 
 avatars. That God himself assumes the forms of Matsya, Kachchha, etc., possessing countless divine 
 powers and boundless strength. Then, once the task for which he assumed a body is completed, he  

  abandons that body.” Avatars appear on earth to lighten the burden of sin on the earth, destroy demons  
  to protect devotees, and to destroy unrighteousness and establish righteousness. In addition to these 

 tasks, according to their ability, they also redeem those who seek their refuge. In this manner, as per 
 Vachanamrut K 5, avatars such as Ram and Krishna assume a human form and fulfil the desires of their 
 beloved devotees to grant them bliss. 

  
 ii.  The Cause of All Avatars 
  The root cause of all avatars, i.e. the avatari, is Parabrahman, the Lord of Akshardham. Shriji Maharaj has  
  stated this in the Vachanamrut: 

• G II 13: “It is this Purushottam, who transcends Akshar, who is the cause of all avatars. All avatars 
emanate from Purushottam, and they merge back into Purushottam.” 

• V 12: “Shri Purushottam Bhagwan, whose form is forever divine, is seated in Akshardham, which is as 
luminous as countless millions of suns, moons, and flames of fire. That same God assumes the avatars 
of Ram, Krishna, etc. for the sake of granting liberation to the jivas.” 

 
OR 

 
 4.  ‘The anvay and vyatirek forms of Aksharbrahma’ and ‘The sagun and nirgun aspects of Aksharbrahma’ 
  Shriji Maharaj has clearly explained the anvay (immanent) and vyatirek (transcendent) forms of  
  Aksharbrahma. The nirakar (formless) Chidakash (space) form of Aksharbrahma which pervades jivas, 

 Ishwars, maya and its evolutes – the countless millions of brahmands – is its anvay form. When 
 Aksharbrahma is distinct from everything – jivas, Ishwars, maya and its evolutes – that is its vyatirek 
 form (G I 7, S 5). The personified form of Aksharbrahma that is Akshardham, the transcendental divine 
 abode of Parabrahman; that humbly serves Parabrahman in that Akshardham; and that accompanies 
 Parabrahman in the manifest human form on earth, are all the vyatirek form of Aksharbrahma. Whereas, 
 the formless Chidakash is its anvay form. 

  The sagun and nirgun aspects of Aksharbrahma  
  Like Parabrahman, Aksharbrahma too possesses infinite divine and liberating qualities and hence is  
  described as sagun. Also, being devoid of mundane shortcomings, Aksharbrahma is described as nirgun. 
  In addition to this description of Aksharbrahma’s sagun-nirgun characteristics, Shriji Maharaj further  
  provides a remarkable interpretation in Vachanamrut G II 42: “The nirgun aspect of Akshar has an  
  extremely subtle form, smaller than even an atom, while the sagun form is much larger than even the  
  largest of objects. Countless millions of brahmands dwell like mere atoms in each and every pore of that  
  Akshar. It is not that those brahmands become small compared to Akshar; they still remain encircled by  
  the different layers. Rather it is because of the extreme vastness of Akshar that those brahmands appear  
  so small. Take Mount Girnar as an example. Compared to Mount Meru, it appears to be extremely small.  
  However, compared to Mount Lokalok, Mount Meru itself appears to be extremely small. In the same  



  way, the brahmands remain exactly as they are, but in comparison to the extreme vastness of Akshar,  
  they appear to be extremely small. This is why they are described as being like atoms.” 
  From Shriji Maharaj’s description above of Aksharbrahma’s sagun-nirgun characteristics, it is clear that  
  the anvay form of Aksharbrahma is also its nirgun aspect. Also, the vyatirek form – that of Akshardham,  
  or the divine abode of Parabrahman – is its sagun aspect. 
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 1.  Similarities and differences between Ishwars and jivas.  
  Like jivas, in the nature of their form, Ishwars are eternally existent, conscious, blissful, ageless,  
  indestructible, without any deformity or changes, pure, the form of consciousness and full of  
  consciousness (living). Like jivas, Ishwars are from the beginning bound by maya. Despite this, the  
  difference between Ishwars and jivas is as distinct as that between glow-worms and the stars. The  
  authority, power, lifespan and knowledge possessed by Ishwars are vastly greater than those of jivas. 

 Hence, they are different and superior to jivas. Clarifying the distinction between jivas and Ishwars, Shriji 
 Maharaj explains in Vachanamrut P 2: “The panchbhuts residing in the Ishwars body of Ishwar are 
known  

  as mahabhuts, and those bhuts sustain the bodies of all jivas. On the other hand, the panchbhuts in the 
 body of the jiva are insignificant and are incapable of sustaining others. Also, the jiva possesses limited 
 knowledge compared to Ishwar, who is all-knowing. One should learn such a method of interpretation so  

  that the jiva and Ishwar are not understood to be equal to each other.” The lifespan of Ishwars is vastly  
  greater than that of jivas. Jivas have limited knowledge, while Ishwars are comparatively all-knowing – 

 meaning that, the jnatruttva shakti (power to know) possessed by Ishwars is not limited to their own 
 body, but also pervades the brahmand they are responsible for. However, this shakti is still limited as  

  Ishwars are bound by maya. In the brahmand they govern, Ishwars have the power to manifest in  
  whatever form they wish to assume. Ordinarily, this type of power is absent in jivas. In summary, the  
  following table depicts the differences between jivas and Ishwars as explained by Shriji Maharaj in 

 Vachanamrut S 6: 

 
 

OR 
 
 2.  Gunatitanand Swami is Aksharbrahma: Gunatitanand Swamini Vato 
  At the behest of Acharya Shripatiprasadji Maharaj, Sadguru Balmukund Swami of Junagadh arranged for  
  the printing and publication of Gunatitanand Swami’s Swamini Vato in V.S. 1975 (1819 c). The book 

 commences with a biographical sketch of Gunatitanand Swami, in which he is referred to as ‘Mul 
 Aksharbrahma’ numerous times. 

• The Swamini Vato was first published as a five-chapter shastra by Shri Swaminarayan Gurukul, Rajkot, 
in V.S. 2022 (1966 CE) and the fifth edition was printed in V.S. 2049 (1993 CE). In all these editions, 
‘Anadi Mul Aksharmurti Sadguru Shri Gunatitanand Swamini Vato’ is printed on the first page and 
Gunatitanand Swami’s portrait is captioned, ‘Aksharmurti Sadguru Shri Gunatitanand Swami’. 



  At the beginning, under the heading ‘Anadi Mul Aksharmurti Sadguru Gunatitanand Swaminu Jivan 
Vruttant’, is a brief summary of Gunatitanand Swami’s life, in which, on several occasions (pages 3, 6, 
8, 13), Gunatitanand Swami is referred to as ‘Mul Aksharmurti’. 

  Furthermore, in this shastra, Gunatitanand Swami himself has clearly pointed out many times that he 
is Akshar. For example: 

• SNV 3.38: “There is nothing more to understand than this. All that needs to be understood is to know 
Maharaj as Purushottam (supreme God) and this Sadhu as Akshar. All these are Akshar (Akshar-
muktas), but he is Mul Akshar – and he also has assumed a human body and incarnated here.” 

• SNV 5.183: “This sadhu is Akshar. His divine and human traits should be considered as one. He is 
unborn and has never been in a mother’s womb. Understand his ways to be like those of a magician. 
He is visible here due to Maharaj’s wish.” 

• SNV 6.208: “A devotee asked, ‘Why can’t the atma be seen?’ Swami replied, ‘It is seen, but not 
believed. After acquiring knowledge, it will be believed that “this is Brahman and the departed is 
Parabrahman.”’ Thus, Swami spoke words of essence.” 

 
 3.  Benefits of understanding Parabrahman as divine and flawless and loss due to perceiving human traits  
  in God.  
  Benefits of Understanding Them as Divine and Flawless One becomes totally flawless through realizing  
  God and the great Sant to be absolutely flawless (G I 24, 58). “To realize all of God’s actions and incidents  
  as redemptive is the very dharma of a devotee, and only one who understands this can be called a  
  perfect devotee of God” (G I 72). Only one who understands God to be flawless can transcend maya (L 4,  
  V 5). Perceiving all worldly actions and incidents of God as being divine is bhakti, and only a person with 

 such bhakti in his heart can be called a devotee, and it is only he who attains the highest state of  
  enlightenment (G II 10). There will be no difficulties in subduing the desires for the panchvishays if one 

 realizes the manifest form of God as identical with the one in Akshardham (G II 13). Those who realize 
 God to be ageless and deathless will become free from karmas and the cycles of births and deaths (A 4).
 Gunatitanand Swami also says in his talks: “When the divine and human characteristics [of the manifest 
 form of God] are considered as equally divine, true bliss in worshipping God is attained” (SNV 5.101). 
 “On understanding this manifest God [Shriji Maharaj] to be free from all blemishes, there is nothing else 
 left to do. By understanding God as fault-free, one also becomes fault-free” (SNV 5.125).  

  ii. Loss Due to Perceiving Human Traits in God. In the Vachanamrut, Shriji Maharaj comments on the 
 obstacles aspirants face while performing spiritual endeavors if they perceive human traits in God. The 
 person attributing flaws, such as lust, etc. to God and his Gunatit Sant will never himself be freed of 
 those flaws (G I 24, 58). If doubts arise about the supremacy of God, then one cannot overcome maya (L 
 4). If a person does not believe God to be completely divine, Parabrahman: Absolutely Divine 117 then he 
 repeatedly becomes upset and alternately perceives flaws and virtues in God. As a result, day by day, his 
 heart becomes more and more despondent, and ultimately, he falls from Satsang (L 18). “For one who 
 has doubts in realizing God, even if he is a staunch, celibate and a great renunciant, attaining liberation 
 would still be very difficult” (P 7). If any deficiency remains in understanding the true form of God, then 
 one’s flaws will never be eradicated (G II 13). One who perceives any flaws in God will suffer from vicious 
 thoughts. Moreover, he will also suffer greatly at the time of his death as well (G II 33). If God is disliked 
 in any way, then the jiva of such a person, which may have been like the full moon of Poonam, becomes 
 like the dark moon of Amas (V 12). Those who consider God to be mortal like ordinary human beings, will 
 themselves never transcend the cycle of births and deaths and the torments of Yampuri (Hell) (A 4). 

 
OR 

 
 4.  Necessity of understanding the form of Aksharbrahma: For ultimate liberation 
  Shriji Maharaj has explained the necessity of becoming brahmarup to attain liberation. Defining mukti in  
  the Shikshapatri, he says: Tatra brahmãtmanã Krushnasevã muktischa gamyatãm. 
  Meaning: Mukti is to become brahmarup and render service to Parabrahman there [in Akshardham]  
  (Shikshapatri 121). Furthermore, Shriji Maharaj describes this state of liberation after death (videha  



  mukti3) in Vachanamrut G I 21, “After such an ekantik bhakta leaves his body and becomes free of all  
  influences of maya, he attains Akshardham via the archimarg…. “A devotee who has reached  
  Akshardham attains qualities similar to those of Akshar and forever remains in the service of God.” 
  The state of becoming Aksharrup is not necessarily attained only after death, but can be attained while  
  one is still alive, as described by Shriji Maharaj in the Vachanamrut: S 12: “Such a devotee with perfect  
  jnan is conscious only of his atma. Also, he believes his atma to be brahmarup and that Purushottam  
  Bhagwan – also known as Parabrahman – forever resides in his brahmarup atma. Also, his conviction of  
  God remains forever steady.” G II 62: “Furthermore, when this thought meets the atma, divine light is  
  generated in the heart of the thinker, and he has the realization of himself as being brahmarup. And in  
  that brahmarup atma he perceives Parabrahman Narayan.” In the above references, Maharaj clearly  
  explains that a devotee of God can be brahmarup even when alive. Therefore, it is necessary to become  
  brahmarup to attain jivan mukti or videha mukti. Shriji Maharaj’s view is that if a devotee of God does 

 not achieve this state, he is unable to attain ultimate liberation. This is recorded clearly in Vachanamrut L 
 7, “Thus, one who does not offer bhakti to Parabrahman after becoming brahmarup cannot be said to  

  have attained ultimate liberation.” 
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Q.4  Answer ALL the following, using one sentence (not just one word) for each answer. 
 
 1. Write down the names of five conative sense.  
  The five conative senses through which one can perform physical actions are speech, touch, walking, 

 excretion and procreation.  
 
 2. What does a jivan mukta believe about the miseries due to his prarabdha karmas?  
  A jivan mukta does not become disturbed or miserable in any way due to experiencing the pain of his  
  prarabdha karmas. Even if his prarabdha leads to misery or suffering, he understands it to be only due 

 to the will of his beloved God (G III 13). 
 
 3. What principle does Shriji Maharaj explain in Vachnamrut Gadhada II 3?  
  G II 3: “One should develop oneness with one’s jivatma and with that of Brahman, and worship   
  Parabrahman while maintaining a master-servant relationship with him.” 
 
 4. When do mayik influences never trouble again?  
  In Akshardham when the Akshar mukta attains qualities like those of Aksharbrahma and becomes divine  
  and independent like God then mayik influences never trouble again. 
 
 5. Who are incapable for doing what to a person who has developed firm faith with an understanding of 

 God’s greatness?  
  In G I 63, Shriji Maharaj says: “He who realizes God perfectly in this way has nothing left to achieve…kal, 

 karma and maya are incapable of binding a person who has developed such firm faith coupled with an 
 understanding of God’s greatness in his heart.” 

 
 6. How does a Jiva become a devotee of God whenever he attains a human body in Bharat-khand? 

 When a Jiva attains a human body in Bharat-khand, Bhagwan’s avatar or Bhagwan’s sadhu is also  
 manifested on this earth and doing vicharan.  When that Jiva recognizes the manifested form, he 
 becomes  a devotee of God. 

 
Q.5  Write the main points on the following. (In 15 lines.) (Total Marks: 10) 
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 1.  Necessity of understanding the form of Parabrahman as sakar. (pages 35-36) 
  Bhagwan Swaminarayan has placed great emphasis on the understanding that God possesses a form. It is  
  absolutely essential for every aspirant to understand the sakar form of Parabrahman. Benefits of  
  understanding Parabrahman to Have a Form: (a) Understanding God to eternally have a form is the most 

 extraordinary spiritual endeavor for liberation. (G III 36) (b) Only one who has conviction that God  always  
 reigns supreme and possesses a divine form will go to Akshardham. (G II 9) (c) If a person, who has 

conviction that God possesses a form, inadvertently commits a sin, by the grace of God, all those sins will 
be forgiven, and he will ultimately be liberated. (G II 39) (d) Through firmly believing God to possess a 
form and thus doing his upasana, one is able to acquire spiritual powers and qualities from God (G I 64) 
(e) Kal, karma and maya are unable to impose their power over one who has firm conviction that God 
has a form. After leaving his mortal body, such a person will go to the abode of God and forever remain 
in his service and in his presence. (G I 37).  

  Disadvantages of Understanding Parabrahman as Formless: One who does not have the firm conviction 
 that Parabrahman possesses a form and believes him to be nirakar (formless): (a) Does not ever acquire 
 any spiritual powers from God (G I 64) (b) Commits a sin much graver than even the five grave sins (G I 
 71, G II 39) (c) Is regarded as committing blasphemy against God (G II 9, V 2). (d) Will find that all his 
 virtues become flaws (L 16). (e) Creates a great obstacle for himself on the path of liberation (G III 36). (f) 
 Thus, in the Vachanamrut, Shriji Maharaj has explicitly and repeatedly stated the advantages of believing 
 God to be sakar, and the disadvantages of believing him to be nirakar. He has also insistently commanded 
 one to have firm conviction that God has a form, and not to believe him to be formless, as doing so is not 
 only sinful (G I 71), but also blasphemous (G II 9). (g) He says in Vachanamrut G II 39: “Therefore one 
 should keep a firm conviction of the form of God and staunchly worship him. This is my message to you. 
 So please imbibe these words firmly in your lives.” (e) Many of those who believe in God consider God to 
 be formless. However, Shriji Maharaj has strongly refuted the belief that God is formless and has 
 extensively explained the fact that God has a form so that his disciples do not knowingly or unknowingly 
 malign God’s form and spoil their liberation. 

 
 2.  Aksharbrahma: Manifest on this earth in the form of the Gunatit Satpurush. (Page 149) 
  Swaminarayan tattvagnan teaches that Aksharbrahma also manifest upon earth in a human form. Shriji  
  Maharaj explains in Vachanamrut G I 71: “When God incarnates for the purpose of granting liberation to  
  the jivas, he is always accompanied by his Akshardham, his attendants - who are formed of chaitanya –  
  and all of his divine powers...Therefore, a devotee of God should realize that the form of God along with  
  his Akshardham is present on this earth, and he should also explain this fact to others.” Gunatitanand  
  Swami has also narrated in his discourses that God incarnates from Akshardham, along with his  

 Aksharbrahma, “Maharaj has come here (to earth) with hi Akshardham, parshads and with all his  
 powers” (SNV 1.1, 3.41, 4.57, 5.32). Though his own resolve and divinity, just as Parabrahman can 
 incarnate wherever he wishes without leaving his abode, Aksharbrahma, while serving Parabrahman 
 in Akshardham, can simultaneously manifest in innumerable cosmoses to accompany Parabrahman 
 as his servant. It is like the maya of a magician: like Purushottam, Akshar can assume, and appear in 
 infinite different forms wherever necessary. On earth, Akshar appears to be an ordinary human or sadhu,  

  but in fact, he harbors immense divinity, strength and power. His birth and passing away, etc. are simply  
  a  figure of speech in worldly terms. His way of assuming and leaving the mortal body is divine rather than  
  worldly, since he is not dependent upon kal, karma and maya. The phases of childhood, youth, old age, 

 disease, deterioration and other states of being are perceived due to his yogic powers of creating an 
 illusion. In reality, he remains untouched by these mayik qualities. He remains absolutely unchanged - he 
 is exactly  the same here on earth as he is in Akshardham. There is not the slightest difference between 
 the two forms from a tattvik perspective. 

 
 3.  Antaryami Form Is like the Sakar Manifest Form (Pages 44-45) 
  The vyatirek form of Parabrahman is certainly divine and like that of a human being. Also, Shriji Maharaj  



  has explained in the Vachanamrut that the all-pervasive antaryami (indweller) and anvay aspects of 
 Parabrahman should also be considered to possess a form: G I 45: “Despite the fact that Purushottam 
 Bhagwan’s brahmarup light, which pervades all jivas and Ishwars as their antaryami, is formless, it  should  

  be considered to possess a form. This is because it governs the granting of the deserved fruits of 
 karmas to all jivas and Ishwars according to their respective karmas. This power of governing makes it 
 function as if it possesses a form. Thus, that divine light should be considered to possess a form as well.” 
 K 4: “God possesses a definite form in his Akshardham, but through his antaryami powers, he pervades 
 the jivas and functions as if he possesses a form. Therefore, even that antaryami form should be 
 considered to possess a form.” Moreover, Shriji Maharaj has explained in several Vachanamruts that 
 while an aspirant performs spiritual endeavors, he should understand God to be manifest with a definite 
 form within his jivatma. Then, on attaining the state of sakshatkar (spiritual realization of God), the 
 aspirant sees only God as manifest with a definite form within him and everywhere. This is explained in 
 two Vachanamrut references: G I 23: “(One) believes his own self to be chaitanya, transcending the 
 influences of the three states - waking, dream and deep sleep, and the three bodies - sthul, sukshma and 
 karan. This devotee worships God, while beholding God’s form within his own self. As a result, he sees his 
 own self, which transcends the three states and the three bodies, as being extremely full of divine light. 
 Within that light, he sees the form of God, just as it is in its incarnate form, as being extremely luminous.” 
 K 7: “One who has realized God through such a conviction experiences the following: Wherever he casts 
 his eyes - among all the mobile and immobile forms - he sees the form of God as if it is before his eyes, 
 the same form that constantly remains in Akshardham even after the dissolution of the body, the 
 brahmand and Prakruti-Purush. He does not see even an atom without Parabrahman within it. These are 
 characteristics of one who has attained God-realization.” Therefore, as per Shriji Maharaj’s teachings, the 
 antaryami form of God, which pervades the jivas, Ishwars and every atom in the infinite universes, is also 
 like definite form. For this reason, he states in Vachanamrut V 13: “Even though the shastras describe 
 God as pervasive, he actually possesses a definite form. In those shastras, he is described as pervasive in 
 the sense that, even though he possesses a definite form, by using his own powers, he gives darshan to 
 all while residing in one place. But he is not pervasive in the sense of being formless like akash.” 

 
 4.  Necessity of Becoming Aksharrup-Brahmarup: To be able to offer devotion free of obstacles (Pages  
  132-134) 
  A devotee who strives to offer devotion to God may face countless obstacles. The main hurdles that  
  cause difficulties are lust, anger, greed, taste, affection, ego, envy, calumny, jealousy, love and hate,  
  attachment to family and relatives, attachment to the panchvishays, desires, and other shortcomings etc.  
  Due to these shortcomings we are drawn to panchvishays and perceive human traits in God and  
  Satpurush such that our association with them is broken. In Vachanamrut L 6, Shriji Maharaj explains the 

 root cause of our own faults, and how they create obstacles on our path of devotion, “All flaws reside in 
 the flaw of identifying one’s self with the body.” He further explains in Vachanamrut G I 44, “Therefore as  

  long as a person believes the body to be his true self, his entire understanding is totally useless.” By  
  offering devotion while maintaining the belief that one is the body, the obstacles a devotee endures in 

 his endeavors are explained by Shriji Maharaj: G I 23: “As long as one has not attained this elevated 
 spiritual state, one is subject to obstacles, even if one is a devotee of God. Shivaji, for example, did not 
 behave in such an elevated spiritual state and therefore enticed by the beauty of Mohini. Brahma also 
 did not behave in such a state and thus became infatuated on seeing Sarasvati. Naradji also did not 
 behave in such an elevated spiritual state and consequently harbored a desire to marry. Moreover, 
 because Indra, Chandra and others were not behaving in such a state, their reputations were also 
 blemished due to their mistakes. “Furthermore, if a person has not developed this elevated spiritual 
 state, he will perceive worldly attributes even in God, even if he himself is a devotee of God. King 
 Parikshit, for example, was not such a devotee, and he raised doubts about the divinity of Shri Krishna 
 Bhagwan after hearing of the raas episode. On the other hand, because Shukji was such an elevated 
 devotee, he had no doubts whatsoever.” G III 1: “If the virtue of atma-realization is lacking, then when 
 the body experiences pain or pleasure, that devotee’s vruttis (state of mind) become disturbed. Then, 
 one develops love for anything one considers pleasurable and an aversion for anything once considers to 



 be full of misery. In this way, one’s mind becomes vitiated.” G III 21: “Indeed, the inner enemies of lust, 
 anger, avarice, infatuation, subtle jealousy, etc., will certainly distress one who is unable to behave as the 
 atma. Therefore, if one offers devotion without attaining atma-realization, one’s true nature is sure to be 
 exposed in this Satsang fellowship.” By offering devotion and believing oneself to be atma, or brahman, 
 and distinct from the body, one does not  face obstacles of lust and other flaws. Therefore, in 
 Vachanamrut G II 35, Shriji Maharaj explains the reason for developing resolute atma-realization: “The 
 only reason why I deliver such talks about knowledge of the atma is that if one can realize one’s atma to 
 be distinct from the body then one will no longer harbor any love for one’s body or for one’s relatives. 
 Then, there would no longer be any hindrances in the bhakti of God. This is the only reason.”  

  Gunatitanand Swami also says: SNV 1.141: “In this universe there is no man who does not desire a 
 woman and no woman who does not desire a man. To separate each from the other, Maharaj has 
 written one shloka: ‘Nijatmanam brahmarupam.” i.e. believe one’s true self as Brahman, not the body. 
 Just as there are no stones no matter how deep one digs into the soil of Gujarat deep down into the 
 earth, similarly, there are no faults in one who is brahmarup.” SNV 1.228:  “Therefore, to believe oneself 
 as brahmarup and that God resides within, is the state of spiritual wisdom; that is superior (to samadhi) 
 and it is free of obstacles. Without that, even Sachchidanand Swami, who used to experience samadhi, 
 suffered. Hence, one must become a spiritually wise devotee rather than an affectionate devotee.” 

 
Q. 5  Write detailed notes on any ONE of the following topics. (In 25-30 Lines)  
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 1.  Videha mukti. 
  Videha Mukti is to attain the highest state of enlightenment after leaving the mortal body.  After all the 

 prarabdha karmas of a jivan mukta have been experienced, his association with the sthul and sukshma 
 bodies also ends, and he then goes to God’s Akshardham (G I 1, 21).  It is important to clarify here that if 
 a devotee, due to some deficiency during his life, does not experience the state of jivan mukti, in his final 
 moments, his deficiencies can be removed by the grace of Parabrahman and the Gunatit Satpurush.  
 Thus, that devotee can attain videha mukti and go to Akshardham.  A mukta who goes to Akshardham 
 attains a brahmic form (body). (G I 1), has a divine form (G I 12), becomes a Chaitanya murti (G I 37, 71) 
 and is granted a divine body only through the wish of God (S 14).  Also, God gives him a chaitanya body 
 (G II 66) such that he possesses a form like that of God (G III 37).  Just like the form of God, the form of 
 the mukta is two armed like that of a human being, is characterized by eternal existence, Consciousness, 
 bliss, truth, divinity, and is extremely luminous (G III 38). The muktas who have reached Akshardham and 
 attained qualities like those of Akshar, forever remain in the service of God (G I 21).  However, in 
 Akshardham, there is no other service to be performed; the darshan of God is itself the service.  Hence, 
 muktas continually enjoy the bliss of the darshan of God (L 14, G II 13).  In the above descriptions on 
 mukti mimansa in Swaminarayan Darshan, it is important to draw attention to the fact that in 
 Akshardham, the Akshar muktas maintain a distinct, individual existence.  Unlike light, which merges in 
 light, or water, which merges with water, the Akshar muktas do not merge into either Aksharbrahma or 
 Parabrahman; they do not lose their individuality (G II 38, G III 33). The Akshar muktas are deeply and 
 lovingly attached to the divine form of Parabrahman.  Despite having their own independent existence, 
 they have no awareness of it, and are totally engrossed in the bliss of God’s darshan. There is one more 
 unique characteristic of this concept of liberation in Swaminarayan Darshan.  Although the Akshar 
 muktas in Akshardham attain similar qualities of Aksharbrahma, they do not become the Aksharbrahma 
 tattva itself.  Similarly, all the Akshar muktas have a form like that of Parabrahman, yet none of them 
 become the Parabrahman tattva.  Many Vachanamruts describe that a devotee attains qualities like God; 
 this simply means that the mukta becomes divine and independent like God.  As, a result, Maya is  

  incapable of defeating and binding the mukta. In Akshardham, like God, the Akshar muktas reside with a 
 divine body and divine ornaments.  They also experience divine bliss like that of God, yet a master- 

  disciple relationship is constantly maintained.   
 



 2.  Bhagwan Swaminarayan - Supreme: Reasons for Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s manifestation. 
 Previously, avatars had manifested to destroy demons and for various other reasons. However, Maharaj 

 manifested to destroy the innate ignorance of countless jivas, make them brahmarup, and thus grant 
 them ultimate liberation. In the old manuscripts of the Sampradaya, written during his lifetime, Bhagwan 
 Swaminarayan himself explicitly reveals the reason for his incarnation on earth, “Dusarā avatār hai so 
 kārya-kāran avatār huā hai, aur merā yaha avatār hai, sau to jivoku brahmarup karke ātyāntik mukti dene 
 ke vāste Aksharātit Purushottam jo ham vahā manushya jaisā banyā hu.” Meaning: “The earlier avatars 
 manifested for a specific task. But my incarnation is to make the jivas brahmarup and grant them 
 ultimate liberation. For that, I, Purushottam, transcending even Akshar, have assumed a human form” 
 (Atyantik Kalyan p. 76). Furthermore, in a letter addressed to the paramhansas and devotees, he 
 revealed the purpose of his manifestation by writing: “Kalyānke karne vāste merā avatār hai. Āj to mai 
 avidyārup jo māyā hai, tiske nāshke vāste pragat huā hu. Āj to merā prayojan ehi hai. Jyo avidyāku nāsh 
 karnā, jivaku brahmarup karnā. Is prayojan vāste me pragat huvā hu. Jivuke mukti deneke vāste, 
 manushyā esā banyā hu.”   Meaning: “I have incarnated to grant liberation. Today, I have manifested to 
 destroy ignorance in the form of maya. That is my sole purpose. It is to destroy ignorance and make jivas 
 brahmarup. For this purpose, I have manifested. To grant liberation to the jivas, I have become like a 
 human” (Shrijina Prasadina Patro, Letter Number 7). In the two examples given above, the special 
 purpose revealed for Shriji Maharaj’s manifestation is sufficient to establish his supremacy. Maharaj was 
 once in Kariyani. Here, he summoned Gopalanand Swami, who had just arrived from Vadodara, into his 
 room, and explained the purpose of his manifestation. This incident has been noted by Sadguru 
 Nirgundas Swami in his talks, and also by Sadguru Rugnathcharandas Swami in the Shrihari Charitra 
 Chintamani: “Maharaj then said, ‘Swami, do you know the reason for which I have manifested?’ 
 Gopalanand Swami said no. Maharaj then said, ‘I, the Lord of Akshardham, Shri Purushottam, said in 
 front of all the Akshar-muktas that this universe was created a very long time ago. Despite this, why have 
 no jivas become liberated and entered Akshardham? So, saying, I commanded the Lord of Vaikunth to 
 incarnate in this world to propagate ekantik dharma, liberate the jivas and send them to Akshardham. 
 The Lord of Vaikunth thus incarnated on this earth and even though the lifespan of a human in Tretayug  

 was 10,000 years, he lived for 11,000 years on this earth, yet was not able to propagate ekantik dharma. 
 Thereafter, the Lord of Golok stayed on this earth for 125 years, more than the Kaliyug lifespan of 100 
 years, yet was not able to propagate ekantik dharma. “‘You then said, “O Maharaj! When the Lords of the 
 respective abodes came onto this earth, whoever offered worship to them were taken to their respective 
 abodes and therefore they did not make it to Akshardham. Therefore, if you, the Lord of Akshardham, 
 manifest on earth, then through worshipping you and doing your upasana, the aspirants can reach 
 Akshardham.” For this reason, along with Akshar-muktas like you, I have descended here’” (Vat 95). On 
 this occasion, Shriji Maharaj also revealed the six reasons for his manifestation on earth, which have 
 been noted in the same sermon of the Shrihari Charitra Chintamani, as well as in other shastras of the 
 Sampradaya.10 The six reasons are as follows: 1. To propagate the knowledge of my supreme form and 
 upasana, and elevate the spiritual state of people to that of muktas. 2. To grant previous avatars and 
 their followers a human birth on this earth, preach to them the knowledge of my form and upasana, and 
 send them to Akshardham. 3. To liberate Bhaktidevi and Dharmadev from the harassment of evil people  

 and bless them with the bliss of my murti. 4. To revive and spread the long forgotten ekantik dharma,  which 
comprises of dharma, jnan, vairagya and bhakti coupled with the understanding of God’s glory. 5.  To 
give the fruits of the austerities and devotion in the form of my darshan to those ascetics and yogis  who 
have been worshipping God since eternity; to fulfil the wishes of those seekers who have great  affection for 
God and also to shower them with love. 6. To initiate sadhus who embody ekantik dharma,  build 
shikharbaddha mandirs for worship, and create shastras that narrate my divine incidents and  expound 
ekantik dharma. To establish on this earth the tradition of the Param Ekantik Sadhu who will  forever sustain 
ekantik dharma and keep the path of liberation to Akshardham open. These six objectives  demonstrate 
Shriji Maharaj’s supremacy. 

 
Q.6  Write detailed notes on any ONE of the following topics. (In 25-30 lines.) (Total Marks: 10) 
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 1.  The necessity of understanding the form of Aksharbrahma: To attain true conviction of 
  Parabrahman. 
  Just as Shriji Maharaj has stressed the importance of truly understanding the form of Parabrahman in  
  order to achieve ultimate liberation, he has also emphasized the necessity of truly understanding the 

 form of Aksharbrahma. He has described that knowledge of Aksharbrahma is necessary for aspirants 
 to develop true conviction in Parabrahman, as well as attain the state of Aksharrup (brahmarup). Let us 
 now understand these two facets: To attain true conviction in Parabrahman: It is extremely difficult to 
 attain true conviction of the form of Parabrahman (L 18). Since our indriyas and antahkarans are mayik, 
 whereas God is not mayik (G I 51, K 1), therefore, Parabrahman is imperceptible to our mayik indriyas 
 and antahkaran (G I 78, P 4). Thus, in the Vachanamrut, Maharaj describes the need for shastras and the 
 Sant to help one understand the form of Parabrahman. Explaining the vital need for shastras, Maharaj 
 states in Vachanamrut S 13, “Whosoever develops faith in God does so only through the shastras...only 
 faith developed through the shastras remains staunch.” However, the shastras contain many kinds of 
 statements. Therefore, no one is able to clearly understand the spiritual talks in the shastras; in fact, all 
 are confused by them (G I 7). This is because the concepts of the shastras cannot be understood in their 
 true context by anyone except an Ekantik Bhakta (G I 66). In fact, those who do not have devotion for 
 God will understand God to be formless, even from reading the Shrimad Bhagavat (G II 10). This is 
 because conviction that God is forever divine and possesses a form can only be attained from a person 
 who has such conviction. However, it can never be attained from others (G I 64). Therefore, no one can 
 ever attain liberation by listening to the Gita or the Shrimad Bhagavat from a person who does not have 
 faith in God coupled with the knowledge of his greatness. On the contrary, only great harm can come 
 from it (V 12). Thus, the message that Maharaj has imparted in the Vachanamrut, as seen above, it is that 
 only possible to truly understand the form of Parabrahman from the Ekantik Satpurush. In Vachanamrut 
 G II 13, Shriji Maharaj has mentioned, “Such discourses regarding the nature of God cannot be 
 understood by oneself even from the shastras. Even though these facts may be in the shastras, it is only 
 when the Satpurush manifests on this earth, and one hears them being narrated by him, that one 
 understands them.” Here, the Sant, or Satpurush, through whom the form of Parabrahman is 
 understood, is none other than Aksharbrahma incarnate, the brahmswarup Sant. Thus, it is only 
 possible to attain the true conviction of Parabrahman through Aksharbrahma. This is because 
 Aksharbrahma is eternally beyond maya, and hence he is the closest of all to Parabrahman. Hence, no 
 one can understand the glory of Parabrahman to the extent that Aksharbrahma can. Furthermore, as 
 Parabrahman dwells in totality within Aksharbrahma, even the Akshar-muktas do not possess the power 
 that Aksharbrahma does. Thus, only Aksharbrahma is able to help one to establish true conviction in 
 Parabrahman as it is. For that reason, in order to understand the true glory of Parabrahman, it is 
 absolutely essential to profoundly associate with Aksharbrahma. Shriji Maharaj has emphasized this in 
 Vachanamrut G II 42, “Aksharbrahma itself is like the sun in the sense that when the sun rises, all ten 
 directions can be determined in relation to it. Akshardham is like that.” Through this analogy, Maharaj 
 illustrates that when the sun rises at dawn, we are able to determine East and other directions. In the 
 same way when we profoundly associate with the manifest Aksharbrahma, we can realize the true glory 
 of Parabrahman. This is the key and the most fundamental teaching which Maharaj wants us to 
 understand. Therefore, it is essential to recognize and understand the glory of Aksharbrahma and thus 
 profoundly associate with him through thoughts, deeds and words in order to develop true conviction in 
 the tattva of Parabrahman. In fact, without understanding the true form of Aksharbrahma, it is 
 impossible to develop conviction in Parabrahman and the nature of his entity because only after knowing 
 Aksharbrahma can one know Parabrahman, since Parabrahman is beyond Aksharbrahma. How can it 
 be possible to understand that which is above and beyond Akshar, if we haven’t even understood 
 Akshar? In Vachanamrut G I 63, Maharaj describes the supreme tattva: “Jal, the cause of pruthvi, is larger 
 than it and is subtler than it. In the same way, tej is the cause of jal, vayu is the cause of tej, akash is the 
 cause of vayu, ahamkar is the cause of akash, mahattattva is the cause of ahamkar, Pradhan and Purush 
 are the cause of mahattattva, and Mul-Prakruti and Brahman are the causes of Pradhan and Purush. The 



 cause of all these is Aksharbrahma, which is the abode of Purushottam Bhagwan.” Maharaj explains in 
 Vachanamruts G I 64, 72, 73 and others that Parabrahman is above Akshar. The verse below from the 
 Mundaka Upanishad also supports this fact: Aksharaat parataha paraha. Meaning: Parabrahman is 
 beyond even Akshar, who is above all (others) (Mukunda Upanishad 2.1.2) Hence, it is natural that the 
 more we understand the glory of each tattva, the more we can understand the glory of Akshar; and once 
 we understand the glory of Akshar, only then we can understand the glory of Parabrahman. So, it is 
 necessary to initially recognize Aksharbrahma in order to fully recognize the tattva of Parabrahman. The 
 Shrutis state: Brahmavidaapnoti param. Meaning: One who realizes Brahma, attains Parabrahman 
 (Taitiriya Upanishad 2.1). 

 
 2.  Extraordinary divine powers: Powerful paramhansas obeyed His commands 
  The history of the Sampradaya reveals that, in a single night, 500 paramhansas gave up their ingrained 

 beliefs of caste and accepted initiation from Maharaj. These paramhansas delightfully and 
 enthusiastically observed the 108 arduous trials which Shriji Maharaj prescribed. These included: begging 
 for food and eating only after soaking it in water to make it tasteless such that even a dog would not eat 
 it, wearing a cloth made of jute, tolerating cold and heat without seeking shelter from anything - a tree, 
 house or wall, and others. In this way, they tolerated physical and mental hardships. These paramhansas 
 were not ordinary people. They were not poor, ignorant, naive or incapable people who had no other 
 option than to become slaves to Shriji Maharaj and reside lifelong at his feet; rather, they were 
 prosperous, energetic and highly intelligent, both in worldly and spiritual affairs. They excelled in 
 saintliness, scriptural study, wisdom and many other sincere endeavors as aspirants. Among them were 
 Mukundanand Swami, a pious spiritual aspirant who staunchly observed the vows of renunciation and 
 detachment; Brahmanand Swami, who was exceptionally intelligent, a shatavadhani and a royal poet; 
 Nityanand Swami, a master of the shastras; Gopalanand Swami, a master of ashtanga yoga; Santdas 
 Swami, who had mastered samadhi; Swarupanand Swami, who had the constant darshan of his atma; 
 Vyapakanand Swami, who had the power to spontaneously revive a dead mare; Sachchidanand Swami, 
 who had the ability to induce rainfall; Nishkulanand Swami, who was known as the embodiment of 
 renunciation and detachment; Bhai Atmanand Swami, who was beyond the shackles of his body; 
 Swayamprakashanand Swami, who was previously a leader of hundreds of disciples; and Advaitanand 
 Swami (Magniram), who, prior to accepting he refuge of Bhagwan Swaminarayan, had pleased the 
 Mother Goddess and had mastered the occult. Also, among these great paramhansas was Aksharbrahma 
 Gunatitanand Swami, who had the power to support countless millions of universes. Each of these 
 paramhansas had the ability to be worshipped as a god of this world. Despite this, they surrendered 
 themselves fully to Shriji Maharaj due to his extraordinary powers and divine love, and, like puppets, 
 obeyed his every command. Once, on receiving the command of Shriji Maharaj by letter, 18 
 householders immediately renounced their worldly lives and became sadhus. Such was the power of his 
 written word. In total, over 3000 such sadhus, just as moths are attracted by light, were drawn by Shriji 
 Maharaj’s divine love and powers. They humbly surrendered their entire life to him observing his 
 challenging, yet love-filled, commands. 
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 1.  Who is included in the Ishwar category? (Pages 172) 
  Brahma, Vishnu, Mahesh (Shiva), Vairaj Purush, Aniruddha, Pradyumna, Sankarshan and Pradhan-Purush  
  of each brahmand are said to be Ishwars according to Vachanamruts G II 21 and 31, Satsangijivan  
  (1.12.32) and Vasudev Mahatmya (24.70.71). Moreover, all the avatars of Krishna-Narayan, Lakshmi- 
  Narayan, Vasudev-Narayan, Nar-Narayan and Virat-Purush are also of the Ishwar category. In addition, 

 the deities of the indriyas and antahkaran that have formed from sattvik ahamkar are also Ishwars. Those 
 deities that function as the controlling and presiding deities of the five mahabhuts are of the Ishwar 
 category, whereas those deities born by the wish of Brahma are entities of the jiva category (even if their 
 names are similar). Even though the nature and form of all Ishwars, from Brahma, Vishnu, Mahesh up to 
 Pradhanpati Purush, are equal, their virtues, strength, powers and omniscience differ due to the 



 difference in the presence of maya in each. The authority, divinity, powers, doership, omniscience and 
 other qualities possessed by Ishwars are all dependent upon Parabrahman. Despite being more powerful 
 than jivas, Ishwars are powerless before Aksharbrahma and Parabrahman. The lifespan of the bodies 
 that Ishwars take is the same as the lifespan of the universe, i.e. dwiparardh (2 x 10 raise to 17) years. As 
 the lifespan of Ishwars ends at the time of dissolution of each universe, all the Ishwars leave physical 
 body and become absorbed in mahamaya bearing their avyakrut body. When the time for creation 
 begins again, they become involved in the process of creation. For their ultimate liberation, Ishwars take 
 birth as humans on earth, and by associating with Brahman and Parabrahman, they transcend maya and 
 attain the state of brahmarup and thus join the Akshar-muktas. Just like jivas, Ishwars are born and die in 
 this creation until they achieve ultimate liberation. (G II 31).   

 
 2.  Aksharbrahma: The Sant through whom Bhagwan Swaminarayan manifests. (Pages 112-113) 
  Shriji Maharaj remains present through the Sant. But who is that Sant? There were many sadhus present 

 during Shriji Maharaj’s time, and currently, there are hundreds of sadhus in this Sampradaya. Many  
  sadhus and devotees of the Sampradaya have attained the spiritual state of liberation while still alive,  
  and have  developed the highest virtues of saintliness, by imbibing Maharaj’s commands and upasana. 

 Devotees  and sadhus with such an elevated spiritual state are able to behold and see God’s form within 
 themselves (G I 23, G II 8, G II 62). Therefore, does Maharaj remain manifest through all such spiritually 
 elevated sadhus and devotees? If this was the case, then there would be numerous manifest forms of 
 God. Parabrahman eternally resides with a divine form in Akshardham through his vyatirek form, whilst, 
 simultaneously residing in Aksharbrahma, the Akshar-muktas, Ishwars, jivas, and all the mobile and 
 immobile forms in countless millions of universes through his anvay form (G I 63, G II 10). Despite this, in 
 Vachanamrut G I 41, Shriji Maharaj explains that he does not reside in anything or anyone to the extent 
 he resides within Aksharbrahma: “Purushottam Bhagwan enters and dwells in al, as their cause and 
 antaryami. However, he does not manifest in Prakruti-Purush to the extent he manifests in Akshar; and 
 he does not manifest in Pradhan-Purush to the extent that he manifests in Prakruti-Purush…Purushottam  

  Bhagwan also resides in Akshar, Prakruti-Purush and others as their antaryami. However, because of the 
 difference in the capacities of those entities, there is a difference in their power.” Thus, Bhagwan 
 Swaminarayan manifests in totality within Aksharbrahma and does not reside within Akshar-muktas, or 
 within anyone else, to the same degree. Elaborating on these teachings, Brahmaswarup Yogiji Maharaj 
 had said while explaining Vachanamrut G I 37: “God is Sahajanand Swami, i.e. Purna Purushottam, and 
 his ideal devotee is the anadi Gunatit Satpurush. They always remain manifest. The ‘ideal devotee’ refers 
 only to Gunatitanand Swami- this has been stated in all instances by Maharaj. Maharaj does not reside 
 within anyone else to the same extent he resides within Akshar (Gunatit). For example, there were many 
 gopis, but only Radha is the main gopi. Similarly, anadi Purushottam, and Anadi Aksharbrahma eternally 
 remain present on this earth. Maharaj resides within Anadi Gunatit. He is  manifest at present and will  

  continue to remain manifest in the future; there is never an end to his lineage” (Brahmaswarup Yogiji 
 Maharaj, Part 4, p.267). In Bochasan on 24 July 1997, Pragat Brahmaswarup Pramukh Swami Maharaj 
 wrote a letter clarifying the nature of Gunatit: “Maharaj manifests through Aksharbrahma. Yogiji Maharaj 
 used to say that the Sant about whom Maharaj has spoken in the Vachanamrut refers to Mul Akshar 
 Gunatitanand Swami. A queen has as much power as the king; thus, God’s manifestation is through 
 Aksharbrahma.” In this manner, Shriji Maharaj returned to Akshardham, but remains manifest through 
 the Aksharbrahma Gunatit succession. On many occasions, Shriji Maharaj revealed Gunatitanand Swami 
 as the one through whom he is manifest. In turn, Gunatitanand Swami revealed Brahmaswarup Bhagatji 
 Maharaj as his successor; he revealed Brahmaswarup Shastriji Maharaj; he revealed Brahmaswarup Yogiji 
 Maharaj; he revealed Brahmaswarup Pramukh Swami Maharaj and he revealed pragat Brahmaswarup 
 Mahant Swami Maharaj as his spiritual successor. Thus, after Shriji Maharaj’ return to Akshardham, all his 
 sadhus and devotees experience his presence and attain an elevated spiritual status through these 
 Gunatit gurus. 
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 1.  Gunatitanand Swami is Aksharbrahma: Based on historic evidence.  (Pages 163-167) 
  Just as the principle of Akshar is not new, neither are the talks of Gunatitanand Swami being Akshar. 

 Shriji Maharaj himself, as well as Sadguru Gopalanand Swami and numerous other paramhansas, sadhus 
 and devotees have expounded that Gunatitanand Swami is Akshar. This belief was prevalent right from 
 Shriji Maharaj’s time, even before Shastriji Maharaj built Akshar-Purushottam mandirs. And today, this 
 understanding remains firm. Now we will describe several historic pieces of evidence to further support 
 and strengthen this conviction: (a) Shriji Maharaj was coronated as guru of the sampradaya in Jetpur. In 
 the shikharbaddha mandir at Jetpur, there is an embossed silver murti of Gunatitanand Swami and 
 Bhagwan Swaminarayan together. Under Gunatitanand Swami’s murti, the words ‘Mul Akshar Murti 
 Gunatitanand Swami’ and under Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s murti the words ‘Purna Purushottam 
 Sahajanand Swami’ are written. (b) Gunatitanand Swami passed away in the old Swaminarayan mandir 
 (which is under the jurisdiction of the Vartal diocese) at Gondal. On a marble throne in the assembly hall 
 of that mandir were the murtis of Akshar and Purushottam, i.e. of Gunatitanand Swami and Shriji 
 Maharaj. Under Gunatitanand Swami’s murti was written ‘Aksharmurti’. Additionally, in the old assembly 
 hall in this mandir was written: “Shri Swaminarayanay namaha. At this place, the Mahant of Junagadh, 
 Anadi Aksharmurti Sadguru Shri Gunatitanand Swami, sat in front of Thakorji in the lotus posture, and of 
 his own accord left his mortal body on the night of Aso sud 13 samvat 1924 (11 October 1867 CE), at 
 three-quarters of an hour past midnight.” Currently, a new assembly hall has been built in place of the 
 old one, but the above mentioned murtis and inscription can still be seen today. (c) The pillar in Gondal 
 against which Gunatitanand Swami was leaning for support during his final moments still exists today in  

  the old mandir. Upon this pillar is the inscription: “Aksharmurti Sadguru Gunatitanand Swami while  
  leaning on the pillar for support on Samvat 1923, Aso sud 13.” (d) Monghiba, the then Queen mother of 
  Gondal, had a small memorial shrine erected on the spot in the field in Gondal where Gunatitanand 

 Swami was cremated, and placed Shriji Maharaj’s sanctified footprints there. Since then, and long before 
 Shastriji Maharaj constructed the BAPS mandir there, the shrine has been known in the Sampradaya as 
 ‘Akshar Deri’. At this point it is important to note that at the cremation spots of Sadguru Gopalanand 
 Swami, Sadguru Nityanand Swami, Sadguru Muktanand Swami and many other paramhansas, memorials 
 in the form of small canopied shrines or raised platforms have been built in their honor, but none have 
 ever been known as ‘Akshar Deri’. It is solely the cremation spot of Gunatitanand Swami that is well 
 known in  the sampradaya as ‘Akshar Deri’. (e) From Samvat 1923 (1867 CE), for 65 years, the shrine 
 (Akshar Deri) and the surrounding open field were under the administrative control of the old (Vartal 
 diocese) Swaminarayan mandir in Gondal. The accounts books for those years assign the expenditure on 
 the land to the ‘Akshar Vadi’ account. (f) In the old assembly hall of the Junagadh mandir of the Vartal 
 diocese there was a magnificent oil painting of Gunatitanand Swami under which was inscribed ‘Anadi 
 Mul Aksharmurti Shri Gunatitanand Swami’. This old sanctified assembly hall, the construction of  which 
 was arranged by Gunatitanand Swami, burned down on Kartik vad 9, Samvat 2027 (22 November 1970), 
 along with the painting. The new assembly hall, there is an image of Gunatitanand Swami near the throne 
 of Thakorji, and under that image is the caption ‘Aksharmurti Gunatitanand Swami’. (g) In the Sorath 
 region there are mandirs in Rajkot, Gondal, Jetpur, Piplana, Vanthali, Panchala, Dhoraji and Upleta, 
 Manavadar, Una, Amreli, Kunkavav, Mota Gokharvala, Nana Gokharvala, Bagasra, Veraval, Bhayavadar, 
 Pithvajal,  Mevasa and others, under the administrative jurisdiction of the Vartal diocese. In the mandirs 
 of these cities, towns and villages, Sadguru Balmukunddasji, Sadguru Narayandasji, Sadguru 
 Krishnacharandasji and others installed the painted images of Akshar-Purushottam. In all these places, 
 Gunatitanand Swami’s name is prefixed with the title ‘Anadi Mul Akshar’. (h) In the new assembly hall in 
 Junagadh mandir, at the spot where Gunatitanand Swami used to sit in the old hall, a marble shrine with 
 Shriji Maharaj’s footprints has been erected. The inscription on it reads: “In the old sanctified assembly 
 hall, at this place, Anadi Mul Aksharmurti Gunatitanand Swami sat for 40 years and delivered religious 
 discourses.” (i) Also, in the new assembly hall in Junagadh mandir, the following inscription can be found: 
 “Shri Swaminarayan Bhagwan satya chhe (is the (ultimate) truth). In Junagadh, which is under the  
 administrative jurisdiction of Shri Laxminarayan Dev (Vartal diocese), Shri Swaminarayan Bhagwan 
 himself constructed a mandir and consecrated the murtis of Shri Radharaman Dev. He appointed Mul 
 Aksharmurti Sadguru Gunatitanand Swami as the first mahant, who then arranged the construction of an 



 assembly hall, pilgrims’ guest house, etc. in the mandir campus.” (j) In addition, next to the simhasan 
 there is the small sanctified square (chokdi) where Gunatitanand Swami used to bathe. There is a marble 
 shrine in the circumambulation walkway. These, and many other sanctified places have inscriptions in 
 memory of Gunatitanand Swami, referring to him as ‘Mul Akshar’. Also, at Junagadh mandir and other 
 smaller mandirs in the same district, e.g. Amreli, Bagasra, Una, inscriptions referring to Gunatitanand 
 Swami are prefixed with the words ‘Anadi Mul Akshar’. In this way, there are historical references which 
 establish the fact that Gunatitanand Swami is Aksharbrahma. Those who had darshan of the manifest 
 Aksharbrahma on earth and those who personally heard Shriji Maharaj introduce him as   
 Aksharbrahma, relayed this to other sadhus and devotees they associated with. Many attained the 
 brahmic state through association with Aksharbrahma Gunatitanand Swami, and hence, due to their 
 experience, informed others in this way. Witnesses of these incidents of the recent past have narrated 
 them and spread them throughout the Sampradaya. At first it was an extremely difficult task to spread 
 the glory of Aksharbrahma. Despite this, Brahmaswarup Bhagatji Maharaj tolerated numerous insults 
 and hardships and vigorously spread the glory of Gunatitanand Swami as Aksharbrahma incarnate. 
 Brahmaswarup Shastriji Maharaj also tolerated innumerable hardships in the process of building  
 shikharbaddha mandirs and consecrating the murti of Aksharbrahma Gunatitanand Swami alongside 
 Parabrahman Purushottam Bhagwan Swaminarayan in the central shrine. Brahmaswarup Yogiji Maharaj 
 and Brahmaswarup Pramukh Swami Maharaj and Pragat Brahmaswarup Mahant Swami Maharaj have 
 consecrated the murtis of Akshar-Purushottam in hundreds of mandirs worldwide, such that the 
 knowledge of Akshar Purushottam now resounds across all continents on earth. As a result, the 
 knowledge that Gunatitanand Swami is the eternal Aksharbrahma has become established worldwide.  

 
 2.  Swaminarayan Darshan. (Pages 2-5) 
  There are two fundamental reasons for the name ‘Swaminarayan Darshan’: (i) It was Bhagwan 

 Swaminarayan who taught this darshan. (ii) The word ‘Swaminarayan embodies the essence of Bhagwan 
 Swaminarayan’s doctrine. On the fourteenth day after guru Ramanand Swami had passed away, 
 Bhagwan Swaminarayan himself gave his devotees the ‘Swaminarayan’ mahamantra in Faneni village 
 on 31 December 1801 (Magshar vad 11, VS. 1858). By chanting this mantra, they could offer devotion to 
 him. In fact, the history of the Swaminarayan Sampradaya clearly shows that he was not known as 
 ‘Swaminarayan’ when he gave this mantra. His childhood name was ‘Ghanshyam’, and during his travels 
 throughout India he was known as ‘Nilkanth’. On arriving in the Loj of Village, he was addressed as 
 ‘Sarjudas’. Thereafter, Ramanand Swami initiated him, and named him ‘Sahajanand Swami’ and 
 ‘Narayanmuni’. If Shriji Maharaj had wanted to give a new mantra only for the purpose of being 
 worshipped, he would have given a mantra with one of his above-mentioned names. However, he 
 wanted his devotees to imbibe the divine qualities of his choicest disciple, Swami Gunatitanand, and 
 offer worship like him. He therefore gave the ‘Swaminarayan’ mantra, in which ‘Swami’ is Gunatitanand 
 Swami and ‘Narayan’ is himself, God. Everyone began to chant this mahamantra. Initially, by chanting this 
 mantra many people experienced samadhi, and as a result, Sahajanand Swami naturally became known 
 as ‘Swaminarayan’, and thereafter famously known as ‘Bhagwan Swaminarayan’. In his talks, 
 Adbhutanand Swami states that this mahamantra incorporates two distinguished identities: “The bhajan 
 of ‘Swami-Narayan’, which incorporates two distinguished names, was propounded” (Varta 22). Just as 
 the mantras of Radhakrishna, Sitaram, Narnarayan, Laxminarayan, etc. include the unique importance 
 of remembering and uttering the name of the choicest devotee (Radha, Sita, Nar, Lakshmi) along with the 
 name of God (Krishna, Ram, Narayan), the ‘Swaminarayan’ mahamantra includes Swami (Aksharbrahma 
 Gunatitanand Swami, the choicest devotee of Parabrahman), along with Narayan (Shri Sahajanand 
 Swami, who is Parabrahman himself). In this manner, the chanting of both Swami and Narayan serves as 
 a perfect means to liberation. To understand the significance of the ‘Swaminarayan’ mahamantra, we can 
 look into the teachings of our gurus: (a) While imparting his principle to a devotee named Madha Suthar  

  of Jetpur, Gunatitanand Swami explained: “Just as there is Narnarayan, Laxminarayan and  Radhakrishna, 
 there is Swaminarayan. The understanding that I am always remembered alongside Shriji  Maharaj 
 encompasses our principle” (Aksharbrahma Shri Gunatitanand Swami, Part 2, p. 255). (b)  Bhagatji 
 Maharaj also tirelessly explained this understanding in his talks. During the month of Fagan, V.S.  1939, 



 the consecration of the murti of Ghanshyam Maharaj in Surat was to take place. Bhagatji Maharaj  was 
 specially invited from Mahuva to Surat for this occasion, where he stayed for one month. One day, 
 Bhagatji Maharaj said to Swamishri Yagnapurushdas (Brahmaswarup Shastriji Maharaj): “Sadhuram, you 
 have become a sadhu, but do you have total understanding of and faith in Swaminarayan?” Surprised by 
 the question, Yagnapurushdasji folded his hands and replied, “I have firm faith that Maharaj is supreme 
 Purushottam Narayan.” ON hearing this, Bhagatji Maharaj said, “The conviction you have is that of 
 Narayan alone. You do not have complete understanding of Swaminarayan until you also firmly believe 
 Gunatitanand Swami to be Akshar” (Brahmaswarup Shri Pragji Bhakta: Life and Work p. 240). (c) Shastriji 
 Maharaj, while explaining Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s principle of Akshar-Purushottam to Dolatram 
 Krupashankar Pandya in Nadiad, said: “Just as the veneration of Radha along with Krishna is known as 
 Radha-Krishna, and Lakshmi along with Narayan is known as Lakshmi-Narayan, the adoration of Swami 
 alongside Narayan is called Swami-Narayan. This is true upasana - to imbibe the divine and devotional 
 virtues of Gunatitanand Swami and then worship Srihari” (Brahmaswarup Shastriji Maharaj, Part 1, 
 p.359). (d) In Junagadh, the essence of this mahamantra was often sung as the well-known dhun below. 
 After Brahmaswarup Yogiji Maharaj left Junagadh to join Shastriji Maharaj, he would frequently sing it; 
 today this dhun is still sung as follows:  

  “Swami ane Narayan, (2)   
  Swami te Gunatitanand Swami, Narayan Sahajanand Swami...1 
  Akshar ane Purushottam, (2) 
  Akshar te Gunatitanand Swami, Purushottam Sahajanand Swami...2 
  Brahma ane Parabrahman, (2) 
  Brahma te Gunatitanand Swami, Parabrahman Sahajanand Swami...3” 
  (e) Brahmaswarup Pramukh Swami Maharaj explained in an article published in the April 1986 issue of 

 Swaminarayan Prakash: “Within the name Swaminarayan itself, Shriji Maharaj has explained its essence: 
 Swami with Narayan, that is Bhakta with Bhagwan. Just as there is Radhakrishna, Narnarayan, Sitaram, 
 Shriji Maharaj has given the name ‘Swaminarayan’. Thus, by identifying the choicest devotee in this 
 name, Shriji Maharaj explained how to offer the true worship of Swaminarayan - by assimilating the 
 virtues of the ideal devotee, i.e. Gunatitanand Swami, and worshipping Narayan.” In other words, the 
 ‘Swaminarayan’ mahamantra teaches us to become an ideal devotee like Swami, i.e. become brahmarup, 
 and worship Narayan, Bhagwan Swaminarayan. This is the heart and basis of Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s 
 teachings. Therefore, his teachings based on this principle can rightly be called ‘Swaminarayan Darshan’. 
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 1.  Aksharbrahma: The abode (Dham). (Pages 146-148) 
  Dham is a place of residence, a dwelling or an abode. Aksharbrahma is the abode of Parabrahman. This 

 is the extremely unfathomable and vast form of Aksharbrahma, which yet has a definite form (G I 63). 
 This form is vyatirek (transcendent) (G I 7, S 5) and sagun (G II 42). This form of Aksharbrahma is the 
 eternal abode - Brahmamahol or Akshardham - of Parabrahman. Within Akshardham, Parabrahman 
 resides with the personal sevak for of Aksharbrahma and the innumerable Akshar-muktas who have 
 acquired divine forms. Just as Golok is the abode of Shri Krishna Narayan, Vaikunth is the abode of Shri 
 Lakshmi Narayan, Badrikashram is the abode of Shri Vasudev Narayan, Akshardham is the divine abode of 
 Parabrahman. Shriji Maharaj has said in Vachanamrut P 1, “Aksharbrahma is the abode in which God 
 resides.” He also explains in Vachanamrut A 6, “It is Aksharrup Brahman which has become the abode for 
 Shri Purushottam Narayan to dwell in.” In Vachanamrut P 4, Maharaj explains that the abode of God is 
 matchless and cannot be compared to any other place in this brahmand. The role of Akshar as the abode 
 of Parabrahman is clearly referred to the Vedras (p. 144): “Akshar is unchanging, eternal and the abode 
 of Parameshwar...it is the highest abode.” In Vachanamrut G I 63, Shriji Maharaj explains that 
 Akshardham also possesses a definite form: “The cause of all of these (24 tattvas) is Aksharbrahma, 
 which is the abode of Purushottam Bhagwan. “That Akshar does not have any states of contraction or 
 expansion; it forever remains in the same state. That Akshar also possesses a definite form, but because 
 it is so vast, its form cannot be visualized… In the same manner, despite having a definite form, 



 Akshardham cannot be visualized. This is because it is so vast that countless brahmands float within its 
 each and every pore.” Thus, Maharaj shows us that his divine abode, Aksharbrahma, also has a definite 
 form. It is impossible to perceive this form of Aksharbrahma because it is extremely vast. Akshardham 
 appears to be infinite and boundless to all, apart from Parabrahman. As a result, some Hindu shastras 
 describe Akshardham as without a form. In reality, the abode form of Aksharbrahma, the dwelling place 
 of God and countless muktas, truly has a definite form. Akshardham is neither created nor destroyed; 
 meaning that it is without beginning and without end, i.e. is eternal. Even at the time of atyantik pralay, 
 Aksharbrahma exists (G II 24). So, the abode of God is eternal, divine, infinite and indivisible; and it is 
 characterized by eternal existence, consciousness and bliss (G I 12). Moreover, Akshardham is full of 
 divine light (G I 12, G II 31). This very Akshardham is referred to in the Vachanamrut as a mass of divine 
 light which is chaitanya (G III 30), the mass of the light of Brahman (G III 36), a mass of divine light (G III 
 33), an all transcending mass of light (L 14), Brahmamahol (G I 56, L 3), Brahmapur (G I 63, S 1, L 1), 
 Brahmarupdham (G III 31) and Brahmadham (A 6). In this way, Akshardham has been described using 
 different words. In this Akshardham, there is no influence of maya or objects evolved from maya. In the 
 state of videha mukti, this Akshardham is the destination for muktas.    
  

 2.  Benefits of attaining, having conviction in and worshipping manifest God. (102-104) 
  (a) Perfect knowledge is understanding manifest God (L 7, P 7). (b) Perfect worship is worshipping 

 manifest God (G I 27). (c) It is only through listening, reading and contemplating upon the divine incidents 
 of manifest God that spirituality flourishes (G II 58), worldly desires are eradicated (G I 38), peace is 
 experienced (G II 35) and liberation is attained (G I 3, G II 35). (d) Only by realizing manifest God to be 
 perfect and forever divine is maya eradicated (P 7) and does one become flawless (G I 24). (e) Through 
 the contact of manifest God only, can one become nirgun (G II 8, 13). (f) It is only through maintaining 
 faith in manifest God coupled with the true knowledge of his glory, that one becomes fulfilled and has 
 nothing left to accomplish (G I 72, L 2, G II 13). (g) It is only through manifest God that ultimate liberation 
 can be attained (K 7, G II 32). The above reveals Shriji Maharaj’s insistence that ultimate liberation can 
 only be attained through the manifest form of God. The following two examples further emphasize Shriji 
 Maharaj’s point of view: (a) G II 21: “If a person realizes the glory of manifest God and his Bhakta-Sant in 
 exactly the same way as he realizes the glory of past avatars of God such as Ram, Krishna, etc., as well as 
 the glory of past sadhus such as Narad, the Sanakadik, Shukji, Jadbharat, Hanuman, Uddhav, etc. - then 
 nothing more remains to be understood on the path of liberation. “Whether this principal is understood 
 after being told once, or after being told a hundred thousand times; whether it is understood today, or 
 after a hundred thousand years, there is no option but to understand it. “A person who has such a firm 
 conviction has grasped all the fundamental principles. What is more he will never fall from the path of 
 liberation?” (b) G II 32: “The sole cause behind the jiva attaining liberation, transcending maya and 
 becoming brahmswarup is its engagement in the jnan, meditation, devotional songs, spiritual 
 discourses, etc., of the manifest form of Vasudev Bhagwan, who is Purushottam. It is due to these that 
 the jiva transgresses maya, attains an extremely elevated state, and also attain God’s Akshardham.” 
 Explaining the necessity of the manifest form of God or the Sant to attain ultimate liberation, 
 Gunatitanand Swami says: (a) SNV 5.5: “Only when ultimate moksha is attained can it be described as 
 (true) moksha. And if one attains other abodes then one will have to take re-birth. So, as long as one has 
 to take rebirth, that cannot be called final moksha. Such ultimate moksha is attained by surrendering 
 totally to the manifest form of God and God’s enlightened Sadhu. Others cannot do it and that Sadhu is 
 as capable as God.” (b) SNV 5.85: “By taking the refuge of the manifest God and manifest Sadhu, one 
 attains liberation.” Regarding the existence of manifest God, Sadguru Nishkulanand Swami writes: 

  “Jem pragat ravi hoy jyare re, jay tam brahmandnu tyare re; 11     
 Jem pragat jalne pamee re, jay pyaseenee pyaas te vaamee re; 

  Jem pragat annane jame re, antar jatharajhaal virame re. 12 
  Tem pragat male Bhagawan re, tyare jananu kalyan nidaan re; 
  Maate pragat charitra sambhalavu re, hoy pragat tyaa aavee malvu re. 13 
  Jyaa hoy Prahbhu pragat pramaan re, tiyaa jananu shaje kalyaan re... 



 Meaning: When the Sun is present, darkness of the cosmos disappears. 11. When real water is obtained, 
one’s thirst is quenched; When real food is eaten, one’s hunger subsides...12. Similarly, on attaining  

 manifest God, one’s liberation is assured; heard; one should associate with that manifest form...13” 
Where there is manifest God, one’s liberation is easily attained; … (Bhakta Chintamani 134).  

  Male Prabhu pragat pramaan re, kaa to tenaa malele kalyaan re;   
  Teh vinaa te koti upaaye re, aatyantik kalyaan na thaaye re. 18 

 Meaning: Only when one has met the manifest form of God or one who has realized (the manifest God) 
can one attain liberation; Without this, millions of other ways will not lead to ultimate liberation (Kalyan 
Nirnay 2). 

  
SECTION 2: BRAHMASWARUP PRAGJI BHAKTA VISHTRUT JIVANCHARITRA 
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 1. Bhagatji Maharaj’s spiritual discourses in Ahmedabad. 
 1.  Only You Are Consolidating Upasana.  
  Once, Bhagatji was discoursing from his asana and he continued until noon. After having someone read 

 out a Vachanamrut, he began to explain ekantik dharma in detail. When Krishnaswarup Swami heard 
 this, he admitted, “O Bhagatji, initially I was averse towards you. However, once I came into Shastri 
 Yagnapurushdasji’s contact, I learnt that you are the ekantik Satpurush. Now, after hearing your unique 
 discourse about the knowledge of Brahman, today I am totally convinced that you are indeed the 
 supreme param ekantik Satpurush. If I had not met Shastri Yagnapurushdasji, then like many others, I 
 would have continued to think that you were altering the upasana, but now I am convinced that you are 
 in fact consolidating it.” (page 456). 

 2.  Lose Saintliness and Your Fate Will Be like Uparicharavasu  
 Some of the sadhus had written together to Bhagatji. The gist of the letter stated, ‘Why are you 
 supporting Vignandas’s group when we have expelled them.’ They had also written many other details 
 that upset Bhagatji. Bhagatji called Jhaverilal and Purushottamdas and asked them to reply to the letter. 
 He said, “Please write a letter in reply. Write whatever Bhagwan Sahajanand Swami inspires you to 
 write.” They wrote the following reply according to Bhagatji’s guidance: ‘This group of sadhus have not 
 been expelled or excommunicated. When you wrote a letter to call them to Dhuliya, you wrote “send the 
 sadhus”. Thus, you referred to them as “sadhus”. Nandlal had also said, “send the sadhus”. Therefore, it 
 is clear that you have not made them wear white garments. Do not forgo your saintliness by creating a 
 false impression and lying. If you do, you will receive the repercussions of lying just as Uparicharvasu had 
 to bear. Sahajanand Swami will not be happy if you hurt these sadhus who are comparable to the Shuk-
 Sanakadik. Please do not be stubborn about this.’ (pages 460-461).   

 3.  The Power and Necessity of Celibacy. 
  Bhagatji said,  “One is able to perfect the attainment of Brahman and win over God through 

 brahmacharya.” It is very difficult to a celibate it is due to the grace of God and the Satpurush that 
 enables you to follow such a vow; otherwise, it would not be possible even for the god of even the devas! 
 It is impossible. Bhagatji continued, “Maharaj also maintained this principle in his life, by practicing it 
 from birth. Whoever wishes to perfect ekantik dharma should first be firm in celibacy. He should keep his 
 senses in control, eat once a day, continually offer devotion to God in his mind, meditate on God, and 
 avoid thoughts related to females. If someone follows this, then they will be able to practice celibacy.” 
 (page 463). 



 4. There Is Only Unhappiness for Devotees of God.  
 Once, Jivram bowed down to him with hands folded and said, “Maharaj! Why do people criticize you 
 despite your profoundness being so evident? In this world, there should be praises for those who are 
 great.” Bhagatji replied, “If we examine the shastras, then historically those who were great were also 
 criticized in their time. The world has given them misery. Just reflect on the stories of Prahalad, the 
 Pandavas, Jaydev and Narsinh Mehta. All the difficulties on the face of the earth fell on their heads. 
 However, God was pleased when they rose above these difficulties and indeed, it is through this they 
 have become popular.” (page 465). 

     5.  How Can the Roots of Instincts Be Burnt? 
  Govindbhai, once approached Bhagatji and said, “Please have grace upon us so that the root of our 

 instincts can be burnt.” “You come here and only stay for two days. How can the root of your instincts 
 possibly be eradicated? If you stay here continuously, only then will you be able to achieve this.” 
 Govindbhai took these words on board and went to the telegram office to send a telegram in order to 
 secure more leave. On the way back, a scorpion bit him. He was in so much pain that he had to spend the 
 night next to Bhagatji’s bed engaged in devotion to God. “Maharaj! I am in so much pain, please relieve 
 it,” he said to Bhagatji in the morning. Bhagatji laughed at his words and said, “If you want to eradicate 
 the roots of your instincts, then be prepared to receive seven times as much pain. Even your teeth will 
 reject the food you try to eat! Therefore, brush your ego aside and bow to everyone and say that you do 
 not want to remove the roots of your instincts.” Govindbhai did as he was told, and the pain disappeared 
 the following day. (page 467). 

 6.  Profit in the Form of Maharaj’s Murti.  
 Bhagatji addressed the sadhus seated in the      assembly and said, “Do any of you know the prices of gur, 
 ghee and wheat?” He then continued, “Only those who sell the items know the prices. They keep their 
 attention on them all the time, because they want to make a profit. Similarly, having become sadhus, 
 if we always keep our vision towards God, then there will be profit from that in the form of everlasting 
 bliss from Maharaj’s murti. However, we must keep our vision continually on this ‘price’. Remember God 
 continuously and never forget him even for a fraction of a second. (pages 474-475).  

 7.  One Who Is like a Pearl Diver Can Walk Along This Path. 
  As long as the jiva is inclined to or has affection for the worldly pleasures, they will attach themselves to 

 it. Therefore, practice celibacy firmly and sustain God all the time, as this is what really needs to be 
 achieved. Bhagatji then continued, “If this path was easy, everybody would tread it, but only one who is 
 like a pearl diver [i.e., sacrifices everything to obtain the pearl] can walk on this path.” The talks Bhagatji 
 gave were full of enormous strength and courage.  (page 477).   

 8.  Here, Deficiencies of Ten Births Are Removed in One Day. 
  “One should stay at least five nights in a place of pilgrimage,” Bhagatji said. Then turning to Nirannadas 

 Swami, he said, “Either way you will not win, so just stay here for five days, because you won’t get this 
 opportunity again. Here, the deficiencies of ten births are removed in one day.” (page 480).  

 9.  I Will Come with Shri Krishna and Collect You. (Full conviction for Swaminarayan Bhagwan). 
  Bhagatji spoke again to Bhalabhai saying, “It is Goswami’s view to have faith in Shri Krishna Bhagwan’s 

 only until he was 11 years old. Furthermore, in his view, Shri Krishna is the ‘Purush’, whereas Vitthalnathji 
 is the ‘Mahapurush’. In addition, if one partakes of food sanctified by another’s deity, then it implies they 
 have taken another’s refuge. However, Swaminarayan is not different. He is the source of all incarnations 
 and his refuge cannot be said to be another’s refuge. Therefore, leave aside any false logic and turn five 
 malas daily in the name of Swaminarayan. Engross yourself in the manifest form of Shri Krishna 
 Swaminarayan. (page 481). 

 10.  Affection for Worldly Pleasures Implies No Refuge in God. 
  Bhagatji said to Bhalabhai, “See, if you do not want to remain without refuge, serve such a sadhu and 

 conquer the mind and the senses. Then after renouncing the sense pleasures, become attached to with 
 Shri Krishna Bhagwan. One who still has affection for the worldly pleasures is said to be without refuge.” 
 (page 482). 

 11.  He Is the Manifest Form of the Realized. (kshravak ne prtiy karavi.” hun pan kshravat hato”.) 



  Bhagatji explained to a Jain follower, “Initially, I was not of this faith. However, I came into the contact of 
 a Swaminarayan sadhu. He opened the gateway of moksha for me and I became a devotee. In your 
 tradition, the one you call kevali is one who possesses virtues, is Gunatit and is continually engrossed in 
 devotion to God.” (page 482). 

 12.  Satpurush: Confluence of Dharma, Jnan, Vairagya, Bhakti. 
  The Satpurush is the confluence of dharma, jnan, vairagya, as well as bhakti with an understanding of 

 God’s greatness. His aim is that these four aspects are developed in all those who have taken his refuge. 
 Bhagatji always kept his disciples vigilant in this respect. (page 483).   

 13.  I Am a Tailor, I Undo Two Stitches and Sew Two Stitches. 
  Bhagatji once said, “Maharaj is supreme and the cause of all incarnations. He has manifested on 

 earth. One should have strong conviction and keep one’s upasana firm. I am a tailor; I undo two stitches 
 and sew two stitches. I remove the attachment to wealth and women from the jiva and place God and his 
 Sant in the jiva. If you listen to my discourses, God and his Sant will become predominant in your life and 
 you will be able to understand upasana as it really is.” (page 485).  

 14.  Never Think Badly about Those Who Are Devoted. 
  Himatsinh said, “They speak very badly of you. If you permit me to, I can ensure one of them is silenced. 

 This in turn will also stop the others from talking,” “What did you just say? We should be like a sadhu, 
 i.e., keep equanimity whether our throat is cut or whether we are offered pujan. Never be sarcastic 
 towards anyone. Tolerate whatever they say and never think badly about any devotees.” Bhagatji spoke 
 at length on this and this pacified him. (page 491).   

 15.  Advice to Rangacharya. (kshvat dhram ni vat kari) (talked about pure ekantik dharma). 
  The attributes of the ekantik devotee have been described in the Vasudev Mahatmya. One who is ekantik 

 does not believe the body to be his form. He believes himself to be chaitanya. He follows dharma, jnan, 
 vairagya coupled with God’s bhakti. He does not have desires for anything except God. Such a devotee is 
 a true sadhu. Therefore, recognize such an ekantik Purush who sustains ekantik dharma. (page 493). 

  
 2.  Bhagatji Maharaj’s enthusiasm for spreading upasana. (Prasangs from Pragji instated as guru, gives  
  atonements to Pragji Bhakta and Shamjibhai in Ahmedabad.) (pages 99-178). 
 1.  Pragji Instated as Guru, Gives Atonements. 
  Gunatitanand Swami said that Shriji Maharaj still has not come to collect me. He keeps telling me, ‘I will  
  come to collect you once your true form has been revealed and established in Satsang’. Pragji, you are  
  my loyal disciple. It is my wish that you reveal the form of Mul Akshar in Satsang. Please perform this 

 great service and enable the devotees of Shriji Maharaj to recognize this form. If you do, you will help all 
 living beings attain moksha and I will be very pleased. It is my wish that you do this.” (page 101).  

 2.  Proclamation of Swami as Mul Aksharbrahma 
  Bhagatji began to reveal Swami’s form as Aksharbrahma. He announced at different times and in 

 different places, “The one sleeping here is Akshar. The one speaking here is Akshar. The one walking here 
 is Akshar.” Bhagatji began to proclaim the identity of Akshar in this way. His only aim was that people 
 recognize Swami and attach themselves to his form, because only then would they receive ultimate 
 moksha and attain Akshardham. His proclamations echoed throughout Vartal. (page 102).  

 3. Bhagatji’s Father Goes to Akshardham. 
  Bhagatji’s father did pass away. When this news reached Junagadh, Swami said to Bhagatji, “Pragji, your 

 father has passed away. Please return to Mahuva to perform his final rites.” “I do not want to leave you 
 and go there,” Bhagatji replied. “In fact, I do not feel like leaving this place and going anywhere else. The 
 devotees of Mahuva do not listen to me anyway.” (page 103). 

 4. Bhagatji started revealing his true form in discourses in Mahuva. (Bhagatji’s Father Goes to Akshardham).
 In his discourses, he would reveal the inner thoughts of many devotees. He would say, “Akshardham is 
 close by; it is not far away. If anyone wants to see ‘it’, I can send them to Akshardham!” He thus revealed 
 his divinity through his profound discourses and showed several miracles. As per Swami’s wishes, he 
 stayed in Mahuva for ten days. Once his father’s final rites were over, he got ready to leave for Junagadh. 
 (page 104). 

 5.  Conviction in Mul Aksharbrahma Through Bhagatji (Vagha Khachar)  



   “Pragji Bhakta claims that you are Akshar. Please tell me the truth exactly as it is,” Vagha Khachar asked. 
 “It is exactly as Pragji Bhakta says,” Swami answered. Vagha Khachar was amazed to hear this and he 
 asked again, “Swami! Are you really Akshar?” Swami laughed and nodded in agreement. Vagha Khachar 
 was very happy to hear this and subsequently, he attained a divine spiritual state in which his state of 
 deep sleep dissolved. (page 114).  

 6.  Bhagatji Convinces Mevasa Devotees About Swami’s Form.  
  The devotees of Mevasa, the Brahmin Karsanjibhai, Harjivanbhai and Shankar Maharaj were listening to 

 his discourses. At that time, Karsanjibhai began to wonder how great Swami must really was. He had 
 heard many say that Swami was very great like Dattatreya and Rushabhdev. Bhagatji knew what he was 
 thinking. “What are you thinking?” he asked, looking at him. Bhagatji held his hand, pointed to Swami 
 and revealed, “The one seated there is Mul Akshar. Let’s go to him and I will make him say it.” “I believe 
 you as I have faith in you,” Karsanjibhai said. Despite this, Bhagatji took him to Swami. Swami said to him, 
 “It is exactly as Pragji says.” Bhagatji also convinced Harjivanbhai and Shankar Maharaj in exactly the 
 same way. (pages116-117). 

 7.  Trikamdas Kothari Is Convinced 
  Once Trikamdas Kothari got very angry with Bhagatji and said to him, “One day you will get beaten up 

 for exaggerating Swami’s greatness.” Bhagatji just walked away, as he had a habit not to stay around 
 once the conversation had finished. When Swami heard about this incident, he called Trikamdas and said, 
 “You are my disciple and still you find it difficult to accept my greatness?” “I do appreciate your 
 greatness, but he says you are greater than everyone else,” Trikamdas replied. “Do you want to see an 
 explosion?” Swami said. As Trikamdas agreed, Swami raised his arms and the whole storeroom became 
 filled with light. All this light then merged back into Swami. Trikamdas calmed down when he saw this. 
 After realizing that Swami truly was Mul Akshar, he went and asked Bhagatji for forgiveness. (page 118). 

 8.  Devjibhai of Vanthali Develops Faith. 
  Devjibhai was the son of Kalyanbhai of Vanthali. After hearing Bhagatji’s discourses, he went to Swami 

 with a leaf cup full of sugar crystals and bowed to him. “Swami, Pragji Bhakta says you are Akshar. Please 
 feed all the Akshar muktas sugar crystals from this cup,” he said. Swami took one sugar crystal from there 
 and placed it in his mouth. He told Devjibhai, “Shriji Maharaj and all the muktas have eaten the sugar you 
 have offered.”  “When you go home tomorrow, you will see what you wanted to see,” Bhagatji said to 
 him.  “Last night, I had darshan that Shriji Maharaj and Gunatitanand Swami were giving out sugar 
 crystals to the countless muktas. I saw this with my very own eyes!” his father revealed. Devjibhai heard 
 this and exclaimed, “I had made that very wish exactly at that time. Swami fulfilled it by giving you 
 darshan.” (page 119). 

 9.  Mangalji Thakkar of Rajkot Is Convinced.  
 Mangalji Thakkar asked Pragji Bhakta, “What is this Akshardham that they talk about?” Bhagatji pointed 
 towards Swami and said, “The one sleeping here is Akshardham.” Mangalji Thakkar asked this same 
 question to Swami when he woke up. “It is exactly as Pragji says; now have faith in his words,” Swami 
 confirmed. (page 121). 

 10.  Even Sahajanand Swami Cannot Excommunicate Me Now! (Pavitranand Swami).  
  “O Pragji! It is midnight now. At least leave this topic of Akshar now! It is getting annoying,” he 
 complained. Bhagatji heard this, quietly came close to Pavitranand Swami, and whispered, “Swami, 
 Gunatitanand Swami is Mul Akshar. He is capable of making whoever serves him with thought, word and 
 deed like himself and capable of winning over Shriji Maharaj.” When Pavitranand Swami heard this, he 
 got very angry, and said, “If I do not excommunicate you, then I am not Pavitranand.” (page 125). 

 11.  The Essence Has Now Passed. (Talks about Akshar in Junagadh). 
  He explained, “Only one who has overcome affection towards his body can be called ekantik. Such an 

 ekantik devotee attains Akshardham after becoming free from the feelings of maya. That Akshar has two 
 forms. One is formless and pure chaitanya and is known as Chidakash or Brahmamahol. God resides in 
 that Chidakash or Brahmamahol with infinite muktas. In its other form, that Akshar remains in the service 
 of Purushottam Narayan. The countless millions of muktas who have attained qualities similar to that of 
 Akshar, reside in that Akshardham and all of them behave as servants of Purushottam. “Therefore, if one 
 wants to attain Akshardham, one has to become like Akshar. One will only be able to understand 



 Maharaj’s greatness once one understands what Akshardham is like and what its greatness is like. (pages 
 129-132). 

 12.  At Present, There Is Only One Like Bhagatji. (Kama Sheth slapped Bhagatji). 
  Gunatitanand Swami then proceeded to Una. Kama Sheth, one of the chief devotees there, came for 

 Swami’s darshan and sat down to listen to his discourses. When Swami had finished talking, Bhagatji said, 
 “Sheth, you will only be able to go to Akshardham if you believe Swami to be Mul Akshar.” These words 
 irritated Kama Sheth and he slapped Bhagatji out of annoyance. Bhagatji merely laughed and went to sit 
 next to Swami. Kama Sheth’s anger subsided a short while later and by Maharaj’s wish, he experienced 
 samadhi. In samadhi, he saw Gunatitanand Swami in the service of Bhagwan Swaminarayan in 
 Akshardham. Maharaj asked him, “Why did you hit Pragji Bhakta? You will only be forgiven if you bow 
 down to him and offer him a dhoti.” (pages 137-138). 

 13.  The Decision to Reprimand Swami in Una. (Pragji will be the only person who will face difficulties). 
 One day, because of this uprising, Gunatitanand Swami called Pragji Bhakta in the assembly and said, 
 “Pragji, there is going to be a special pujan in Vartal on this occasion. During this pujan, nobody else will 
 experience difficulty, so please be patient.” Swami also reassured everyone else by saying, “Pragji will be 
 the only person who will face difficulties. However, do not worry. He will tolerate them. I have made him 
 so resilient that not even a single blow will hurt him.” (pages 141-144). 

 14.  Pragji Bhakta Is Excommunicated. 
  Acharya Maharaj, Kothari Govardhanbhai, Pavitranand Swami and Shukanand Swami have decided only 

 to excommunicate Pragji and Shamji. What is your opinion?” On hearing this, Swami went into deep 
 contemplation. After a while he replied, “Pragji is not to blame in this. He has only spoken about my 
 greatness and he will stop if I ask him to. Shamji is the only one who criticizes others, so just 
 excommunicate him. The three of them agreed. However, Pavitranand Swami retorted, “Pragji spoke 
 back to me in Junagadh. Thus, I had decided to excommunicate him. Now, we want to excommunicate 
 him.” On hearing these words, Swami just walked away from there, sighing “Oh God.” (page 133).  

 15.  Bhagatji Is Asked to Leave the Mandir and Given Poison.  
  Bhagatji had prepared to leave for home as soon as he had received the letter of excommunication early 

 in April 1866. He left for Mahuva while Gunatitanand Swami was still on his way to Junagadh from Vartal. 
 The bhandari, Sadhu Kunjaviharidas, packed Bhagatji some ladus to eat along the way, but he had laced 
 them with poison! Bhagatji accepted them, fully aware through his omniscient powers that they 
 contained poison. It is the characteristic of a sadhu to accept everything, be it poison or nectar. When he 
 arrived at the Navli River near Savarkundala, he stopped to eat a little. He then dug a deep hole in the 
 ground and buried the rest of the food to prevent other animals from detecting it. The poison was so 
 strong that it soon made him dizzy. (page 158). 

 16.  His Flour and Lentils Are Not Excommunicated, Are They? 
  Pragji Bhakta came there and said with folded hands to the bhandari, “Swami, I have ghee, milk, yoghurt 

 and buttermilk already at my house. They have been filtered properly. However, I have been 
 excommunicated. But I am willing to bring them if my food is acceptable.” The bhandari immediately 
 asked Pavitranand Swami and said, “Swami, all the ingredients are ready at Bhagatji’s home. I will have 
 them brought here if you give your consent.” “That is excellent. Please do bring the provisions from his 
 house. We have excommunicated him, but his flour, rice, milk and yoghurt have not been 
 excommunicated, have they? Therefore, ask for the provisions and start making the food,” Pavitranand 
 Swami said. When Bhagatji heard about this, he started helping them. He brought everything he had and 
 anything else that they needed. He even offered himself in service. (page 168). 

 17.  I Do Not Like It Without Your Spiritual Association  
  When Pavitranand Swami woke up to go to the bathroom during the night, he was startled to see 

 someone seated outside holding a gourd. “Who is there?” he asked. Bhagatji replied with hands folded, 
 “Swami, it is me, Pragji.” “Why are you here at this time?” Pavitranand Swami said. Bhagatji came closer 
 to him and said, “Swami, I do not enjoy it without your spiritual association.” Pavitranand Swami was 
 pleased to hear this and said, “Shukmuni was with us when we expelled you from Satsang, but at the 
 moment he is not here. When you come to Vartal, I will ensure that everything is sorted out for you.” 
 Bhagatji bowed down to him and returned home. (pages 171-172). 



 18.  Pragji Bhakta and Shamjibhai in Ahmedabad. (Even though Bhagatji was excommunicated he didn’t 
 hesitate to talk about the greatness of Gunatitanand Swami). In Ahmedabad, Pragji Bhakta and 
 Shamjibhai stayed outside the front gate, at the stone arch beneath the haveli of the Nar-Narayan 
 Mandir in Kalupur. Gunatitanand Swami made sure they were given food by asking Atmanand 
 Brahmachari to give them malpuva and various other items. They had the chance to have Swami’s 
 darshan whenever he went outside to visit the houses of devotees or to the river to bathe. If there were 
 any devotees nearby, Pragji Bhakta and Shamjibhai would boldly tell them, “This is Akshardham walking! 
 So, relish his darshan.” When Swami heard these words, he said, “People claim these two are 
 excommunicated, but only they are true ekantik satsangis. Those who have excommunicated them are 
 themselves excommunicated.” In this way, Swami’s affection for Bhagatji was very apparent. (page 178). 

  
 3.  Sadhus dedicated to Bhagatji. (Only incidents from ‘This Spiritual Association Will Leave No 
  Faults’ to ‘Request to Invite Bhagatji’) (pages 318-396). 
 1.  This Spiritual Association Will Leave No Faults Lingering. 
  Purushottam Swami was pleased to see Bhagatji, but deeply regretted the influence of his instincts. 

 “Maharaj! We have physically tolerated hardships in order to be with you. Out of sheer compassion, you 
 allowed us to stay with you and benefit from your company…” Saying that much, Purushottam Swami 
 broke down and was unable to speak further. Bhagatji smiled and said, “An unripe fruit is sour, but it 
 becomes sweet when it ripens. The faults bothering you will go with the association you currently have.” 
 Bhagatji revealed the instincts that were troubling him and gave him peace. (page 319).  

 2. Departure Towards Gujarat. (somehow the more we could stay out of the satsang the more we could 
 associate with Bhagatji Maharaj thought Vignandas Swami.) Since Vartal sadhus refused to accept the  

  sadhus who were forced to wear white, Vignandas Swami was very pleased with this. If remaining 
 outside the mandir meant they could keep the association of Bhagatji, he had already resolved never to 
 unite. The Vachanamrut also says, even if one who has proper conviction of God’s form “is outside the 
 Satsang at present, ultimately, when he leaves his body, he will go to God’s Akshardham and stay near 
 God.” Such a detached and pure Satpurush (i.e., Bhagatji), who had imbibed Shriji Maharaj’s words in his 
 heart, was the gateway to moksha. Vignandas Swami believed this and was happy with what had been 
 decided. (page 321). 

 3.  Returning to Mahuva.  
  Vignandas Swami, the other sadhus with him, Jhaverilalbhai of Nadiad and another ten devotees, all got 

 together and made their way towards Mahuva in late 1889 to spend time with Bhagatji. Kothari 
 Bhimjibhai of Gadhada found out so he immediately sent a letter to the devotees of Mahuva, which read: 
 ‘Make sure the devotees from Gujarat do not meet Pragji Bhakta and send these devotees back to 
 Gujarat within a day or two.’ As they had affection towards Bhagatji, how could they possibly separate 
 the devotees of Gujarat from him, so they decided to ask them to stay outside Mahuva in Katpur. This 
 way they would obey Kothari Bhimjibhai’s order. (page 321). 

 4. Verses extolling Bhagatji’s Virtues. (by Yagnapurushdasji). 
  Bhagatji Maharaj asked if someone knew any bhajans describing the divine incidents of God by heart. At 

 that time someone said that Yagnapurushdasji has composed a verse in Sanskrit. Please ask him to recite 
 it. Bhagatji agreed, and Yagnapurushdasji recited the following nine verses extolling Bhagatji’s virtues, 
 beginning with ‘jnana-dharma-survirakti-shalinam….’and ending with ‘Shriman nirgunamurtaye cha 
 vibhave…’ Yagnapurushdasji also explained their meaning. (page 323). 

 5. I am boatman of God. (since we are out of satsang we are able to spend time with you,” said 
 Yagnapurushdasji.) When a group of sadhus were asked to adorn white, they decided to seek Bhagatji’s 
 refuge. One morning Bhagatji asked why they didn’t stay in Vartal even though they were asked to adorn 
 white? They replied that they couldn’t refrain from talking about Bhagatji’s glory which Acharya 
 Maharaj didn’t approve. Besides his advice amounted to negating the glory of the Satpurush. Bhagatji 
 said, “Unfortunately, those who followed what thy ere told are stuck inside, where you have all escaped.” 
 Yagnapurushdasji replied, “Compared to those left inside, we received the great opportunity to have your 
 association, which we are enjoying.” Bhagatji was pleased with the group’s understanding of the true 
 Upasana, but he still wanted them to work within the satsang. (page 325). 



 6. Divine bliss in Bhadrod. (Austerities and dharma suit a sadhu).  
  Bhagatji insisted that the sadhus should stay within the niyams given by Shriji Maharaj. Dharma is the 

 highest virtue as it gives happiness in this world and the world beyond; therefore, remain within the 
 niyams. Once after the sadhus finished eating Bhagatji said, “Austerities and dharma suit a sadhu. From 
 today fast one day and eat once the following day.” The sadhus started observing the fast from the very 
 next day. (page 336).  

 7.   The experience of divine bliss. (Even the sadhus were observing the fast they went to beg for alms.)
 One occasion, Bhagatji gathered all the sadhus and said, “All of you seem to enjoy fasting and Maharaj 
 also like Austerities. Today, I want all of you to go to Vaghnagar to beg for alms.” They all proceeded to 
 Vaghnagar. When they returned Bhagatji acted innocent and asked them, “Who asked you to go to beg 
 for alms? That doctor, who under my command is helping in building the mandir yet you all think that he 
 has worldly desires. Why did you go without being told?”  Bhagatji was trying to confuse them, so having 
 said this he started laughing and the sadhus too started laughing too. Bhagatji noticed some lentils had 
 spilled from their jolis. He collected them and washed them and asked them to cook them and offer 
 them to God and pray for the person’s moksha.” He always gave his loyal and loving disciples happiness. 
 His divine gaze was constantly on them and his love flowed towards them, with the intention of keeping 
 their vruttis ever centered on God. (page 339). 

 8.  He is one who can make others at peace. 
  Bhagatji once said “All of these renunciants are the sons of the respectable devotees, yet through 

 detachment, they have left their homes and now they fast every other day. The Gujrat devotees yearns 
 for their darshan, but they have stayed out of affection for me. They are capable of giving peace to others 
 and can burn the sins of whoever has their darshan. Therefore, try and have the darshan of these sadhus 
 every day.” (page 341)  

 9. Why don’t you take heed of my pining? (Janta kyo hamri pir….”) 
  Bhagat asked Yagnapurushdas to sing something. Yagnapurushdasji sang, “Piya mora pyara mohan 

 matavala……” and “Ata kyu nahi ve Shamalada……” and finally he sang, “Janta kyonahi ve hamari pir…….” 
 Bhagatji laughed when he heard this and said, “Indeed, when we do take a note the difficulties may 
 increase.” Yagnapurushdasji too laughed and sang, “Tori merei priti na chute re…….” Bhagatji felt 
 Yagnapurushdasji’s deep feelings towards him. (page 347). 

 10. Like a thief punishing the police officer. (Yagnapurushdasji complaining to Bhagatji “Even though we left 
 Satsang for you, you do not stay with us. What hope do we have that you will stay with us once we go to 
 Vartal?”) Bhagatji received a letter from Acharya Maharaj, the kothari and Krishnajivan Swami stating 
 that Vignandas Swami and the other sadhus to go to Vartal immediately. They have decided to accept 
 them back into satsang. Bhagatji Maharaj went to Bhadrod from Mahuva to relay the message and give 
 them divine bliss for the last time before they leave. On the day they left for Vartal, after their meal, 
 Bhagatji said to the sadhus, “Now we want to take you to Vartal. Once we get there, we should all do as 
 they tell us to do.” Yagnapurushdasji said, “Even though left satsang for you, you do not stay with us. 
 What hope do we have that you will stay with us once we go to Vartal? We don’t like leaving you and 
 going.” Touched by his very innocent feelings and love, Bhagatji said, “Do not worry, Shriji Maharaj will 
 bring us together at some point.” (Pages 359-361). 

 11.  This Purushottamdas is a Brahmarshi (You all have suffered quite a lot for me.)  
  Bhagatji advised the sadhus, “You should all go to Vartal now. Whilst you are there, please avoid any 

 issues and do as they say.” Bhagatji also said, “You are all rajarshi and Purushottamdasji is Brahmarshi.” 
He  then added, “Shri Krishna exhausted the serpent Kali by crushing each of his hoods with his feet. He also 
 removed his deadly poison. Similarly, your faults have been crushed by the Satpurush’s discourses. You 
 are all free of faults. I realize you have suffered many difficulties for me. Gunatitanand Swami is pleased 
 with me and I swear on Purushottamdas’ s life that I will give bliss to Vignandasji and his whole group.” 
 Bhagatji assured all those who left because of him will attain ekantik dharma. (pages 362-363). 

 12.  The spread of satsang in Khandesh. (Through the inspiration of Vignandasji Swami, Bhagatji’s greatness 
 spread extensively in Dhuliya.) Through the inspiration of Vignandasji Swami, Bhagatji’s greatness spread 
 extensively in Dhuliya. Devotees of Dhuliya and the villages surrounding Dhuliya were eager to travel by 
 boat from Mumbai to Mahuva to listen Bhagatji’s divine discourses. Prior to leaving, they thought to 



 themselves, “We have not experienced anything extraordinary in the way Vignandasji had promised.” 
 Bhagatji read their inner thoughts and request them to return home all their desires will be fulfilled. 
 (page 367). 

 13.   Vignandas Swami is transferred to Chhapaiya. Satsang was growing, but growth through Bhagatji. Those 
 who had malicious intentions due to jealousy began to move Vignandas and his group to remote place. 
 Vignandas Swami had completed the spread of ekantik dharma around the region. Upon Acharya 
 Maharaj’s advice, the kothari wrote a letter to Dhuliya saying that he should now go to Chhapaiya. 
 Vignandas replied, grant me permission to spend one month with Bhagatji Maharaj before he leaves for 
 Chhapaiya. (page 395). 

 
March 2016 

 
 1.  Bhagatji Maharaj described Shastriji Maharaj’s glory (only incidents from ‘Condemnation of ego’ 
  to ‘The final rites’) (pages 234-683). 
 1. This is my beloved son. (Bhagatji talking about Yagnapurushdasji). Bhagatji smiled. “He will stay seated  
  here. He is like beloved son to me, so please don’t compare yourselves to him.” He replied. (page 245). 
 2. I will give him Shriji Maharaj, the maker of the footprints. Acharya was upset about Yagnapurushdasji’s 

 set of the footprints Ramratan swami kept. He scolded Bhagatji Maharaj who boldly responded, “I will 
  give him Shriji Maharaj, the maker of the footprints, so that many sadhus will stay with him. There is no  
  need for you to worry.” (page 253). 
 3. What have you seen in this Pragji Bhakta? Vachanamrut Gadhada I 27 describes the attributes of the 

 Satpurush. We believe that Bhagatji Maharaj is one who has those attributes. For more detailed 
 information Bhagatji Maharaj simply pointed his finger at Shastri Yagnapurushdasji, “This sadhu will 
 expose everything as it is, so please ask him.” “You tell us” everyone said to Yagnapurushdasji. Shastri 
 Yagnapurushdasji realized that this was an excellent opportunity to reveal Bhagatji’s true form. (page  

  310-311). 
 4. Yagnapurushdasji is like a king scorpion. Bhagatji Maharaj said, “Parameshwaranandji has been kept in 

 Vartal by Acharya Maharaj. He is feeding and looking after everyone well. Yagnapurushdasji is like a king 
 of scorpion. Wherever he goes, he bites the aspirants with the knowledge of the pratyaksh form of God 
 and the Sant.” (pages 370-371). 

 5. Bhagatji blesses Yagnapurushdasji. 
  Yagnapurushdasji said, “To attain the human body is rare indeed. Given that, to find a Satpurush is even 

 more rare. Within that to recognize the ekantik Sant who possesses conviction of Brahman and to 
 spiritually associate is extremely rare. A person who has attained this much has achieved everything 
 there is to achieve. Bhagatji Placed both of his hands on Yagnapurushdasji’s head. One devotee protested 
 “You are householder. You cannot just place your hands on a sadhu’s head. Why did you do that.” “I have 
 not placed them, Sahajanand Swami has placed them!” Bhagatji responded. These words silenced the 
 devotee and he began to realize the true greatness of Bhagatji as well as Shastri Yagnapurushdasji. 
 Bhagatji then made his way to his residence supported by Rav Saheb’s hand. He said to the latter, Shastri 
 Yagnapurushdasji is very intelligent. He spoke about the fundamental principle in the assembly,” Rav 
 Saheb agreed. (pages 475-476)   

 6. This the broom to cleanse you internally. Purushottamdas asked Bhagatji Maharaj, “What is your 
 command for Yagnapurushdasji’s studies at the moment?” Bhagatji replied, “There is no need to leave 
 the region to study. Just offer devotion for the time being. You have already studied enough. If 
 Maharajshri insists, then agree to go to Rajkot, but do not go to Hindustan (Kashi). Referring to 
 Yagnapurushdasji, Bhagatji then said to all the devotees, “This is the broom to cleanse you internally. Do 
 you want to put an end to that as well? What will you do if he goes away to study in the distant region? 
 Look at how happy Jhaverilalbhai Yagnapurushdasji stayed in Nadiad” In this way Bhagatji spoke  

  extensively on Shastri Yagnapurushdasji’s greatness. (pages 560-561). 
 7. Yagnapurushdasji, nothing remains unfinished for you. Yagnapurushdasji asked Bhagatji about his 

 studies. Bhagatji replied, “You have mastered scriptural Knowledge; I have also taught you Brahmavidya 



 in its totality. Now nothing remains unfinished for you. Now, in the way you know to remain blissful, 
 make all others blissful in the same way. Then everything is achieved.” (pages 669-670).   

 8. Kothari, please take me to Vartal. Bhagatji Maharaj was in his final stage, at that moment, Bhagatji said,  
  “Kothari Prabhudas! Please take me to Vartal, take me to Vartal, take me to Vartal. “Bhagatji said it three 

 times. Having said this, he said to them, “Please help me sit up.” (page 682). 
  
 2. Hardships suffered by Bhagatji Maharaj in propagating Upasana (only incidents from ‘The Realization  
  of Brahman’ to ‘I have assigned the keys of Akshardham to Pragji Bhakta’) (pages 95-140). 
 1. Pragji instated as Guru, gives atonements. 
  Gunatitanand Swami said, “Shriji Maharaj keeps on telling me, ‘I will come to take you once your true  
  form has been revealed and established in satsang.’ Pragji, you are my loyal disciple. It is my wish that  
  you reveal the form of Mul Akshar in Satsang. Please perform this great service and enable the devotees 

 of Shriji Maharaj to recognize this form. If you do, you will help all living being attain moksha.” (page 
 101) 

 2. Proclamation of Swami as Mul Aksharbrahma. 
  Bhagatji did not care what the world thought of him, as he had become Brahman through Brahman. 

 Bhagatji began to reveal Swami’s true form, as Akshardham. He announced a different times and 
 different places. “The one sleeping is Akshar, the walking is Akshar.” He began to proclaim the identity of 
 Swami as Akshar. His only aim was that people recognize Swami and attach themselves to his from, 
 because only then would they receive ultimate moksha and attain Akshardham. His proclamation echoed 
 throughout Vartal. (page 102.) 

 3. Pragji, why were you relaxing? 
  In fact, he boldly proclaimed it, regardless of whether others agreed or not. He began to say. “Swami is 

 Akshar, Swami is Akshar. If you do not understand this, then you will not be able to go to Akshardham.” 
 He started a campaign and several different difficulties arose as a result. Many people complained to 
 Swami in an attempt to stop Bhagatji. When Swami heard about this, he called Bhagatji in the assembly 
 and said, “Pragji, please stop calling me Mul Akshar. Hold my feet and promise you will never call me Mul 
 Akshar again.” He made him take his pledge in public, yet he called him again when in private. “Pragji, 
 why are you relaxing?” he asked him. “Because you stopped me, Swami!” Bhagatji replied. Swami then 
 suggested a solution, when you hold the feet of a great sadhu, it is called charanspursh. As this is 
 considered auspicious, carry on the way you were before!” Just as Swami had revealed Maharaj’s form, 
 Bhagatji understood Swami’s inner wishes and continued to reveal Swami’s form as that of Mul Akshar. 
 (page 116). 

 4. Trikamdas kothari is convinced. 
  Despite being Swami’s disciple, Trikamdas, the kothari of Junagadh, did not believe that Swami was Mul 

 Akshar. Bhagatji tried to make him understand this concept and explained Swami’s greatness, but still he 
 did not agree. Once he got very angry with Bhagatji and said, “One day you will be beaten up for 
 exaggerating Swami’s greatness.”  (page 118). 

 5. The beginning of difficulties for Swami.  
  There were some individuals who could not bear to see Pragji Bhakta’s increasing greatness. They also 

 could not tolerate him openly speaking about Swami being the form of Akshar. Many of these people 
 wrote letters of complaint to the Vartal Acharya, Pavitranand Swami, Shukanand Swami and 
 Bhumananand Swami. They wrote, “Pragji has become omniscient and too open. He gives people 
 atonement after revealing their inner thoughts. All the devotees of Shorath prostate to Pragji and listen 
 to his talks, they also proclaim the greatness of Swami and say, ‘Swami is Mul Akshar’. Swami himself 
 encourages Pragji Bhagatji has won over Swami because he has served him extensively. If you do not 
 reprimand Swami now, He will eventually assign the whole mandir to Pragji. (page 122). 

 6. Even Sahajanand Swami cannot excommunicate me now. 
  Bhagatji spoke about the qualities of Gunatitanand Swami using Vachanamrut Gadh. I 71 as reference  
  and proving that Swami was Akshar. Pavitranand Swami was trying to sleep so he complained, “O Pragji!  
  It is midnight now. At least leave this topic of Akshar now! It is getting annoying.” Bhagatji heard this, 

 quietly came to Pavitranand Swami, and whispered, “Swami, Gunatitanand Swami is MUL Akshar. He is 



 capable of making whoever serves him with thought, word and deed like himself and capable of winning 
 over Shriji Maharaj” This made Pavitranand Swami very angry. Bhagatji continued, “You have suppressed 
 many people in Vartal, who are like frogs. But Gunatitanand Swami is a cobra; do not make the mistake 
 of insulting him. Pavitranand Swami’s anger grew even more, he felt that Bhagatji has insulted him. He 
 threatened to excommunicate Bhagatji. Bhagatji laughed when he heard this and said, “Swami, how will 
 you excommunicate me? I am in such state that not even Shriji Maharaj could excommunicate me now. 
 The iron has been transformed into gold by the philosopher’s stone which cannot be turned back to 
 iron.” Gunatitanand Swami rushed there to stop the commotion. He asked Bhagatji to bow down and 
 ask for Pavitrananad Swami’s forgiveness. Bhagatji immediately prostrated to him and asked for 
 forgiveness but Pavitranand swami did not even look in his direction. Swami too said that Bhagatji is 
 asking for your forgiveness. Pavitranand Swami refused to acknowledge but instead said, “I do not want 
 to sit together with him in this world.” When Bhagatji heard he said that if he had served Gunatitanand 
 Swami, and if Gunatitanand is Mul Akshar, then in future I will sit with you. I want to discuss this 
 knowledge with you and make you understand the real true form of this knowledge.” (pages 125-126). 

 7. At present, there is only one like Bhagatji.  
  Once in Una Bhagatji said to Kama Sheth, one of the chief devotees, “Sheth, you will only be able to go to 

 Akshardham if you believe Swami to be Mul Akshar.” These words irritated Kama Sheth and he slapped 
 Bhagatji out of annoyance. Bhagatji merely laughed and went to sit next to Swami. (page 138).  

 
 3. Yagnapurushdasji explained the form of Bhagatji Maharaj in Mahuva. 
 1. What have you seen in this Pragji Bhakta? 
  The sadhus came to Mahuva, since the sadhus had been sent away from Vartal because they extolled 

 Pragji Bhakta’s greatness, everyone was curious to know more about Pragji Bhakta. There was assembly 
 held in Mahuva Mandir where Vitthalbhai, Fulchandbhai and Dama Sheth also attended. Fulchandbhai 
 asked Bechar Bhagat, “Please can you tell us the way in which you understand Bhagatji and what have 
 you seen him?” Bechar Bhagat replied, we believe him to be an ekantik devotee. He has Aksharbrahma 
 Gunatitanand Swami’s great blessings. We believe that Gunatitanand Swami is Akshar based on the 
 incidents Bhagatji has shared with us. Furthermore, we experience internal peace due to his association.” 
 Yagnapurushdasji had good opportunity to elaborate Bhagatji’s glory even more based on Vachanamrut 
 Gadh. I 27 (page 309).  

 2.  In the assembly in Mahuva mandir Fulchandbhai asked Bechar Bhagat, one of the sadhus who left  Vartal, 
 “it seems that you have left this Satsang and trusted him fully. He could even throw you down the  well. 
 Please justify your claims of his greatness on the biases of the Vachanamrut.” Bechar Bhagat didn’t 
 know so Narayancharan Swami said,” Vachanamrut Gadhada I 27 describes the attributes of the 
 Satpurush. We believe that Bhagatji is one who has those attributes.” (page 309). 

 3. Vitthalbhai asked, “Please explain this Vachanamrut Gadhada I 27 in detail.” Bewildered at this question, 
 Narayancharan Swami looked at Bhagatji. Bhagatji simply pointed his finger at Shastri Yagnapurushdasji. 
 (pages 309-310). 

 4. “This young sadhu will expose everything as it is, so please ask him,” Bhagatji said, indicating that they 
 should ask Yagnapurushdasji. (page 310). 

 5.  Yagnapurushdas explained, based on Vachanamrut Gadhada I 27, having known this, he realizes the 
 manifest form of God as supreme, the all-doer, possessing a divine form and manifest. He attaches
 himself to him and has firm conviction towards this pratyaksh form of God. (page 310). 

 6.  Dharma, Jnana, Vairagya, and Bhakti and also Even though he was powerful he did not show it. (Samarth 
 thata zarna kare). 

  Dharma: He stitched the clothes of beautiful women including Vaniyas and Brahmins, but there is not 
 even momentary disturbance in his mind. He even initiated such people into satsang by explaining to 
 them that Swaminarayan is God.  
 Jnana:  Yagnapurushdasji said, “The whole Satsang proclaims there Is no one as wise with jnana as Pragji  

  Bhakta. Regardless of how much praise or insult he receives, it does not affect him. He has perfected all 
 the meanings, essence, intentions, aims and principles of the 262 Vachanamrut through Gunatitanand 
 Swami. He possesses the highest knowledge. 



   Vairagya: Yagnapurushdasji said, “He also has Vairagya – detachment. This is evident because he leaves 
 home as soon as he receives Acharya Maharaj’s letter. He would not even care whether the work at 
 home suffers or not, as he lives in his house as a guest. He would become a sadhu if Acharya asked him 
 to. What I have just mentioned is about his own eminence. He also inspired those who seek his company 
 to become detached. The devotees form far and wide are attracted towards him for his darshan and 
 spiritual association, forgetting everything.”  
 Bhakti: Yagnapurushdasji asked Vitthalbhai to explain about Bhagatji’s ekantik state. Vitthalbhai said, 
 “Bhagatji’s conviction towards Bhagwan Swaminarayan is as formidable as a mountain. Even when he 
 was excommunicated, he would sit by the gate to have sadhus’ and devotees’ darshan and to listen to 
 the discourses. He has talked to countless people about the true upasana and satsang, and many became 
 devotees. There is no one who can say that he does not have absolute conviction in Shriji Maharaj. He 
 does not believe anyone else to be the all-doer except for Shriji Maharaj and is not influenced by any 
 other God or Goddess.” 

  Yagnapurushdasji heard this and summarized, “The four qualities of ekantik dharma -dharma, jnana, 
 vairagya and bhakti – are all present in Bhagatji, therefore Shriji Maharaj resides totally in him. This is the 
 reason we follow him. The sadhus and devotees present there were convinced that Bhagatji was truly 
 the Satpurush. (pages 311-313)   

 7.  Raghuvircharan Swami asked Yagnapurushdasji, “In Vachanamrut Gadh. I 27, the way you mentioned the 
 characteristics of Bhagatji, matches Swarupanand Swami’s inclination. Why have you applied it to 
 Bhagatji? Yagnapurushdasji replied, “WE have applied it because it fits. Otherwise, nothing that is 
 imposed always fits. Wherever there is a hole, water fills it. Similarly, saintliness manifests wherever 
 there is suitability.” (page 313) 

 8.  Vithalbhai asked to Yagnapurushdasji, “If you believe Bhagatji to be really this great, why do you leave 
 him and go to Vartal? There, they are not going to let you sit with him, are they?  Yagnapurushdasji 
 replied, “We go there by Bhagatji’s command. He has won over Shriji Maharaj. We will still sit with him 
 even if they forbid us and we will listen to his discourses. Believe Bhagatji to be great if it is possible.” 
 (page 31) 

 9-10. As per Bhagatji’s request Vitthalbhai asked Yagnapurushdasji, “You claim that Bhagatji is the Satpurush, 
 but he testifies and says, ‘I have nothing in me.’ Is this true? He even claims that ‘Yama has hit me on the 
 back and thus, it is aching.’ What should we make of this?” Yagnapurushdasji replied, “Yesterday, you 
 were bathing at the well, where you told us that Pragji was very deceitful and hypocritical. You told us 
 not to believe anything he says. Now if he really were hypocritical, he would say something to increase 
 his greatness. If someone had genuinely been injured by Yama, and if that person was hypocritical, he 
 would never admit that Yama had hit him. Hence, he is not hypocritical. Bhagatji’s speech attracts other 
 people and this is evident from what you have said. Clearly, he just joking when he talks about Yama. 
 Those who have his darshan will not see Yama or Yama’s attendants.” (page 314) 

 11. If Bhagatji is as great as you say and has equanimity, why do your minds separate from Satsang. The 
 reason you think this is because you lack knowledge of Bhagatji and Vignandasji. We believe Bhagatji to 
 be a param ekantik Sant. When Bhagatji leaves for home, we seat with other so-called ‘great’ sadhus to 
 listen to their discourses, but they deviously criticize him. When we hear this, we feel that these people 
 are wrong. They are speaking badly of a person who is param ekantik, stable-minded and who has no  

  enemies. In light of this, it is not appropriate to listen to these words and we do not sit with them. Such 
 people who condemn him, despite the fact that he is free from enmity and would not even hurt an ant,  

  do not have any saintliness. What benefit would we get from the company of such people? This is the 
 reason our mind is aloof from them, but our mind is not distant from Shriji Maharaj, Lakshmi-Narayan 
 and other deities. We always desire to do their service day and night. (page 314)   

 12.  Vithalbhai explains his experience with Gadhada sadhus after what Yagnapurushdasji told him about 
 Bhagatji being Satpurush following true upasana. Vithalbhai narrated his own experience. “Previously, 
 when we travelled to Junagadh to associate with Gunatitanand Swami, on the route, we used to stay at 
 Gadhada for ten days to have darshan and spend some time with sadhus. We sat with Siddhanand 
 Swami, but he used to speak derogatorily about Gunatitanand Swami. We did not really develop an 
 aversion to him when we heard this, but we still wonder to ourselves, ‘Siddhanand Swami is condemning 



 Swami who is Aksharmurti. Therefore, what fruits will we get from associating with Siddhanand Swami. 
 Thus, when we go to Gadhada we do not associate with such people.” (page 315). 

 13-14. The Gadhada sadhus were still not completely satisfied about the talk about Bhagatji’s greatness. 
 Yagnapurushdasji explained, “Vachanamrut, Gad. III 21 says, like ‘a thread of gold remains the same in all 
 six seasons; it does not become limp during the heat of summer. Similarly, when one’s satsang is firm, 
 regardless of the amount of misery that befall, however many times one is insulted in satsang, one will 
 not leave Satsang. Only such staunch Vaishnav devotees are my kith and kin; and I wish to stay on the 
 midst of such Vaishnav during this life and also in God’s abode. Has anyone else been insulted as much 
 and to the degree to which Bhagatji has been? Despite that, have his good feelings towards any sadhu or 
 devotee decreased? Vithalbhai replied, “You are right, this Vachanamrut fits perfectly. The entire Satsang 
 knows that no one has been insulted as much as he has. Therefore, one can conclude that Bhagatji is 
 param ekantik on the basis of this Vachanamrut.” (page 315)  

 15.  Raghuvircharan Swami remarked, “No one is ever insulted in Satsang without any reason.” 
 Yagnapurushdasji replied, “If this is true, why did Shriji Maharaj say, ‘No matter how much a firm devotee 
 is, he is insulted in Satsang and no matter how much misery befalls him.’? So, Shriji Maharaj permits one 
 to be insulted as a test of one’s conviction. Gunatitanand Swami was insulted in 1866 (VS 1922). (page 
 316) 

 16.  Hot burning coal was thrown into Gopalanand Swami’s jholi and poisoned his water. In Vachanamrut 
 Gadh III 11 it says, “When Jankiji (Sitaji) was exiled to the forest by Ramchandraji, she began to lament. 
 Lakshmanji was very sorrowful at that time as well, but then Sitaji explained to Lakshmanji, “I am not 
 crying because of my own grief. I am crying because of the grief of Ramchandraji who is extremely 
 compassionate, and as he has exiled me to foster out of the fear of the public accusation, he must be 
 thinking, “I have sent Sitaji to the forest without any faults of her own.” Also, In Vachanamrut, Gad. III 14, 
 Maharaj has clearly said that, “Even if he is harshly insulted by God and his Sant without any fault of his 
 own, he still does not bear an aversion to anyone, and then he earns the trust of God and his Sant. 
 Bhagatji has been insulted and has faced difficulties despite no fault on his part. Nevertheless, he has 
 remained unaffected. Knowing him to be the Param Ekantik Sant – who beholds Shriji Maharaj in every 
 way – we have attached our jivas to him by thought, word and deed. In spite of knowing Bhagatji’s  

  background, we have still attached our jivas to him through trust in Shriji Maharaj’s words and 
 accordance with the Vachanamrut because Shriji Maharaj’s command to attach one’s jiva to an ekantik 
 and be at peace and have inner happiness.  

  
March 2017 

 
 1.  Bhagatji Maharaj’s attraction to saints despite obstacles (Only incidents from ‘Bhagatji Reveals 

 Rao Saheb’s Thoughts’ to ‘You Have Found the Satpurush, So Why Worry?’). (pages 287-305). 
 1. Pragji Bhakta is being worshipped everywhere. 
  Bhagatji said to Vignandasji Swami that the sadhus in Vartal are uncomfortable because you have 

 glorified me. Please go with a blade of grass in your mouth and beg for everyone’s forgiveness. Promise 
 them that you will do as they say and that you will behave according to the custom of Satsang. All the 
 sadhus obeyed and got ready to go to Vartal. One of them asked Bhagatji, “Why don’t you send 
 Yagnapurushdasji as well?” He had already asked for forgiveness. Bhagatji called Vignandasji and group in 
 privately and said, “Soon, you are going to experience a great deal of unhappiness. Please remain 
 humble, keep patience and just agree to whatever is said.” (page 294) 

 2. How can day or night be spent without God? 
  The following day, as instructed by Bhagatji, all the sadhus who had associated with him went to ask the 

 sadhus in Vartal for forgiveness. When they arrived at the mandir, in Nadiad, they went upstairs to have 
 Bhagatji’s darshan. When he saw them, he laughed and said, “Kaisi biti din ratiya, shyam bin kaisi biti din 
 ratiya.” Then he said, “Those who have true attachment to the manifest from of God understand the 
 meaning of this bhajan. Gunatitanand Swami had also spoken about this in Babapar. At that time, he had 
 said, ‘whatever there is, is here now; in Junagadh, only a mountain left.’ (page 297-298) 

 3. Vignandas Swami and others are excommunicated from Vartal.  



  Bhagatji’s malicious opponents collected as many of Motibhai’s postcards as they could and went to 
 Vartal. Mahapurush Swami was the first to be called up in the assembly. They asked him to wear white 
 because he was one of them to encourage Motibhai to write the postcards stating the glory of Pragji and 
 send them to the surrounding villages.  Mahapurush remembered Bhagatji’s warning about them being 
 prepared to face the hardship they would be facing in the future. He remained very calm and accepted to 
 wear white and stay in Satsang. This just infuriated them even more and decided to excommunicate all 
 the sadhus in Bhagatji’s group. They approached Acharya Maharaj and insisted that the kitchen would 
 remain closed until the Pragji’s group are be excommunicated. Acharya Maharaj was in a dilemma. 
 Thinking they could reach a resolution gradually, he excommunicated 12 of Bhagatji’s group. These 
 includes Vignandas Swami, Keshavprasad Swami, Yagnapurushdasji, Narayancharandas Swami, 
 Purushottam Swami, Natha Bhagat, Shankar Bhagat and Kothari Bechar Bhagat.  The excommunicated 
 sadhus left Vartal. (pages 301-302) 

 4.  Yagnapurushdasji remembered Bhagatji had previously told him not to leave the gates of Vartal, so he 
 didn’t join the others. Yagnapurushdasji didn’t feel comfortable and thought that it was not right to lose 
 the company of the sadhus. He went to Vignandas Swami to ask him what he should do? Vignandas 
 Swami said, “Bhagatji did not mean the gates of the bricks and stones. He meant the gates of the ekantik 
 Satpurush. Bhagatji is the gateway of Moksha, so it is okay for you to come.” (pages 301-302) 

 5.  Purushottam of Bhadran went Mahuva for Bhagatji’s darshan. Bhagatji straight sent him back and sent 
 the message, saying, “Tell Vignandas Swami and Bechar Bhagat.to remain in the Satsang by any means.” 
 Purushottam came to Vaso and relayed what Bhagatji had told him. When the other sadhus heard this, 
 they went to Vartal, taking Purushottam with them. In Vartal, Purushottam met Acharya Maharaj and 
 explained what happened. Acharya Maharaj Said that he appreciated Bhagatji’s greatness and that of his 
 disciples, but he wanted to wait for a while. Bhagatji even wrote a letter to Jhaverbhai of Nar asking him 
 to go to Vartal and try to get them to accept Vignandasji and the other sadhus back into Satsang.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 6.  The group of Sadhus in Mahuva.   
  The excommunicated sadhus, Yagnapurushdasji, Purushottam Swami, Ghanshyamcharan Swami, Motilal 

 Gopalji of Pij Mohanbhai Barot of Traj and Bhudharbhai all decided to go to Mahuva to spend time with 
 Bhagatji. They stayed at the Bhadrod Mandir, near Mahuva. None of them ha d seen Bhagatji’s house, so 
 the sadhus sat in one place while the devotees went to look for his house. Unsuccessful in their search, 
 they eventually sat down exhausted on the bench in one of the shops. (pages 303-304)  

 7.  When some of the excommunicated Sadhus and some devotees reached Bhadrod mandir, near Mahuva 
 the devotees decided to go look for Bhagatji’s house, but they could not find it. They were exhausted so 
 were resting on the bench in one of the shops. Bhagatji knew exactly where they were through his 
 omniscience and passed by where they were sitting. The devotees were overjoyed to see him. They 
 prostrated to him and bowed down. Bhagatji enquired about the sadhus. The sadhus prostrated on 
 seeing him approaching, but Bhagatji began to scold them. “You are all shameless. Neither my reputation 
 nor that of others has any effect on you.” Turning to Yagnapurushdasji, he continued, “Why did you 
 leave? Why did you forget what I said?” “Your request was to stay in Vignandasji’s command, and we left 
 due to his command.” Yagnapurushdasji said. Vignandas Swami and other sadhus arrived too. This 
 annoyed Bhagatji and said, “You wrote letters and left because of Motilal. Now go to his place. Don’t 
 come to me.” Bhagatji saw Motilal too. He requested them to go back the way they came. However, after 
 spending so many years with Bhagatji, they knew his inner wishes. They followed him, knowing he 
 wanted to take them with him Mahuva. Once there, Bhagatji arranged their accommodation in Gopnath 
 mandir. (pages 304-305) 

 8.  After they all freshen up Bhagatji asked them to leave. They all remained silent, not wanting to leave 
 Bhagatji. Bhagatji understood their feeling so he left up to Raghuvircharan Swami to decide. Bhagatji told 
 him that he will not interact with them without his permission. The sadhus did as they were asked and 
 stayed in the Gopnath Mandir. Pairs of Sadhus would take it in turns to come to mandir and listen to 
 Bhagatji’s discourses. (page 305).          

  
 2. Bhagatji’s disregard for his body (Only incidents from ‘Swami’s Three Boons to Bhagatji’ to ‘The 
  Pinnacle of Yoga’). (pages 55-65). 



 1. Swami’s three boons to Bhagatji. 
  Gunatitanand Swami was very pleased with Bhagatji’s dedicated devotion towards Satsang, so he asked 

 him to ask for boon. Since Bhagatji had spent 13yrs with Gopalanand Swami and 9 yrs. with Gunatitanand 
 Swami, never in that time had he heard anything about there being happiness in wealth and women or 
 any worldly pleasures. He insisted that if Gunatitanand Swami was really happy with him and wanted to 
 give something. Then, Bhagatji wanted Swami to bestow his true knowledge, the place where he came 
 from and make his jiva Satsangi so that he could remain closer to Shriji Maharaj. Hearing this 
 Gunatitanand Swami tried to dissuade him but Bhagatji stood firm on his needs and remain forever in the 
 service at Swami’s feet. Gunatitanand Swami was very happy to hear this and replied, “Only if you keep 
 the spirit of ‘do or die’ will it be possible for you to attain this knowledge. The bliss of this knowledge is 
 something completely different. If you want to gain this knowledge, do as I say, because this is the only 
 way it will be possible. You will have to renounce your home and stay here with me all the time. The state 
 of fulfillment can never be achieved without having detachment, and without conviction of the atma.”  

  (pages 57-58) 
 2. Construction of the new haveli. 
  Bhagatji’s internal motivation was to intense that he only wanted to please Swami, even if it meant 

 paying no regard at all to his body. He would only be satisfied when Swami gave him the three boons, he 
 asked for. Characteristics of his valiant nature, he decided to leap into Swami’s service by thought, word 
 and deed.  (page 58).  

 3. Swami was constructing new haveli in Junagadh. Construction work had begun, and different tasks were 
 allocated to every sadhu. He had form group of ten sadhus to begin digging the foundations for the new 
 haveli. In Bhagatji’s group however, there were only two or three sadhus. Seeing this as a test, Bhagatji 
 happily worked with great effort.  By Swami’s grace, Bhagatji’s group had to dig only four feet before 
 they reached the layer of solid black rock, whilst other groups had to dig 12 feet. Bhagatji’s group was 
 first to finish their work. When Swami saw this, he commented, “Even though there were Pragji’s group 
 had few sadhus, he has God and the great sadhu on his side.” (Page 58)  

 4. The foundation work for the haveli was complete sand had to be washed, soaked in water and emptied 
 inti the foundation. Swami asked Bhagatji to complete the work. Bhagatji took it upon himself to finish 
 this task. He started in the morning and continued to work throughout the day. The day passed by, 
 Bhagatji did not rest for even a single second, despite his clothes being completely soaked. (page 59) 

 5. The third and most hazardous of all tasks was to churn the lime mix. No one was willing to prepare the 
 lime mixture. Bhagatji took over the task single handedly with firm faith that Swami was with him. He 
 accepted sole responsibility for this work, leaving many amazed at his intense determination. However, 
 those who were jealous of him wished him dead or at least blind. To realize their cruel wishes, some of 
 them would place, or even throw 12-maund sacks of lime onto his back. Despite this, he kept his focus on 
 Swami’s form, for he believed Swami was testing him in various ways. (pages 59-60) 

 6. Bhagatji was soaking and mixing the lime. Several on lookers saw him working and warned him, “The dust 
 from the lime will make you blind, and your hands and feet will crack.” Bhagatji would just reply, “My 
 body has been sacrificed for Gunatit. I want to please him, regardless of what happens to me.” (page 60) 

 7. Those who lived with Bhagatji knew that he hardly slept. In fact, many people, such as Gunatitanand 
 Swami, Vishnuprasad Swami, Narayan Swami, Swamishri Jaga Bhakta and Atmanand Brahmchari used to 
 say that he had hardly slept for last four years in Junagadh. (page 60) 

 8. Bhagatji performed lot of hard work. However, in order to reduce the strength of his body, Swami said to 
 him, “Pragji, you are making great effort with your body, but without austerities and detachment, the 
 strength of the body will not diminish. Therefore, please fast for 2 days and eat on the third day continue 
 for one month and do dharna-parna for the second month. On the day you are allowed to eat, only eat 
 once in the afternoon and never eat anything sweet or oily. If after fasting for two days, you feel hot, 
 drink some buttermilk on the morning of the third day, but do not eat anything else.” Bhagatji did this for 
 three and half years. Bhagatji would sleep only one hour as per Swami’s command. Swami once said, “As 
 I have asked you not to eat in the morning, there is no need for you to bathe so early. Also, when you 
 sleep, please sleep in the gorakh posture, but never sleep with your legs outstretched.” Bhagatji 
 successfully performed this austerity for three years continuously. (page 61)  



 9. The sadhus have given up.   
  The task of emptying the lime from the furnace was allocated to the sadhus and parshads. Bhagatji would 

 place baskets of lime on his head and run quickly across the compound and empty them. By 10:00 am 
 that day, most of the sadhus and parshads left citing some excuse or another. Only Bhagatji and about 5-
 7 devotees remained. Swami noticed this and laughed. He said, “The sadhus have given up but Pragji is  

  still going strong.” Having said this, he embraced Bhagatji. (page 64)    
  
 3.  Bhagatji's Discourses to the Diwanji of Vansda. (pages 416-441) 
 1.  Spiritual discussion with Diwanji.  
  One morning after puja Diwanji asked Bhagatji. “Bhagatji Maharaj, it seems as if Brahman itself assumes 

 the form of jiva and Ishwar. The theory of those who possess knowledge of Brahman say that everything 
 except Brahman is false. Yet you claim that there are five eternal and distinct entities - jiva, Ishwar, maya, 
 Brahman and Parabrahman. However, in our theory, the jiva becomes the form of Brahman. At the time 
 of creation, Brahman becomes the form of the jiva due to adverse influences. Thus, how can the jiva 
 maintain a master-servant relationship with Brahman?” Bhagatji Maharaj explained, “If one single 
 Brahman has become the form of the jivas, then all the jivas should achieve moksha if one jiva achieves 
 it. However, that is not the case and so the theory that Brahman becomes the form of jiva is false. 
 Furthermore, if you claim that the jiva is in fact the eternal pure Brahman, then it appears that this pure 
 Brahman developed the ignorance of maya. Having become pure, there is the possibility that maya will 
 entice it again, thus it will never receive moksha. Therefore, it is totally wrong to say that Brahman 
 become the form of jiva. Through this sort of understanding, birth and death are imposed on nirgun 
 Brahman. On what basis? The reason is that, if one believes that Brahman become the form of the 
 immovable and movable beings, the cycle of birth and death the jiva undergoes has now been imposed 
 by Brahman. Thus, through their own opinion, moksha - freedom from birth and death - has been 
 falsified. Thus, such an understanding of Shushka Vedantis is completely false. (page 416-417) 

 2. Explanation of the distinction between jiva and Brahman. 
  Diwanji asked, “How can one escape from ignorance? Also, if one does escape, then how can it be called 

 eternal?” Bhagatji replied, “As soon as paddy is sown, it develops husk as well as a rice grain. However, at 
 end of the process, the husk is removed by crushing the paddy. Similarly, a tamarind seed also has husk 
 attached to it, which is removed when it is roasted. In the same way, the jiva’s casual body has ignorance 
 attached to it from eternity. If it meditates on the form of God and if it accepts the words of God deep 
 inside it, then the casual body burns and become hollow. In addition, just because one jiva’s ignorance is 
 overcome by spiritually associating with God or his Sant, it does not imply that the ignorance of the 
 infinite other jivas have been overcome. The jiva and Brahman is distinct. The jiva’s ignorance is 
 overcome when it receives knowledge of Brahman through the manifest Brahmaswarup Sant. This is 
 what motivates the jiva to keep meditating on the form of Brahman in order to overcome its ignorance 
 and thus the master-servant relationship prevails.” Even in Vachanamrut Kariyani 12 Shriji Maharaj 
 stated the same thing. (page 418) 

 3. Bhagatji began with Vachanamrut, Gadhada I 38 and said, A true renunciant is one who remains above 
 the feelings of the body, senses and mind. Behaving as atmarup, he sustains nothing else except the form 
 of Paramatma. The jiva becomes separate from the influence of the body, for example, through the 
 Satpurush’s continual guidance and repeated reinforcement of the distinction between the body and 
 atma. Thus, having overcome the primordial bond of ignorance, the jiva which is distinct from the body  

  becomes Brahmarup. As per Gadhada I 39 the influence of the body still prevails, the senses and 
 antahkaran seem to be real. Ignorance in the form of mine-ness, affection towards relations, loved ones 
 and family also seems real. For example, a person standing on the top of Mount Meru sees everything in 
 the vicinity of Meru distinctly – the other mountains, trees, as well as the ground that supports the 
 mountains and the trees. Similarly, those enlightened muktas who have attained savikalp samadhi see 
 jivas, Ishwars, maya and their supporter, Brahman, as being distinct from each other. However, a person 
 standing in the vicinity of Mount Lokalok sees everything in the vicinity of Mount Lokalok – the other 
 mountains and trees, etc, - as being one with the ground, but he does not see them as being distinct. 



 Similarly, those muktas who attained nirvikalp samadhi see jivas, Ishwars, maya, as being one with 
 Brahman – but does not see them as different entities. Therefore, the differences that have been  

  mentioned between jiva, Ishwar and maya are differences in state. Thus, for those with the viewpoint of 
 the nirvikalp state, these differences are false and those with view point of the savikalp state, these 
 differences are true. The muktas possessing the savikalp state believe the words of the Satpurush to be 
 true. They view the feelings of the body and senses from the viewpoint of an observer and they 
 distinguish themselves from that. As long as one perceives the existence of the body and oneself as the 
 observer of the body, one still possesses the savikalp state. However, if one cannot perceive the body, 
 but can only see atma and everyone as Brahmarup, then such a mukta possesses the nirvikalp state. 
 (page 420) 

 4.  “Just as a maggot transform into a wasp by means of another wasp, in the same way, the mukta becomes 
 Brahmarup through the Satpurush’s association. Thus, one who having attained the attributes of 
 Aksharbrahma, remains engrossed only in the form of God, is said to be in nirvikalp samadhi. Nothing 
 else enters his viewpoint and he lives without thoughts and desires.” (page 421)   

  5. Bhagatji asked Govindbhai master to read Vachanamrut Gadhada I 41 and then said, Shriji Maharaj has 
 explained the meaning of the Shruti ‘Eko’ham bahusyam prajayeya.’ ‘Purushottam Bhagwan himself 
 creates and enters the various types of the life forms as their cause and as their antaryami. He enlightens 
 them to a greater or lesser degree (according to their capacity). However, it is wrong to say that God has 
 been divided and assumed the form of Brahman’ (page 421)    

 6.  According to Vachanamrut Gadhada iii 42 “One who has a true knowledge realizes the distinction 
 between Brahman and Parabrahman, but rises above the distinctions between jiva, Ishwar, and Maya. 
 These distinctions remain in those who possess the savikalp state and they are eternal. ‘In contrast, one 
 who has no desires regarding the four types of moksha and only has desires to serve God is known as a 
 Nishkam devotee.” God keeps such devotee in his service and so the master-servant relationship remains 
 forever. (page 422). 

 7. Bhagatji asked for Vachanamruts, Gadhada I 44 to Gadhada I 50 to be read and then spoke at length on 
 the concept of Brahman. (page 422).  

 8. Nothing can be perfected without firm Upasana. 
  Bhagatji Maharaj then said, “Diwan Saheb, no matter what you hear about the atma or how to 

 contemplate upon it, nothing is perfected without Upasana towards the pragat form of God. Leave aside 
 any obstinate thoughts, take complete refuge in the pragat Satpurush – who beholds Shriji Maharaj – and 
 offer devotion continuously. Bhagatji explained Gadhada I 56 “Even in shastra such as the Bhagavat, the 
 strength of devotion is said to be greater than that of knowledge.” (pages 422-423) 

 9. In Shrimad Bhagavat 4.9.10 it explains ‘The bliss experienced by meditating on your God’s feet or by  
  listening to discourses about you, is the bliss of nivrutti’ This cannot be found inside one’s own self. This 

 implies that there is no happiness in being merely atmarup, yet devoid of bhakti. In addition, Brahman, 
 itself the form of bliss, does not bestow [in itself] the happiness of God.’ (page 424)  

 10. How can the human form of God be called nirgun? 
  Diwanji with folded hands asked, “Maharaj! God’s form in Akshardham is said to be nirgun. How can the 

 human form of God also be called nirgun?” Bhagatji said, “Everything is full to the brim with Brahman. IN 
 conclusion, the manifest form of God on earth and the form in Dham are the same.” (pages 427-430) 

 11. The difference between Brahman and Parabrahman.  
  The Diwanji folded his hands and said, “Maharaj! I understand how the form of God is flawless because 

 of what you have said. However, what difference remains between the form of God and the form of the 
 Satpurush – who continually sustains God – and who becomes Gunatit and divine through God’s 
 association?”  (pages 430-436) 

 12. Once Dharma is firm, then knowledge will last.   
  Bhagatji said, “If you to become like the form of Akshar after leaving your body and stay continually in 

 the service of the manifest Purushottam Shri Sahajanand Swami himself, then you must keep Dharma 
 firm once the dharma is firm, knowledge will last. From knowledge comes discretion and detachment. 
 Such detachment originating from knowledge, frees one from worldly pleasures. Thus, one can develop 
 love towards God after becoming Brahmarup. (page 436-438) 



 13. Contemplate on one’s own form and the form of God. 
  One should attach one’s atma to Akshar and always believe, ‘I am atma, Akshar, Brahman, Sachidanand 

 and eternally blissful. I have the bliss of devotion, the bliss of God, the bliss of being fulfilled, and the bliss 
 of Brahman.’ In this way, always try and contemplate on one’s form and keep the thought, ‘the manifest 
 form of God is always present in my atma, I am the servant and I have received this special knowledge  

  through the Satpurush’s grace.” 
  From the Vachanamrut Loya 10 Bhagatji asked to repeat the following five to seven times, “I have 

 attained this jnan of the pure atma, which transcends maya, by the grace of the Sant. That Sant is a 
 devotee of God. Moreover, that God is the atma of even Brahman, who is the atma of all. He is the atma 
 of Akshar and is also the atma of the countless millions of muktas. I am the Brahmarup servant of that 
 Parabrahman Purushottam Narayan.” (pages 439-440) 

 14. You will also see this old man along with Maharaj.  
  Bhagatji promised Diwanji, “You may leave now. Shriji Maharaj will come to collect you in the final 

 moments of your life.” Diwanji asked, “Maharaj! I have not seen Shriji Maharaj, so how will I recognize 
 him?” “this old man talking to you will also come with him; so, you will be able to recognize him,” 
 Bhagatji said smilingly. (pages 440-441). 
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 1. Bhagatji Maharaj’s description of his own form (Only incidents from ‘Balramdas Listens to Bhagatji’s  
  Talks’ to ‘The Sadhus Are Sent to Vartal’). )(pages 294-364) 
 1. Bhagatji’s divine discourse left Shastri Balaramdas speechless. When the minds of people are pulled to 

 one with such a spiritual state, it is natural for ordinary people with mundane intellects to speak 
 derogatorily. The Shastri said to Bhagatji, “An ordinary sadhu will realize your knowledge and your 
 spiritual state, and fear that his own influence will diminish. Naturally, he is not going to let you come to 
 Vartal. Therefore, it seems your disciples will have to go to Mahuva if they want to avail of your company.
 ” Bhagatji replied, “My true disciples experience continual proximity to God. God is not far from them, as 
 they do not forget him, even for a second. In addition, they do not believe their form to be the body in 

  any of the three states, they never lapse in their dharma and they bestow peace on those around them. 
 Devotees who have these characteristics are my true disciples. It is very difficult to become my true  

  disciples.” In these few sentences, Bhagatji explained the characteristics of a true sadhu to the Shastri. 
 2. In front of all the devotees, Raghuvircharan Swami asked these two sadhus, “What is your view on Pragji 

 Bhakta?” “We realize him to be param ekantik and do not believe anything else,” they replied. “They  
  are good sadhus. Their understanding is correct and balanced. Please keep it like that,” Bhagatji said. 

 Then he added, “Please obey Raghuvircharan Swami and believe his command to be my command.” That 
  evening, these two sadhus met Bhagatji and bowed to him. Bhagatji comforted them and said, “Always  
  be happy. You have found the Satpurush, so why worry?” Compared to other sadhus who just went back 

 and forth from the mandir, these two sadhus received great happiness from Bhagatji’s darshan and 
 association. Even the sadhus in the mandir were very impressed by their behavior and said to Bhagatji, 
 “These sadhus are extremely good and godly.” 

 3. Once Purushottam Swami went so deep into meditation, that he could no longer see the drawbacks he  
  had already conquered. However, the latent instincts, such as lust, whose roots had not been eradicated,  
  were awakened. These disturbed him, made him unhappy, and eventually woke him up from his

 meditation. When he awoke, Bhagatji was sitting opposite him, smiling! Purushottam Swami was pleased 
 to see Bhagatji, but deeply regretted the influence of his instincts. “Maharaj! We have physically  

  tolerated hardships in order to be with you. Out of sheer compassion, you allowed us to stay with you  

  and benefit from your company” Saying that much, Purushottam Swami broke down and was unable 
  to speak further. Bhagatji smiled and said, “An unripe fruit is sour, but it becomes sweet when it ripens.  
  The faults bothering you will go with the association you currently have.” Bhagatji revealed the instincts  
  that were troubling him and gave him peace. The Gadhada sadhus were lost in thought when they saw  
  his sadhu crying, but Bhagatji reassured them, “This sadhu stayed here, had your darshan and heard  



  your discourses. See how humble he is now. He is crying because he has to leave you.” These words kept 
 all of the others happy. 

 4. Bhagatji was scolding santos and devotees at the port of Mahuva. A boatman who saw this asked  
  Bhagatji, “Why are you scolding all of these people? “Bhagatji explained the boatman, ‘” I am the  

 boatman of God. What have I got to gain if these poor people tread the wrong path? And God will scold 
 me or not?” (pages 325-327)  

 5. One day, Bhagatji was discoursing in a divine mood. In his talks, he began to reveal the previous births of  
  various paramhansas. Who was Swarupanand Swami?” Keshavprasad Purani asked. Bhagatji cut the 

 conversation short and said, “He was an Akshar mukta, but that is a different matter.” Having said that, 
 he changed the topic of conversation and began speaking about upasana. “Keep the supreme upasana 
 of Shriji Maharaj and maintain the vow of nonlust then I will take you to Akshardham,” Bhagatji promised 

 all of them. “What happens if ekantik dharma is still to be perfected by the time one dies?” 
 Keshavprasad Purani asked. “We will take you to another universe in which Shriji Maharaj has incarnated, 
 and perfect your ekantik dharma there. However, I will not leave any deficiencies in you,” Bhagatji 
 replied. “Do we have to eat tasteless balls of food there as well?” he asked. “There are not going to be 
 tasteless balls of food every time! Shriji Maharaj arranged for the previous incarnations to be born on 
 earth as muktas. He made them tolerate insults and undertake vows such as khatras. At the same time, 
 he himself was worshipped as God,” Bhagatji said.  

 6. Shriji Maharaj has sent you back again. If this were not true, then how could you possibly recognize this  
  person, who has been insulted by the entire Satsang as ekantik?  Bhagatji continued, “The jiva has  
  eternally been afflicted with the disease of birth and death. Now you have found the doctor,  
  Dhanvantari,113 and he will cure this disease instantly. However, one must stay attached to him with  
  absolute trust. “Lust is bound to the jiva as are greed, ego, affection and taste. There are innumerable  
  attachments like this and there is no peace or happiness because of them. However, the ekantik can  

  remove everyone’s attachments and instead attach them to God. This oneness with God gives peace. 
  “All of you are very fortunate. You must have accumulated spiritual merits from your previous lives,  
  otherwise how could you observe the vow of celibacy at such a young age? How could you be so firm in 

 Shriji’s supreme upasana? Even great people have found it hard to understand this upasana. You must 
 have been there during the time of Shriji Maharaj, but as there was something lacking, he has sent you 
 back again. If this were not true, then how could you possibly recognize this person, who has been  

  insulted by the entire Satsang, as ekantik? Shriji has enabled you to recognize him. What more can I say 
 to you? Today you may find it difficult to keep your mind focused on God, but in the end it, a time  

  will come when it will be difficult to forget God. Therefore, make a start and never forget what I have  

  said.” Bhagatji spoke from 1:00 a.m. until 7:00 a.m. His speech flowed like the ocean and everyone’s 
 minds, senses and attention were drawn to him. They felt as though they would become brahmarup on 
 that very day! He gave all of them peace and showering immense bliss upon them.  

 7. I swear on your life that I will help all those who have left because of me to attain (P. 363). Bhagatji 
 encouraged all of them to follow this advice and said, “You are all rajarshis and this Purushottamdasji is a 
 brahmarshi.” Then he added, “Shri Krishna exhausted the serpent Kali by crushing each of his hoods  

  with his feet. He also removed his deadly venom. Similarly, your faults have been crushed by the 
 Satpurush’s discourses. You are all free of faults. Please be happy and do not worry. I realize you have 
 suffered many difficulties for me. The great sadhu [Gunatitanand Swami] is pleased on me and I swear on 
 Purushottamdas’ life that I will give bliss to Vignandasji and his whole group.” Having said that, Bhagatji 

  placed his hand on Purushottam Swami’s throat and said to the sadhus, “I swear on your life that I will  
  help all those who have left because of me to attain ekantik dharma.” Bhagatji’s words comforted  
  them and relieved their pain of separation. 
 8. Your faults have been cru Bhagatji gathered all the sadhus together and told them, “You should all go to

 Vartal now. Whilst you are there, please avoid any issues and do as they say.” Bhagatji encouraged all of  

  them to follow this advice and said, “You are all rajarshis and this Purushottamdasji is a brahmarshi.” 
 Then he added, “Shri Krishna exhausted the serpent Kali by crushing each of his hoods with his feet.
 He also removed his deadly venom. Similarly, your faults have been crushed by the Satpurush’s  

  discourses. You are all free of faults. Please be happy and do not worry. I realize you have suffered many  



  difficulties for me. The great sadhu [Gunatitanand Swami] is pleased on me and I swear on  
  Purushottamdas’ life that I will give bliss to Vignandasji and his whole group.” Having said that, Bhagatji

 placed his hand on Purushottam Swami’s throat and said to the sadhus, “I swear on your life that I will  
  help all those who have left because of me to attain ekantik dharma.” Bhagatji’s words comforted them  
  and relieved their pain of separation shed by the Satpurush’s discourses (P. 363) 
 
 2. The great and spiritually steadfast Bhagatji Maharaj (Only incidents from ‘Which is Nirgun: To Meditate 

 or to Discourse?’ to ‘The Chaitra Festival in Vartal’). 
 1. Swami’s three boons to Bhagatji. 
  Gunatitanand Swami was very pleased with Bhagatji’s dedicated devotion towards Satsang, so he asked  
  him to ask for boon. Since Bhagatji had spent 13yrs with Gopalanand Swami and 9 yrs. with Gunatitanand 

 Swami, never in that time had he heard anything about there being happiness in wealth and women or 
 any worldly pleasures. He insisted that if Gunatitanand Swami was really happy with him and wanted to 
 give something. Then, Bhagatji wanted Swami to bestow his true knowledge, the place where he came 
 from and make his jiva Satsangi so that he could remain closer to Shriji Maharaj. Hearing this  

  Gunatitanand Swami tried to dissuade him but Bhagatji stood firm on his needs and remain forever in the 
 service at Swami’s feet. Gunatitanand Swami was very happy to hear this and replied, “Only if you keep 
 the spirit of ‘do or die’ will it be possible for you to attain this knowledge. The bliss of this knowledge is 
 something completely different. If you want to gain this knowledge, do as I say, because this is the only 
 way it will be possible. You will have to renounce your home and stay here with me all the time. The state 
 of fulfillment can never be achieved without having detachment, and without conviction of the atma.” 
 Bhagatji’s internal motivation was to intense that he only wanted to please Swami, even if it meant 
 paying no regard at all to his body. He would only be satisfied when Swami gave him the three boons, he 
 asked for. Characteristics of his valiant nature, he decided to leap into Swami’s service by thought, word 
 and deed. (pages 57-58) 

 2. Pragji Bhagat bravely intertwined to please Swami. – During construction of new haveli, even though  
  Swami assigned only few sadhus to Bhagatji’s group, Bhagatji happily continued his work. (P.58) Bhagatji 

 renounced home in 1861 (VS 1917) in order to stay in Junagadh. His internal motivation was so intense 
 that he wanted to please Swami, even if it meant paying no regard at all to his body. He would only be
 satisfied when Swami gave him the three boons that he had asked for. Characteristic of his valiant nature,  

  he decided to leap into Swami’s service by thought, word and deed. During this period, Swami was having 
 the old haveli in Junagadh demolished and constructing a new one in its place. Construction work had  

  already begun and different tasks were allocated to every sadhu. He had formed groups of ten sadhus to 
 begin digging the foundations for the new haveli. In Bhagatji’s group however, there were only two or 
 three sadhus. Seeing this as a test, Bhagatji happily worked with even greater effort. Swami smiled and 
 was pleased to see his faith. By Swami’s grace, Bhagatji’s group only needed to dig some four feet before 
 they reached the layer of solid black rock, whilst other groups had to dig almost 12 feet. Bhagatji’s group 
 was the first to finish their work. When Swami saw this, he commented, “Even though Pragji’s group only 
 has a few sadhus, he has God and the great Sadhu on his side.” By Swami’s grace, Bhagatji’s work was 
 completed with less effort. (Page 58)  

 3. Life according to Swami’s wish- suppressing his own instincts - suppressing mind   
  The task of emptying the lime from the furnace was allocated to the sadhus and parshads. Bhagatji would  
  place baskets of lime on his head and run quickly across the compound and empty them. By 10:00 am 

 that day, most of the sadhus and parshads left citing some excuse or another. Only Bhagatji and about 5-
 7 devotees remained. Swami noticed this and laughed. He said, “The sadhus have given up but Pragji is  

  still going strong.” Having said this, he embraced Bhagatji. (page 64)   
  4. Most hazardous of all tasks was to churn the lime mixture. The heat released in this process could crack  
  the skin on one’s hands and feet. Even worse, if the heat went into the eyes, there was a risk of  
  blindness. The fear of this put everyone off. Swami summoned Pragji Bhakta and said, “Pragji, no one has 

 come forward to prepare the lime mixture we require for the construction. They are all afraid that the 
 skin on their hands and feet may crack and cause blindness. Please carry out this task. I will try to give 



 you half a dozen people to help.” Bhagatji heard this and replied, “Maharaj, if it is your wish, I will do it. I 
 will not need anyone else’s help as I have your help, which is more than enough!” (page 59)  

 5. Bhagatji never saw anything bad even in those who threw 12 –mound sacks of lime onto his back. He  
  viewed anyone who approached him. He accepted sole responsibility for this work, leaving many amazed 

 at his intense determination. However, those who were jealous of him wished him dead or at least blind! 
 To realize their cruel wishes, some of them would place, or even throw 12-maund sacks of lime onto his 
 back! Despite this, he kept his focus on Swami’s form, for he believed Swami was testing him in various 
 ways. He viewed anyone who approached him, be it friend or foe, as the form of Swami. He never saw 
 anything bad in any of them. He had attained such a divine state whereby he truly believed that Swami 
 had entered others in order to test him and try to exhaust his patience., be it friend or foe, as the form of 
 Swami. (P. 60)  

 6. Bhagatji would carry the heavy sacks to the construction areas. He would open them and empty them in 
 the compound. Then having soaked them in the troughs, he would wade into the troughs to crush the 
 lime, just as clay is normally crushed. Several onlookers saw him working and warned him, “The dust  

  from the lime will make you blind, and your hands and feet will crack.” Bhagatji would just reply, “My 
 body has  been sacrificed for Gunatit. I want to please him, regardless of what happens to me.” (page 60) 

 7. Bhagatji endeavored continuously to complete his task. He hardly slept for four years- disrespected his 
 body. (P.60) This construction work continued for the next three years. Bhagatji endeavored 
 continuously, with the sole motive of pleasing Swami. He carried out the work of ten men all by himself, 
 never paying any heed to his body. On top of all this work, he would still find time to sit with Swami and  

  read the shastras when no one else was there. He rarely slept at night but would listen to discourses 
 instead. Those who lived with him knew that he hardly slept. In fact, many people, such as Gunatitanand 
 Swami, Vishnuprasad Swami, Narnarayan Swami, Swamishri Jaga Bhakta and Atmanand Brahmachari 
 used to say that he had hardly slept for those last four years in Junagadh. Through his actions, it was 
 evident that he had mastered Muktanand Swami’s verse, ‘Shuli upar shayan karāve toye sādhune sang 
 rahie re…’(page 60) 

 8. Bhagatji performed lot of hard work. However, in order to reduce the strength of his body, Swami said to  
  him, “Pragji, you are making great effort with your body, but without austerities and detachment, the 

 strength of the body will not diminish. Therefore, please fast for 2 days and eat on the third day continue 
 for one month and do dharna-parna for the second month. On the day you are allowed to eat, only eat 
 once in the afternoon and never eat anything sweet or oily. If after fasting for two days, you feel hot, 
 drink some buttermilk on the morning of the third day, but do not eat anything else.” Bhagatji did this for 
 three and half years. Bhagatji would sleep only one hour as per Swami’s command. Swami once said, “As 
 I have asked you not to eat in the morning, there is no need for you to bathe so early. Also, when you 
 sleep, please sleep in the gorakh posture, but never sleep with your legs outstretched.” Bhagatji  
 successfully performed this austerity for three years continuously. (page 61)  

 9. Swami wanted to show everyone the extent to which Pragji intuitively followed his inner wishes. Swami 
 said to Pragji Bhakta, “Pragji, please go and call Mount Girnar. He has been performing penance for such 
 a  long time and today we want to grant him moksha.” Bhagatji left immediately. Onlookers laughed 
 sarcastically and remarked, “Pragji lacks sense. The guru may command, but naturally one should  

  use discretion in following those commands.” Bhagatji heard this while he was leaving. He turned back 
 and said to all of them, “A disciple should follow all of the guru’s commands without hesitation, except  

  the commands that transgress dharma. I will go to Girnar, touch my head at the foot of the mountain and  
  tell him that Swami is calling him. At least I can say that I have followed Swami’s wishes. If Girnar decides  
  not to come, then he will suffer the consequences.” Bhagatji narrated a story as an example of this  
  principle. 
 10.  Bhagatji was like a yogi in every aspect of his life. He did not believe himself, his senses or his antahkaran 

 to be the doer in any action. He believed his atma to be divine and aligned it with the perfectly divine  
  brahmswarup. In doing this, he used his senses and antahkaran as little as possible. The body, senses  
  and antahkaran are incapable of creating an obstruction in the endeavors of one who is fully  
  enlightened (who is atmarup, since those who behave as atma are wise). Through Swami’s inspiration,  
  Bhagatji behaved like this in every step of his life. Having overcome the influence of his body and senses,  



  his emotions and feelings never obstructed him behaving as the atma. This was something extraordinary 
 that he possessed. His state of being the atma was very evident in all of his actions and he never lapsed in 
 following any of Swami’s commands. He bravely accomplished everything that he was set. Naturally, 
 Swami was extremely pleased with him and the divine bhakti he possessed.  

 11. Bhagatji did a low job of barber- He paid no heed to his body –repudiation of his self-esteem.  (P. 68). 
  After the harvest, everyone returned to Junagadh. The mandir’s barber, Karsan, regularly shaved the 

 heads and beards of all the sadhus and parshads. One day, something upset him, and he refused to carry 
 on his job unless he received an extra two paise for each sadhu. When Swami heard about this, he 
 said, “Tell him that he will not get no more than one paisa per person. We do not grow ears of corn on 
 our heads, do we?” Karsan did not relent and was eventually dismissed. As time went on, the sadhus and 
 parshads started to get uncomfortable with their overgrown hair. It had been growing for one-and-a-half
 months and they contemplated calling another barber. Swami heard about this and called Bhagatji. 

  “Pragji, do you know how to shave hair?” he asked him. “Yes Swami!” replied Bhagatji immediately.
 Bhagatji was constantly aware that Swami created every incident for him to be continually aware of one’s 
 state of atmarup. One who has destroyed affection for his or her own body always behaves atmarup. 

  Pragji Bhakta paid absolutely no heed to his body in any of the incidents that may have occurred. He
 Firmly believed Swami was testing him to see the extent of his God-realization. Swami was very pleased 
 with his eagerness to capture even his casual words. He knew Bhagatji would fulfil his inner wishes.
 He asked him to procure some shaving instruments and sheets, worth around two rupees from town. 
 Once Bhagatji had collected what he needed, he shaved Swami’s head first. Swami was pleased. He 
 embraced him twice and said, “Pragji, you are an expert at everything!” Bhagatji shaved everyone’s hair 
 for the next six months. This was in addition to him working as a torchbearer. Swami was pleased by 
 Bhagatji’s humble service, and when Swami was in the mandir, he would send him sanctified food every 
 day through the bhandari. Bhagatji relinquished his duty as a barber when Karsan was eventually
 persuaded to return. away, mentally lost in Swami’s form while chanting Swaminarayan, Swaminarayan’. 
 Swami was happy to see Bhagatji’s vigor and the way in which he was engrossed in devotion. 

 12. Bhagatji kept his vruttis introverted, attached his jiva to Swami and continuously offered devotion. While 
 engaged in service, austerities and worship, he continually remembered the manifest form of God and 
 absorbed himself within his own atma. In reality, this is the only means to perfect such unique devotion. 
 Those who have perfected devotion through such means are considered to be the foremost amongst 
 those studying brahmavidya. Through whom can such devotion be perfected? Only from a person who 
 God chooses and whom God feels is worthy of his love can one attain such ekantik bhakti. And only such 
 an ekantik devotee obtains a divine body. Bhagatji received the grace of Gunatitanand Swami, the eternal
 Aksharbrahma. Swami had oneness with Bhagwan Swaminarayan, for he was his form and his body. 
 Bhagatji remembered Swami continuously and developed oneness with him in all three states: waking,  

  dream and deep sleep. Once Bhagatji had achieved oneness with the form of Mul Aksharbrahma through 
  worship, he had attained the pinnacle of yoga. As a result, the omniscient form of Bhagwan  
  Swaminarayan, which resides in the midst of the jivatma, began to manifest perfectly within him.  
  Consequently, the eight barriers (of maya) were dissolved. The light of Sachchidanand Brahman  
  manifested perfectly in this space in the midst of his heart. In this light, he continually saw the form of

 Purushottam, in the unique, divine and luminous form of Swami. There was an unimaginable and endless 
 divinity in Swami’s form. Within this form, Bhagatji had the continuous darshan of Bhagwan  

  Swaminarayan. Bhagatji began to behave as the Sachchidanand Brahman [as demonstrated by the 
 incident described]. 

 13. One day, while the masonry work of the haveli was in progress, a dog happened to die on top of the  
  stones. These stones were lying outside the mandir, waiting to be used. No one moved the dead dog and  
  the masons’ time was being wasted. Swami heard about this and immediately Pragji Bhakta came to his 
  mind. He called Bhagatji from the place where he was crushing the lime. “Pragji, please go and see why  
  the stones have stopped coming,” Swami said to Pragji Bhakta. Bhagatji washed his hands and feet, and  
  went there immediately. He noticed the dead dog lying on top of the stones. Everyone else was just  
  standing there looking at each other. Ordinarily, if Swami had asked any other devotee to have a look, 

 they would have seen the dead dog and simply reported the situation back to Swami saying, ‘The stones 



 have stopped coming because a dog has died on top of them. They will start coming again when an 
 appropriate person comes to take the dog away.’ Bhagatji’s actions were very different. He truly believed  

  that Swami was all-knowing and despite that, he had still called him to go and see what was happening.  
  He swiftly concluded that it was Swami’s wish to have the dog moved and restart the transfer of the 

 stones promptly, so that the masons’ time would not be wasted. Thinking like this, Bhagatji immediately 
 changed his clothes, carried the dog away and left it outside. The stones started moving again and 
 Bhagatji returned to crushing the lime after bathing. Several people saw Bhagatji do this. Being too wise 
 for their own good, they went to Swami and said, “Pragji is dirty. He has touched a dead dog.” Swami just 
 listened to this and laughed but did not respond. 

 14. Once Bhagatji and another parshad were washing the used utensils after a festival. All the dirty water had  
  gathered in the big water pit. Swami came and stood beside it. Some water from the pit overflowed onto 

 his feet and trickled back inside. Swami noticed this and said to Pragji, “Where could the 68 places of  
  pilgrimage possibly be?” Bhagatji understood the meaning of these words. He noticed that the dirty 

 water as overflowing onto Swami’s foot and falling back into the water pit. “The 68 pilgrimage places are 
 found at the feet of the Satpurush,” Bhagatji replied. “If you really believe this, your endeavors are 
 over,” Swami said. Bhagatji heard these words and dived straight into the water pit. He bathed in the 
 dirty water for quite some time, because it had become a place of pilgrimage for him due to Swami’s 
 touch. Swami chuckled on seeing this. “One can only do something like this when one has a true 
 understanding of greatness within one’s jiva,” Swami said, expressing his great pleasure on Bhagatji. As 
 usual, others began to comment, “Pragji is dirty and mad. He does not even realize when something is 
 unclean.” Swami heard this and said to Bhagatji, “Pragji! That is enough now. Please go and bathe with 
 some clean water. An opportunity like this will not come again and you have capitalized on it.” The 
 difference in the level of muktas is based on the relative greatness they visualize in their choicest deity. 
 The realization of such greatness has three origins: through the senses, through the antahkaran or 
 through the power of the jiva, i.e., through experience. A person, who appears to have developed 
 knowledge of this greatness merely through the senses – but not in practice – may disregard all the devas 
 and their realms up to Prakruti-Purush. However, he will still succumb to insignificant pleasures. He will 
 not be able to even Follow even the simplest commands of the Satpurush in difficult circumstances. One 
 develops an introverted vision when realization of this greatness enters the antahkaran. At this stage, 
 one contemplates following the commands, but if the commands cannot be followed due to the effect of 
 the antahkaran, frustration arises. Finally, when this knowledge enters the jiva, the obstacles of the 
 senses and antahkaran are overcome. At this stage, nothing except for the Satpurush and his words 
 remain. Therefore, Shriji Maharaj has said, ‘Therefore, only one who follows the commands of the 
 Satpurush is behaving as the atma. ’Bhagatji’s state was similar to this. 

 
  
 3. Insults tolerated by Bhagatji (Only incidents from ‘At Whose Refuge Will Ekantik Dharma Stay?’ to ‘The 

 Road to Mahuva Is Always Busy’). 
 1. Kama Sheth slapped Bhagatji out of annoyance. P.138 
  Gunatitanand Swami then proceeded to Una. Kama Sheth, one of the chief devotees there, came for  
  Swami’s darshan and sat down to listen to his discourses. When Swami had finished talking, Bhagatji said,  
  “Sheth, you will only be able to go to Akshardham if you believe Swami to be Mul Akshar.” These words  
  irritated Kama Sheth and he slapped Bhagatji out of annoyance. Bhagatji merely laughed and went to sit  
  next to Swami. Kama Sheth’s anger subsided a short while later and by Maharaj’s wish, he experienced  
  samadhi. In samadhi, he saw Gunatitanand Swami in the service of Bhagwan Swaminarayan in  
  Akshardham. Maharaj asked him, “Why did you hit Pragji Bhakta? You will only be forgiven if you bow 

 down to him and offer him a dhoti. “Later, Kama Sheth went to Bhagatji, who was seated in the  
  assembly, prostrated to him, begged for his forgiveness and gifted him a dhoti. Gunatitanand Swami was 

 pleased to see him do this. The devotees who were with Swami observed this and their respect for 
 Bhagatji grew. They realized that there was only one like Bhagatji. Gunatitanand Swami then returned to 
 Junagadh, where he celebrated the Annakut festival of 1865 on 20 October 1865 (Kartik sud 1, VS 1922) 
 with great fanfare. 



 2. Bhagatji told Swamishri, “I will bear whatever they do to me or any misery that they inflict on me.”  
  Swami left Junagadh for Una and along the way, he repeated this couplet many times during the day. 

 Then he would say, “I am a sadhu. Why do I need to worry? Shriji is here in my protection. “On the way, 
 before Swami rested for the night, Pragji Bhakta humbly asked him, “Swami, why are you repeating that 
 couplet over and over again?” Swami explained, “Those from Vartal and Gadhada have decided to take 

  me to Una to reprimand me. They also want to excommunicate you because you have extolled my  
  greatness extensively. They want you to put a large bundle of grass on your head and travel from village 

 to village  announcing, ‘The declaration I made of Swami being Mul Akshar is false.’ In fact, they have 
 already decided to make you do this. However, I will not be able to bear to see you being insulted. In 
 addition, the devotees of Sorath are very loving. They will be very unhappy if they see me being 
 insulted. Therefore, let us make sure that nothing happens in this region. They can do what they want 
 to in Vartal, but nothing should happen here.” When Bhagatji heard these words, he folded his hands in 
 prayer and said, “Swami, I will bear whatever they do to me or any misery that they inflict on me. Please  

  do not worry about that.”  
 3. Bhagatji was given poison and was asked to leave the mandir. Bhagatji had prepared to leave for home as 

 soon as he had received the letter of excommunication early in April 1866. He left for Mahuva while 
 Gunatitanand Swami was still on his way to Junagadh from Vartal. The bhandari, Sadhu Kunjaviharidas, 
 packed Bhagatji some ladus to eat along the way, but he had laced them with poison! Bhagatji accepted 
 them, fully aware through his omniscient powers that they contained poison. It is the characteristic of a  

  Sadhu to accept everything, be it poison or nectar. When he arrived at the Navli River near Savarkundala, 
 he stopped to eat a little. He then dug a deep hole in the ground and buried the rest of the food to 
 prevent other animals from detecting it. The poison was so strong that it soon made him dizzy. A short 
 while later, someone happened to pass by on a cart on their way to the village. Bhagatji offered the cart 
 driver, “Please take me to Mahuva. I will give you half a rupee.” The driver refused, asking for one rupee 
 instead. Bhagatji declined his offer. Sometime later the driver returned from the village, and as he had  

  not found anyone else to take, he collected Bhagatji and took him to Mahuva.   
 4. “You do not understand the workings of satsang” -scolding by Viharilalji Maharaj because he made him  
  give   the pair of footprints. Before he had passed away on 10 June 1885 (Adhik Jeth vad 12, VS 1941),

 Vignananand Swami had given Ramratan Swami, a sadhu from his group, a pair of Bhagwan  
  Swaminarayan’s footprints. These had faded over time and Ramratan Swami made quite a fuss to try and  
  obtain a better pair. His attention fell on the pair Yagnapurushdasji owned and so, once he approached  
  Bhagatji, saying, “Please exchange my pair of footprints with the one Yagnapurushdasji has.” To appease 

 Ramratan Swami, Bhagatji agreed. A short while later, Bhagatji called Yagnapurushdasji. “Will you please 
 me by obeying my wishes?” He asked him. “Yes, whatever you say,” Yagnapurushdasji humbly replied.
 Bhagatji then called Ramratandas and declared, “Today, I want to make you happy. Tell me how you will 
 be satisfied?” Ramratan Swami’s greed got the better of him and, instead of asking to exchange the  

  footprints, he asked for the new set of footprints belonging to Yagnapurushdasji. Bhagatji was dismayed 
 to see his selfishness and knew this was wrong, but he kept quiet. Noticing that Bhagatji was dismayed, 
 Yagnapurushdasji said to him, “Why are you sad? I will do whatever you want me to do.” “Instead of 
 exchanging the footprints, Ramratandasji wants both sets! Bhagatji explained. “If you are happy, I will 
 gladly give my set to him,” Yagnapurushdasji replied. Bhagatji had already given Ramratan Swami his  

  word that he would please him. To honor Bhagatji’s promise, Yagnapurushdasji immediately brought his 
  set of footprints and presented them to Ramratan Swami. The latter was then satisfied. Bhagatji was  
  overjoyed with Yagnapurushdasji’s eagerness to please him in any way possible. Acharya Maharaj soon 

 heard about this incident and summoned Bhagatji. He overlooked Bhagatji’s elevated spiritual state  
  because of his own status as acharya and scolded him. “You do not understand the workings of Satsang.  
  The leader of Vignananand Swami’s group needs to keep the footprints with him. Only then will other

 sadhus stay with him.” Bhagatji’s response was bold. “I will give him Shriji Maharaj, the maker of the 
 footprints, so that many sadhus will stay with him. There’s no need for you to worry.” Acharya Maharaj 
 felt Bhagatji’s divine aura and immediately forsook his regal authority. “Bhagatji, you are indeed great. 
 Shriji Maharaj is at your command. Yagnapurushdasji gave the footprints away only to please you,  

  so, everything is fine,” Acharya Maharaj said apologetically. Bhagatji was very happy with  



  Yagnapurushdasji because of this incident. Later, when Ramratandas passed away, Bhagatji personally 
 gave both sets of the footprints to Yagnapurushdasji. After the festival on 18 April 1886, Acharya Maharaj 
 asked Bhagatji to accompany him to Surat. Bhagatji had no choice but to go, leaving the devotees of 
 Gujarat and Charotar saddened without his association.   

 5.   Durga Shankar Brahmin verbally insulted Bhagatji and slapped him in Mahuva temple. (P. 522) 
  At this time, Uddhavji, a devotee of the Luhana community, was sitting in his shop. On seeing the  
  devotees passing through the village singing bhajans, he got up in a rage of jealousy. He rushed to the  
  mandir and scolded all the devotees very badly. Then he went and complained to everyone in the village.  
  A Brahmin devotee named Durgashankar also heard this complaint and became enraged. Sometime  
  later, while Bhagatji was on his way home from the mandir, Durgashankar verbally insulted him and 

 slapped him. He followed Bhagatji all the way home, hurling a tirade of insults at him. Bhagatji tolerated 
 everything and did not respond. 

 6. Sadhus and brahmacharis strongly opposed the arrival of Bhagatji Maharaj during the consecrate   
  ceremony of the murtis of Dharma, Bhakti, and Ghanshyam Maharaj in Bharuch mandir. (P.529-530) 
  Ganpatrambhai’s father, Mahashankarbhai, wanted to consecrate the murtis of Dharma, Bhakti and  
  Ghanshyam Maharaj of the mandir in Bharuch. He wanted Acharya Viharilalji Maharaj to perform the  
  rituals. Ganpatrambhai wrote to Bhagatji and said, ‘The murtis are soon to be consecrated in the mandir.  
  As Acharya Maharaj, the other sadhus and brahmacharis are coming, you should also definitely come to 

 give us the bliss of your darshan. It is also my father’s intense desire that you attend.’ Such was the  
  compelling letter that Ganpatrambhai wrote. However, the sadhus and brahmacharis soon found out and 

 they strongly opposed this. They wrote to Mahashankarbhai, informing him: ‘If Pragji Bhakta comes,  
  none of us will come.’ Evidently, even a respected and learned householder like Ganpatrambhai 

 supporting Pragji Bhakta did not go down well with anyone. Bhagatji knew this and he wrote a letter to  
  Ganpatrambhai: ‘I know that you really want to call me, but I cannot come without the permission of

 [Acharya] Maharaj and the sadhus. Please be content with this.’ Bhagatji was thus unable to go for these 
 reasons. As a result of this incident, everyone decided to create total havoc in the Chaitri festival.  

  Govindbhai Master had already gone to Mahuva one month prior to the Chaitri festival. At that time,  
  Bhagatji said to Govindbhai, “The strength of the devotees has increased tremendously, therefore the  
  strength of maya will also increase accordingly. Please be patient.” Bhagatji had mentioned this even  
  before the difficulties had taken place. 
 7. Himabhai of Mahudha said, “I am merely waiting for your command. I will go to Mahuva and finish him 

 off.” (P.532) 
  During the assembly on the morning of 28 March 1896 (Chaitra sud 14, VS 1952), there were several  
  speeches made against Bhagatji in the presence of Acharya Maharaj. The sadhus tried to pressure 

 Acharya Maharaj into announcing that there was a prohibition on keeping Bhagatji’s company. “You are 
 an acharya. Why don’t you place a ban on devotees going to Mahuva? If you make a command, everyone 
 will have to follow it,” they all said to Acharya Maharaj. The acharya bolded responded, “You are all 
 sadhus and I am your guru. You all live in the mandir and accept me as your guru, yet you cannot follow  

  my commands. In what way can I stop devotees meeting their other beloved devotees for some work or 
 if  they are just getting together? Even if I do place a restriction, who is going to follow it?” Having said 
 that, he added, “I told all of you sadhus not to install the silver relief images in Kesaru village near 
 Bharuch. I also put a restriction on anyone going there for darshan. Despite this, none of you followed my 
 wishes and all the sadhus went for darshan. Did anyone follow that order?” All the sadhus fell silent and 
 none of them could utter a word in reply. As someone had put him up to it, Himabhai of Mahudha got up 
 and all of a sudden said, “I am merely waiting for your command. I will go to Mahuva and finish him off.” 

 8. Devotees were prohibited from going to Mahuva for Poonam assembly. (P 534) 
  Ramcharandas of Gadhada had decided to criticize Bhagatji for two hours in the assembly that was due 
  to take place on the morning of Poonam. In his mind, he wanted to speak in such a way that was  
  unprecedented. However, his voice suddenly became hoarse. During the shangar arti on Poonam, the 
  opponents all became uneasy and thought to themselves, “The more difficulties we create, the more  
  Bhagatji’s greatness is appreciated and the more this starts to reflect badly on us and our viewpoint. Now  
  we want to try and completely stop people going to Mahuva at any cost.” They all met and gave  



  Manchharambhai of Surat excessive praise and encouraged him to speak negatively about Bhagatji in 
  the evening Poonam assembly. 
   

March 2019 
 
 1.  Proclamation of Aksharbrahma by Bhagatji Maharaj. (Only incidents from ‘Arise Gunatit!’ to ‘The 

 Beginning of Difficulties for Swami’.) (pages 99-122)  
 1.  Pragji instated as guru, gives atonements.  
  Swami’s life span was predicted by an astrologist, of 58 years, but Bhagwan Swaminarayan wanted to 

 give the devotees of Shorath the happiness of his murti. He was 80 and Maharaj did not come to collect 
 him. Maharaj kept on telling Swami that he would come and collect him once Maharaj’s true form has 
 been revealed and established in Satsang. This he revealed to Pragji Bhakta. Swami said to Pragji Bhakta, 
 “Pragji, you are my loyal disciple. It is my wish that you reveal the form of Mul Akshar in Satsang. Please 
 perform this great service and enable the devotees of Shriji Maharaj to recognize his true form. If you 
 do, you will help all living beings attain moksha and I will be very pleased. It my wish that you do this.” 
 (page 101).  

 2.  Proclamation of Swami as Mul Akshar.  
  Just as a butterfly falls into the fire and is burnt to ashes. Bhagatji entered the fire of difficulties by 

 bravely choosing to follow Swami’s command. Bhagatji did not car what the world thought of him, as he 
 had become Brahman through Brahma. Therefore, how could the worldly difficulties and miseries ever 
 affect him? Bhagatji Maharaj began to reveal Swami’s form as Aksharbrahma. He announced at 
 different occasions and different places, “The one sleeping here is Akshar. The one talking is Akshar. The 
 one walking is Akshar.” This way, Bhagatji began to proclaim the identity of Akshar. Bhagatji’s only aim 
 was that people recognize Swami and attach themselves to his form, which is the only route to attain 
 ultimate moksha and go to Akshardham. (page 102)  

 3.  Bhagatji Maharaj’s father goes to Akshardham.    
  Bhagatji received a letter saying that his brother would be going to Akshardham within 16days. Bhagatji 

 gave that letter to Swami who said that his father would be going to Akshardham instead of his brother. 
 By the time the news reached Mahuva Swami gave the message that his father has passed away and 
 requested Bhagatji to go to Mahuva to perform his final rites. “ I do not want to leave you and go there,” 
 Bhagatji replied. “ In fact, I do not feel like leaving this place and going anywhere. The devotees of 
 Mahuva do not listen to me anyway,” he continued. (page 103)   

 4.  Bhagatji Maharaj’s father goes to Akshardham.   
  After four years in Junagadh Bhagatji returned to Mahuva. He stayed at the Mandir. The people of 

 Mahuva was very happy to see him. During his stay in the Mandir, there would be discourses and 
 meditation daily. In his discourses, he would reveal the inner thought of many devotees. Some were 
 wondering where and how far was Akshardham? He would say, “Akshardham is close by; it is not far 
 away. If anyone want to see it, I could send them to Akshardham!” he thus revealed his divinity through  

  his profound discourses and showed several miracles. As per Swami’s wishes, he stayed in Mahuva for 
 ten days. ( page 104)  

 5.  Swami asks Bhagatji to discourse.  
  Bhagatji arrived in Junagadh and Swami was very pleased with him and said, ”Pragji, now please talk to 

 the devotees here in Junagadh.” Bhagatji’s talks satisfied the sadhus and devotees in the same way as 
 Swami’s talks. It seems as though Swami himself was discoursing. Everyone as convinced that not only  

  had Swami given all his miraculous powers, knowledge, virtues and strength to Pragji Bhakta, but Swami 
 actually reside within him. Pragji would talk freely in the assembly hall, by the evergreen plants in the 
 compound and during the festivals. If anyone approached Swami the latter would say to them, “I have 
 retired now. If you want to hear discourses, please go and see Pragji Bhakta in the Compound.”(page 
 106)  

 6.  How can the casual body be destroyed?  
  Vagha Khachar went to ask, “Swami when will the influence of the casual body stop”? He was worried 

 whether he would go to Akshardham even though he had not overcome the feelings of the casual body. 



 Swami had asked him to join him to go to Junagadh if he wanted to overcome the influences of his subtle 
 and casual bodies and there, he would help him. Vagha Khachar needed someone to serve him during his 
 journey to Junagadh. Swami asked Pragji to serve Vagha Khachar. Pragji served Vagha Khachar and talked 
 to him. Once during their conversation, Pragji told him that Gunatitanand Swami was Mul Akshar. This 
 Vagha khachar didn’t approve so he went to Swami to complain about Pragji. Swami asked Vagha 
 Khachar to stay away from Pragji Bhakta. But without a servant Vagha Khachar could not function so 
 Swami requested to take Pragji’s help and ignore his discourses. Since Pragji couldn’t resist he continued 
 saying now and then, “The influence of casual body will only be overcome when one understands 
 Gunatitanand Swami as Mul Akshardham.” These words did cause friction between them. (page 113)  

 7.  Conviction in Mul Akshardham through Bhagatji.  
  A group of devotees from Mahuva had come to Junagadh to have Gunatitanand Swami’s darshan and 

 avail his company. They were convinced that Swami was Mul Akshar because of their deep trust and love 
 for Bhagatji. One day, the devotees were collecting stones with Swami in the Mandir fields. On Bhagatji’s 
 hint Fulchandbhai asked Swami, “Swami, what is Akshardham doing at this moment?” Swami replied with 
 a smile, “He is picking up stones with you.” When the devotees heard this, they were overjoyed. (page 
 113)  

 8.  Conviction in Mul Akshardham through Bhagatji.   
  One day Swami asked all the devotees to go clean the field by gathering up loose pebbles and leaves. The 

 devotees were all very engrossed in talking about Swami’s greatness while performing their sevas. Vagha 
 Khachar noticed this and approached Dama Sheth, “Why am I not as happy as all these other devotees?” 
 “You will also be happy if you have trust in Pragji Bhakta and believed that Swami is Mul Akshar,” Dama 
 Sheth replied. Vagha Khachar insisted that he would only believe it if Swami himself would admit it. 
 Dama Sheth mentioned this to Bhagatji who sat in meditation and summoned Swami from the assembly. 
 Swami held a sadhu’s hand and came to the field. Swami asked the reason why he was summoned. Pragji 
 Maharaj replied, “Swami, Vagha Khachar wants to ask you something.” Swami turned to Vagha Khachar 
 and said, “Ask whatever you want to?” “Pragji Bhakta, claims that you are Akshar. Please tell me the 
 truth exactly as it is.” Vagha Khachar replied. “It is exactly as Pragji Bhakta says,” Swam answered. Vagha 
 Khachar asked again to make sure. Swami laughed and nodded in agreement. Vagha Khachar was very 
 happy to hear this and subsequently, attained a divine spiritual state in which his state of deep sleep 
 dissolved. From then on, he used to keep watch at the Mandir and engage in devotion to God. Bhagatji 
 developed Vagha Khachar’s conviction to the extent he could continuously see Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s 
 form together with Swami. (page 115).  

 9.  Bhagatji Maharaj convinces Mevasa devotees about Swami’s form.   
  The devotees from Mevasa, the Brahmin Karsanjibhai, Harjivanbhai and Shankar Maharaj were listening 

 Bhagatji’s discourses. At that time Karsanjibhai began to wonder how great Swami must really was. He 
 had heard many say that Swami was great like Dattatray and Rushabhdev. Bhagatji knew what he was 
 thinking, therefore Bhagatji asked Karsanjibhai what was in his mind? Bhagatji held his hand, pointed to 
 Swami and revealed, “The one seated there is Mul Akshar. Let’s go to him and ask. Karsanjibhai ha firm 
 faith in Bhagatji so he believed him. Despite this he took him to Swami who confirmed that what Pragji 
 said was right. Bhagatji also convinced Harjivanbhai and Shankar Maharaj in exactly the same way. 
 Bhagatji used to speak about Swami’s form publicly and revealed the thoughts of those who were in the 
 assembly. (page 117).  

 10.  Trikamdas Kothari is convinced.  
  Despite being Swami’s disciple, Trikamdas, the Kothari of Junagadh, did not believe that Swami was Mul 

 Akshar. Bhagatji tried to make him understand this concept and explained swami’ greatness, but still he 
 did not agree. Once he got very angry with Bhagatji and said to him, “One day you will be bitten up for 
 exaggerating Swami’s greatness.” When Swami heard about this, he called Trikamdas and said, “You are 
 my disciple and still you are having difficulty in understanding my greatness?” “I appreciate your 
 greatness, but he says you are greater than everyone else,” he replied. “Do you want to see an 
 explosion?” Swami said. As Trikamdas agreed, Swami raised his arms and the whole storeroom was filled 
 with bright light. All this light then slowly merged into Swami. Trikamdas realized that Swami truly was 
 Mul Akshar, he then went to Bhagatji and apologized. (page 118).   



 11.  Trikamdas Kothari is convinced.  
  Bhagatji managed to convince Balmukund Swami, Madhav Swami Atmanand Brahmchari, and the 

 devotees of Junagadh about Swami’s greatness. He also gave around 150 sadhus and devotees  
 atonements. Swami would tell anyone who came to him, “I have retired now, please, go to Pragji. From 
 then on, the devotees of Sorath listened to Bhagatji’s discourses. (page 118)  

 12.  Devjibhai of Vanthli develops faith.  
  Devjibhai was the son Kalyanbhai of Vanthli. After listening Bhagatji’s discourses, he went to Swami with 

 a leaf bowl full of sugar crystal and bowed to him. “Swami, Pragji Bhakta says you are Akshar. Please 
 feed all the Akshar Muktas this sugar crystal,” he said. Swami took one sugar crystal from there and ate 
 it. He told Devjibhai, “Shriji Maharaj and all the Muktas have eaten the sugar you have offered.” 
 Although Devjibhai had faith in Swami, deep down he had little doubt and thought, “What proof is there 
 that Maharaj and the Muktas have eaten?” lost in such he went to Bhagatji who said, “When you go 
 home tomorrow, you will see what you wanted to see.” When he went home his father, Kalyanbhai, 
 asked whether he made any wish in front of Swami. Devjibhai said, “Yes Bapu.” His father then revealed, 
 “Last night, I had darshan that Shriji Maharaj and Gunatitanand Swami were giving out sugar crystals to 
 countless Muktas. I saw this with my very eyes!” Devjibhai was convinced by the greatness of Swami. 
 (page 119).  

 12.  Mangalji Thakkar of Rajkot is convinced.  
  About 200 devotees from Rajkot, including Vala Bhagat, Madhav Maharaj and Mangalji Thakkar, eagerly 

 came for Swami’s darshan and to benefit from his company. Mangalji Thakkar asked Pragji Bhakta, 
 “What is this Akshardham that they talk about?” Bhagatji pointed towards Swami and said, “The one 
 sleeping here is Akshardham.” When Swami woke up, Mangaljibhai asked the same question. “It is 
 exactly as Pragji says; now have faith in his words,” Swami confirmed. Mangaljibhai Thakkar was 
 convinced that Swami was Akshar. (page 121).   

  
 2.  The mutual attachment between Bhagatji and Shastriji Maharaj. (Only incidents from ‘I Will Not Leave 

 Any Deficiencies in You’ to ‘Fulfilled Rangacharya’s Wish’.) (pages 345-386). 
 1.  Will not leave any deficiencies in you.   
  Bhagatji’s intelligent discourses pleased the sadhus and they experienced divine bliss. Generally, Bhagatji 

 did not care for his own health or his body. However, his disciples served him in a variety of ways. As he 
 did not wear shoes, a lot of dust would stick to his feet. Yagnapurushdasji used to wash is feet until they 
 were as white as milk. He made them smooth by using stone to soften them and applied butter all over 
 Bhagatji’s body as a moisturizer. (page 346).   

 2.  Why don’t you take heed of my pinning?  
  One day, Bhagatji asked Yagnapurushdasji to sing some bhajans. Yagnapurushdasji sang, “ata kyu nahi ve 

 Shamalada….” and finally he sang “janta kyo nahi ve hamari pir….” Bhagatji laughed when he heard this 
 and said, “Indeed, when we do take note the difficulties may increase.” Yagnapurushdasji laughed and in 
 reply he sang, “Tori mori prit na chhutr re….” Bhagatji was touched when he heard this and was happy to 
 see Yagnapurushdasji’s deep feelings towards him. This divine atmosphere continued late into the night. 
 “This bhajans has made great impact on me; please sing it again, Bhagatji said. In this way, he made 
 Yagnapurushdasji repeat the bhajan four times. Bhagatji gave them experience of the bliss of 
 Akshardham. (page 347).  

 3.  Why don’t you take heed of my pining?  
  One day Bhagatji suggested to the sadhus, “Let us all go and beg jholi today.” Yagnapurushdasji and Nath 

 Bhagat asked, “Can we go to Bod?” “No. Only visit the village Ratol,” Bhagatji replied. He then said to 
 Yagnapurushdasji, ”You will learn how to make the most of Ratol village by using your abilities. Take 
 Shankar Bhagat with you and remember God continually during your travels. Once you get to  
 Ratol, just wait there.” They both left but ended up getting lost along the way. While they were  

  searching for the correct path, they bumped into a man who guided them. Without even being told their 
 destination, he said, “This is not the road to Ratol.” Having said that he pointed them in the right 
 direction. Once they reached the village, they asked for alms and in the end, they brought back some 
 aubergines and flour in their jholis. When they returned, Bhagatji asked them,” What did you do when  



  you got there?” they told him what had happened, and he was pleased. (page348).  
 4.  Grand meal of Rotlas and shaak  
  Yagnapurushdasji had barely managed to finish eating three rotlas through Bhagatji’s insistence. 

 Bhagatji continued insisting so he asked him to eat half more. “There is no way I can eat any more now,” 
 he said placing his hand on his stomach. Bhagatji knew that such a small framed sadhu could barely 
 managed eating three rotlas but Yagnapurushdasji ate just to please him. Nevertheless, as though there 
 was still something left for him to do, he said, “If you eat just half a rotla more, I will do whatever you say 
 till evening.” Yagnapurushdasji accepted half a rotla just to please Bhagatji. (page 350)  

 5.  Gaining divine bliss.  
  Bhagatji was very pleased with the sadhus, as they obeyed him without thinking about their bodies. “You 

 can do as you wish today,” he said to all of them. Hearing these words, they decided to anoint Bhagatji 
 with sandalwood paste. Bhagatji already knew their wishes and decided to fulfil. They used several 
 sandalwood sticks to prepare metal bowl full of paste. Vignandas Swami anointed Bhagatji from head to 
 toe with the sandalwood paste. Bhagatji’s body shone brightly and emanated the scent of the 
 sandalwood and saffron which they mixed with the paste. All of them sat in front of him enjoying his 
 unique divine darshan. “Please, give us the pleasure of embracing you,” Shastri Yagnapurushdasji humbly 
 requested. “that’s enough now!” Bhagatji hailed laughing, “You have already taken so much bliss.” “You 
 forced us to eat until our stomachs were more than full. In addition, you said, ‘I have been won over by 
 you.’ Therefore, you will have to embrace us today.” Bhagatji fulfilled their wishes and embraced them 
 covering their body with sandalwood paste too. After a while as the paste started to dry Bhagatji’s skin 
 started pulling so Yagnapurushdasji and Vignandasji, using their head cloth wiped off the sandalwood 
 paste. The eternal bliss they all experienced was such that the pain they had suffered through being 
 insulted and having to leave the Satsang vanished instantly. (page 351).   

 6.  Like a thief punishing the police officer.  
  Once Yagnapurushdasji wanted to prepare puranpoli for Bhagatji so he went to him for his permission. 

 Bhagatji said that he will eat it only if he makes it for everyone. Yagnapurushdasji prepared puranpoli 
 using sugar and made some Surati style dudhpak. Bhagatji asked all the sadhus to sit in the line and he 
 stood there while they were served. Yagnapurushdasji served the food and Bhagatji sat down to eat too. 
 Bhagatji complimented Yagnapurushdasji on his cooking. Bhagatji was very pleased with 
 Yagnapurushdasji’s services and gave all of them bliss. (pages 361-362).   

 7.  Like a thief punishing the police officer.  
  On the day the sadhus were to return to Vartal. Bhagatji said to the sadhus, “Now we want to take you all 

 to Vartal. Once we get there, we should all do as they tell us.” Yagnapurushdasji confessed, “If though we 
 left, you do not stay with us. What hope do we have that you will stay with us once we go to for Vartal? 
 We don’t like leaving you and going.” Touched by his very innocent feelings and love, Bhagatji said, “Do 
 not worry, Shriji Maharaj will bring us together at some point.” Yagnapurushdasji replied, “I hope that we 
 will be able to come together, despite so many difficulties.” “The reason we want to stay together in 
 place such as Junagadh and Gadhada is to talk about ekantik dharma. So, God will instantly help  

  us. Bhagatji said. (page 362).  
 8.  Yagnapurushdasji is like a king Scorpion.  
  When Kothari Prabhudasji went to Mahuva to spend time with Bhagatji for five days. He gave the  
  reports about the sadhus who were with Bhagatji. Then Bhagatji said, “Parameshwaranandji has been 

 kept in Vartal by Acharya Maharaj. He is feeding and looking after everyone well. Yagnapurushdasji is like 
 a king scorpion. Wherever he goes, he bites the aspirants with the knowledge of the pratyaksh form of 
 God and the Sant.” (pages 370-371).  

 9.  Bhagatji is like a miraculous Wish-Fulfilling tree.  
  Shastri Yagnapurushdasji and Krishnaprasad Swami went to Gadhada where they met Pitamber Purani. 

 Pitamber Purani was wondering, “How will you ever get the chance to have darshan of Bhagatji in this 
 large crowd of people?” Yagnapurushdasji confidently replied, “Bhagatji is like a miraculous wish-fulfilling 
 tree. He will fulfil everyone’s desire. Having said that, they proceeded to the market with Pitamber 
 Purani. Bhagatji happened to meet them from the opposite direction. When Pitamber Purani saw him, he 



 realized that Bhagatji really was like a miraculous wish-fulfilling tree, with his disciple having total faith in 
 him. (pages 376-377).  

 10.  Pragji Bhakta! What is Maharaj’s wish?  
  During the murti pratishtha in Gadhada outstanding incident happened was that the renowned scholar of 

 Rajkot, Mahidhar Shastri, gave an open invitation for a debate in the packed assembly gathered in Laxmi 
 Vadi. None of the sadhus, despite their scholarliness, were courageous enough to enter a debate. This 
 disappointed Acharya Maharaj and felt that the Sampradaya’s reputation would be tarnished. However, 
 through Bhagatji’s inspiration, Yagnapurushdasji came forward and rose to challenge. The two debated 
 and to everyone’s surprise Yagnapurushdasji actually defeated Mahidhar Shastri. This victory prompted 
 Rangacharya to proclaim that there is only one like him in whole fellowship. Bhagatji and Acharya 
 Maharaj was very pleased too. (page385). 

  
 3.  The enlightened discourses delivered by Bhagatji in Petlad. (Only incidents from ‘Bhagatji in Petlad’ to 

 ‘The Sadhus Complain Against Bhagatji’s Group’.) 
 1.  Bhagatji smiled when he heard this and replied, “Look, if a ghost has the power to possess, what is 

 surprising if God possesses someone? However, he does not possess anyone ordinary. He only possesses 
 a devotee who has overwhelming love for him and has totally surrendered to him. The words of the gopis 
 in the Bhagavat are, ‘Aham Krishnaha aham Krishnaha’.47 They said this because the total focus of their 
 vruttis was on Shri Krishna. In fact, their vruttis had become like Shri Krishna and there was nothing 
 except Shri Krishna in their thoughts, words or deeds. Their inherent natures had been eclipsed and their 
 behavior became like that of Shri Krishna.48 Just as a ghost manifests its own nature in the one it  

  possesses, all the actions of the gopis began to be like those of Shri Krishna. This shows that they had 
 become one with him.” (Pg.245)  

 2.   In order that spiritually aspiring jivas can benefit from the association of Brahman, the Satpurush 
 stabilizes the vruttis of those who have taken his refuge and pulls those vruttis into himself. Furthermore, 
 conviction of one’s atma and harmlessness towards everyone else are then easily achieved through 
 personal endeavor. God’s grace is bestowed upon such a devotee who makes this effort and he 
 becomes ekantik and niranjanaha paramam sāmyamupaiti. That is, the devotee becomes free from maya 
 and attains a state similar to that of God. (Pg.246) 

 3.  “With Gunatitanand Swami’s grace, I continually experience the bliss of Shriji Maharaj’s murti and 
 Maharaj has possessed me. Therefore, I also give the bliss of this form to those who spiritually associate 
 with me.” In this way, Bhagatji spoke about Bhagwan Swaminarayan being manifest in human form.
 (Pg.246) 

 4.  Bhagatji asked for Vachanamrut, Loya 10 to be read and said, “In this Vachanamrut, Shriji Maharaj has 
 spoken about the divine knowledge that gives bliss. This is the knowledge of atma-Paramatma. Those 
 who perfect this knowledge attain bliss. There are two distinct types of knowledge mentioned here. 
 Firstly, the theory of Sankhya is mentioned and later the theory of Sankhya and yoga. “In this  

  Vachanamrut, Brahmanand Swami asks a question, ‘Suppose a person notices the distinction between 
 the three types of women, and notices their beauty and ugliness, yet he does not experience any base 
 thoughts – which type of force is that?’ “Shriji Maharaj answered, ‘Having realized an object to be the 
 cause of intense misery and having contemplated upon that fact, one attributes grave drawbacks to that 
 object. The contemplation of those drawbacks in the mind then leads to those drawbacks being 
 acknowledged by the jiva. The witness, who transcends the jiva, also affirms those drawbacks... Thus, 
 when the vruttis of the indriyas enter the object, the mind and jiva also go along with the vruttis.’ 
 Believing the objects to be full of intense misery, the vruttis of the jiva do not lodge in them. Therefore, 
 such a devotee has realized, ‘This beautiful woman is an obstacle on the path of moksha. ’Everything is 
 distinguished by the senses. Furthermore, despite beauty and ugliness both being noticed, one is not  

  taken in by the feelings of the senses. Such a devotee remains absorbed in God’s form, because he 
 possesses resolute understanding and believes the worldly pleasures to be insignificant and perishable. 
 This devotee is never lured into the worldly pleasures. An example that illustrates this is as follows. If one 
 sees snake venom being added to a bowl of sweet milk, one would never drink the milk, no matter how 
 tempting it may appear. Why is this? The reason is that one has realized, ‘If I drink the milk, I will die.’ In 



 the same way, despite seeing the charming worldly pleasures, the devotee mentioned earlier has a deep 
 aversion towards them in his heart. He believes that those worldly pleasures are an obstruction on the 
 path of moksha and therefore, he does not even look at them. A devotee with firm spiritual  

  understanding behaves in this way. He is not enticed by the worldly pleasures and remains happy by  
  worshipping the form of God. (Pg.247, 248) 
 5. “In addition, there is yet another way for a devotee not to be infatuated. In this method of spiritual 

 understanding, the devotee distinguishes his true self from the influence of the body, the senses and the 
 antahkaran. He believes, ‘I am the atma – pure, full of consciousness, unchanging, the embodiment of 
 bliss and imperishable.’55 He only believes his own self, the atma, to be the embodiment of bliss, viewing 
 other objects to be insignificant, perishable, inert and full of unhappiness. He believes that any happiness 
 apparent in the worldly pleasures is only due to the atma’s presence in the body. However, when the 
 atma leaves the body, everything becomes inert and full of misery. Such a wise devotee, who is spiritually 
 elevated, always contemplates on the atma and attaches himself to Parabrahman Paramatma. (Pg.248) 

 6.  “This pure knowledge that I have mentioned transcends maya and can only be attained by the grace of 
 the Sant, who himself has attained Parabrahman Paramatma through God-realization. Through this Sant, 
 a devotee can understand the form of Paramatma properly. He realizes that God is the atma of even 
 Brahman – who is the atma of all. God is the atma of Akshar and of countless muktas. “A Satpurush, like 
 the one just mentioned, is infinitely great. When such glory is realized by the jiva, the latter’s vruttis 
 become like those of Brahman. From then on, this jiva continually sees God inside his own form, which is 
 now like Brahman. At this stage, the senses and antahkaran of such a devotee becomes similar to the 
 form of God. Despite this however, that devotee still believes, ‘I am the brahmarup servant of that 
 Parabrahman Purushottam Narayan.’ (Pg.248) 

 7. A person who has direct experience of the pratyaksh form of Brahman, is never even slightly affected by 
 the worldly pleasures, regardless of how appealing they may be. However, when necessary or when 
 required, he accepts the worldly pleasures in a way illustrated by the following example. ‘Just as a spider 
 spreads its own web and then independently retracts it when necessary, in the same way, such a devotee 
 possessing jnan engages the vruttis of his indriyas in the pleasures and retracts them of his own accord.’  
 “One who possesses such a state remains carefree in bliss. Such a devotee may live in a kingdom and 
 thousands of people may be under his control. However, he never feels, ‘I have become very great.’ 
 Furthermore, if his kingdom is destroyed and he begs for food from house to house with an earthen 
 begging-bowl, he does not feel, ‘Now I have become poor.’ This is because he remains absolutely 
 carefree in his own bliss, and he knows the greatness of his own self and that of God. Thus, he views gold, 
 dirt, iron and stones as equal. He also views a 16-year-old girl and an 80-year-old woman with 
 equanimity. This wise devotee has a very broad vision and within this, he doesn’t see anything except the 
 form of Purushottam. Such a devotee has mastered the highest knowledge and achieved the highest 
 spiritual state. (Pg.248) 

 8. “In contrast to this, in the first spiritual state previously mentioned, the devotee realizes God to be God 
 only by having faith in the Satpurush’s words. This belief of his is very firm. He discards worldly pleasures 
 because of this knowledge about the greatness of God. Referring to the highest spiritual state, one is 
 lacking in knowledge about atma-realization if the world still seems appealing. The shastras also say, 
 ‘Ātmā’gnānād jagad bhāti.’ A devotee faces obstacles as long as he distinguishes that ‘this object is nice 
 and this one is bad.’ In addition, as long as a devotee feels that ‘this lady is very beautiful, these clothes 
 are nice, this field or this gourd or this object is very good’, he possesses a vain intellect. “On the other 
 hand, a devotee with faith sees these objects as insignificant and perishable in comparison to the 
 greatness of God. Maharaj has said that such a devotee definitely succeeds on the spiritual path. He 
 explains that such a devotee may not have the realization of his own form or of God now, but God will 
 definitely allow him to have this realization once he leaves his body. He will grant him a divine body in 
 Akshardham. “In conclusion, this is all that needs to be understood. There is nothing superior to God’s 
 form and there is nothing greater to understand than this. Those muktas who have attained 
 enlightenment through knowledge, or those who have this understanding by keeping faith in the words 
 of the Sant, are happy”. (Pg.249,250) 



 9. Bhagatji was seated on the third floor of the residence when the chief officer arrived. He was sitting on 
 an asana adorned with cushions and was dressed in a white dhoti. He noticed Bhagatji discoursing to 
 sadhus and devotees seated around him. The chief officer’s eyes fell straight onto Bhagatji. Upon having 
 his darshan, instantly, all the thoughts in his mind ceased and he experienced boundless peace. He 
 performed darshan as though God incarnate was present in Bhagatji’s form. He also bowed to Bhagatji, 
 as though he were offering salutations to God. A stream of tears emerged from his eyes and he was 
 speechless. Everyone just stared at him in amazement. Bhagatji looked at him and finally he began to 
 regain his composure. The chief officer stared back at Bhagatji, keeping his head bowed in respect. 
 Bhagatji reached out, took the Koran from his hands and flicked through it. He then said, “Chief officer, 
 you are a very great person and a loyal aspirant from a previous birth. There are some common principles 
 in our scriptures. We believe that a Satpurush – who has dharma, jnan, vairagya and bhakti – is ekantik 
 and serves God as his personal attendant. Similarly, there are four types of Purush described in the Koran 
 – the sharyiat, the tarikat, the hakikat and the marfat. “Firstly, what does shariyat mean? It means he 
 who keeps dharma and does not lie. He also has pure thoughts and intervenes, if necessary, in order to 
 resolve any conflicts. Secondly, what are the attributes of the tarikat? Well, this person worships God and 
 chants the name of God with each breath. He declares what is just and only eats that which he can obtain 
 easily. Free from expectation, he remains aloof from the world and never embarks on a householder’s 
 life. The third type of Purush mentioned in the Koran is the hakikat. His mind eternally remains on God. 
 Attracted to him because of this state, people bring him various gifts and objects, but he only accepts 
 that which is essential. Otherwise, he lives in the forest and is carefree. Finally, the fourth and last type of 
 Purush is the marfat. He is so spiritually elevated that he only sees consciousness everywhere. If the first 
 category of shariyat person serves and pleases the fourth type of great Purush, then merely by his grace, 
 the latter will transform him into a person of the third category – hakikat. (Pg.251,252) 

  
 Q.7  Write short notes on any TWO of the following topics. (Each short note should contain two incidents of  
  five lines each.) (Total Marks: 8) 
 

March 2015 
  
 1. Acharya Maharaj Visits Mahuva.    
 1. On 14 January 1893 (Posh vad 12, VS 1949) Acharya Viharilalji Maharaj of Vartal arrived in Mahuva. At 

 that time, Vitthalbhai was extremely ill. On the same day as Fulchandbhai went to Palitana to invite 
 Acharya Maharaj to Mahuva. (page 371)   

 2. Bhagwan Swaminarayan, Gunatitanand Swami, Gopalanand Swami, other sadhus and parshads gave 
 darshan to Vitthalbhai. They said to him, “We will not collect you now, because Viharilalji Maharaj is 
 coming to Mahuva.” In this way, Maharaj kept him alive so that he could enjoy his final darshan of this 
 unique festival. (pages 371-372) 

 3. As soon as Acharya Maharaj descended from his elephant, Bhagatji prostrated to him. Acharya 
 Maharaj stared at Bhagatji and said, “I have never seen you in this appearance and dress. It is divine 
 and looks very good.” “I wore these clothes because of my nephew’s insistence. When would I have 
 such an opportunity again? The son of the Dharmakul has come to my doorstep; this is indeed a very 
 auspicious occasion for me.” Bhagatji explained. (page 372). 

 4. The afternoon Acharya Maharaj arrived Mahuva, there was an assembly for the sadhus and devotees. 
 Acharya Maharaj sat in the assembly on a decorated cushioned asana. He also arranged another similar 
 asana for Bhagatji and had this placed opposite him. Once they had both sat down, Acharya Maharaj 
 said to Bhagatji, “I have come to spiritually associate with you. Please discourse in a way that I can 
 experience peace.” Bhagatji obliged and spoke extensively on dharma, niyam, vairagya and bhakti. (page  

  373). 
 5. Bhagatji sponsored the meal on the first day and this included a sweet dish of churma. Acharya 

 Maharaj was very pleased with this and on the following day, he told Kothari Prabhudas, “Please offer 
 prostrations to Bhagatji. You should normally offer them when I am not present, but today I want you 
 to offer them in front of me.” The kothari obeyed and offered five prostrations to Bhagatji. Acharya 



 Maharaj then turned to Desai and said, “Please make sure you feed Bhagatji properly for as long as we 
 are here in the mandir.” Having said that, Acharya Maharaj gave him some laddus from the sanctified 
 plate of food. He then told Desai, “Give Bhagatji some water to drink, adorn him with a chandlo, and 
 gift him some dhotis.” Desai happily did all of this. What others did not realize was that Bhagatji had in 
 fact fulfilled Desai’s inner wishes through Acharya Maharaj’s instructions. (page 373).  

 6. Acharya Maharaj and the sadhus were due to visit Bhagatji’s home on the day of amas. In preparation 
 for this visit, Bhagatji went to the market to buy some dhotis. At that very moment, Keshavprasad 
 Purani, Shastri Dharmatanaydas and Brahmachari Dhyananandji were coming to Mahuva and they  

  happened to spot Bhagatji. Shastri Dharmatanaydas Swami began to prostrate to Bhagatji in the middle 
 of the market. This annoyed Bhagatji and he scolded him for offering prostrations in that way in  front 
 of everyone in the market place. Then Bhagatji arrived at the mandir and spoke with Acharya 
 Maharaj until evening. At the same time, he cut dhotis from the cloth roll and passed them on to be 
 folded. Whilst they were still engaged in conversation, Kunjavihari Swami came and said to them, “The 
 assembly remains empty, as everyone is here listening to discourses.” “Dare you say anything! I am the 
 one arranging the discourses here,” Acharya Maharaj said to Kunjavihari Swami. Then turning to 
 Bhagatji, Acharya Maharaj said, “Sit, please stay here to discourse. Don’t leave.” “Very well, Maharaj!” 
 Bhagatji replied, accepting his invitation. Having said that, Bhagatji looked towards Kunjavihari Swami 
 and said, “I only wish to do what the sadhu of God says. A person becomes demonic if the sadhu is 
 pained; therefore, I will do as you say.” (page374) 

 7. Acharya Maharaj and the sadhus visited Bhagatji’s house on the morning of 17 January 1893 (Posh vad 
 30, VS 1949). Bhagatji had arranged an asana adorned with a golden cloth and various cushions for 
 Acharya Maharaj. He had made similar arrangements for the sadhus as well. Bhagatji performed 
 Acharya Maharaj’s pujan and gifted him a golden embroidered scarf and a pagh. He also placed a plate 
 with 100 rupees as an offering to Thakorji. He performed pujan of all the sadhus and gifted them dhotis  

  made from fine cloth, worth 300 rupees. Those present experienced the bliss of his divine form,  while 
 others felt that the unrighteousness inside them had been replaced with happiness. It became an  
 occasion they would all never forget. (page 375).  

   
      
 2.  Vision of future greatness in Pragji, the child. 
 1. At the age of five, Pragji Bhakta was placed in kindergarten. He appeared a little mischievous and would  
  run away with his friends to the River Malan after school had finished. Sitting on the riverbank he would  
  proclaim, “I have already studied everything. In this birth I am going to worship God and lead countless  
  people onto this path.” He often made such proclamations. (page 6). 
 2.  Once a wandering bawa came to stay in the village. Pragji Bhakta went daily to listen to his talks. The 

 bawa chanted Lord Rama’s name in public, but personally, he had faith in Hanumanji; therefore, he 
 also made Pragji Bhakta worship Hanumanji. Pragji Bhakta often played with his friends in the nearby 
 forest, which was full of bamboo trees. Sometimes Pragji Bhakta would make a flag in honor of 
 Hanumanji using a bamboo stick and some cloth. He would place this flag on top of a nearby shrine and 
 gather everyone together. Then, he would sit them down to chant the name of Rama. In addition to 
 this, at the Hanuman shrine near the Lakshmi-Narayan mandir that had been sanctified by Bhagwan 
 Swaminarayan, he worshipped Hanumanji’s murti every Saturday by offering oil and a garland of akla 
 flowers. (page 7). 

 3.  A short while later, a sadhu explained to him that it was more appropriate to offer worship to Lord 
 Rama than Hanumanji, since Rama is Hanumanji’s lord. Thus, Pragji Bhakta began to worship Rama. 
 There was always a group of children accompanying him and sometimes he danced in their midst while 
 chanting the name of Lord Rama. (page 7). 

 4. Suryabharathi, the head priest of the local shrine, was an honest person and a devotee of Lord Rama. 
 When he noticed Pragji Bhakta’s devotion, he developed affection for him. Pragji Bhakta also served 
 him, cleaned the mandir and quietly listened to his stories of Rama. The shastras mention that just as 
 Sut Purani would not begin discourses until King Janak arrived, even though the 88,000 sages had 
 arrived in the assembly. In the same way, Suryabharathi was so fond of Pragji Bhakta, that he would 



 not begin the discourse on the Ramayana until this child devotee arrived. Everyone was amazed to see 
 him so engrossed in the discourse with such single-minded attention. As a result, they developed 
 immense respect for him. All of the inspiring incidents Pragji Bhakta heard from the Valmiki Ramayana 
 prompted him to try to imbibe those ideals. For example, Shri Rama’s righteousness; his sense of duty 
 towards his father, his people and Sita; the devotion of Sita to Rama; the dutifulness of Lakshman and 
 the sincerity of his celibacy; and finally, the servitude of Hanuman. (page 7). 

 5. Pragji Bhakta was already fully endowed with all miraculous yogic powers from birth. In fact, 
 sometimes, he even showed miracles to reveal his liberated state to everyone. Once some relatives 
 visited his house for a meal on a special religious occasion. Pragji Bhakta’s mother made seven-and-a-
 half pounds of a sweet dish for this occasion. At around mid-morning, Pragji Bhakta said to his mother, 
 “Mother, I am very hungry. Please give me something to eat.” “I will give you some sanctified food 
 after I have offered it to the goddess,” Maluba replied. “There is not long to wait now.” “Offer it to the 
 goddess if you want to, but please give me some now as well,” Pragji Bhakta insisted. Maluba merely 
 ignored this comment. Later, when she went to complete some errands, Pragji Bhakta ate the entire 
 seven-and-a-half pounds of the sweet dish by himself. He then drank some water, climbed into the loft 
 and went to sleep. When Maluba returned, the sweet dish was nowhere to be found and so she 
 questioned her elder son. “Narsinh, what happened to the sweet dish?” “I do not know. Are you sure 
 some stray cat or dog has not eaten it?” Narsinh replied. “The most a cat or dog could eat is half-a-
 pound or one pound in weight, but where could seven-and-a-half pounds go?” Maluba exclaimed. She 
 was lost in thought for a while and said, “Now I remember. Pragji was asking me earlier for some food. 
 Where has he gone?” They both began to search for him, but they could not find him. After a short 
 while, Pragji Bhakta called out from the loft saying, “Here is the person who ate the sweet dish.” (pages  

  8-9). 
 6. Through his association of some Swaminarayan accepted initiation as a devotee. When Pragji Bhakta 

 heard this, his innate divine connection was awakened. He went to the Swaminarayan mandir with his 
 brother. There, the darshan of Yoganand Swami gave him an experience of profound inner peace. Pragji  

  Bhakta wondered to himself, “If a Swaminarayan sadhu is so profound, how great must their 
 choicest deity, Shri Sahajanand Swami [Bhagwan Swaminarayan], be?” With this thought in mind and 
 due to his divine bond, he developed faith in and accepted initiation into the Swaminarayan 
 Sampradaya. (page 9).  

 7. One day Pragji Maharaj’s compassion for the sadhus got the better of him and he tore a piece of cloth 
 from his mother’s beautiful sari and sold it to sponsor a meal for the sadhus. Such was his dedication 
 to the sadhus. As time passed, Yoganand Swami witnessed his overwhelming devotion and faith 
 towards the sadhus and remarked, “Pragji Bhakta will become a great devotee and will make 
 thousands worship God.” (page 10). 

 
 3.  Gunatitanand Swami’s affection towards his disciples. (Only incidents from ‘Swami’s Secret Way of  
  Giving Bhagatji’s Knowledge’ to ‘Always Enthused with Devotion’) (pages 37 - 87). 
 1. Jethabhai offered Swami the food they had brought with them. As it was late, Swami was about to 

 go to sleep, but he got up and said to Ramcharandas, “Today, I am actually feeling hungry! Please bring 
 me some food.” Ramcharandas brought a rotlo for him to eat. Swami called Pragji Bhakta closer and 
 asked, “Why am I feeling hungry today? Pragji, are you hungry?” Pragji Bhakta replied, “Yes Swami, I 
 am hungry.” Swami gave him the leftover sanctified rotlo and said, “I feel your hunger. In fact, my 
 hunger will only go when you eat.” (page 38). 

 2. Swami had stayed in Khambhda with the other sadhus and devotees due to another devotee’s 
 insistence. Pragji Bhakta realized they would not see Swami until the morning. Instead of wasting the 
 whole night without his darshan, they both left Sarangpur after the evening assembly. On their way, 
 they faced a terrible gale and torrential rain. It was dark and there were flashes of lightning and 
 thunder. Pragji Bhakta held Jethabhai’s hand as it was dark, and chanting ‘Swaminarayan, 
 Swaminarayan’ they walked together. However, soon, they were lost. Just then, Swami appeared to 
 them in a divine form and showed them the correct path. Exactly at that time in the Khambhda 
 mandir, Swami asked Shivlalbhai, “Shivlal, where could my Pragji be at this time?” Shivlal understood 



 what Swami meant and he asked, “Should we send someone to find him?” “How could he possibly be 
 around here at this time? He must be in Mumbai,” Swami replied and then changed the topic of 
 conversation. A short while later, Pragji Bhakta and Jethabhai arrived. They prostrated to Swami and 
 sat down, their clothes still dripping wet. (pages 37 - 38). 

 3.  Swami, Pragji Bhakta and Jethabhai went to Sarangpur from Khambhda. When they arrived at 
 Sarangpur, Swami went to bathe in the large step well with Bhagatji and Jethabhai accompanying him. 
 At the well, Bhagatji filled a gourd with water and holding Swami’s hand he descended into the river 
 with him. He left Swami there and went back to wait in the field with Jethabhai. When Swami 
 returned, Bhagatji helped him to wash his hands. Swami said to Bhagatji, “Pragji! I have amassed much 
 knowledge over a long period of time from the talks of various great sadhus. I want to give this 
 knowledge to someone worthy, someone who has extraordinary faith.” “Swami, please give it to me! I 
 will imbibe it myself and also spread it,” Bhagatji said. Swami was pleased to see his eagerness. (page 
 39). 

 4. To test Pragji’s resolve, Swami warned, “This knowledge cannot be attained just like that. It can only 
 be attained if one leaves the worldly life, remains with me and pounds one’s body and senses to dust. 
 If you still want this knowledge, then leave your home and come back here.” He decided to do 
 whatever was necessary to please Swami, whether it meant leaving public opinion, bodily comforts, 
 home or his family. He wanted to live in such a way that Swami himself would instinctively say, ‘What 
 can I not give Pragji Bhakta?’ Bhagatji undertook this challenge. Once, Swami went to Botad to honor 
 the wishes of Shivlalbhai. The latter wanted Swami to serve food to everyone and he was prepared to 
 make whatever Swami wished. Eventually they made ladus, which Swami himself began to serve to 
 everyone. A short while later, Swami noticed that Pragji Bhakta was not sitting in any of the lines of 
 parshads. “Where is Pragji?” Swami asked. “As Shivlalbhai has said that devotees should eat 
 afterwards, he will eat later,” Ramcharan Swami replied. Hearing this, Swami stopped serving and  firmly  

  said, “At least call him here! The poor fellow toils day and night, yet you consider him to be the same as 
 the other devotees? Call him here immediately! I will continue serving only after he comes, otherwise 
 you can serve yourselves!” So, Swami just stood there. Keshav Bhagat ran and called Bhagatji. Swami only  

  restarted serving once Bhagatji had sat down to eat. Bhagatji had pleased Swami so much that Swami  
  could not stay even for a moment without him. (pages 39-40). 
 5.  In Junagadh, the Fuldol festival was to be celebrated on 27 March 1861 (Fagan vad 1, VS 1917). As 

 Acharya Maharaj was expected to come to this festival, Swami asked Bhagatji to prepare a canopy that 
 would fit the assembly hall. A canopy as large enough for the assembly hall would normally cost 
 approximately 1,000 rupees to make. However, Swami said to Bhagatji, “Pragji, there is no more money  

  left. Do whatever you need to and make this large canopy.” He managed to collect 600 rupees just from 
 the devotees who used to listen to his discourses. He then obtained some thick pieces of cloth and had 
 them printed with floral designs and he earnestly began the tedious work of stitching. Within a short 
 span of only 41 days, Pragji Bhakta had completed the work. Bhagatji was stitching away, mentally lost in  

  Swami’s form while chanting ‘Swaminarayan, Swaminarayan’. Swami was happy to see  Bhagatji’s 
 vigor and the way in which he was engrossed in devotion. Swami was pleased by his extraordinary 
 devotion and said to him, “I am very happy with you. Ask for whatever you want, and I will give it to you.” 
 Bhagatji asked Swami, “If you are truly happy, then bestow your knowledge on me, show me the place 
 where you have come from and make my jiva a satsangi so that I do not remain even an atom’s distance 
 away from Shriji Maharaj. Grant me these three boons.” Swami asked what use would these three boons 
 be because him being a householder? But Bhagatji was determined so said, “If you are really happy and 
 have truly said, ‘Ask for whatever you want’, then I want the three boons I have asked for. Apart from 
 that, I do not want the kingship of earth, or even the status of Indra, Brahma or the kingship of Prakruti-
 Purush. A devotee who has worldly desires may wish for such miraculous powers, but I just want to 
 remain forever in service at your feet.” (pages 55-57).  

 6. Swami had decided to build new haveli so had formed groups of ten sadhus to begin digging the 
 foundations for the new haveli. In Bhagatji’s group however, there were only two or three sadhus. 
 Seeing this as a test, Bhagatji happily worked with even greater effort. By Swami’s grace, Bhagatji’s 
 group only needed to dig some four feet before they reached the layer of solid black rock, whilst other 



 groups had to dig almost 12 feet. Bhagatji’s group was the first to finish their work. When Swami saw 
 this, he commented, “Even though Pragji’s group only has a few sadhus, he has God and the great  Sadhu  

  on his side.” By Swami’s grace, Bhagatji’s work was completed with less effort. (pages 58-59) 
 7.  When the new haveli was under construction the task of emptying the lime from the furnace was 

 allocated to the sadhus and parshads. Bhagatji would place baskets of lime on his head and run quickly 
 across the compound to empty them. He would then return, refill them and repeat this process. By 
 10:00 a.m. that day, most of the sadhus and parshads had left citing some excuse or another. Only 
 Bhagatji and about five to seven devotees remained. Swami noticed this and laughed. He said, “The 
 sadhus have given up but Pragji is still going strong.” Having said this, he embraced Bhagatji. (page 64). 

 8.  Bhagatji Maharaj removed the dead dog from the stones which were needed to continue the  
  construction. After taking the bath he continued his seva. Modabhai of Kamiyala met Swami the 

 following day. “Swami, why do you not say anything to Pragji? Just yesterday, he touched a dead dog,” 
 he complained. “Did he or did he not bathe afterwards?” Swami questioned. Modabhai replied, “He 
 did have a bath, but how can anyone touch anything like that?” By creating one incident like this, Swami  

  assessed everyone’s inner feelings towards Bhagatji. Gunatitanand Swami told Modabhai,  “While they 
 are alive, all householders are simply interacting with flesh and bones. What did he do wrong by moving?  

  this dog in accordance with the wish of the great sadhu? The masons’ time was being wasted, so he 
 simply restarted the work.” Having said these words of wisdom, Swami elaborated on them. He 
 explained that in his view, anything done by the people of this world without the wishes of the great is 
 similar to those who remove the skin of the dead. However, only those who have removed the veil of  

  ignorance can understand this. (Pages 72-73). 
 9. The dirty water had gathered in the big water pit. Swami came and stood beside it. Some water from 

 the pit overflowed onto his feet and trickled back inside. Swami noticed this and said to Pragji, “Where 
 could the 68 places of pilgrimage possibly be?” Bhagatji understood the meaning of these words. He 
 noticed that the dirty water was overflowing onto Swami’s foot and falling back into the water pit. 
 “The 68 pilgrimage places are found at the feet of the Satpurush,” Bhagatji replied. “If you really 
 believe this, your endeavors are over,” Swami said. Bhagatji heard these words and dived straight into 
 the water pit. He bathed in the dirty water for quite some time, because it had become a place of 
 pilgrimage for him due to Swami’s touch. Swami chuckled on seeing this. “One can only do something 
 like this when one has a true understanding of greatness within one’s jiva,” Swami said, expressing his 
 great pleasure on Bhagatji. As usual, others began to comment, “Pragji is dirty and mad. He does not 
 even realize when something is unclean.” Swami heard this and said to Bhagatji, “Pragji! That is 
 enough now. Please go and bathe with some clean water. An opportunity like this will not come again 
 and you have capitalized on it.” (pages 73-74).  

 10. Nathu Patel of Kariyani offered kansar and rotli to Swami and the sadhus. They all ate properly. After 
 the meal, Swami read from the shastras in the assembly, while Bhagatji and the other parshads helped 
 to wash up. While washing up, Bhagatji used so much force to remove the kansar – which was still stuck  

  in the cooking pan – that his continuous focus on Swami’s form was broken momentarily. Swami  
 instantly realized what had happened through his omniscience. He got up from the assembly and went 
 to where Bhagatji was. He asked him, “Why are you washing utensils while forgetting God?” On 
 hearing this, Bhagatji immediately rejoined his vruttis to God’s form. (page 79). 

 11. Once while they were in Junagadh, Mana Bhagat remarked to Swami, “Pragji, the poor fellow, has left 
 his home, renounced his family and stayed with you to learn meditation. However, you do not ask him 
 to sit in meditation. Instead, you have exhausted him physically by making him fast and work hard!” It 
 was only natural that those who saw Pragji Bhakta as a simple tailor’s boy would feel this way about 
 him because of their outward vision. However, only those who had special vision, or who had attained 
 a state similar to his, perceived the intense light that radiated from his jivatma. Aksharbrahma 
 Gunatitanand Swami wanted Mana Bhagat to appreciate this divinity. Swami said to him, “I will make 
 him realize God by making him lift stones. The fruits of austerities that are normally achieved after 
 7,000 years are achieved here within 24 seconds. The state of realization does not develop just through 
 meditation; it also develops when one performs service according to the words of the sadhu. (page 80) 



 12. Swami stopped at Maliya and rested by the mango grove of the mandir. Swami sat on a mat spread 
 under a large mango tree, while the other sadhus and devotees sat around him. He causally 
 commented, “These mango trees are withering without water.” Understanding Swami’s wishes, 
 Bhagatji started to fill two big pots with water from the river flowing nearby. He poured four pots of 
 water at the bottom of every mango trees. In all, he watered some 300 mango trees and his clothes 
 were drenched. Then he joined the assembly in his drenched clothes. While he had been watering the 
 trees, Swami had spoken extensively on ekantik dharma in the assembly. Manji Thakkar saw Bhagatji 
 enter the assembly and thought he had missed the discourses. “You have come after the sweets have 
 already been distributed with only the wrappers left,” he said to Bhagatji. Gunatitanand Swami 
 interrupted him and said, “He understood my inner wishes and fulfilled them. Did you not understand 
 this?” Swami was overjoyed with Pragji Bhakta’s service. He wanted to give him divine bliss. (page 81). 

 13. Swami said that one can achieve perfection in the ways of a sadhu if one removes the primordial 
 ignorance of the jiva and receives the highest knowledge. This knowledge means to behold Maharaj’s 
 form perfectly within the atma. Once one has perfected the ways of a sadhu, it is appropriate to direct 
 everyone to God and promise to help them to achieve moksha.” After hearing these were discourses 
 that had never been given before and would never be given again, Manji Thakkar and Nathu Patel  said, 
 “Swami, why do you bestow so much grace upon Pragji Bhakta?” “Why not? He has not paid any  heed 
 to his body while following my wishes or in making me happy,” Swami replied. “I am happy with him as 
 he nurtures only one wish – to please me.” (pages 82-86) (note please read these pages first.)  
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 1.  Shastriji Maharaj’s skill in arranging the welcome in Junagadh.  
 1. In the month of August 1897 (Shravan, VS 1953), Shastri Yagnapurushdasji had endeavored enormously 

 from Rajkot to arrange for Bhagatji to be invited to Junagadh. Acharya Viharilalji Maharaj happily wrote a 
 letter embossed with his personal seal to Bhagatji in Mahuva. In the letter, he informed Bhagatji: ‘Please 
 come to the Janmashtami festival in Junagadh. Try to be there by Shravan vad 6 (18 August 1897). 32 
 years previously, in 1865 (VS 1921), Bhagatji Maharaj had received a letter with the same seal instructing 
 him to leave Junagadh because he had been excommunicated. Now, he was to return because of Acharya 
 Maharaj’s command. Bhagatji believed this to be the fruit of Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s and Gunatitanand 
 Swami’s grace. Naturally, he was overjoyed with Shastri Yagnapurushdasji’s intelligence. (pages 575-576). 

 2. What could be said of Shastri Yagnapurushdasji? This sadhu had shunned the pride of his community and  
  the pride of renunciation. All along, he had kept faith in Bhagatji Maharaj – who was param ekantik, in 

 whom the true qualities of the Satpurush. He believed him to be the gateway to moksha. He did not heed 
 the hardships of the body, humiliation, insults or any other difficulties that came in his way of spiritually 
 associating with Bhagatji by thought, word and deed. Shastri Yagnapurushdasji had publicly proclaimed 
 the glory of Bhagatji wherever he went, be it during a discourse or to those whom he was studying under. 
 His final resolve was soon to be realized. He felt that it would indeed be the icing on the cake, if Bhagatji 
 were to be received with great honor at the very place where he had served Gunatitanand Swami day 
 and night with sincerity for many years. (page 577). 

 3. Bhagatji, Acharya Maharaj and the entire group reached Junagadh station on 19 August 1897.Yogeshwar 
 Swami, the other sadhus, brahmacharis and Kothari Jibhai all gathered at Junagadh station with around 
 300 sadhus and devotees to receive the group. Balmukund Swami had been travelling with Acharya 
 Maharaj. Three royal carts had been obtained for Acharya Maharaj and Bhagatji. These carts had been 
 decorated with flower garlands and silk mats. Acharya Maharaj was seated in the first cart, Balmukund 
 Swami, Yogeshwar Swami and other senior sadhus in the second cart, while Bhagatji Maharaj, 
 Jhaverilalbhai, Purushottamdas and Naranbhai Fojdar were in the third cart. A grand musical procession 
 then took place, and everyone made their way to the mandir amidst the festive atmosphere. (pages 579- 

  580).  
 4. Kothari Jibhai had made all the arrangements for Bhagatji’s stay in advance. He had bought a new bed, a 

 cotton mattress, cushions and covers. At the heart of all of these arrangements was Shastri 
 Yagnapurushdasji. He knew that Bhagatji was returning to Junagadh many years after he had been 



 insulted there, and so he wanted to make sure he was honored accordingly. To achieve all this, he had 
 liaised with Kothari Jibhai. (pages 580-581). 

 
 2.  Pragji Bhakta’s association with Gopalanand Swami. 
 1. Around 1839, Acharya Raghuvirji Maharaj and Gopalanand Swami visited the village of Pithavdi, near 

 Mahuva. The devotees of the village were mostly from the Rathod community. They requested Pragji 
 Bhakta of Mahuva to perform the customary pujan of the acharya and the sadhus accompanying him. 
 Gopalanand Swami looked at Pragji Bhakta and smiled and he said in faint voice, “We have known each 
 other from before.” He repeated these mysterious words two or three times. Baffled by this, the 
 devotees asked Gopalanand Swami, “Swami, you are meeting Pragji Bhakta for the first time today and 
 he has just recently started to develop his satsang. In addition, he is only about ten years old. So, what do 
 you mean when you say that you have met him before?” Gopalanand Swami satisfied their curiosity and 
 said, “He is an eternal devotee of the manifest Purushottam. He will truly please the great Sant and will 
 lead thousands onto the path of God.” (pages 17-18). 

 2. On one occasion Jaga Bhakta, Jinabhai and Pragji Bhakta decided to ask Gopalanand Swami a question. 
 Pragji Bhakta usually helped Gopalanand Swami Later that night, Pragji Bhakta held Gopalanand Swami’s 
 hand and escorted him to the bathroom. He was very satisfied to see Pragji Bhakta’s tender and loving 
 face and his enthusiasm to serve. Through his omniscient powers, Gopalanand Swami knew that Pragji 
 Bhakta had something to ask him. “Pragji Bhakta, ask whatever is on your mind,” he said. Jhinabhai and 
 Jaga Bhakta were already sitting nearby. Pragji Bhakta asked Gopalanand Swami the question that the 
 three of them had decided beforehand, “Swami, Maharaj! Does one need to live as a householder or as a 
 renunciant in or to overcome all of one’s deficiencies and to stay in Akshardham with Maharaj and you?” 
 he asked. Gopalanand Swami replied, “It does not really matter whether one is a householder or a 
 renunciant. If one understands Shriji Maharaj to be the source of all incarnations and (pointing with his 
 finger) attach one’s jiva to a sadhu such as Gunatitanand Swami, who is sleeping opposite us, one will 
 not be far away from Maharaj or from me. Apart from this, both a householder and a renunciant are 
 considered to be distant.” (pages 20-21). 

 3. Despite possessing so much love for Gopalanand Swami, Pragji Bhakta still felt as though something was 
 lacking in his affection. He decided to go to Vartal to visit Gopalanand Swami and on the way, he met 
 Gunatitanand Swami in Dholera, experiencing great peace in his heart. “Why has the love I initially had 
 for Gopalanand Swami not remained after he left for Mumbai?” he asked Gunatitanand Swami. 
 Gunatitanand Swami replied, “You are a loving devotee. However, what is lacking is knowledge and, as a 
 result, you could become unstable in certain circumstances. By serving this sadhu you will attain this 
 knowledge, and will not forget God even for a moment, even if you have to manage the affairs of the 
 whole universe! The effect of this lack of knowledge and misery from the attachment to one’s body will 
 remain until the atma attains oneness with Brahman. Only the vruttis of a person who has love for God 
 are focused on God and the form of God is held (internally) by those vruttis. If those vruttis become 
 unstable due to the influence of time and place, one experiences frustration. Swarupanand Swami was 
 able to see Maharaj’s form continually. However, even he became happy when he fell ill. Maharaj then 
 asked him to recollect and contemplate on his divine incidents. When he did this, the pain disappeared 
 from his body and he experienced peace. “This state of knowledge can only be achieved if one believes 
 oneself to be above the three bodies and beholds within oneself the pratyaksh murti form of God 
 currently manifest on earth. Furthermore, when one becomes Aksharrup, remembering God will not be 
 intermittent; in fact, it will be impossible to forget him. If you develop and attain this state, you will 
 always be happy.” Pragji Bhakta experienced peace after hearing Gunatitanand Swami’s words of 
 wisdom. (pages 23-24). 

 4. One day Gopalanand Swami called Pragji Bhakta and said to him in quite a serious tone, “Pragji! Will you 
 go to Junagadh?” Gopalanand Swami repeated himself and said, “Pragji! You must go to Junagadh. All the 
 promises I have made to you will be fulfilled by the Jogi of Junagadh.” Although Gopalanand Swami 
 encouraged him in this manner, Pragji Bhakta’s love for Gopalanand Swami and prevented him from 
 leaving for Junagadh immediately. (page 24). 



 5.  On 7 May 1852 (Vaishakh vad 4, VS 1908) Pragji Bhakta, Jaga Bhakta and Shivlal Sheth happened to be 
 standing next to Gopalanand Swami. The other devotees who had come for the Vaishakh Punam festival 
 were gradually returning home. Bapu Raiji, a devotee from Vadodara, Premanand and others came to 
 Gopalanand Swami to tell him they were departing. At that time, they prayed to him and said, 
 “Gopalanand Swami, we are yours.” When Gopalanand Swami heard this, his attention was drawn to 
 them. Raiji continued, “Please keep your vision on Vadodara.” “How can one’s attention be towards 
 Vadodara? At this time, one needs to focus on Maharaj in Akshardham or towards Junagadh. 
 Gunatitanand Swami, the incarnate form of Aksharbrahma resides there and one needs to keep one’s 
 vision towards him,” Gopalanand Swami replied. Bapu Raiji did not understand the significance of these 
 words and having taken leave, he departed. However, Pragji Bhakta, Jaga Bhakta and Shivlal Sheth 
 subsequently met Gopalanand Swami in private. “We understood what you meant when you said to keep 
 our vision towards Maharaj in Akshardham, but we did not understand you saying to ‘keep one’s vision 
 towards the Jogi of Junagadh’?” they asked him. Gopalanand Swami answered, “Shri Gunatitanand 
 Swami – the Jogi of Junagadh – is the incarnation of Akshardham. He is Maharaj’s divine abode and 
 Maharaj is not even an atom’s distance away from him.” Then he said to Shivlalbhai, “If you want to learn 
 how to do business go to Punja Sheth of Sundariyana. However, if you want to learn business as well as 
 attain moksha, go to Gunatitanand Swami in Junagadh. (pages 24-25). 

 6. Having given his close disciples this last piece of advice, on 7 May 1852 (Vaishakh vad 4, VS 1908) in 
 Vartal, Gopalanand Swami independently left his body through his yogic powers. By Shriji Maharaj’s wish, 
 he returned to Akshardham and remained forever in his service. Pragji Bhakta was devastated when he 
 heard that Gopalanand Swami had passed away. His grief was so intense his body became weak. The pain 
 he experienced all over his body was similar to being burned on heated sand. He was unable to eat, or 
 drink and he remained in this state for four or five days. Despite visiting all the places where Gopalanand 
 Swami used to stay, he still did not feel at ease. He left Vartal and went to Gadhada. However, whenever 
 he went to the Ghela River or to Lakshmi Vadi, he would remember Gopalanand Swami and his sorrow 
 just increased. He experienced no peace at all. Soon after, Pragji Bhakta heard that Siddhanand Swami 
 was on his way to Junagadh to seek the company of Gunatitanand Swami. Pragji Bhakta met him, 
 prostrated to him, and sat down next to him. However, he could not speak because tears were running 
 down his cheeks. “Pragji, why are you crying?” Siddhanand Swami asked while consoling him. “I am still 
 mourning the passing away of Gopalanand Swami; I am not at peace,” Pragji Bhakta replied. “I am on my 
 way to stay with Gunatitanand  

      
 3. Bhagatji Maharaj’s Gunatit state (only incidents from ‘The four types of great people’ to ‘Devjibhai of  
  Vanthali develops Faith’) (pages 110-120). 
 1. Once Swami was seated under a tree in the mandir’s field. Vitthalbhai, Fulchandbhai and Pragji Bhakta all 

 came and sat with him. Vitthalbhai said, “Swami, this Pragji has transcended maya and keeps saying, 
 ‘Swami is Akshar, Swami is Akshar’. It seems that people have stopped meditating on great deities such 
 as Brahma, Vishnu, Shivaji and Prakruti-Purush. Bhagatji is like a sparrow yet he seems to have attained 
 the level of Garud71 (in spirituality).” Swami, looking at Pragji Bhakta, smiled when he heard this. (page 
 114).  

 2. One day, by Swami’s wish, all the devotees were cleaning the field by gathering up loose pebbles and grit. 
 These devotees of Mahuva would always talk about Swami’s form and as a result, they were carefree and 
 happy. Vagha Khachar noticed this and asked Dama Sheth, “Why am I not as happy as all these other 
 people?” “You will also be happy if you have trust in Pragji Bhakta and believe that Swami is Mul Akshar,” 
 Dama Sheth replied. “That is fine, and I understand that, but I will only believe it if Swami himself says it,” 
 Vagha Khachar replied. Dama Sheth mentioned this to Bhagatji. So, Bhagatji sat in meditation and 
 summoned Swami from the assembly. Swami held a sadhu’s hand and came to the field they were in. 
 “Where is Pragji’s group?” he asked. He then went to the area where the Mahuva devotees were and 
 asked, “Pragji, why have called me here?” “Swami, Vagha Khachar wants to ask you a question,” Pragji 
 replied. Swami turned to him and said, “Ask whatever you want to ask “Pragji Bhakta claims that you are 
 Akshar. Please tell me the truth exactly as it is,” Vagha Khachar replied. “It is exactly as Pragji Bhakta 



 says,” Swami answered. Vagha Khachar was amazed to hear this and he asked again, “Swami! Are you 
 really Akshar?” Swami laughed and nodded in agreement. (page 115). 

 3. Despite being Swami’s disciple, Trikamdas, the kothari of Junagadh, did not believe that Swami was Mul 
 Akshar. Bhagatji tried to make him understand this concept and explained Swami’s greatness, but still he 
 did not agree, in fact he became very angry instead. When Swami heard about this incident, he called 
 Trikamdas and said, “You are my disciple and still you find it difficult to accept my greatness?” “I do 
 appreciate your greatness, but he says you are greater than everyone else,” Trikamdas replied. “Do you 
 want to see an explosion?” Swami said. As Trikamdas agreed, Swami raised his arms and the whole 
 storeroom became filled with light. All this light then merged back into Swami. Trikamdas calmed down  

  when he saw this. After realizing that Swami truly was Mul Akshar, he went and asked Bhagatji for 
 forgiveness. (page 118). 

 4. The so-called ‘respectable’ devotees travelled together with Swami in the cart to Vanthali, while Pragji 
 Bhakta, the sadhus and the other devotees followed on foot. Swami wanted to reveal Pragji Bhakta’s 
 divine state to the devotees in the cart as well as the reverence Pragji had for him. So, Swami told one of 
 the parshads, “Please call that poor fellow Pragji here and ask him to sit in the cart. He must be tired.” 
 The parshad went to Pragji and said, “Swami is calling you to sit in the cart.” Bhagatji came closer, 
 pointed to Swami and said, “I cannot come any closer now – as the light of infinite suns is emanating 
 from his mattress.” When Swami heard this, he laughed and commented, “In fact, Pragji sees this 
 continually.” (page120) 

  
MARCH 2017 

 
 1. Gunatitanand Swami favored Bhagatji (Only incidents from ‘I Have Assigned the Keys of 
  Akshardham to Pragji Bhakta’ to ‘Swami’s Works’). (pages 140-191).  
 1. On one occasion, Swami said to Kothari Ambaidas, “Kothari, I am free now because I have retired and 

 assigned all the keys to Pragji Bhakta.” When Ambaidas heard this, he was worried. He thought Swami 
 had given all the mandir keys to Pragji Bhakta. Swami realized what he was thinking through his 
 omniscient powers and clarified, “Ambaidas, do not worry. The keys to the mandir are here with me. It is 
 the keys of Akshardham that I have assigned to Pragji Bhakta.” (pages 140-141).  

 2. Swami left Junagadh for Una and along the way, he repeated this couplet many times during the day. 
 Then he would say, “I am a sadhu. Why do I need to worry? Shriji is here in my protection.” On the way, 
 before Swami rested for the night, Pragji Bhakta humbly asked him, “Swami, why are you repeating that 
 couplet over and over again? “Swami explained, “Those from Vartal and Gadhada have decided to take 
 me to Una to reprimand me. They also want to excommunicate you because you have extolled my 
 greatness extensively. They want you to put a large bundle of grass on your head and travel from village 
 to village announcing, ‘The declaration I made of Swami being Mul Akshar is false.’ In fact, they have 
 already decided to make you do this. However, I will not be able to bear to see you being insulted. When 
 Bhagatji heard these words, he folded his hands in prayer and said, “Swami, I will bear whatever they do 
 to me or any misery that they inflict on me. Please do not worry about that.” “I cannot bear to see you 
 insulted, especially in front of me,” Swami replied. (page 143). 

 3. Since Pragji Bhakta had extolled the greatness of Gunatitanand Swami as such that those from Vartal and 
 Gadhada decided to excommunicate Pragji Bhakta. The revelation, that, ‘Gunatitanand Swami is Mul 
 Akshar’ was echoing everywhere and respect for Pragji Bhakta also increasing. Therefore, Acharya 
 Maharaj and the Sadguru sadhus had decided to reprimand Swami. Those in Vartal decided to summon 
 Swami as soon as possible, just so that they could reprimand him and defame him in public. In the end, 
 they decided to call Swami to an isolated place such as Una and reprimand him there instead. Swami 
 knew their intention so at first, he refused to go but later he agreed to go to Una together with Pragji 
 Bhakta and some devotees. Acharya could not make it Una since Krishnaprasadji Maharaj passed away, 
 everyone returned to Vartal. Through the incident above, Bhagwan Swaminarayan protected his abode – 
 Akshar – as well as his param ekantik devotee. He also sent a message to everyone, that ‘This is the true 
 sadhu. Develop love for him and leave your wrath and malice aside!’ However, several of the opponents 
 harbored wrath and hatred for Swami, while others were just obstinate. As a result, there were many 



 difficulties and several others from Gadhada also lent their support to Swami’s opponents. These groups 
 were infuriated when they noticed Swami’s greatness and the honors, he received wherever he went. 
 One day, because of this uprising, Gunatitanand Swami called Pragji Bhakta in the assembly and said, 
 “Pragji, there is going to be a special pujan in Vartal on this occasion. During this pujan, nobody else will 
 experience difficulty, so please be patient.” Swami also reassured everyone else by saying, “Pragji will be 
 the only person who will face difficulties. However, do not worry. He will tolerate them. I have made him 
 so resilient that not even a single blow will hurt him.” (pages 143-144). 

 4. In Vartal, Gunatitanand Swami went to the rajbhog arti. On his way back, he met Acharya Maharaj, 
 Kothari Govardhanbhai, Pavitranand Swami and Shukanand Swami. They stopped him by the barnyard. 
 “Swami, you are the form of God, you are revered by all of us and you are very powerful,” they said. They 
 then added sheepishly, “Personally, we do not have any issues. However, those from Gadhada are very 
 stubborn. They keep insisting that they want to excommunicate eleven people in total. This includes 
 Pragji, Shamji, Vaghjibhai of Vaso, Nathu Patel of Kariyani, Keshavlal of Botad, Jetha Khachar and Manji 
 Thakkar and other esteemed householder devotees. Excommunicating all of them will cause difficulties in 
 the Satsang. Therefore, in the end, they have decided only to excommunicate Pragji and Shamji. What is 
 your opinion?” On hearing this, Swami went into deep contemplation. After a while he replied, “Pragji is 
 not to blame in this. He has only spoken about my greatness and he will stop if I ask him to. Shamji is the 
 only one who criticizes others, so just excommunicate him. The three of them agreed. However, 
 Pavitranand Swami retorted, “Pragji spoke back to me in Junagadh. Thus, I had decided to 
 excommunicate him. Now, we want to excommunicate him.” (pages 143-144).  

 5. In Ahmedabad, Pragji Bhakta and Shamjibhai stayed outside the front gate, at the stone arch beneath the 
 haveli of the Nar-Narayan Mandir in Kalupur. Gunatitanand Swami made sure they were given food by 
 asking Atmanand Brahmachari to give them malpuva and various other items. They had the chance to 
 have Swami’s darshan whenever he went outside to visit the houses of devotees or to the river to bathe. 
 If there were any devotees nearby, Pragji Bhakta and Shamjibhai would boldly tell them, “This is 
 Akshardham walking! So, relish his darshan.” When Swami heard these words, he said, “People claim 
 these two are excommunicated, but only they are true ekantik satsangis. Those who have 
 excommunicated them are themselves excommunicated.” In this way, Swami’s affection for Bhagatji was 
 very apparent. (page 178). 

 6. In Junagadh, many people had come for the forthcoming festival of Bhim Ekadashi to be celebrated on 12 
 June 1867 (Jeth sud 11, VS 1923). On arrival, Swami met the sadhus, devotees and parshads and went to 
 the mandir to have darshan. After that, he came into the assembly, later addressing thousands of people 
 seated there. Naturally, they were all delighted to hear Swami’s discourse. Thereafter, Swami went into 
 the compound, where, on seeing the erected canopy he remembered Pragji Bhakta and cried out in a 
 way in which Bhavsang and Dahyabhai could he Swami broke down in tears and said, referring to Pragji 
 Bhakta, “What has he done that he had to be expelled from Satsang?” Through such incidents, Swami 
 used to reveal his great affection for Bhagatji. (page 188). 

 
 2.  Yagnapurushdasji revealed Bhagatji’s form according to dharma and gnan in Mahuva (Only incidents 

 from ‘What Have You Seen in This Pragji Bhakta?’). 
 1. Dharam: “You are from the same village as Bhagatji Maharaj. You know whether he possesses dharma. 

 In fact, you can tell us about it,” Yagnapurushdasji asked. Vitthalbhai explained, “I have yet to see anyone 
 else who possesses dharma like Bhagatji Maharaj does. He stitches the clothes of the beautiful wives of 
 householders, including Vaniyas and Brahmins, but there is not even a momentary disturbance in his 
 mind. He even initiates such people into Satsang by explaining to them that Swaminarayan is God.” “We 
 also realize this. Our inner unrighteousness lessens when we are alone with him. So, how could he 
 possibly have any mental disturbance?” another Gadhada sadhu confirmed. (pages 311-312). 

 2. Yagnapurushdasji continued, “The whole Satsang proclaims there is no one as wise with jnan as Pragji 
 Bhakta. Regardless of how much praise or insult he receives, he does not consider it an insult at all 
 because of his equanimity. He has perfected all the meanings, essence, intentions, aims and principles of 
 the 262 Vachanamruts through [Gunatitanand] Swami. The knowledge he possesses is the highest.        
 (page 312). 



 
 3.  Gunatitanand Swami reveals himself as Akshar (Only incidents from ‘Pragji, Why Were You Relaxing?’  
  to ‘The Beginning of Difficulties for Swami’). (pages 116-122). 
 1. One day in Junagadh, Bhagatji was speaking in the assembly. The devotees of Mevasa, the Brahmin 

 Karsanjibhai, Harjivanbhai and Shankar Maharaj were listening to his discourses. At that time, 
 Karsanjibhai began to wonder how great Swami must really was. He had heard many say that Swami was 
 very great like Dattatreya and Rushabhdev. Bhagatji knew what he was thinking. “What are you 
 thinking?” he asked, looking at him. Bhagatji held his hand, pointed to Swami and revealed, “The one 
 seated there is Mul Akshar. Let’s go to him and I will make him say it.” “I believe you as I have faith in 
 you,” Karsanjibhai said. Despite this, Bhagatji took him to Swami. Swami said to him, “It is exactly as 
 Pragji says.” Bhagatji also convinced Harjivanbhai and Shankar Maharaj in exactly the same way. (page 
 117).  

 2. Despite being Swami’s disciple, Trikamdas, the kothari of Junagadh, did not believe that Swami was Mul 
 Akshar. Bhagatji tried to make him understand this concept and explained Swami’s greatness, but still he 
 did not agree. Once he got very angry with Bhagatji and said to him, “One day you will get beaten up for 
 exaggerating Swami’s greatness. “When Swami heard about this incident, he called Trikamdas and said, 
 “You are my disciple and still you find it difficult to accept my greatness?” “I do appreciate your 
 greatness, but he says you are greater than everyone else,” Trikamdas replied. “Do you want to see an 
 explosion?” Swami said. As Trikamdas agreed, Swami raised his arms and the whole storeroom became 
 filled with light. All this light then merged back into Swami. Trikamdas calmed down when he saw  this.  

  After realizing that Swami truly was Mul Akshar, he went and asked Bhagatji for forgiveness. (page 118). 
 3. Devjibhai was the son of Kalyanbhai of Vanthali. After hearing Bhagatji’s discourses, he went to Swami 

 with a leaf cup full of sugar crystals and bowed to him. “Swami, Pragji Bhakta says you are Akshar. Please 
 feed all the Akshar muktas sugar crystals from this cup,” he said. Swami took one sugar crystal from there 
 and placed it in his mouth. He told Devjibhai, “Shriji Maharaj and all the muktas have eaten the sugar you 
 have offered.” Although Devjibhai trusted Swami, deep down he still had a doubt and thought, ‘What 
 proof is there that Maharaj and the muktas have eaten?’ Lost in this thought, he went and sat next to 
 Bhagatji in the assembly. “When you go home tomorrow, you will see what you wanted to see,” Bhagatji 
 said to him. When Devjibhai reached his home in Vanthali his father revealed, “Last night, I had darshan 
 that Shriji Maharaj and Gunatitanand Swami were giving out sugar crystals to the countless muktas. I saw 
 this with my very own eyes!”  Devjibhai heard this and exclaimed, “I had made that very wish exactly at 
 that time. Swami fulfilled my wish by giving you darshan.” (page 119).  

 4. The so-called ‘respectable’ devotees travelled together with Swami in the cart to Vanthali, while Pragji 
 Bhakta, the sadhus and the other devotees followed on foot. Swami wanted to reveal Pragji Bhakta’s 
 divine state to the devotees in the cart as well as the reverence Pragji had for him. So, Swami told one of 
 the parshads, “Please call that poor fellow Pragji here and ask him to sit in the cart. He must be tired.” 
 The parshad went to Pragji and said, “Swami is calling you to sit in the cart.” Bhagatji came closer, 
 pointed to Swami and said, “I cannot come any closer now – as the light of infinite suns is emanating 
 from his mattress.” When Swami heard this, he laughed and commented, “In fact, Pragji sees this 
 continually.” (page 120) 

 5. Mahadev Maharaj and Mangalji Thakkar from Rajkot eagerly came for Swami’s darshan and to benefit 
 from his company. Mangalji Thakkar asked Pragji Bhakta, “What is this Akshardham that they talk 
 about?” Bhagatji pointed towards Swami and said, “The one sleeping here is Akshardham.” Mangalji 
 Thakkar asked this same question to Swami when he woke up. “It is exactly as Pragji says; now have faith 
 in his words,” Swami confirmed. Mangalji Thakkar was convinced that Swami was Akshar. Having faith in 
 Swami’s words, he also believed Pragji Bhakta to be a very great disciple of Swami. (page 121).  

 
March 2018 

 
 1.  Gunatitanand Swami’s affection to disciples (Only incidents from ‘The Milk of the Parath Buffalo Is 

 Already in My House’ to ‘Always Enthused with Devotion’).  



 1. Once in Dholera Nathu Patel had a wish to feed Swami and the Sadhus. Swami saw how eager he was 
 and asked him to prepare some kansar and rotli. He made this and all the sadhus ate properly. After the 
 meal, Swami read from the shastras in the assembly, while Bhagatji and the other parshads helped to 
 wash up. While washing up, Bhagatji used so much force to remove the kansar – which was still stuck in 
 the cooking pan – that his continuous focus on Swami’s form was broken momentarily. Swami instantly 
 realized what had happened through his omniscience. He got up from the assembly and went to where 
 Bhagatji was. He asked him, “Why are you washing utensils while forgetting God?” On hearing this, 
 Bhagatji immediately rejoined his vruttis to God’s form. (page 79).  

 2. Once while they were in Junagadh, Mana Bhagat remarked to Swami, “Pragji, the poor fellow, has left his 
 home, renounced his family and stayed with you to learn meditation. However, you do not ask him to sit 
 in meditation. Instead, you have exhausted him physically by making him fast and work hard!” However, 
 only those who had special vision, or who had attained a state similar to his, perceived the intense light 
 that radiated from his jivatma. Aksharbrahma Gunatitanand Swami wanted Mana Bhagat to appreciate 
 this divinity. Swami said to him, “I will make him realize God by making him lift stones. The fruits of 
 austerities that are normally achieved after 7,000 years are achieved here within 24 seconds. The state of 
 realization does not develop just through meditation; it also develops when one performs service 
 according to the words of the sadhu. (page 80).  

 3. Swami stopped at Maliya and rested by the mango grove of the mandir. After lunch, while the midday 
 discourse was in progress, Swami’s attention fell on the other mango trees. He causally commented, 
 “These mango trees are withering without water.” Understanding Swami’s wishes, Bhagatji started to fill 
 two big pots with water from the river flowing nearby. He poured four pots of water at the bottom of 
 every 300 mango trees. Then he joined the assembly in his drenched clothes. While he had been 
 watering the trees, Swami had spoken extensively on ekantik dharma in the assembly. Manji Thakkar saw 
 Bhagatji enter the assembly and thought he had missed the discourses. “You have come after the sweets 
 have already been distributed with only the wrappers left,” he said to Bhagatji. Gunatitanand Swami 
 interrupted him and said, “He understood my inner wishes and fulfilled them. Did you not understand 
 this?” Swami was overjoyed with Pragji Bhakta’s service. He wanted to give him divine bliss. (page 81). 

 4. After watering 300 mango trees Pragji Bhakta joined the assembly where Swami wanted to give him 
 divine bliss therefore asked him to ask a question. “Swami, Maharaj! How would an unintelligent and 
 uneducated person like me possibly know what to ask?” he replied. “Ask whatever you are able to,” 
 Swami said. Bhagatji folded his hands and asked Swami, “I know the profession of a tailor, carpenter, 
 mason, blacksmith and barber. However, I do not know the ways of a sadhu. Therefore, please teach me 
 the ways of a sadhu.” “The ways of a sadhu are to perfect the knowledge of atma and Paramatma. True 
 detachment is easily achieved when this state is reached. True detachment is when one’s vruttis stay 
 only on God’s form and do not stray anywhere else. It is also when no thoughts, except those of 
 Maharaj’s form, enter the atma. In addition, bhakti will also be perfected through this. One has perfected 
 these ways if one learns this, removes the latent faults of lust and attaches oneself to God. In addition, 
 one can achieve perfection in the ways of a sadhu if one removes the primordial ignorance of the jiva and 
 receives the highest knowledge. This knowledge means to behold Maharaj’s form perfectly within the 
 atma. Once one has perfected the ways of a sadhu, it is appropriate to direct everyone to God and 
 promise to help them to achieve moksha.” Swami replied. After hearing them, Manji Thakkar and Nathu 
 Patel said, “Swami, why do you bestow so much grace upon Pragji Bhakta?” “Why not? He has not paid 
 any heed to his body while following my wishes or in making me happy,” Swami replied. “I am happy with 
 him as he nurtures only one wish – to please me.” (Pages 81-86).  

 5. One day in 1863 (VS 1919), Swami asked Bhagatji, “Pragji, can you offer devotion5 to God continuously?” 
 “Swami, I can easily do that in the waking state because of your grace, but not so easily in the dream 
 state or the state of deep sleep. For those two states, I have to restrain my vruttis,” Bhagatji replied with 
 folded hands. “Please motivate yourself so you can also continuously offer constant devotion to God 
 even in the dream state,” Swami advised. Bhagatji motivated himself and achieved the state wherein he 
 could offer constant devotion to God in even the dream state. A while later, Swami again asked him, “Can 
 you now offer devotion in the dream state?” “Yes Maharaj, through your grace I can now do this,” 
 Bhagatji replied. Swami was pleased and said, “Now, the last fortress remains to be conquered. Make 



 such an effort that you can continually offer devotion to God even in the state of deep sleep. Once you 
 have perfected this, there is nothing else left to do. The obstacle in seeing Akshardham is maya – in the 
 form of the body. This can be overcome through such devotion.” Swami blessed Bhagatji and gave him 
 strength. Eventually, he developed such vigor that he could continually offer devotion in all three states. 
 (pages 87-88). 

  
 2.  The unique influence of Bhagatji in Khandesh. (pages 392-394) 
 1. Nimbdibai, the sister of Bhukkhan Patel from the village of Mohadi in the region of Khandesh, had 

 recently been married in Sakola. Nimbdibai was possessed by a ghost. Vignananand Swami advised 
 Bhukkhan to go to Mahuva to have Bhagatji’s darshan. When they reached Mahuva mandir they found 
 Bhagatji Maharaj there. They offered homage to him but Bhagatji Maharaj had something else in his 
 mind, so he walked out of the assembly and stood on the Mandir steps where Nimbdibai without her 
 knowing she was pulled towards him merely by his darshan. She instantly tried to fall at his feet. Bhagatji 
 moved aside, leaving her there in silent prayer performing darshan of the murti of Bhagatji. “Who is this 
 lady? What does she want?” Bhagatji asked the devotees standing next to him. “This is the sister of 
 Bhukkhan Patel. She has been possessed by a ghost,” said the devotees of Khandesh. As soon as Bhagatji 
 glanced at her, she went into samadhi. The ghosts left her body and Bhagatji possessed her body instead. 
 She attained a state of endless bliss and forgetting her nature, she began to behave as the form of 
 Bhagatji. Bhagatji initiated her into the Sampradaya and then asked all of the Khandesh devotees to 
 return home. (page 392) 

 2. Back in Khandesh, this woman remembered God continuously, as she had been possessed by Bhagatji. 
 She also began to say, “I am Bhagatji.” Furthermore, as though she was the form of Bhagatji, she used to 
 speak, walk, discourse and sit in meditation just like him. In fact, all her actions became just like those of 
 Bhagatji. Everyone there was convinced that Bhagatji had possessed her and that he had come to 
 Khandesh through her. A short while later, another group of sadhus came from Vartal to Dhuliya and 
 witnessed the miracles Bhagatji was performing through this woman. Vignandas Swami’s group were also 
 singing Bhagatji’s praises through their discourses, talks, whilst meditating, and whilst offering devotion. 
 The opponents felt that if Vignandasji were to remain in Khandesh any longer, the whole region would 
 come under Bhagatji’s spell. They wrote a letter to Vartal stating, “It is not worth keeping Vignandasji in 
 this region any longer, because the devotees here are traveling to Mahuva through his advice. There is a 
 certain woman, who is possessed by Bhagatji and who enters samadhi. The devotees travel from village 
 to village with her. She reveals the thoughts of other people, she discourses, and she makes other people 
 devotees.” They wrote two or three such letters to the kothari and Acharya Maharaj. The circumstances 
 were turning potentially difficult for Bhagatji’s group of sadhus again. However, through the efforts of 
 Acharya Viharilalji Maharaj and Kothari Govardhanbhai, these difficulties passed away. However, because 
 of this incident, they decided that Bhagatji’s group of sadhus should be sent to another region far away, 
 just so that the sadhus could not keep Bhagatji’s company.  As expected, an uproar took place in Vartal 
 and on Acharya Maharaj’s advice, the kothari wrote a letter to Dhuliya saying, “Vignandas Swami should 
 now go to Chhapaiya.” When Vignandas Swami received this letter, he wrote to Vartal saying, “I will go to 
 Chhapaiya as per your wishes, but I wish to stay with Bhagatji for one month. Grant me permission for 
 this and then I will go to Chhapaiya. (pages 393-394)                                                                                            

 
 3.  Girdharbhai’s search for and attainment of the Satpurush (Only incidents from ‘The Eternal Light of the 

 Knowledge of Brahman’ to ‘Ladha Bhagat Causes Trouble’). (pages 200 to 211) 
 1. Gordhanbhai Kothari’s nephew, Shri Girdharbhai, came into Bhagatji’s contact in Vartal. From the 

 beginning, Girdharbhai was a genuine spiritual aspirant and had many saintly qualities. He had decided to 
 seek for a Satpurush who would help him attain God-realization in this very birth. Earlier, he had 
 associated with Shukanand Swami’s disciple, Dharmaprasad Swami. The latter had associated with 
 Gunatitanand Swami and, on the basis of Vachanamrut, Vartal 19 would repeatedly tell Girdharbhai, 
 “Moksha is attained only through the company of God or a Sant who has met God.” When Girdharbhai 
 heard these words, he decided to find such a Satpurush. Therefore, he left Vartal in order to travel 
 around in the Satsang and to fulfil his quest. At first, he stayed with Mana Bhagat in Gadhada for three 



 months. Next, he stayed in Kotada for two-and-a-half months before going to Junagadh. However, 
 because of certain opposition to Balmukund Swami, he was unable to seek his company. However, he did 
 consider Mahapurush Swami and Raghuvircharan Swami to be great and so associated with them but did 
 not experience the peace he wished for. He also stayed with Nirgundas Swami in Ahmedabad for two 
 months. However, he still did not believe him to as great as the Satpurush who is comparable to the 
 geothermal fire. After that, he stayed with Achyutdas Swami in Bhuj for two-and-a-half months. 
 Achyutdas Swami could continually see his atma. Although he had attained such a state, Girdharbhai still 
 did not feel the peace he desired. Finally, he returned to Vartal, exhausted and unfulfilled. Kothari 
 Govardhanbhai asked his nephew, “So what happened? Did you find the Satpurush?” “I have not yet 
 found a Satpurush as has been mentioned in the Vachanamrut Vartal 19.” Girdharbhai replied. Kothari 
 Govardhanbhai took him to the office and engaged him in some work. However, how can one who truly 
 wants to offer devotion to God find real enjoyment in such mundane activities? How can one just sit and 
 rest, while one is still in search of the Satpurush? (pages 201-202).  

 2. Girdharbhai was intensely spiritually inclined and in his heart, he earnestly desired to attain the 
 Satpurush. After completing the work, he had been assigned in the mandir office, he stood on one leg in 
 front of the murti of Shri Harikrishna Maharaj in Vartal and turned malas in prayer to help him achieve his 
 goal. After some time, pleased with his devotion, Bhagwan Swaminarayan granted him his divine 
 darshan. Girdharbhai was overjoyed and thrilled to have this divine darshan. He prayed emotionally to 
 Maharaj. “Maharaj, please make my state such that I can continually experience the bliss of your form. 
 Also, please remain in my heart forever,” he prayed. Maharaj was pleased with his prayer and said, “O 
 king among devotees! A person can attain this state if he serves the param ekantik Satpurush. Only he 
 can purify the jiva and remove it from the cycle of infinite births by destroying the primordial ignorance 
 and establish my form in the heart. At present, such a Satpurush is Pragji Bhakta, so serve him!” Having 
 said this, Bhagwan Swaminarayan disappeared. Girdharbhai was stunned because, rather than a Sadguru, 
 Maharaj pointed him towards Pragji Bhakta, who spent the day sewing in the assembly hall. Pragji 
 Bhakta, a tailor – how could he possibly be the Satpurush? Girdharbhai was confused and his mind was 
 overshadowed by doubts. He lacked the necessary clarity of thought and failed to trust in Maharaj’s 
 words. He again offered the same devotion to Maharaj. After one month, Maharaj, pleased by his 
 genuine devotion, again gave him divine darshan. Girdharbhai repeated the same prayer to Maharaj, 
 “Maharaj, please bless me with your continual darshan. Bless me so that I can achieve God-realization 
 and can recognize the one who is ekantik.” Maharaj laughed and said, “O king among devotees! At 
 present, Pragji Bhakta is the ekantik Satpurush. Despite being under the guise of a tailor, he is the 
 Satpurush who beholds my form continuously. He has already perfected ekantik dharma. Put aside the 
 pride of your community. You will experience peace if you surrender to him.” (pages 203-204).  

 3. Girdharbhai performed Bhagatji’s darshan and sat at the back. Knowing what had taken place through his 
 omniscient powers, Bhagatji said to him, “Girdharbhai, please come and sit at the front.” Girdharbhai 
 came forward and sat at the front. At that same time, Kothari Govardhanbhai happened to pass by, and 
 he was surprised to see Girdharbhai there. He approached Bhagatji and said, “Pragji, you may easily 
 discourse to your obedient disciples in Junagadh, but Girdharbhai is not someone who will be easily 
 convinced. He has travelled extensively and is experienced. If you can convince him, then you are truly 
 great.” Bhagatji laughed when he heard these words. He replied, “Kothari Maharaj! I will speak to him 
 only if you want me to, but please don’t tell me off later!” “I won’t, so don’t worry. In fact, it is my wish 
 that you speak to him freely without reservation,” the Kothari replied. In Vachanamrut Gadhada I 27 
 Shriji Maharaj explains that he himself is supreme, is manifest on earth and possesses a divine form. This 
 is the clarity of understanding one must develop towards the one to be worshipped. Furthermore, one 
 may believe Maharaj to be supreme, as possessing a divine form and as the all-doer. However, if one 
 does not believe him to be manifest on earth, it is a flaw in the clarity of understanding required towards 
 the one to be worshipped. Hence, Maharaj is manifest in Satsang only through one who shows all his 
 miraculous powers and profoundness. He reveals himself through such a person. The primary duty of an 
 aspirant on the spiritual path is to recognize the one through whom God is manifest. He offers pure 
 worship towards the manifest form of God and considers that to be supreme. ‘Consequently, by the 
 grace of God, that devotee attains countless types of powers and liberates countless being. Maharaj has 



 also said, ‘One should also attach one’s jiva to the Bhakta of God – the great Sant – who does not identify 
 his jiva with the body, who possesses vairagya and who feels that he has transgressed a major injunction 
 of God even if he has transgressed a minor injunction. One should act according to his command by 
 thought, word and deed.’” It seemed as though Bhagatji’s divine words had lodged in his heart and the 
 sculpting of his divine body had begun. It was now, through this incident, that Girdharbhai developed 
 conviction in the words Bhagwan Swaminarayan had uttered when he had given him darshan earlier. At 
 that time, Maharaj had mentioned that Bhagatji was the param ekantik Satpurush. He had also 
 mentioned that Bhagatji possessed unbroken association with God and was like the geothermal fire. 
 (pages 204-209)  
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 1.  Yagnapurushdas developed conviction in different people towards Bhagatji. (Only incidents from ‘They 

 Did Not Recognize Pragji’ to ‘Profit in the Form of Maharaj’s Murti’.)  
 1.  One day both Narayancharan Swami and Yagnapurushdasji were sent to Talgajarda to ask for jholi. 

 After collecting alms, they were sitting in one place when the village chief happened to meet them. 
 Yagnapurushdasji talked to him for a while and by the end of it, he was impressed with the sadhus. 
 “Those who are worthy of being honored on elephants end up roaming around on foot. Such is the 
 doing of Pragji!” remarked the village chief. Yagnapurushdasji replied, “Bhagatji has given us a lot of 
 advice and has taught us how to stay in Satsang without upsetting anyone else. We do not pay heed to 
 others. We are carefree in our own bliss and read the Dharmamrut, Chosath Padi and other shastras. 
 We also sing bhajans extolling the characteristics of a true sadhu. Obviously, this does not go down well 
 with others. Bhagatji advised us to wear white, to bow down to everyone, and humbly stay in Satsang. 
 The Gujarat devotees were very interested in our discourses, but some other sadhus manipulated this 
 situation and stirred up quarrels. Nevertheless, Bhagatji allows us to stay with him here and he gives us 
 his knowledge and guidance. If this were not the case, perhaps things would have been very  unfavorable  

  for us and we might even have been averse to the Satsang. Bhagatji’s contact has kept us sane.” The chief  
  was surprised to hear this and said, “Is this really the truth? I was led to believe the opposite about 

 Bhagatji. Having heard what you have said, I am very so impressed with him.” Having said that, he 
 donated 5 kg of rice grains. ( Pg.294,295) 

 2.   Shastri Rangacharya from Vadodara was Shastri Yagnapurushdasji’s teacher. During this period, he had 
 heard about Bhagatji’s greatness from his pupil and he came for Bhagatji’s darshan. His accommodation 
 was arranged with that of Yagnapurushdasji. After bathing, Yagnapurushdasji took him for Bhagatji’s 
 darshan. Bhagatji had just finished performing darshan in the mandir and was about to make his way 
 back to his residence, when they happened to meet each other next to the mandir gate. “This is my guru 
 Pragji Bhakta,” Yagnapurushdasji said whilst introducing Bhagatji. Rangacharya immediately prostrated to 
 him in the compound. “My guru, Rangacharya, is bowing to you,” Yagnapurushdasji said, introducing his 
 teacher to Bhagatji. Bhagatji immediately held his hands, lifted him up and affectionately embraced him. 
 Just by this initial darshan, Rangacharya realized Bhagatji’s spiritual state. He saw all of the characteristics 
 of a Brahmaswarup Sant – as had been described by Yagnapurushdasji – in Pragji Bhakta. Rangacharya 
 became emotional. Bhagatji understood exactly what was going through his mind and blessed him by 
 placing his hand on his back. Before he left, he said to him, “Please make sure you are there for the 
 murti-pratishtha tomorrow.” Bhagatji then carried on walking to his residence. The sadhus were 
 outraged when they heard that Rangacharya had prostrated to Bhagatji. They criticized Yagnapurushdasji 
 and said, “Should you be forcing such knowledge onto someone who does not share our faith?” They also 
 said to Rangacharya, “Why did you offer prostrations to a tailor?” Rangacharya response was bold, “What 
 do you know? He is an ekantik devotee and his greatness is limitless. He is an eternally God-realized holy 
 person, not an ordinary fakir!”(Pg.325, 326) 

 3.  Meanwhile, Shastri Yagnapurushdasji received instructions to travel in Konkan, Southern Gujarat. His 
 group eventually arrived in Dharampur-Vansda. At that time, the Diwan of Vansda was Jhaverbhai 
 Nathabhai Amin of Virsad. He had developed great admiration for Bhagatji through the contact of 
 Vignandas Swami in Kheda. When he found out that Shastri Yagnapurushdasji from Bhagatji’s group had 



 come there, he asked him to stay for ten days and listened to his discourses. These talks of Shastri 
 Yagnapurushdasji expanded the glory of Bhagatji’s greatness and made a deep impact on the Diwan. 
 When he heard from Shastri Yagnapurushdasji that ‘only the Satpurush is the door to moksha and that 
 Satpurush today is Bhagatji Maharaj’, he developed an intense yearning for Bhagatji’s darshan. “Please 
 write to Bhagatji and ask him to come here,” he requested Shastri Yagnapurushdasji. “Bhagatji will not 
 come without Acharya Maharaj’s permission,” Yagnapurushdasji replied. The Diwan Saheb then wrote a 
 letter to Acharya Maharaj and the kothari. In the letter, he prayed that Bhagatji be sent to Vansda for one 
 month to allow him to benefit from his spiritual association. Shastri Yagnapurushdasji gave this letter to 
 the kothari when he came to Vartal. Acharya Maharaj happened to be in Vadodara at that time, so the 
 kothari said to Yagnapurushdasji, “We will go to Vadodara and decide on this after consulting Acharya 
 Maharaj.” (Pg.334,335) 

 4.  Krishnaswarup Swami was a Brahmin sadhu and part of the group of Nirgundas Swami, a disciple of 
 Gopalanand Swami. Krishnaswarup Swami was a Shastri and he had even defeated the Shankaracharya in 
 a scriptural debate. He was about 90 to 92 years old, a distinguished scholar and a reservoir of 
 knowledge. As short while previously, he had happened to come into the contact with the 28-year-old 
 Shastri Yagnapurushdasji, who had explained the true knowledge of Brahman to Shastri  

  Krishnaswarupdasji and said, “Maharaj is present today though Bhagatji. Keep his company if you wish to 
 attain moksha.” From that day onwards, Krishnaswarup Swami developed respect towards Bhagatji. In 
 addition, whenever any sadhu from Vartal came to Ahmedabad or returned to Vartal, he said to him, 
 “Please offer five prostrations to Shastri Yagnapurushdasji on my behalf and pass on my ‘Jai 
 Swaminarayan’. This sentiment truly echoed the verse, ‘Gunāhā poojāsthānam gunishu na cha lingam na 
 cha vayaha’ – ‘Revere the virtues rather than the age or gender of a person’. (Pg.378) 

 5.  On 12 August 1894 (Shravan sud 11, VS 1950), both Jivram, a revenue officer from Mahemdavad, and 
 Vishwanathbhai Bhailal came to Ahmedabad for darshan of the hindolo and to associate with Bhagatji. 
 They had heard about him from Shastri Yagnapurushdasji. When they arrived, Bhagatji was speaking in 
 the assembly. He was saying to the audience, “Learn to offer devotion to God without blinking.” Then he 
 added, “Turn 20 malas with your eyes open.” Everyone obeyed his words and began to turn malas in the 
 way he had advised. Bhagatji also sat there with his vruttis retracted. When Jivram saw this, he realized 
 that Shastri Yagnapurushdasji’s description of Bhagatji was not false. How could so many people possibly 
 have such faith if it were not for divine inspiration? He truly felt that Bhagatji had established a Golden 
 Age in the midst of this Dark Age. Once everyone had finished their malas, Bhagatji got up to return to his 
 residence. Jivram followed him. Kalidas, who was with them, said to Jivram, “Ask whatever you wish to 
 ask.” Bhagatji then went and sat down at his asana in his residence. Jivram bowed down to him with  

  hands folded and said, “Maharaj! Why do people criticize you despite your profoundness being so 
 evident? In this world, there should be praises for those who are great.”(Pg.384) 

 6.  The following day in the assembly, Bhagatji asked Shastri Yagnapurushdasji, “Why have your studies been 
 discontinued?” Yagnapurushdasji’s reply was not forthcoming. So Bhagatji smiled and said, “Have they 
 stopped you studying because you are composing shlokas about Pragji Bhakta?” So, saying, Bhagatji  

  turned to the assembly and said, “He must have composed a shloka about Pragji Bhakta. Otherwise,  
  those from Vartal would not just discontinue studies for no apparent reason.” Then turning back to 

 Yagnapurushdasji, Bhagatji said, “Please recite the shloka; let’s see what they are like.” Yagnapurushdasji 
 spoke:“Shriman-nirguna-murtaye cha vibhave jnānopadeshtre sadā | Sarvagnāya samagra-sādhugunine 
 māyāparāya svayam || Sarvaishvaryavate nijāshritajanānām dosha-hartre cha me | Prāgjit-sadgurave 
 namo’stu satatam brahmātma-muktāya te ||” Yagnapurushdasji then explained its meaning, “The one 
 whose form is elegant, nirgun and handsome. The one who preaches knowledgeable discourses. The one 
 who is omniscient, possesses all the qualities of a sadhu and is free from maya. The one who is 
 resplendent with divine powers and continually removes the faults of those who have taken his refuge. I 
 lovingly bow to such a guru, the king of devotees, Pragji Bhakta.” Hearing this, Pragji Bhakta said, “Would 
 comparing a fox to a lion be an exaggeration?” So, saying, he began to scold Yagnapurushdasji.  

  Haricharan Swami, guru Krishnaswarup Swami and all the other sadhus said, “Please do not tell him off. 
 What wrong has he done? He has just composed a shloka describing your virtues. He has compared you 
 to the Sadguru, but he has not called you God or anything like that, has he? You are the Sadguru, because 



 you make thousands of people happy by giving them knowledge. You have also served Aksharbrahma 
 Gunatitanand Swami. The virtues, profoundness and divine powers that have been described are 
 definitely within you.” Supporting Yagnapurushdasji in this way, they all began to sing Bhagatji’s praises. 

  (Page 390).  
  
 2.  The Child Pragji’s inclination towards bhajan. (Only incidents from ‘The Greatness of Mahuva’ to 

 ‘Jhinabhai Rathod’.)  
 1.  At the age of five, Pragji Bhakta was placed in kindergarten. He appeared a little mischievous  and would 

 run away with his friends to the River Malan after school had finished. Sitting on the riverbank he would 
 proclaim, “I have already studied everything. In this birth I am going to worship God and lead countless 
 people onto this path.” He often made such proclamations. (Pg.37) 

 2.  Once a wandering bawa came to stay in the village. Pragji Bhakta went daily to listen to his talks. The  
  bawa chanted Lord Rama’s name in public, but personally, he had faith in Hanumanji; therefore, he also 

 made Pragji Bhakta worship Hanumanji. Pragji Bhakta often played with his friends in the nearby forest, 
 which was full of bamboo trees. Sometimes Pragji Bhakta would make a flag in honor of Hanumanji 
 using a bamboo stick and some cloth. He would place this flag on top of a nearby shrine and gather 
 everyone together. Then, he would sit them down to chant the name of Rama. In addition to this, at the 
 Hanuman shrine near the Lakshmi-Narayan mandir that had been sanctified by Bhagwan Swaminarayan, 
 he worshipped Hanumanji’s murti every Saturday by offering oil and a garland of akala flowers. (Pg.37) 

 3.   A short while later, a sadhu explained to him that it was more appropriate to offer worship to Lord Rama 
 than Hanumanji, since Rama is Hanumanji’s lord. Thus, Pragji Bhakta began to worship Rama. There was 
 always a group of children accompanying him and sometimes he danced in their midst while chanting the 
 name of Lord Rama. Suryabharathi, the head priest of the local shrine, was an honest person and a 
 devotee of Lord Rama. When he noticed Pragji Bhakta’s devotion, he developed affection for him. Pragji 
 Bhakta also served him, cleaned the mandir and quietly listened to his stories of Rama. The shastras 
 mention that just as Sut Purani would not begin discourses until King Janak arrived, even though the 
 88,000 sages had arrived in the assembly. In the same way, Suryabharathi was so fond of Pragji Bhakta, 
 that he would not begin the discourse on the Ramayana until this child devotee arrived. (Pg.38) 

 4.  Through his association of some Swaminarayan sadhus who visited the local mandir, Narsinh  accepted  
  initiation as a devotee. When Pragji Bhakta heard this, his innate divine connection was awakened. He 

 went to the Swaminarayan mandir with his brother. There, the darshan of Yoganand Swami gave him an 
 experience of profound inner peace. Pragji Bhakta wondered to himself, “If a Swaminarayan sadhu is so 
 profound, how great must their choicest deity, Shri Sahajanand Swami [Bhagwan Swaminarayan], be?” 
 With this thought in mind and due to his divine bond, he developed faith in and accepted initiation into 
 the Swaminarayan Sampradaya. This profound experience had such a tremendous effect on Pragji Bhakta 
 that, from that day onwards, the mandir became his residence. He served in the mandir, listened to the 
 discourses and even slept in the mandir. He only went home to eat. He also served the sadhus by 
 bringing them whatever they needed. He genuinely felt overjoyed to be able to serve the sadhus, who 
 had renounced women and wealth. (Pg.40) 

 5.  One day his compassion for the sadhus got the better of him and he tore a piece of cloth from his 
 mother’s beautiful sari and sold it to sponsor a meal for the sadhus. Such was his dedication to the 
 sadhus. As time passed, Yoganand Swami witnessed his overwhelming devotion and faith towards the 
 sadhus and remarked, “Pragji Bhakta will become a great devotee and will make thousands worship 
 God.” (Pg.40) 

  
 3.  Yagnapurushdasji’s devotion to Guru. (Only incidents from ‘Bhagatji’s Daily Routine’ to ‘The Distinction  
  Between the Inert and Chaitanya’.) 
 1. Ever since Shastri Yagnapurushdasji had arrived in Mahemdavad, he would speak about Bhagatji’s 

 greatness to any devotee who came to the mandir there, and then he would send them to Ahmedabad. 
 He would also accompany them to the station to see them off and if he happened to meet a devotee 
 returning from Ahmedabad, he would ask him about Bhagatji. He would also enquire about what Bhagatji 
 had spoken about in the discourses and ask them to repeat it. He possessed such vast respect for his  



  guru. He had but one aim – and that was the guru! Having fixed this aim, he would attach others to 
 Bhagatji. He was always ready to listen to Bhagatji’s divine episodes and discourses. (Pg.380, 381) 

 2.  Shastri Yagnapurushdasji understood Bhagatji’s wish and began to speak. He said, “To attain the human 
 body rare indeed. Given that, to find a Satpurush is even rarer. Within that, to recognize the ekantik Sant 
 – who possesses conviction of Brahman – and to spiritually associate with him is extremely rare. A person 
 who has attained this much has achieved everything there is to achieve. There is nothing else left to 
 achieve for one’s moksha.” So, saying, he recited the following shloka: “Prasangam-ajaram pāsham-
 ātmanaha kavayo viduhu | Sa eva sādhushu kruto moksha-dvāram-apāvrutam || - Shrimad Bhagavat 
 3.25.20 “If a person maintains profound love towards the Ekantik Sant of God just as resolutely as he 
 maintains profound love towards his own relatives, then the gateway to liberation opens for him.” 
 Having said that, Yagnapurushdasji fell silent. (Pg.393, 394)  

 3.  The devotees of Vaso, Pij, Nadiad, Vadodara and Chansad started to arrive there for Bhagatji’s darshan 
 during the monsoon season of 1896 as well as during the Adhik month. When the doctor from Chansad 
 came for Bhagatji’s darshan, Bhagatji first enquired about Shastri Yagnapurushdasji and then remarked, 
 “Shastri Yagnapurushdasji has studied the shastras to the same level as Kunjavihari. Nevertheless, it 
 would be good if he continues so that he can win debates against any opponents.” Around that time, a 
 letter written by Yagnapurushdasji arrived. Bhagatji was happy when he read it and he told Mansukhram, 
 “There is no need to reply to this letter. Speak to him in person once you have disembarked in 
 Mahemdavad.” Kothari Prabhudas and Shastri Yagnapurushdasji went to Vartal. Here, they requested 
 Acharya Maharaj, “It would be good if you called Bhagatji to Gadhada for Jal Jhilani.” Acharya Maharaj 
 immediately wrote a letter to Bhagatji. Shastri Yagnapurushdasji had Acharya Maharaj sign this letter and 
 stamp it with his personal seal of approval. He then took it and placed it in the post box in Anand. If he 
 had posted it from Vartal, the possibility remained that the letter could have been retrieved again if 
 someone happened to change their mind. Therefore, with his foresight, he posted it from Anand. Shastri 
 Yagnapurushdasji then obtained one-rupee worth of postcards. He wrote to all the villages where 
 devotees who had affection for Bhagatji lived and sent these postcards off. On the postcards he had 
 written: ‘Bhagatji is coming to Gadhada for the Jal Jhilani festival. Everyone is invited to come. (Pg.441) 

 4.  In the month of August 1897 (Shravan, VS 1953), Shastri Yagnapurushdasji had endeavored enormously 
 from Rajkot to arrange for Bhagatji to be invited to Junagadh. As a result of these efforts, Acharya 
 Viharilalji Maharaj happily wrote a letter embossed with his personal seal to Bhagatji in Mahuva. In the 
 letter, he informed Bhagatji: ‘Please come to the Janmashtami festival in Junagadh. Try to be there by 
 Shravan vad 6 (18 August 1897).’ As soon as he received this letter, Bhagatji decided to make his way to 
 Junagadh. Many years previously, in 1865 (VS 1921), he had received a letter with the same seal 
 instructing him to leave Junagadh because he had been excommunicated. Now, 32 years later, he was to 
 return because of Acharya Maharaj’s command. Bhagatji believed this to be the fruit of Bhagwan 
 Swaminarayan’s and Gunatitanand Swami’s grace. Naturally, he was overjoyed with Shastri 
 Yagnapurushdasji’s intelligence. What could be said of Shastri Yagnapurushdasji? This sadhu had shunned 
 the pride of his community and the pride of renunciation. All along, he had kept faith in Bhagatji Maharaj 
 – who was param ekantik, in whom the true qualities of the Satpurush were evident and in whom  

  Bhagwan Swaminarayan eternally resided. He believed Bhagatji to be the manifest form of Bhagwan 
 Swaminarayan and Gunatitanand Swami. He believed him to be the gateway to moksha. He did not heed 
 the hardships of the body, humiliation, insults or any other difficulties that came in his way of spiritually 
 associating with Bhagatji by thought, word and deed. He had but one aim. By serving such a 
 Brahmaswarup Sant, he strived to please him in any which way he could. To succeed in his aim, he 
 associated with Bhagatji in Vartal, Gadhada, and Mahuva and wherever else in Gujarat he had the 
 opportunity. He went to these places prepared to shun the pride of worldly reputation and face the 
 wrath of the opponents and immersed himself in spiritual association with Bhagatji. With Bhagwan 
 Swaminarayan’s grace, he had become one with Bhagatji. Just as the gopis had renounced their relatives 
 and associated with Shri Krishna Bhagwan by thought, word and deed, and became one with Mukund 
 Bhagwan; in the same way, Shastri Yagnapurushdasji renounced his all and disregarded the fear of what 
 other sadhus might say. Accepting Bhagatji as the manifest form of Bhagwan Swaminarayan, he became 
 totally absorbed in pleasing him. Shastri Yagnapurushdasji had publicly proclaimed the glory of Bhagatji 



 wherever he went, be it during a discourse or to those whom he was studying under. His final resolve 
 was soon to be realized. He felt that it would indeed be the icing on the cake, if Bhagatji were to be 
 received with great honor at the very place where he had served Gunatitanand Swami day and night 
 with sincerity for many years. Junagadh was also the same place where he been insulted and forced to 
 leave when he was excommunicated from Satsang. To achieve this, Shastri Yagnapurushdasji had worked 
 in the background. It eventually culminated in a letter he wrote a letter to Acharya Viharilalji Maharaj in 
 Vartal requesting that Bhagatji be welcomed back at the very same place. Accepting his request, Acharya 
 Viharilalji Maharaj had a letter written, embossed with his seal, inviting Bhagatji to the festival of 
 Janmashtami in Junagadh, due to be celebrated on 20 August 1897. (Pg.479, 480) 

 
 Q.8  Describe any THREE of the following incidents and give your thoughts. (Write incidents in eight lines  
  and thoughts in four lines.) (Total Marks: 12) 
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 1. I will give him Shriji Maharaj, the maker of the footprints. (page 252).  
 1.  Incident: Before Vignananand Swami had passed away on 10 June 1885 (Adhik Jeth vad 12, VS 1941), 

 he had given Ramratan Swami, a sadhu from his group, a pair of Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s footprints. 
 These had faded over time and Ramratan Swami made quite a fuss to try and obtain a better pair. His 
 attention fell on the pair Yagnapurushdasji owned and so, once he approached Bhagatji, saying, 
 “Please exchange my pair of footprints with the one Yagnapurushdasji has.” To appease Ramratandas 
 Bhagatji Maharaj requested Yagnapurushdas to exchange his footprint, instead Ramratandas was greedy  

  so, he asked Bhagatji Maharaj whether he could keep both the pairs. Bhagatji was dismayed to see his  
  selfishness and knew this was wrong, but he kept quiet. Noticing that Bhagatji was dismayed, 

 Yagnapurushdasji said to him, “Why are you sad? I will do whatever you want me to do.” In order to 
 please Bhagatji Maharaj Yagnapurushdasji willingly gave up his footprints. This little gesture pleased 
 Bhagatji Maharaj. Acharya Maharaj soon heard about this incident and summoned Bhagatji. He 
 overlooked Bhagatji’s elevated spiritual state because of his own status as acharya and scolded him. 
 “You do not understand the workings of Satsang. The leader of Vignananand Swami’s group needs to 
 keep the footprints with him. Only then will other sadhus stay with him.” Bhagatji’s response was bold. 
 “I will give him Shriji Maharaj, the maker of the footprints, so that many sadhus will stay with him. 
 There’s no need for you to worry.” Acharya Maharaj felt Bhagatji’s divine aura and immediately 
 forsook his regal authority.  

  Thoughts: A person who spend time with Gunatit had become like Gunatit is the one who is not be 
 able to give Shriji Maharaj’s footprints but instead he is able to give the God who had given the 
 footprints. Also, he who is in Gunatit state is the only one who is able to say such divine words. 

  
 2.  “Blessed be your soul, Yagnapurushdas!” (page 257-258). 
  Incident: Thinking that Bhagatji would be in Vartal, Dajibhai Barot of Nar had travelled there to meet 

 him, but he was disappointed. Nevertheless, he happened to meet Yagnapurushdasji, who said to him, 
 “Bhagatji must be in Nadiad, so it is best that you go there.” Before Dajibhai left, Yagnapurushdasji 
 gave him Harikrishna Maharaj’s sanctified garland of jasmine buds and a gourd, and said to him, 
 “Please place this garland on Bhagatji on my behalf and also gift him this gourd from me.” When he got 
 to Nadiad, Dajibhai found out that Bhagatji had gone to Vadodara. Immediately, he left for Vadodara. 
 When he reached there, the devotees informed him that Bhagatji was currently in Chansad, so Dajibhai 
 went there. He was very eager to have Bhagatji’s darshan! Finally, he met Bhagatji in Chansad. Bhagatji 
 embraced him when he saw him and asked him about the latest news in Vartal. As instructed, Dajibhai 
 placed the garland he had been given and gifted Bhagatji the gourd to Bhagatji, mentioning that 
 Yagnapurushdasji had sent both of them from Vartal. Greatly pleased, Bhagatji said, “Blessed be your 
 soul, Yagnapurushdas! Blessed be your soul! May your fortunes be forever good! You have gone to 
 great lengths for this Pragji Bhakta.” Bhagatji was so pleased that he repeated these three times. 
 Dajibhai stood there, astonished to see how much love Bhagatji had towards Shastri Yagnapurushdasji.



 Thoughts: Satpurush does not look what the devotee has offered instead he looks at the devotion of the 
 devotee. On the other hand, the devotee would go out of his way to please the Satpurush the best way 
 he could. 

      
 3.  Verses extolling Bhagatji’s virtues. (page 323). 
  Incident: Bhagatji discoursed until the evening arti, after which everyone bowed to him and sat down  
  around him. Bhagatji then said, “If there is anyone who knows any bhajans, please sing them.” They 

 sang Narsinh Mehta’s “Mārā Harji shu het na dise re, teno sang shid karie…’ followed by Muktanand 
 Swami’s “Mārā Vālāji shu vhālap dise re, teno sang shid tajie…”. Bhagatji then said, “If anyone knows 
 any bhajans describing the divine incidents of God by heart, please do sing them.” Someone commented, 
 “Yagnapurushdasji has composed a verse in Sanskrit. Please ask him to recite it.” Bhagatji agreed, and 
 Yagnapurushdasji recited the following nine verses extolling Bhagatji’s virtues, beginning with “Jnāna-
 dharma-suvirakti-shālinam…” and ending with “Shriman-nirgunamurtaye cha vibhave…”. 
 Yagnapurushdasji also explained their meaning. This pleased Bhagatji and he asked him to repeat the 
 verses. Bhagatji was greatly pleased with Yagnapurushdasji’s wisdom and devotion to his guru. 
 Thoughts: Whatever education one has acquired if used it in recognizing the divinity of God and an 
 ekantik Satpurush, also understanding their greatness and their teachings, and sharing that knowledge 
 to others, then it is said the education is used wisely. Therefore, use our knowledge and education in 
 talking with utmost faith, about the greatness of God and an ekantik Satpurush. By doing so God and 
 Satpurush will be very pleased and we will achieve ultimate liberation.   

      
 4.  Bhagatji blesses Yagnapurushdasji. (pages 475-476). 
  Incident: Yagnapurushdasji, Bhagatji said, “Please address us.” The other sadhus also insisted that 

 Yagnapurushdasji speak. Shastri Yagnapurushdasji understood Bhagatji’s wish and began to speak. He 
 said, “To attain the human body rare indeed. Given that, to find a Satpurush is even rarer. Within that, 
 to recognize the ekantik Sant – who possesses conviction of Brahman – and to spiritually associate with 
 him is extremely rare. A person who has attained this much has achieved everything there is to 
 achieve. There is nothing else left to achieve for one’s moksha.” So, saying, he recited the following 
 shlok: “Prasangam-ajaram pāsham-ātmanaha kavayo viduhu |Sa eva sādhushu kruto moksha-dvāram-
 apāvrutam || - Shrimad Bhagavat (3.25.20). “If a person maintains profound love towards the Ekantik 
 Sant of God just as resolutely as he maintains profound love towards his own relatives, then the 
 gateway to liberation opens for him.” Having said that, Yagnapurushdasji fell silent. Bhagatji said, “He  

  only spoke for a short while, but he spoke so well and incorporated the essence of the shastras in what 
 he said.” Bhagatji then got up, went to the center of the assembly towards Shastri Yagnapurushdasji 
 and said, “Well done, Swami!” Having said that, Bhagatji placed both of his hands on Shastri 
 Yagnapurushdasji’s head. One devotee protested, “You are a householder. You cannot just place your 
 hands on a sadhu’s head. Why did you do that?” “I have not placed them, Sahajanand Swami has placed  

  them!” Bhagatji responded. These words silenced the devotee and he began to realize the true 
 greatness of Bhagatji as well as of Shastri Yagnapurushdasji.  

  Thoughts: According to Vachanamrut Gadhada I 27 Shriji Maharaj said that Everything Ekantik Sant  
  does God is always with him. Therefore, when Bhagatji Maharaj placed his hands on 

 Yagnapurushdasji’s head, they were not his hands but instead they were Sahajanand Swami’s hands.  
  There is quote, ‘The aspirant whose hands are equal to God’s hands……. then he sure is God’.    
 
 5.  Rangacharya has Bhagatji’s Darshan. (pages 383-384). 
  Incident: Shastri Rangacharya from Vadodara was Shastri Yagnapurushdasji’s teacher. During this period,  
  he had heard about Bhagatji’s greatness from his pupil and he came for Bhagatji’s darshan. His 

 accommodation was arranged with that of Yagnapurushdasji. After bathing, Yagnapurushdasji took him 
 for Bhagatji’s darshan. Bhagatji had just finished performing darshan in the mandir and was about to 
 make his way back to his residence, when they happened to meet each other next to the mandir gate. 
 “This is my guru Pragji Bhakta,” Yagnapurushdasji said whilst introducing Bhagatji. Rangacharya 
 immediately prostrated to him in the compound. “My guru, Rangacharya, is bowing to you,” 



 Yagnapurushdasji said, introducing his teacher to Bhagatji. Bhagatji immediately held his hands, lifted 
 him up and affectionately embraced him. Just by this initial darshan, Rangacharya realized Bhagatji’s 
 spiritual state. He saw all of the characteristics of a Brahmaswarup Sant – as had been described by 
 Yagnapurushdasji – in Pragji Bhakta. Rangacharya became emotional. Bhagatji understood exactly what 
 was going through his mind and blessed him by placing his hand on his back. Before he left, he said to 
 him, “Please make sure you are there for the murti-pratishtha tomorrow.” Bhagatji then carried on 
 walking to his residence. The sadhus were outraged when they heard that Rangacharya had prostrated to 
 Bhagatji. They criticized Yagnapurushdasji and said, “Should you be forcing such knowledge onto 
 someone who does not share our faith?” They also said to Rangacharya, “Why did you offer prostrations 
 to a tailor?” Rangacharya response was bold, “What do you know? He is an ekantik devotee and his 
 greatness is limitless. He is an eternally God-realized holy person, not an ordinary fakir!”  

  Thoughts:  When God and Ekantik Sant, out of compassion favor us then only we will be able to 
 recognize their true divine form. Like in Bhagavat Yadav’s stayed with Lord Krishna all their life but was  

  not able recognize his true divine form. 
 

March 2016 
 
 1.  Yagnapurushdasji is permitted to wear saffron again. (pages 365-366). 
  Incident: After the Kartik festival of November 1890 (VS 1947), Acharya Maharaj travelled through the 

 villages in the districts of Kanam, Vakal, and Vadodara to make home visits. On his way, he happened 
 to meet Yagnapurushdasji in the village of Kandari. He noticed he was wearing a single saffron garment 
 and he asked, “Why are you dressed like this?” Having said that, he asked him to wear full saffron 
 clothes again and reinitiated him as a sadhu in early 1891. Meanwhile, Acharya Maharaj went with the 
 group to Pipli. While he was here, he called Yagnapurushdasji to his residence. “Has Vignandasji 
 acquired all of Bhagatji’s knowledge of the Vachanamrut? What is left to acquire?” he asked 
 Yagnapurushdasji affectionately. “Bhagatji has helped him to master all the Vachanamruts and he 
 continually offers devotion to God. Bhagatji is able to retract the vruttis of his senses and bring them 
 into his heart. He also speaks while beholding Shriji Maharaj. However, Vignandasji has still to perfect 
 this,” Yagnapurushdasji replied. “I was afraid that Bhagatji’s divine knowledge of God might just pass 
 away with him,” Acharya Maharaj said. “He will not leave his body without making someone else 
 achieve a spiritual state such as his. There’s no need to worry about that,” Shastri Dharmatanaydas 
 added. “Very well! You should not say anything that might cause any difficulties for at least this coming 
 year. After that, I will definitely ask Bhagatji to come here. You have affection for me, and therefore I 
 wish to do as you say and fulfill your wishes. I also want to ensure that Bhagatji’s knowledge spreads 
 everywhere,” Acharya Maharaj said. Shortly after that, Vignandas and Bechar Bhagat were also 
 reinitiated as sadhus. 

  Thoughts: ‘Sacha devale gunt vagse’ in simple words truth always prevails. The saints who were very 
 devoted to Bhagatji Maharaj, had faced unbearable challenges yet they did not leave Bhagatji Maharaj. 
 Since they were with the truth, they had no choice but to accept the saints back into the sainthood. 
 Acharya even promised to help spread Bhagatji Maharaj’s true knowledge.  

   
 2.  Austerities in Mahuva for the liberation of his disciples. (page 503). 
  Incident: After arriving in Mahuva sometime around August or September 1894, Bhagatji started  malas  
  for the happiness of his disciples and undertook austerities. Every day, Bhagatji would bathe at 4:00 a.m.  
  and then go to the mandir. There, he would engage in mansi puja, followed by puja. He would also ask 

 for the shastras to be read; he would listen to discourses and meditate from 7:00 a.m. until 11:00 a.m. He  
  would then go home to eat lunch, which consisted of a milk mixture and some rotli. Bhagatji had not  
  taken salt for several years. Having eaten, he would return to the mandir and sit in meditation from 1:00  

 p.m. until 5:00 p.m. and would then give discourses. Then after asking Fulchand Sheth to read the 
shastras, he would give the devotees of Mahuva bliss with his discourses.  



  Thoughts: In Badrinath, Lord Narnarayan is performing austerity for the wellbeing of their devotees of 
 Bharatkhand. (India). Same way Bhagatji too performed austerity for the benefit of the devotees and 
 saints who had given their best for Bhagatji Maharaj. 

 
 3.  This spiritual association will leave no lingering faults. (page 318). 
  Incident: Once Purushottam Swami went so deep into meditation, that he could no longer see the 

 drawbacks he had already conquered. However, the latent instincts, such as lust, whose roots had not 
 been eradicated, were awakened. These disturbed him, made him unhappy, and eventually woke him up 

  from his meditation. When he awoke, Bhagatji was sitting opposite him, smiling! Purushottam Swami 
 was pleased to see Bhagatji, but deeply regretted the influence of his instincts. “Maharaj! We have 
 physically tolerated hardships in order to be with you. Out of sheer compassion, you allowed us to stay  

  with you and benefit from your company…” Saying that much, Purushottam Swami broke down and was  
  unable to speak further. Bhagatji smiled and said, “An unripe fruit is sour, but it becomes sweet when it 

 ripens. The faults bothering you will go with the association you currently have.” Bhagatji revealed the 
 instincts that were troubling him and gave him peace. The Gadhada sadhus were lost in thought when 
 they saw this sadhu crying, but Bhagatji reassured them, “This sadhu stayed here,  had your darshan and 
 heard your discourses. See how humble he is now. He is crying because he has to  leave you.” These 
 words kept all of the others happy.  

  Thoughts: When one associate with God or saint then no faults will linger. 
      
 4.  The everlasting light of the knowledge of Brahman. (page 200) 
  Incident: Initially, Bhagatji stayed with Shukanand Swami in Umreth. When Shukanand Swami  
  experienced Bhagatji’s discourses, his ways of interaction and his saintliness, he felt, “Indeed,  
  Gunatitanand Swami was truly great, and all his grace has fallen upon Bhagatji. If this were not the 

 case, it would not be possible for him to have such humility and devotion to God. Neither would it be  
  possible for him to speak so well or to serve as he is doing.” Shukanand Swami was very impressed with  
  Bhagatji. He would request Bhagatji to discourse in the assembly as much as possible. Bhagatji also 

 served Shukanand Swami well and pleased him. He even wrote out a beautiful copy of the Vachanamrut 
 for him. Bhagatji ignited deep affection for Gunatitanand Swami within Shukanand Swami. He also 
 fostered Shukanand Swami’s atmabuddhi towards Swami, knowing that even jnan and vairagya are of no 
 use without atmabuddhi towards Brahman. Bhagatji also explained the importance of having such a clear 
 goal. Bhagatji had attained the master key of the knowledge of Brahman. Gunatitanand Swami had 
 opened up the reservoir of the knowledge of Brahman in Junagadh, and Bhagatji sustained this reservoir 
 while he travelled throughout the Satsang. Before Shuk Swami went to Dham Bhagatji spent 2 –3 years 
 with him. After that Bhagatji started traveling to Bochasan, Umreth and surrounding villages with 
 Pavitranand Swami who made Bhagatji Maharaj give out the discourses. Wherever Bhagatji went, day 
 and night, it seemed as if his only mission was to liberate everyone and make them Brahmarup before 
 taking them to Akshardham.  

  Thoughts: God and the Sant never leaves from here. God is always ever present through someone who 
 continues to teach brahman vidhya. Also, door to liberation is ever open through the Gunatit Sant. 

 
 5.  Come to Junagadh and I will make you Brahmarup. (page 154). 
  Incident: Gunatitanand Swami was present in the assembly as was Jhaverilalbhai of Nadiad with his 

 father, Ullasrambhai. They were both engrossed in Swami’s darshan. Shukanand Swami asked one of 
 his disciple sadhus to bring some dhotis, which he gave to Jhaverilal. “Please perform Swami’s pujan 
 and gift him these dhotis,” Shukanand Swami told Jhaverilal. Shukanand Swami introduced him to  Swami  

  saying, “Swami, he is a very good satsangi. Ever since he honored me in Nadiad with these dhotis, we 
 have kept them for you and Acharya Maharaj.” Swami looked at Jhaverilal and said, “You  will be blessed 
 with the company of a noble and ekantik person.” Shortly after, a devotee called Trayambaklal arrived 
 there and asked Swami, “I have become a widower. What shall I do now?” “Come to Junagadh and I will  

  make you brahmarup,” Swami replied. Having said that, Swami took one glance at him and all his desires  



  ceased. Dharmaswarupanand – a brahmachari who had met Maharaj –also said to Swami, “Swami, the 
 instinct of taste does not bother me, but other instincts do.” “Although one quality has been developed, 
 the rest remain to be developed. If you come to Junagadh, I will help you to perfect the other 29  

  qualities,” Swami replied. Gunatitanand Swami gave many such motivating discourses in the assembly, 
 speaking about becoming brahmarup through keeping the association of  the Satpurush. The spiritual  

  endeavors of those who understood this would bear fruits. Once, a sadhu  came to perform Swami’s  
  pujan. “Sadhuram! Why are you performing pujan?” Swami asked him. Shukanand Swami answered on 

 that sadhu’s behalf and said, “He is about to start reading  the Bhagavat.” “First, you should learn  
  upasana  from a good sadhu; only then study the Bhagavat. Otherwise, your upasana will change,”  
  Swami told that sadhu. On another occasion, there was a Vadodara Brahmin called Keshavlal from 

 Mahemdavad. He said to Swami, “At the present time, Pragji Bhakta speaks about upasana. I developed 
 the conviction that Maharaj is supreme God, and that you are Mul Akshar when I heard his talks last year.  

  Harikrishna Bhatt, Jibhai Shelat, Prabhudas Barot and Lallubhai also developed such deep  conviction by 
 hearing his talks. His discourses are beyond what we would normally describe as excellent. They pacify 
 everyone’s hearts.” Swami listened and just smiled silently to himself.    

  Thoughts: Swami looked at Jhaverilal and said, “You will be blessed with the company of a noble and  
  ekantik person.” Swami was Aksharbrahma therefore he was able to make others Brahmarup. Swami 

 also advised that our Upasana should be firm before we attempt to learn about other avatars or else 
 there is a chance that upasana might change.  

 
March 2017 

 
 1.  There are women in your heart. (page 354).  
  Incidents: Many new aspirants received initiation from Bhagatji in Bhadrod. One of these was Reno 

 Pancholi, who became a satsangi. The head of the Bhadreshwar Mandir was 80 years old and he had two 
 sons named Suryabharathi and Shambhubharathi. Suryabharathi lacked character and wasted the 
 household money on immoral habits. Once, he happened to come for Bhagatji’s darshan. Bhagatji 
 revealed his inner thoughts and bluntly told him, “There are women in your heart, and you are wasting 
 your household’s wealth. If you continue along this path, it can only lead to hell.” These words jolted him. 
 Impressed with Bhagatji, he soon accepted initiation and became a satsangi.    

       Thoughts: ‘tan ki jane manki jane jane chitki chori uski age kya chhipavu jike hath me dori’ means what 
 can one hide from the person who is the knower of everything and one’s life is in his hands. God and 
 Satpurush recognize our every inner feeling. At appropriate time they would show their ability and guide 
 us in the right direction. 

 
 2. Final blessings and advice. (page 676). 
  Incidents: One day, Bhagatji gathered all the men and women – his relatives, near and dear ones, and 

 those who had served him. He wanted to let them have his final contact and, for the sake of their own 
 moksha, he wanted them to realize that he was completely nirdosh – faultless. Firstly, he asked the 
 ladies, “Revered mothers, we must have walked together on many occasions, such as, during pilgrimages 
 or whilst meeting relatives or at community functions or when visiting other villages. However, tell me 
 have I ever stared at any of you?” With folded hands the women replied, “Maharaj! You have never 
 looked at us for a prolonged time. In fact, many times we felt that, ‘If your vision fell on us even once, 
 then our spiritual work would be complete.’ However, your eyes constantly remained downcast. In your 
 vicinity, all of our faults subside. You are the great ekantik of Shriji, and the beloved king of devotees.” 
 When Bhagatji realized their feelings, he was very pleased. He then said to all of them, “Please listen. 
 Maharaj is now going to come to collect me. However, you should follow all of the niyams properly. If 
 you have made any lapse until now, then it has been forgiven. If you do not break the niyams from now 
 onwards, then I will take you to Akshardham; however, if you do break the niyams, then I will have 
 nothing whatsoever to do with you.” Having said that, he asked his nephew, Naranbhai, for 200 rupees. 
 In this way, Bhagatji gave all of them this valuable advice along with his final blessings.  



  Thoughts: God and Satpurush will never disregard their disciples. On other hand God and Satpurush do 
 not have any affection towards souls who are free willed and ignore their teachings. 

   
 3. The unobstructed Vision of Tulsi Dave. (pages 611-613). 
  Incident: Tulsi Dave of Botad. “Tulsi Dave came to Botad to spiritually associate with Swami. Swami was 

 very pleased with the way he used to read the Vachanamrut. He took him to Junagadh and kept him 
 close by. After a few days, Swami asked him, ‘Tulsi, do you have the desire to see anything [divine]?’ So 
 Tulsi replied, ‘Yes’. Swami then said, ‘Please make your way to the kitchen. Make ladus using half a pound 
 of turmeric, half a pound of oil and half a pound of gur. Once you have finished eating them, sit down to 
 meditate.’ Tulsi Maharaj followed these instructions and sat down to meditate. After three hours, he 
 entered samadhi and had darshan of Maharaj and Swami in Akshardham. There were infinite muktas 
 seated in Maharaj’s vicinity. They were in front of him, behind him and were all performing darshan of 
 Maharaj’s murti. At this point, he asked Maharaj, ‘How can the muktas sitting far away on the sides or 
 those behind you, have your darshan?’ Maharaj asked him to go to those places and have darshan for 
 himself. When he went there for darshan, he noticed that Maharaj would appear to be close to every 
 single mukta. He also had darshan of Maharaj within the body of every mukta. Seeing these 
 extraordinary things, he asked Maharaj, ‘Maharaj, what is your maya like?’ Maharaj replied, ‘It is not 
 worth seeing.’ However, he kept insisting and so Maharaj asked him to look down. There, he saw the 
 darkness of maya going further than his vision could stretch. As soon as he had seen that, he immediately 
 entered his body again. “In this way, he attained unobstructed vision through Swami’s grace. He could 
 constantly see Maharaj and Swami. He even attained such powers that enabled him to walk through 
 walls. When others saw his ways, they thought he was mad. If they locked him up, he would pass through 
 the wall and sit in the assembly hall. On one occasion, he came and stood next to Swami in the assembly 
 hall. Swami said, ‘This crazy person won’t let us enjoy our devotion and remembrance of God. Please 
 could someone at least ask him what he wants to do?’ They asked Tulsi Dave, who replied, ‘I want to 
 offer pujan to Swami, offer him thaal and perform his arti.’ Hearing his request, Swami said, ‘Fine, do as 
 you please.’ So, he offered pujan to Swami and began performing the arti. Swami knew that it was not 
 right to perform a sadhu’s arti and realized that others would find this inappropriate if they saw this. 
 Therefore, Swami took Thakorji’s murti in his lap and allowed Tulsi to perform the arti. One of the sadhus 
 started to tell him off and said, ‘How can you perform the arti of a sadhu?’ Tulsi replied, ‘What sadhu?’ 
 The sadhu said, ‘This Gunatitanand Swami is a sadhu.’ Tulsi revealed, ‘You may see him as a sadhu, but I 
 see him as the very form of Shriji Maharaj.’ Tulsi’s vision had changed through Swami’s grace and 
 because of this, he possessed special powers. Nevertheless, due to shortcomings in his knowledge, this 
 did not last and eventually, Swami withdrew his powers.”  

  Thoughts: When God’s or Satpurush’s compassionate vision falls upon a soul (jiva) then without putting  
  much effort he will gain the eternal bliss of Akshardham together with all omniscient powers. After 

 achieving such divine pleasure, the soul cannot keep that for very long due to the shortcomings in his 
 knowledge. 

 
 4. Rathod Devotees Prevented from Bowing at Swami’s Feet (page 126).  
  Incident: Pavitranand Swami developed a dislike for Gunatitanand Swami because he openly supported 

 Bhagatji and did not reprimand him. On the following day in the assembly, he confronted Swami. 
 “Swami, you have given omniscient powers to Pragji, but he is revealing the inner thoughts of good 
 people and embarrassing them. How can you give miraculous powers to such an unsuitable person?” “He 
 has served me great deal and has continuous devotion to God, he performs austerities all the time and 
 he has renounced the worldly pleasures therefore I could not help but give him these powers; it was as 
 though my hand was forced,” Swami replied. Pavitranand Swami did not say anything more on this point. 
 He was still annoyed and decided to give Swami a piece of his mind in public. He announced in the 
 assembly, “Swami, you often give discourse on the Dharmamrut, but Khojo Bhagat and Rathod Bhagat 
 still come and touch your feet. Please make sure this stops.” “Very well,” Swami replied. The following 
 day, a group of dedicated Rathod devotees came from Mahuva and Gondal. When they tried to bow 
 down to Swami, he said, “No one is to touch my feet. Pavitranand Swami has placed a restriction on 



 that.” “We used to touch the feet of Gopalanand Swami and Raghuvirji Maharaj, there can’t be any new 
 rules now,” the devotees protested. When Swami heard this, he said, “If you have that much love for me, 
 then I will let you touch my hand. Pavitranand Swami has placed a restriction on people touching my 
 feet, and therefore, I will not let you touch them.” Gunatitanand Swami stretched out his hand and all 
 the devotees felt great peace when they touched it. Bhagvatprasadji Maharaj and the other sadhus in the 
 assembly saw this and smiled. Acharya Maharaj also commented, “The ways of the Jogi are indeed 
 divine. 

  Thoughts: Gunatitanand Swami always stood by Bhagatji Maharaj. He wisely used to resolve any  
  objection created by Sadgurus. He would please everyone. 
 
 5. The Gunatit Style of Bhagatji’s discourses (page 496). 
  Incidents: One day Bhagatji was addressing the assembly when Krishnaswarup Swami said, “I had last 

 heard such talks from Gunatitanand Swami in Junagadh. Today, I am hearing them from you. I can see 
 with my own eyes that the style in your discourses is similar to that of Gunatit.” So, saying, he added, 
 “Pragji Bhakta! Who will be able to comprehend such talks today? Therefore, do not open your stash of 
 diamonds and pearls without a customer.” Bhagatji replied, “Perhaps no one will be able to capture them 
 today. Nonetheless, at least people will know that ekantik dharma is present on earth.” Everyone was 
 pleased with these words.  

  Thoughts: How well you serve your Guru you will earn his quality accordingly. Bhagatji served 
 Gunatitanand Swami whole heartedly therefore he too became Gunatit and his talks were Gunatit too. 
 Swami continued his talks not looking at the deserving or not deserving devotees. His only goal was that 
 the devotee might not understand at the time but sooner or later his talks might help just because the 
 devotee listened to his talks. 
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 1. Keep Working Hard and Offering Devotion to God (pages 503-504). 
  Incident: In the month of December 1894 (Magshar, VS 1951), Purushottam, the carpenter from Gondal, 

 came to Mahuva for Bhagatji’s darshan. He noticed that Bhagatji was meditating in the mandir, so after 
 having his darshan, he sat down in the mandir. When Bhagatji eventually arose from his meditation at 
 10:00 a.m., he noticed the carpenter there. “You are happy, aren’t you?” Bhagatji asked. “Maharaj, 
 through your grace I am happy,” he replied. Bhagatji asked the carpenter to stay in the mandir for five 
 days and asked him to help serve by painting. The day on which he was due to return to Gondal, he felt 
 that he had missed the chance to gain any happiness from Bhagatji’s discourses, even though he had 
 been in the mandir for five days. On that same day, Bhagatji sat next to him and said, “Shriji Maharaj told 
 Somla Khachar to behold his murti internally and contemplate on the discourses he had heard. Similarly, 
 if you do not do this, you will regret it afterwards.” Expressing his inner wishes to him in this way, 
 Bhagatji added, “Keep working hard and keep offering devotion to God.” So, saying, Bhagatji smiled and 
 placed two marigold flowers on his ears. The carpenter experienced the bliss of infinite discourses 
 through Bhagatji’s loving affection. Now, he always felt as if Bhagatji was sitting opposite him. Then he 
 began to wonder to himself and concluded that his body was weak, because if it were stronger then he 
 could serve as per Bhagatji’s wishes. He mentioned his worries to Shamjibhai and asked him to inform 
 Bhagatji. The latter said, “The body may become like that of Sudama; however, we still want to grant you 
 Akshardham.” The carpenter experienced peace on hearing this promise and he was confident that he 
 had attained Akshardham because Bhagatji was happy,  

  Thoughts: If you make the Satpurush happy then you are already in Akshardham. Bodily problems will 
 come and go but if we keep praying and keep our mind constantly focused on God while doing our 
 daily chores then we can easily please the Satpurush.  

 
 2. Bhagatji’s command to Yagnapurushdasji (pages 254-255). 
  Incidents: In Surat, one day, Bhagatji sat to discourse at his seat on the middle floor of the assembly hall. 

 Acharya Maharaj also came to hear him speak. At that time, Bhagatji turned his attention towards 



 Yagnapurushdasji. “What are you studying at the moment?” Bhagatji asked the young sadhu. “I have just 
 finished studying the tenth chapter of the Bhagavat,” Yagnapurushdasji replied. “It is my wish that you 
 study Sanskrit grammar.” Bhagatji Maharaj said. “That is fine. I will follow your wish,” Yagnapurushdasji 
 replied humbly. “This sadhu is miraculous. If he studies, he will draw thousands into Satsang,” Bhagatji 
 revealed to Acharya Maharaj. While Bhagatji was speaking, Yagnapurushdasji handed him a book on 
 Sanskrit grammar. Bhagatji said to Acharya Maharaj, “Please teach this sadhu the 12,000 verses of 
 Sanskrit grammar. Meanwhile, I will teach him brahmavidya (the knowledge of Brahman).” Bhagatji then 
 blessed Yagnapurushdasji and said, “By studying Sanskrit grammar, you can keep close contact with 
 Vignandas Swami, and you will gain inner strength.” Vignandas Swami heard this and humbly said, “Both 
 Keshavprasad and Yagnapurushdasji are your disciples. Please speak to them about attaching themselves 
 to the Satpurush.”  

  Thoughts: Satpurush is foresighted therefore he has more than one reason for asking Yagnapurushdasji 
 to study Sanskrit. Bhagatji knew that by spending time with Vignandas Swami he would learn true 
 Upasana and that if studied than he would draw thousands to satsang.   

 
 3. Here is the person who ate the sweet dish. (page 8). 
  Incidents: Once some relatives visited for a meal on a special religious occasion. Pragji Bhakta’s mother 

 made seven-and-a-half pounds of a sweet dish for this occasion. At around mid-morning, Pragji Bhakta 
 said to his mother, “Mother, I am very hungry. Please give me something to eat.” “I will give you some 
 sanctified food after I have offered it to the goddess,” Maluba replied. “There is not long to wait now.” 
 “Offer it to the goddess if you want to, but please give me some now as well,” Pragji Bhakta insisted. 
 Maluba merely ignored this comment. Later, when she went to complete some errands, Pragji Bhakta ate 
 the entire seven-and-a-half pounds of the sweet dish by himself. He then drank some water, climbed into 
 the loft and went to sleep. When Maluba returned, the sweet dish was nowhere to be found and so she 
 questioned her elder son. “Narsinh, what happened to the sweet dish?” “I do not know. Are you sure 
 some stray cat or dog has not eaten it?” Narsinh replied. “The most a cat or dog could eat is half-a-pound 
 or one pound in weight, but where could seven-and-a-half pounds go?” Maluba exclaimed. She was lost 
 in thought for a while and said, “Now I remember. Pragji was asking me earlier for some food. Where has 
 he gone?” They both began to search for him, but they could not find him. After a short while, Pragji 
 Bhakta called out from the loft saying, “Here is the person who ate the sweet dish.” Narsimha’s attention 
 was drawn to this. “What did you say?” he called out. Looking up he saw Pragji and so he shouted out 
 asking him to come down. Then, when Narsinh was just about to hit him with a stick, Pragji Bhakta 
 managed to jump down onto the veranda and escape outside. When others heard about this incident, 
 they felt that this seven-year-old child had performed a miracle. 

  Thoughts: There is a saying, ‘A child’s character is recognized from his behavior in his cradle.’ Likewise, 
 Bhagatji showed his divinity at different occasions during his childhood, and also immediately he would 
 create an illusion so that all the family member could comfortably interact with him.  

 
 4. Bhagatji Is like a Miraculous Wish-Fulfilling Tree. (page 376). 
  Incident: Shastri Yagnapurushdasji and Krishnaprasad Swami were studying in Vadodara. They made 

 their way by boat to Bhavnagar and then came to Gadhada. On arrival in Gadhada, they met someone 
 called Pitambar Purani. “How will you ever get the chance to have darshan of Bhagatji in this large crowd 
 of people?” he asked. Yagnapurushdasji confidently replied, “Bhagatji is like a miraculous wish-fulfilling 
 tree thus fulfilling everyone’s desires.  

  Thoughts: In Vachanamrut Gadhada I 14 Shriji Maharaj said “The profound association of the Satpurush 
 one would attain a magnificent chintamani and kalpavruksh (miraculous wish-fulfilling tree). Likewise 
 Having firm faith in Shriji Maharaj’s words Yagnapurushdasji’s every desire was fulfilled by Bhagatji.
  

 5. Mangalji Thakkar of Rajkot Is Convinced. (page 120).  
  Incidents: About 200 devotees from Rajkot, including Vala Bhagat, Mahadev Maharaj and Mangalji  
  Thakkar eagerly came for Swami’s darshan and to benefit from his company. Mangalji Thakkar asked 

 Pragji Bhakta, “What is this Akshardham that they talk about?” Bhagatji pointed towards Swami and said, 



 “The one sleeping here is Akshardham.” Mangalji Thakkar asked this same question to Swami when he 
 woke up. “It is exactly as Pragji says; now have faith in his words,” Swami confirmed. Mangalji Thakkar 
 was convinced that Swami was Akshar. Having faith in Swami’s words, he also believed Pragji Bhakta to 
 be a very great disciple of Swami. Mangalji Thakkar was convinced that Swami was Akshar. Having faith in 
 Swami’s words, he also believed Pragji Bhakta to be a very great disciple of Swami. That night, Swami 
 announced, “All the devotees of Rajkot should leave.” They did not want to leave, and they all pleaded to 
 Swami, “We have come prepared and we do not need any bedding.” Swami was adamant and said, 
 “Nevertheless, please return home.” The devotees went as far as the river that was situated just outside 
 the town. Mangalji Thakkar came up with an idea and proposed, “Pragji Bhakta has won Swami over, so 
 let us see if we can try to stay here by asking him.” They sent one person to the mandir to call Pragji 
 Bhakta. When Bhagatji came Mangaljibhai asked Bhagatji if he could try and persuade Swami to let them 
 stay one night so they could enjoy Swami’s discourses. Bhagatji agreed so they turned back. He then 
 went to Swami with Mangalji Thakkar “These devotees of Rajkot want to stay the night. They want to 
 enjoy your company. Please give them permission,” he said. Swami immediately agreed and said, “That is 
 fine, please do call them back.” Mangalji Thakkar was amazed to hear this and he appreciated Bhagatji’s 
 greatness all the more. 

  Thoughts: Have firm faith in Satpurush. Swami will never delay in fulfilling his beloved devotees’ desires.  
  

March 2019 
 

 1. Ground breaking ceremony for a memorial at the place where the final rites of Pragji Bhakta were 
 performed. (553-554) 

  The cremation of Bhagatji Maharaj’s body was performed on the southwestern corner of Harjivan  
  Khimji Mehta’s field,3 situated on the banks for the Malan River. This is a very sacred place. Acharya 

 Raghuvirji Maharaj stayed here when he visited Mahuva on 14 February 1847 (Maha vad 14, VS 903) 
 with 400 ‘nand’ sadhus, including Gopalanand Swami, Nityanand Swami, Shukanand Swami and 
 Bhaiatmanand Swami, and also Somla Khachar, Harji Thakkar, Shivlalbhai and Mulji Brahmachari. Acharya 
 Viharilalji Maharaj also stayed here when he came to celebrate the Fuldol  festival. Knowing this place to 
 be holy, Bhagatji’s cremation rites were performed here. Bhagwanjibhai, son of Bhagatji’s nephew, 
 Naranbhai, had tried for many years to obtain this land; however, all his letters of request were left 
 unanswered by the local office. On 22 September 1951 (Bhadarva vad 7, VS 2007), Brahmaswarup  Yogiji  

  Maharaj visited Mahuva and stayed at the deputy collector’s place. The officer advised Yogiji Maharaj to  
  meet him in person regarding this matter. That night, Yogiji Maharaj said two to three times, “We want 
  to meet the deputy collector.” Bhagwanjibhai and Nagardasbhai  informed him that the correspondence 

 in connection with this matter had reached the Bhavnagar office. “If the correspondence has been sent 
 to Bhavnagar, please bring the file number and date it was sent there, ”Yogiji Maharaj said. They went to 
 the office the following day to obtain this. They learnt that the correspondence was still lying there.  

  Through this incident, one can realize why Yogiji Maharaj had insisted so much in this matter. He knew 
 what had happened through his omniscience. Yogiji Maharaj took the officer with him and went to meet 
 the deputy collector. He said to him, “This is our guru’s place, so please ensure that you give it to us.” 
 However, for whatever reason, the correspondence went to Bhavnagar and it returned with an 
 endorsement of rejection for that land. However, prior to this, Yogiji Maharaj had written to Hirjibhai of 
 Talaja and Ganatra Saheb. He wrote, ‘Please help us in obtaining this land.’ The Collector Shri Jobanputra 
 also happened to live there, and they spoke to him about the matter too. While the collector was on a 
 short visit to Mahuva, he  immediately summoned Bhagwanjibhai – who had applied for the land – to  

  come and show him the location. Once he had seen the location, he drew up a contract and said there 
 and then, “I will provide you with confirmation of possession for this land right now.” Thus, through Yogiji 
 Maharaj’s wishes, this land was procured immediately. Once this land had been obtained, the foundation 
 stone-laying ceremony of a beautiful memorial shrine was performed by Ishwarbhai Prabhudas on 23 
 September 1953 (Bhadarva sud 15, VS 2009). The consecration of Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s footprints 
 on the cremation shrine of Brahmaswarup Bhagatji Maharaj was performed by Brahmaswarup Yogiji 



 Maharaj on 3 June 1957 (Jeth sud 5, VS 2013). Presently, this Deri has become a holy place of pilgrimage, 
 visited by devotees the world over. 

  Thoughts: The actions of Satpurush are always simple and meaningful. They are directed towards  
  dedication for their gurus. 
 
 2. If an elephant is stuck, only another elephant can free it. (426-427) 
  Bhagatji continued, “It is very difficult to attain this Satsang and once it is attained, it is very difficult to  
  sustain it. Others were responsible for spoiling it for poor Ganpatram, but he went to listen to others, and  
  that’s why he was  ruined. If you want to succeed in Satsang, always keep the contact of the great. 
  Recognize bad company and shun it. When I was travelling from Vansda to Vartal, Desai told me, ‘Spread  
  Satsang.’ I replied, ‘If an elephant is stuck, it can only be removed by another elephant. It will not get free  
  by a goat wailing “baa baa”.’ However, what happens if one does not understand the significance of 
  this? For example, an aspirant such as Desai, who is usually engrossed in activities, is able to put aside the  
  activities when he meets a pure Brahmaswarup Satpurush. On the other hand, if someone tells him, ‘you  
  are very great and very good,’ it will just pamper his ego and the base instincts of his jiva will not be 
  eradicated through those words. One should encourage others. To remove one’s faults, it may be  
  necessary to be harsh.” “Maharaj! If the murti remains continually in the heart, then one’s faults may

 dissolve. How can one seize the murti?” Chaturbhai asked. Bhagatji smiled and replied, “Behold the murti  
  using your vruttis as a thread. If you employ this method, you will be happy in all of your affairs. Read 
  Vachanamrut, Vartal 4 and endeavor in the way described. The murti is the wish-fulfilling gem; it will  
  fulfil all your mental resolves. If you imbibe saintliness, you will be able to capture the murti. Remember  
  that God helped King Yudhishthira on seeing his saintliness; therefore, learn saintliness and walk along  
  that path.” 
  Thoughts: It is difficult to get rid of our faults, but if we work on diligently, we can do it. The murti is the 

 wish-fulfilling gem; it will fulfil all our mental resolves. If one imbibes saintliness, one will be able to 
 capture the murti. If one has saintliness, then God always helps. 

 
 3.  Bhagatji has become God! (323) 
  News soon spread throughout Vartal that all of Charotar has gathered in Nadiad and, believing Bhagatji  
  to be like God, they anointed him with sandalwood paste and offered him pujan. On hearing about this, 

 the kothari sent a letter with Narsinh Mehta to Nadiad. It read: ‘Acharya Maharaj is present in Sanghana.  
  Once he arrives, we will send a cart for you, so that you can travel to Vartal. In addition, please ask the 

 devotees of Thasra to return home.’ Once Bhagatji read this letter, he said to the Thasra devotees who  
  had not yet left for home, “I told you from the beginning to go home, but you would not agree. Now

 the Kothari’s command has come, so you have no choice but to go home.” Disappointed, they all of them  
  returned home. 
  Thoughts: Just as God is present in the human form, so is the devil present in the human form. They do  
  not permit one to gain God’s bliss. 
 
 4. I will serve food only after Pragji comes. (32) 
  Swami stayed in Botad to honor the wishes of Shivlalbhai. The latter wanted Swami to serve food to 

 everyone and he was prepared to make whatever Swami wished. Eventually they made ladus, which 
 Swami himself began to serve to everyone. A short while later, Swami noticed that Pragji Bhakta was not  

  Sitting in any of the lines of parshads. “Where is Pragji?” Swami asked. “As Shivlalbhai has said that  
  devotees should eat afterwards, he will eat later,” Ramcharan Swami replied. Hearing this, Swami  
  stopped serving and firmly said, “At least call him here! The poor fellow toils day and night, yet you 
  consider him to be the same as the other devotees? Call him here immediately! I will continue serving 

 only after he comes, otherwise you can serve yourselves!” So, Swami just stood there. Keshav Bhagat ran  
  and called Bhagatji. Swami only restarted serving once Bhagatji had sat down to eat. Bhagatji had pleased 

 Swami so much that Swami could not stay even for a moment without him. There was a boundless flow 
 of love from him towards Pragji Bhakta. Swami stayed in Botad for three days and then went to Junagadh 

  via Gadhada. Meanwhile, Bhagatji went from Gadhada to Mahuva. 



  Thoughts: One should surrender his thoughts to Satpurush and stay in his seva with mind, deed and 
 words. With that one can get Satpurush’s rajipo which is our ultimate goal. 

 
 5. To worship God, forget the ways of the world. (491-492) 
  Bhagatji continued, “This body is similar to a shoe. One wears shoes on the feet so that they are not 

 burnt and to avoid being pricked by thorns, but one cannot wear shoes on one’s head. Similarly, we 
 should extract work, in the form of devotion to God, from this body. On the other hand, if we consider it 
 to be fragile and take too much care of it, then we will not receive happiness. The jiva will only be able to 
 do this when it discards its improper understanding. Through Swami’s grace, it is as though I have God’s 
 hand in my hand and his ear in my ear. Radhikaji used to keep God beside her chest and even if God were 
 forgotten momentarily, she would cry out. Thus, God can be worshipped when one forgets the ways of 
 the world.” Jaga Swami then said, “If the Sant’s grace is on a person, then that person would forget the 
 ways of this world.37 If one serves the great, one will not fall from the spiritual path; otherwise the 
 senses and antahkaran are like a beggar and they can lead one to fall instantly.” Bhagatji then said, “All of 
 those people have great affection for me, but their shoes, that is, their bodies, have not been left aside.  

  Therefore, there is a distance between them and me. This body is simply full of flesh and bones, yet  
  Everyone fails to comprehend this. Those who believe this to be their own form and develop infatuation  
  for it are body-orientated jivas. How can they ever become happy?” Having said that, he added, 

 “Balaramdasji and I used to sit and listen to Swami’s discourses until late night; whereas others kept  
  grudges within themselves. Spiritual bliss cannot be experienced without spiritual association, because it  
  is impossible to do anything without association.” Shastri Yagnapurushdasji then asked, “Does one attain  
  such spiritual association just by chance or through grace?” Bhagatji looked at him and said while smiling, 

 “Spiritual association only occurs through grace. Everything can be achieved once his grace is there and if 
  one takes his refuge and maintains it. If one has totally pleased the great, then such a jiva experiences  
  bliss 24 hours a day. The Satpurush is capable of guiding someone to such a state and that person then  
  becomes engrossed in God.” Based on that he asked for all four verses of Brahmanand Swami’s bhajan to 
  be sung: “Me to sarve sangāthe todi re sāheli, Ek jagnā jivan sāthe jodi re sāheli…”   
  Thoughts: One gets into fellowship(Satsang) only when he is blessed by God and his Sadhu. Once, he  
  follows satsang, then he should strive to maintain it. He has to control his speech and actions. If he 

 understands satsang but does not put into practice, then it is useless.  
 

Q.9  Describe the personality of any ONE of the characters below through incidents. (Total Marks: 8) 
  Note: There might be quite a few prasangs regarding that devotee, so it is up to the examinee to  
  answer accordingly. There are 6 marks for the prasangs and 2 marks for the opinion. 
 

March 2015 
 
 1.  Jethabhai of Pij 
 1.  Jethabhai spent four days continuously listening to Muljibhai narrating on Bhagatji Maharaj, with utmost 

 devotion. When Jethabhai’s vacation ended, he returned to Vadodara. Just before he left Muljibhai 
 advised him to spend time with Revashankar and Govindbhai Master from Umreth, both have firm 
 affection for Bhagatji Maharaj together with Doctor Vishwanathbhai of Chansad and Kalidasbhai who 
 were also in Vadodara for Poonam. Jethabhai met Vishwanathbhai and Govindbhai who read  

  Vachanamrut, daily. Jethabhai gradually understood the greatness of Satpurush properly from  
  Govindbhai’s discourses. The more spiritual association he had, the stronger his conviction of 

 Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s supremacy became. In addition, he also began to understand the glory of 
 Aksharbrahma Gunatitanand Swami and Sadguru Gopalanand Swami. Through the spiritual association  

  he became convinced that Bhagatji Maharaj was the param ekantik Satpurush. (Page 398- 399) 
 2.  Since Jethabhai was siding the Dabhan sadhu Jethabhai was debating when went to Pij Mandir. First, he 

 for darshan in the mandir and then went to he went to pay respect to the Vartal sadhus. To his 
 amazement he had darshan of Bhagatji Maharaj wearing white, dressed in a khes and a Kathiyawadi 



 feto, sitting next to the Vartal sadhus. Seeing this divine vision, he immediately went towards the asana 
 of the Vartal sadhus and offered prostrations. Jagatpavan swami of Dabhan did not like this but Jethabhai  

  was bold enough to face him. Jethabhai, as he sat next to the Vartal sadhus and looked up to his  
 surprise Bhagatji Maharaj was no longer there. It was then that he realized that Bhagatji Maharaj 
 granted him darshan just so that he would leave his partiality towards the Dabhan group. (pages 399-
 400) 

 3.  Jethabhai asked Ganpatrambhai, millionaire’s, to accompany him to Mahuva for Bhagatji Maharaj’s 
 darshan. The boat left the shores of Valsad, on 27th November on Ekadashi, half way through their 
 journey they encountered with a heavy storm. The boat tossed up and down and its sail was unstable. 
 The captain asked everyone to pray. Ganpatrambhai was petrified however Jethabhai reassured him and 
 said, “We are going for Bhagatji Maharaj’s darshan. Will he let the boat sink?” Having said that he started 
 singing the bhajans - ‘Mara vhalaji shu vhalap dise re, teno sang shid taje’…. and ‘Mere to ek tumhi 
 adhar…….’ Then by speaking about God as all doer and how not even a dry leaf can be stirred without 
 God’s wish. Jethbhai continued praying to Bhagatji Maharaj. the storm subsided and they reached 
 Jaffrabad instead of Mahuva. They set off again and safely reached Mahuva port on the 30th 
 November. Through this experience, Ganpatrambhai began to develop confidence in Jethabhai’s true 
 faith as well as in Bhagatji’s divine powers. Jethabhai knew he would not be able to offer prostrations in 
 front of the assembly so decided to offer prostrations at the outskirt of Mahuva and Bhagatji Maharaj will 
 accept them as he is omniscient. (pages 510-511). 

 4.  Jethabhai returned from Mahuva safely but his mind was still with Bhagatji Maharaj so 15 days later 
 when he heard that some devotees had planned to go to Mahuva from Pij Jethabhai decided to join 
 them. They went to Gadhada first had darshan and continued their journey to Mahuva by cart. All the 
 way to Mahuva the devotees were engaged in Bhajans and discourses. In this way they experienced 
 divine bliss and remained in high spirit. Their eagerness for Bhagatji Maharaj’s darshan and hearing his 
 discourses were glowing on their faces. Upon arrival they saw Bhagatji Maharaj seated facing north, 
 leaning against a pillar. First, they all performed darshan of the Thakorji at that time Bhagatji Maharaj 
 suddenly got up and invited them to his house. (pages 521-522). Once Jethalal developed fever and was 
 resting on the first floor of the mandir. His wish was that Bhagatji visits him and place his hand on his 
 forehead and sit next to him. So Bhagatji came to Mandir and fulfilled Jethalal’s wish. Bhagatji Maharaj 
 arranged for the discourses to be held there. Frequently glancing at Jethalal, Bhagatji would joke, “Jetha 
 and lal, ‘lal’ means atma, that is one should become the form of atma and offer devotion. “This humor 
 pleased Jethalal. (page 527). 

 5.  Jethabhai received a letter in Mumbai, from Bhagatji informing him about his illness and his wish to go to 
 Akshardham. Bhagatji wrote to all his devotional and affectional devotees. He went to Mahuva to serve 
 Bhagatji for the last time. (Pages 672-673).  

 6.  Pragji Bhakta called Jethabhai near him. He was Very pleased by him and said, “I will take those who had 
 my darshan even once to Akshardham. I will let them have darshan of Shriji Maharaj and the Muktas. 
 After that I will send them to various other abodes in order to eradicate their instincts. Once they are 
 there, I will make them recollect the bliss of Akshardham. Then I will make them deject from the abode 
 they may be in and allow them to develop deeper curiosity for the greater bliss of Akshardham. After 
 that, having arranged to take birth in a universe in which Maharaj has already incarnated, I will also free 
 them from their instincts, and make them ekantik and take them to Akshardham.” In order to explain this 
 intention of his and speak about his greatness, Bhagatji spoke to Jetha Bhagat in private. (page 676).   
 Personality: Jethabhai had firm faith that Bhagatji Maharaj was an ekantik Satpurush. Jethabhai would 
 perform his worldly duties together with serving his Guru with affection and full devotion. He would 
 avoid bad company and if he comes across anyone who is closer to him is trying to make him fall from 
 satsang then he would not hesitate to leave him.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

                                                       
   2.  Jaga Swami 
        1.  Jaga Swami, Pragji Bhakta and Jinabhai Rathod, three aspirants enjoyed spending time with 

 Gopalanand Swami and would contemplate on his words of wisdom. On one occasion the three of 
 them decided to ask Gopalanand Swami a question. Pragji Bhakta usually helped Gopalanand Swami 



 when he woke up to go the bathroom at night. They all decided to ask the question at that time. Later 
 that night, Pragji Bhakta escorted Gopalanand Swami to the bathroom. On returning Gopalanand  Swami 
sat on the bed. Through his omniscient powers, Gopalanand Swami knew that something was bothering 
 Pragji Bhakta. He said, “Pragji Bhakta ask whatever is on your mind.” Jinabhai and Jaga Bhakta was 
already sitting nearby. Pragji Bhakta asked the question, all three decided to ask, “Swami,  Maharaj! Does 
one need to live as a householder or as renunciant in order to overcome all of one’s deficiencies and to 
stay in Akshardham with Maharaj and you?” Gopalanand Swami looked around before he answered to 
make sure no one else except those three were present. He replied, “It does not really matter whether 
one is a householder or renunciant. If one understands Shriji Maharaj to be source of all incarnations and 
(pointing with his finger) attaches one’s jiva to a sadhu such as Gunatitanand Swami, who is sleeping 
opposite us, one will not be far away from Maharaj or me. Apart from this, both the householder and 
renunciant would be considered as far away.” The three of them had already understood Bhagwan 
Swaminarayan to be supreme. However, this was the first time that they heard of Gunatitanand Swami’s 
true greatness from Gopalanand Swami. (page 21).                        

 2. “How can one’s attention be towards Vadodara? At this time, one needs to focus on Maharaj in 
 Akshardham or towards Junagadh. Gunatitanand Swami, the incarnate form of Aksharbrahma resides 
 there and one needs to keep one’s vision towards him,” Gopalanand Swami replied. Bapu Raiji did not 
 understand the significance of these words and having taken leave, he departed. However, Pragji 
 Bhakta, Jaga Bhakta and Shivlal Sheth subsequently met Gopalanand Swami in private. “We 
 understood what you meant when you said to keep our vision towards Maharaj in Akshardham, but 
 we did not understand you saying to ‘keep one’s vision towards the Jogi of Junagadh’?” They asked 
 him. Gopalanand Swami answered, “Shri Gunatitanand Swami – the Jogi of Junagadh – is the 
 incarnation of Akshardham. He is Maharaj’s divine abode and Maharaj is not even an atom’s distance 
 away from him.” (pages 24-25).          

 3. Gunatitanand Swami travelled to Tori via Kunka Vav from Gadhada. After dinner the following day, 
 everyone was ready to proceed onwards, but Swami said, “It is quite hot so let us wait for a while.” 
 Raghuvircharan Swami heard this and said indignantly, “Come along, we cannot just afford to sit 
 around.” “Fine, let us go. Everything should be okay. In fact, there is some sort of service waiting for us 
 ahead,” Swami said mysteriously. They had covered one gau (a few miles) when torrential gales and 
 rain struck. Huge hailstones, some weighing a couple of pounds, began to strike their bodies. Swami 
 had laid down in the cart and fallen asleep. All the sadhus started to shout out, “Save us, O Swami, 
 please save us!” “Swami has fallen asleep. He will not save us because he is not even looking at us 
 Raghuvircharan Swami said. Jaga Bhakta countered, “Does the master have any master? Swami allows 
 us to breathe, doesn’t he? Is that not enough protection? At least that much is just fine, is it not?”  Swami  

  heard this from inside the cart and said, “Jaga Bhakta has spoken the truth.” Swami then  
  compassionately stopped both the rain and the gales. (pages 94-95).                                                                                    

4. Jaga Bhakta, the sadhus and other parshads left Junagadh for Vartal. They travelled past Barpatoli in 
 Babariyavad, where they had darshan of Swami seated in a cart. He met Jaga Bhakta merely through 
 his eyes and asked him, “All of you are happy internally, aren’t you?” Previously, Swami had embraced 
 Jaga Bhakta 70 times in Junagadh and in one month, he had embraced him 40 times. However, on this 
 occasion, by merely meeting him through his gaze, Swami gave him more happiness than all of that put 
 together. To avoid the problems from the opponent Jaga Bhakta decided to stay outside the tent and 
 listen the discourses. One late afternoon day, Gunatitanand Swami went to the afternoon assembly. 
 When he heard someone saying ‘Jai Swaminarayan’ from outside, he lifted up the tent’s cloth and saw 
 Jaga Swami standing there. “You have already arrived?” Swami said. Swami requested Yogeshwar  Swami  

  to read the Vachanamrut about King Bali. He read Vachanamrut, Gadhada I 61 and Swami  elaborated on 
 it. Swami said, “God tests his devotee to see if the devotee has love for him or for his miraculous 
 powers. If he is not a firm devotee, he will be drawn towards the attainment of miraculous 
 powers. However, if he is a true devotee, he will not desire anything except God. God is won over by 
 such an ekantik devotee who is free from all desires. However, he still puts him through innumerable 
 tests prior to that. Vamanji seized King Bali’s kingdom, comprising of the three worlds, and with his 
 third step, he took Bali’s body. However, Bali faithfully surrendered all of that to God, and God was 



 won over by his devotion. It was through his great sanskars of the past that King Bali recognized God’s 
 form. Where others just saw a dwarf, Bali saw God’s vast form throughout all the 14 realms, because 
 God had granted him such vision. Similarly, if we can develop such vision and remove our attachment 
 for the world, we can surrender everything to God and remain as his servant. Furthermore, the more 
 we accept the unhappiness God gives us, the more he will be pleased with us. God is gracious to his 
 devotees. Once he has been bound by the rope in the form of our mind, he becomes incapable of 
 escaping. The more God tests us as per his wishes, the more he gives us these types of tests. They are 
 there to measure our spiritual state. One should harbor this type of belief, remain happy and never 
 become depressed.” Having said that, Swami looked at Jaga Swami lovingly and said, “Please keep this 
 Vachanamrut as the one that matches your natural spiritual inclination. (pages 162-164).                                                                                                         
5. Swami was looking for few people to complete the work on the unfinished upper floor. He 
 approached Rahguvircharandas Swami and Khothari Kunjaviharidas for help, but their response was 
 discouraging. Disappointed, Swami came to Jaga Bhakta’s room and asked him, “How many people do  

  you have? Also, will they do as I say, or will they only do as their seniors say?” “Swami, I do have people  
  and they will do exactly as you say,” Jaga Bhakta replied. “I want to have some wood cut,”  Swami said.  
  Swami arranged for six saws and asked the group to start cutting the wood. Dahyabhai and Bhavsang  
  were also involved in this work. Every day, Swami gave them sanctified food after breakfast, lunch and  

 dinner. When Hargovinddas noticed this, he complained, “Are they the only two who serve?” he 
commented. Then he even stopped the attendant from taking sanctified food for them. This meant that  

 Swami himself would have to fill a plate with sanctified food and deliver it to them three times a day. He 
would also embrace them every evening, out of appreciation for their work. This continued for 20 days  

 and then for the next ten days, he met them once in the morning and once in the evening. Over the 
course of that month, Swami must have embraced Jaga Bhakta around 40 times. When Swami then  

 decided to leave this world, he left to go to Gondal. At that time, Swami called Vamanprasadji in private  
 and revealed, “I am going to leave for Akshardham in four days. Please ask Mukundcharan Swami to look 

after Jaga Bhakta for as long as he lives. Jaga Bhakta has served me a lot.” (pages 190-195). 
 6. Pragji Bhakta and Jaga Bhakta were both in Junagadh to celebrate the placing of the kalashes on the 

 Mandir’s pinnacles. They had mutual affection for each other and would sit together to discuss the 
 Swamini Vato and ekantik dharma. They derived great happiness from these discussions. One day, 
 Bhagatji was seated where Jaga Bhakta normally sat. There was an assembly of sadhus and devotees 
 around him. Bhagatji read Vachanamrut, Gadhada III 37 and said, “Whoever has served the Satpurush 
 and has perfected ekantik dharma by his grace, spontaneously remembers the service they have done, 
 the association they have had, as well as his divine incidents and discourses. Jaga Bhakta and I received 
 such bliss through Gunatitanand Swami. When we met today, we experienced that happiness again by 
 recollecting some incidents from Swami’s time. Just then, Kothari Bechar Bhagat arrived with Hemrajbhai  

  of Rajkot. After prostrating to both the Sadgurus, they sat down. The Kothari said to Hemrajbhai, “I  
  consider both Bhagatji Maharaj and Jaga Swami to be my Sadgurus. I am assigning you to Jaga Swami. 

 Serve him by thought, word and deed. (pages 230-231).     
 7. The Chaitri festival date due to be celebrated on 29 March 1896 (Chaitra sud 15, VS 1952) in Vartal 

 attracted so many people. The great Sadgurus from Junagadh, namely Balmukund Swami, Yogesh 
 Swami, Dharmaswarup Swami, Achintyanand Brahmachari and Swami Jaga Bhakta were present, and 
 several discourses took place. Jethabhai and Shivshankarbhai had also travelled there from Vadodara. 
 Shastri Yagnapurushdasji was also there and he introduced Jethabhai to Swami Jaga Bhakta. He also 
 took him regularly to all the great Sadgurus in Junagadh in order to listen to their discourses. He also 
 spent a lot of time talking with Jethabhai and made him happy. As the opportunity to spiritually 
 associate with Sadguru Swami Jaga Bhakta and Balmukund Swami was available in this festival, Shastri 
 Yagnapurushdasji had previously said to Jethabhai, “Please write a letter to Bharuch and call 
 Ganpatrambhai here.” Jethabhai had done accordingly, and Ganpatrambhai subsequent arrived in Vartal,  

  two days prior to the festival, on 27 March 1896 (Chaitra sud 13, VS 1952). From morning on that day,  
  Shastri Yagnapurushdasji took them to Swamishri Jaga Swami’s asana. The latter pleased them through  
  his extraordinary discourses. Shastri Yagnapurushdasji would keep them with him, arrange for them to  
  meet the Sadgurus who were versed in the Gunatit knowledge and make them listen to their discourses.  



  Primarily, he ensured that they stayed in Jaga Swami’s association. Ganpatrambhai also experienced 
 divine bliss through this. (pages 530-531).     

 8. On Poonam, 29 March 1896 (Chaitra sud 15, VS 1952), the assembly was packed with people. Although  
  Manchharam had previously agreed with the sadhus that he was ready to speak, but after Shivashankar 

 had explained Bhagatji’s greatness to him, he no longer wished to say anything. However, due to  
  pressure  from the sadhus in the assembly, he got up. He unexpectedly said, “Pragji Bhakta of Mahuva is  
  the param ekantik devotee of God. However, according to the customs of the Sampradaya, we should 

 only go for darshan wherever there are large shikharbaddha mandirs and associate with the great sadhus 
 and devotees there. It is inappropriate for me to run around anywhere else. Therefore, no one should go  

  to Mahuva. If one does, one will be excommunicated. This is what these sadhus have declared, and  
  everyone should abide by this.” Having spoken so plainly and without any sort of enthusiasm, he sat 

 down. Amazed, the opponents wondered why he had suddenly changed his stance. Swamishri Jaga 
 Bhakta was very upset because of these difficulties. He stopped talking and just sat motionless, 
 despondently lost in thought. In fact, no one got any satisfaction from the discussions. It seemed as 
 though criticism of the param ekantik devotee pervaded the whole atmosphere and spoilt the festivities. 
 Jethabhai always used to look after Ganpatrambhai and would not let him go to meet anyone apart from 
 Swami Jaga Bhagat. However, when the festival assembly dispersed after the arti,  Ganpatram happened 
 to be separated from him amidst the crowd. Ramcharan Swami managed to get hold of Ganpatram’s 
 wrist and took him back to his asana. Here, he said several negative things about Pragji Bhakta, and these 
 words hit his heart. The effect of Ramcharan Swami’s deadly poisonous words changed Ganpatram’s 
 antahkaran. He was never to meet Shastri Yagnapurushdasji, Swami Jaga Bhakta or Jethabhai again! 
 Through this one incident, one can realize the effect of bad company, even after one has had such 
 wonderful association of Satsang and the attainment of such a param ekantik Sadguru. This is precisely 
 why Bhagwan Swaminarayan has said never to keep bad company.    

  Personality: Jaga Bhakta followed every Gunatitanand Swami’s agnaa without any hesitation. He humbly 
 served Bhagatji Maharaj. He was very pure and saintly. His eagerness to learn more and more about our 
 satsang and shared his knowledge to others. His mind and his inner senses were always connected to 
 God. He served Gunatit saints selflessly and earned their eternal blessings.                    

        
March 2016 

 
 1. Acharya Shri Viharilalji Maharaj (only incidents from ‘Recollecting divine experience in Junagadh’

 to ‘Who can be called Ekantik?’)   
 1. In Junagadh, during placing of Kalashes on the pinnacles of the mandir one evening time, the assembly 

 hall was packed. Acharya Viharilalji Maharaj of Vartal was present as was Bhagatji, who sat near the 
 back just behind Chakubhai, the Nagar devotee. After a short while, Chakubhai happened to turn
 around and noticed Pragji Bhakta. Immediately, he held his hand and brought him to the front. Acharya  

 Maharaj noticed the movement in the audience. “Why have you moved?” he asked Chakubhai. 
Chakubhai replied, “What can I possibly say about Pragji Bhakta? The way in which he has  pleased 
Gunatitanand Swami is such that it has ‘never happened before and will never happen again’. He has not 
cared for his body; he has discoursed continuously, and he offers devotion to God. He has  done all this 
purely to earn Swami’s grace. He has understood Swami’s teachings and become the form of Swami. 
Now, how can I possibly sit with my back to him?” When Acharya Maharaj heard this, his  appreciation 
of Bhagatji’s greatness increased. From then onwards, Acharya Maharaj always kept Bhagatji with him 
and asked him to discourse. After the festival of Holi in Junagadh, Acharya Maharaj returned to Vartal, 
and Bhagatji returned to Mahuva. (page 232).                

 2.  Before he had passed away on 10 June 1885 (Adhik Jeth vad 12, VS 1941), Vignananand Swami had 
 given Ramratan Swami, a sadhu from his group, a pair of Bhagwan Swaminarayan’s footprints. These 
 had faded over time and Ramratan Swami made quite a fuss to try and obtain a better pair. His 
 attention fell on the pair Yagnapurushdasji owned and so, once he approached Bhagatji, saying, “Please  

  exchange my pair of footprints with the one Yagnapurushdasji has.” To appease Ramratan Swami, 
 Bhagatji agreed. A short while later, Bhagatji called Yagnapurushdasji. “Will you please me by obeying my 



 wishes?” He asked him. “Yes, whatever you say,” Yagnapurushdasji humbly replied. Bhagatji then called 
 Ramratandas and declared, “Today, I want to make you happy. Tell me how you will be satisfied?” 
 Ramratan Swami’s greed got the better of him and, instead of asking to exchange  the footprints, he 
 asked for the new set of footprints belonging to Yagnapurushdasji. Bhagatji was dismayed to see his 
 selfishness and knew this was wrong, but he kept quiet. Noticing that Bhagatji was dismayed, 
 Yagnapurushdasji said to him, “Why are you sad? I will do whatever you want me to do.” Instead of 
 exchanging the footprints, Ramratandasji wants both sets!” Bhagatji explained. “If you are happy, I will 
 gladly give my set to him,” Yagnapurushdasji replied. Bhagatji had already given Ramratan Swami his  

  word that he would please him. To honor Bhagatji’s promise, Yagnapurushdasji immediately  
 brought his set of footprints and presented them to Ramratan Swami. The latter was then  satisfied. 
 Bhagatji was overjoyed with Yagnapurushdasji’s eagerness to please him in any way possible. Acharya 
 Maharaj soon heard about this incident and summoned Bhagatji. He overlooked Bhagatji’s elevated 
 spiritual state because of his own status as acharya and scolded him. “You do not understand the  

  workings of Satsang. The leader of Vignananand Swami’s group needs to keep the footprints with  him. 
 Only then will other sadhus stay with him.” Bhagatji’s response was bold. “I will give him Shriji Maharaj, 
 the maker of the footprints, so that many sadhus will stay with him. There’s no need for you to worry.” 
 Acharya Maharaj felt Bhagatji’s divine aura and immediately forsook his regal authority. “Bhagatji, you 
 are indeed great. Shriji Maharaj is at your command. Yagnapurushdasji gave the footprints away only to 
 please you, so everything is fine,” Acharya Maharaj said apologetically. (pages 252 -253).                                  

 3. In 1885 (VS 1941) the issue of Shastri Balaramdas began to cause problems, as did the devotees of 
 Nadiad who supported him. As a result, their tithes as well as those of the surrounding villages stopped 
 coming to Vartal. Acharya Maharaj and the kothari were quite frustrated at this turn of events. They  

  knew that Pragji Bhakta was the only person who could calm the situation down, since the devotees of 
 Gujarat had deep affection for him. Despite objections from some of the sadhus, the kothari wrote to 
 Bhagatji in Mahuva and informed him, “Balaramdas’ issue is causing more and more trouble. 
 Balaramdas persuaded the devotees to support him. Please come urgently to Nadiad.” Bhagatji 
 received this letter and arrived in Vartal in January 1885 during the month of Posh. Some of the sadhus 
 developed greater respect for Bhagatji when they saw his powers. However, there were others who 
 caused trouble and, in the end, Bhagatji had to return to Mahuva. They felt that if Bhagatji successfully 
 resolved these problems, his status in Satsang would increase. As the sadhus kept interfering, Bhagatji 
 had no choice but to return to Mahuva. Meanwhile, the troubles continued and eventually Acharya 
 Maharaj wrote to Bhagatji again asking him to come there for Janmashtami in September 1885. 
 Bhagatji came to Vartal and said to the kothari, “This revolt is getting out of hand. In the future, it  looks  

  like there will be a mandir with three pinnacles built in Dabhan and tens of thousands of rupees will be 
 diverted there from Vartal.” Acharya Maharaj and the kothari heeded these words told Bhagatji to go to 
 Nadiad. Before Bhagatji left, he humbly told both of them, “If you really want me to reach a compromise 
 in Vartal, believe me to merely be a satsangi. I have already been declared as half a God in Satsang. I may 
 need to use miraculous powers to quell this revolt; then people may even call me God. Some may make 
 comparisons using their imagination and deceive others. However, do not believe  them and do not 
 develop adverse feelings towards me. I am just a satsangi and I am going to remain a satsangi. I have told  

  you all this in advance. Now tell me, I am ready to do whatever you say.” The kothari reassured him, “Do 
 whatever you need to do, but just bring an end to these problems. Restart the tithes that have stopped 
 coming here. Don’t worry, no one will say anything about you.” Having said this, they sent Bhagatji 
 to Nadiad. He stayed at the mandir in Nadiad. Shastri Balaramdas was also there and Bhagatji pleased 
 him by performing his pujan. Shastri Dharmatanaydas, who had deep affection towards Bhagatji, was 
 also there. Bhagatji stayed in Nadiad for a few days and spoke regularly in  the mandir. The devotees  

  were very fond of him and they experienced happiness in his presence. Within a short time, he managed 
 to restart the tithes being donated to Vartal. (pages 250-251).  

 4. Acharya Maharaj wrote two letters to Bhagatji in July 1888 (Ashadh, VS 1944), informing him: ‘There 
 has been a revolt in Nadiad and its surrounding villages. Please go there and pacify the situation. The 
 tithes have again stopped since the last time we sent you there. Please restart them. Bhagatji Maharaj 
 went to Vadodara for three days and then went to Nadiad via Vartal. Bhagatji left Vartal accompanied 



 by Doctor Vishwanathbhai, Kalidas and some of the devotees of Nadiad. They all travelled in carts
 arranged by the kothari and made their way to Nadiad together. In Nadiad, they stayed at the mandir.  

  The local devotees of Nadiad visited Bhagatji here to have his darshan. They also enthusiastically engaged 
 themselves in preparing food for his visit and helping with other arrangements. However,  Bhagatji was 
 there for a specific purpose. As soon as he arrived, he went to the front of the veranda and said to all 
 the devotees, “You have all stopped donating tithes to Vartal. I will only eat the food you have 
 prepared if you start offering tithes again.” Bhagatji’s words were as sharp as arrows and they made 
 their mark. The devotees obeyed by bringing all the tithes that had been overdue for the last three 
 years and presented them to Bhagatji. Bhagatji was very pleased with this and he promptly sent the  

  money to Vartal with Prahalad Barot. When Acharya Maharaj and the kothari saw the overdue tithes, 
 they were very pleased. They both agreed, “It doesn’t really matter how Bhagatji speaks, as he still 
 encourages everyone to be loyal to Vartal.” (page 266).   

  Personality: Viharilalji Maharaj knew the glory of Bhagatji Maharaj therefore he firmly believed that 
 whatever Bhagatji Maharaj did was always for the betterment of the satsang. 

 
 2.  Khushal Bhatt 
 1. Many years previously, the goddess Gayatri had foretold Khushal Bhatt’s (Gopalanand Swami) birth to 

 his grandfather. Once his grandfather performed a series of rituals to the goddess Gayatri. On 1 February 
 1781 (Maha sud 8, VS 1837), Khushal Bhatt was born to Motiram Bhatt in the village of Todla that was 
 then a part of the kingdom of Idar. Khushal engaged in yoga from childhood. He often performed  

  miracles and was very devout. There was a mandir dedicated to Gopal Lalji close to his house, and  
  Khushal went there every day to serve and pray. He was so attached to the murti in the mandir that the 

 murti used to accompany him to the river when he went for a bath and it would physically drink the milk 
 that he offered. This was just one of many miracles witnessed by many. About 12 miles from Todla, there 
 is an ancient mandir of Shamlaji. Every night the murti of Shamlaji went to play with Khushal Bhatt and 
 returned to the mandir in time for the morning mangala arti. One day, the mandir’s priest needed to  

  leave town early for some work. He opened the doors of the mandir a little earlier than usual to perform 
 the mangala arti. To his amazement, he saw that the murti of Shamlaji had disappeared. Shocked, he 
 closed the doors and immediately went outside to wake everyone up. He said to them, “The murti of 
 Shamlaji has disappeared from the mandir!” Everyone heard this and ran to the mandir. However, when 
 they opened the mandir doors again, they saw that the murti was  actually there. Assuming that the 
 priest must have been up to something, they searched through the murti’s ornaments and found that the 
 murti’s golden anklet and gold-embroidered upper garment were missing. They grabbed the priest and  

  started to beat him. The priest cried out, “It’s not my fault. I don’t know anything about this!” However, 
   no one believed him, until a short while later when a voice was heard from the murti revealing the truth. 

 “Do not blame the priest. I went to play with Khushal Bhatt in Todla. As I was trying to return here in a 
 hurry, my anklet fell off in the compound of his house and my upper garment and sandals fell on the 
 road. If you send someone there, you will definitely find them.” At that same time, Khushal Bhatt’s 
 mother was sweeping the compound of the house. To her amazement, she found a golden anklet. 
 “Where did this anklet come from?” she asked her son, wondering whose it could be. “Please hold onto 
 it. Its owner is coming soon to collect it,” Khushal  replied. A short while later, the people from the 
 mandir came and took the anklet. Once the King of Idar levied an unfair tax of three rupees per person  

  upon his Brahmin citizens. This caused them a great deal of hardship and they pleaded to the king to 
 remove the heavy tax, but he was unwilling to listen to them. The Brahmin citizens knew that Khushal 
 Bhatt possessed miraculous powers, so they took him with them when they went to meet the king. The  

  king scoffed at seeing a 13-year-old boy asking for the tax to be excused and arrogantly had everyone 
 removed from his court. Outside, Khushal calmed everyone down and said, “Do not worry at all. The king 
 himself will soon call us of his own accord.” Khushal then sat on the steps of the ancient step-well on the 
 outskirts of the village and meditated for  three days. As a result, the king, his Diwan and all his ministers 
 were unable to relieve themselves in the bathroom. Several days passed and as their frustration and 
 discomfort increased greatly, they tried to find out who was responsible for this. Somebody explained to 
 them, “Khushal is a boy who can perform miracles and he has done this (through his prayers) because  



  you refused to remove the tax.” When they heard this, they hurried to the step-well where Khushal was  
  seated and begged for forgiveness. Khushal said, “First, withdraw the tax and prepare a document on a  
  copper plate declaring that no tax will be collected from Brahmins in this kingdom as long as the sun and 

 moon may shine.” As soon as this  document was prepared, everyone became well again! (pages 11-14).                            
  2. Khushal Bhatt came to Bhagwan Swaminarayan after he had completed the prescribed period in the 

 householder ashram, as was the tradition in those days. Shortly after, Bhagwan Swaminarayan gave 
 him bhagvati10 initiation and from then on, he was known by the name of Gopalanand Swami. 
 Initially, Gopalanand Swami stayed in Vadodara. (page 14).    

  Personality: Khushal Bhatt had firm attachment to God from very young age and was not either 
 influenced by any one or pressured to do anything wrong. He was not greedy. When he saw Shamlaji’s 
 anklet, he left there so that whoever came looking for it could find it. He was very willing to help the 
 Brahmins who were unable to pay the king’s tax.    

 
March 2017 

 
 1. Acharya Purushottamdasji Maharaj (Ahmedabad) (Only incidents from ‘The Journey from Vansda to 

 Vartal’ to ‘Profit in the Form of Maharaj’s Murti’). 
 1. Bhagatji Maharaj together with Jhaverilalbhai and Purushottambhai who planned to go to Vaso  

 instead he too went to Amdavad. They all then sat on the train and made their way to Ahmedabad.
 Disembarking here, all of them went to the mandir in Kalupur. About 15 devotees accompanied Bhagatji 
 and they all went for Thakorji’s darshan in the mandir. Jhaverilalbhai went to Acharya 
 Purushottamprasadji Maharaj and informed him, “Bhagatji Maharaj has come here specially to sponsor a 
 meal.” Acharya Maharaj exclaimed, “Oh! Bhagatji has come here! If you had told us in advance, we would 
 have sent a cart to the station to collect him.” Having said that, he arranged Bhagatji’s accommodation in 
 his courtyard. He also sent a bed, a silk mattress, cushions and supports for him and also made suitable 
 arrangements for the other devotees. The following day, all the sadhus and brahmacharis partook a meal 
 consisting of malpuvas. Jhaverilalbhai had donated 110 rupees to sponsor the meal. He also performed 
 the pujan of Acharya Maharaj and gifted dhotis to all the sadhus and brahmacharis. Bhagatji’s presence 
 inspired such service in the mandir and he made everyone happy through his discourses. In this way, the 
 yagna of the divine knowledge of Brahman began in Ahmedabad. (pages 451-452). 

 2. Bhagatji made his way to Acharya Purushottam-prasadji Maharaj’s residence. Acharya Maharaj said to 
 him, “Please come here at least once a year in order to improve everyone through your discourses. You 
 are the very great ekantik Satpurush, otherwise this many people would not sit in the assembly for so 
 long. All the sadhus and devotees are engaged in devotion until 11:00 p.m. They have all been 
 motivated through your grace. Also, without planning for any sort of festival, it seems as though a 
 month-long festival has begun, merely through your presence.” Acharya Maharaj praised Bhagatji  greatly  

  in this way. (pages 461- 462) 
 3. Mukundjivan Swami happened to be seated there. He said to Bhagatji, “I am reciting the Mahabharat 

 and studying just to please you.” Similarly, Madhavcharan Swami, Purushottam Swami, Sadhujivan 
 Swami and Haricharan Swami also all highly praised Bhagatji and prayed to him as well. Bhagatji 
 appreciated their feelings and stayed there to give them bliss. (pages 461-462).  

 4. When Bhagatji saw them, he began to scold them and said, “What brings you here?” “It is amas and 
 they have come to have darshan of the hindolo,” replied Rao Saheb, Mukundjivan Swami and 
 Purushottam Swami. “Very well,” Bhagatji said happily. Yagnapurushdasji thought to himself, ‘It seems 
 as though Bhagatji wants us to be there’ Therefore, he also made his way there for Bhagatji’s darshan. 
 When Bhagatji saw him, he said, “You’re the one who spoiled the Diwan of Vansda with your 
 knowledge, are you not?” Bhagatji said smiling. Then as ‘Vasudev Hare’ was called out, the assembly 
 dispersed for lunch. Rao Saheb was very pleased because Yagnapurushdasji’s group had made it in 
 time for the meal he had sponsored. He now understood why Bhagatji had kept it on that day. The 
 sadhus, brahmacharis and devotees were all seated in lines. Bhagatji remained present, and as Rao
 Saheb was sponsoring the meal, Acharya Maharaj was also served food on this occasion. Everyone was 
 fed lovingly. Meanwhile, Bhagatji went with the devotees and ate in the area for brahmacharis. 



 Following the meal, they all sat in the assembly. Once that had finished, he made them all turn ten 
 malas with their eyes open and without blinking. After that, he got up and returned to his residence. 
 As Bhagatji approached his residence, Yagnapurushdasji was just behind him. Once they entered the 
 residence, Bhagatji sat down and said to Yagnapurushdasji, “You could not stay away, could you? Never 
 mind, it is good that you have come. Now stay here for five nights, because it is very rare to attain such 
 company.” Bhagatji then added, “Today is like a grand yagna.” On Bhagatji’s request, Acharya Maharaj 
 had served four to five of the meals Bhagatji’s group of devotees had sponsored. Mukundjivan Swami 
 said to Bhagatji, “You must have Acharya Maharaj’s great love on you, because he  comes and serves at 
 your request. Otherwise, he only serves when the menu has rich sweet items. It seems he just can’t say 
 no to you.” “It is my great fortune that [Acharya] Maharaj has so much grace on me,” Bhagatji replied. 
 (468 -469). 

 5. There was great contentment throughout Ahmedabad because of Bhagatji’s visit. It was as though 
 ekantik dharma had been rejuvenated, and unrighteousness had been destroyed, because someone 
 somewhere would always be experiencing divine bliss. Every day when Bhagatji came into the 
 assembly, Dharmaprasad Swami would place the garland that had been sanctified by Bhagwan 
 Swaminarayan’s murti on Bhagatji. In addition, whenever anyone came from the barnyard or the 
 kitchen to meet Bhagatji, Bhagatji would say to them, “Maharaj is very pleased with you. The service 
 you do is service for God.” Bhagatji would inspire them to do their duty zealously. When the student 
 sadhus visited Bhagatji, he would ask them to recite the Chosath Padi daily and explained the dharma 
 of a sadhu to them. Thus, everyone in Ahmedabad – from Acharya Maharaj to all the sadhus, 
 brahmacharis, parshads and devotees – developed unique, simultaneous and uninterrupted love 
 towards Bhagatji. They naturally all asked him to extend his stay in Ahmedabad. (pages 471 -472). 

 6. Pointing out Yagnapurushdasji to Acharya Maharaj, Bhagatji said, “This sadhu is very intelligent 
 academically, so they have stopped him from studying.” “That is not good. We should always aim to 
 increase the wisdom in the Satsang. Please send him to Kashi with Vignandas Swami. I will write the 
 letter of recommendation,” Acharya Maharaj replied. Bhagatji said, “That is what you asked 
 Vignandasji to do, but not him.” Bhagatji then added, “Everything will happen according to the wishes 
 of [Shriji] Maharaj.” So, saying, Bhagatji then asked them to sing bhajans, so one of the sadhus sang 
 ‘Nenā bhari Hari joyā re…’. A short while later, Bhagatji got up and made his way to Madhavprasad 
 Swami’s residence. Here, he said, “The Dharmakul is the form of Maharaj. One should remain within 
 their commands.” He then extolled the greatness of the Dharmakul at length. (473-474).  

  Personality: Acharya Purushottamdasji was very frank and simple hearted. He had very extra ordinary 
 love for Bhagatji Maharaj. Followed and guided the satsangi to follow a righteous path. Bhagatji 
 Maharaj being of low cast and him being an Acharya did not seem to affect him because he recognized 
 Bhagatji Maharaj, being an ekantik Satpurush, therefore he followed everything that Bhagatji Maharaj 
 preached. 

 
 2. Fulchandbhai (Mahuva) (Prasangs from the command to go home - The final rites) 
 1. Fulchandbhai then came to the mandir with the intention of scolding Bhagatji. When he arrived, he 

 noticed Bhagatji seated there. Bhagatji obliged when he called him to one side and Naranbhai also 
 went with him. Naranbhai said to them, “He [Durgashankar] insulted Bhagatji and slapped him. I spared 
 him this time; however, if this happens again, then I will hit him.” Bhagatji scolded Naranbhai. The 
 devotees who had come there said, “It is not right that he spoke so inappropriately [to Bhagatji]”.  Then, 
 instead of scolding Bhagatji, both of these devotees agreed that Durgashankar’s behavior was  
 inappropriate and reprimanded him instead. Fulchandbhai was very worried and thought to himself, 
 ‘These devotees have come from so far away. They have come just to have Bhagatji’s darshan and 
 spiritual association, having obtained Acharya Maharaj’s permission. They believe Bhagatji to be the 
 param ekantik Sant. On the other hand, we do not even appreciate his greatness.’ To ease his worries, he 
 said to the devotees who had arrived there, “It is not right that you are staying at Bhagatji’s house 
 instead of the mandir. The mandir is yours as well. Please stay there so that we can avail of the 
 opportunity to serve you.” Having said that, he persuaded all of them to stay at the mandir. He also 
 requested Vira Bhagat to provide all of them with blankets. (pages 523 - 524). 



 2. They reached Gadhada by dawn on that day. All of them went straight to the Ghela River to bathe. 
 Fulchandbhai and Harkhabhai, who had also come by boat from Mahuva, met Bhagatji after bathing in 
 the Ghela. After they had bathed and whilst they were on the way to the village, Bhagatji said 
 Fulchandbhai Sheth, “Please go and inform Acharya Maharaj that Pragji Bhakta has come. Tell him that 
 he is happy, and he will come to have your darshan. I will wait by this shop until you get back.” 
 Fulchandbhai replied, “[Acharya] Maharaj wrote to you to call you here, so just come along. Once you 
 have had Maharaj’s darshan, you can arrange your accommodation wherever he says.” “Alright,” Bhagatji 
 replied. All of them, including Bhagatji, his brothers, the son of his sister, Purushottamdas and Bhailalbhai 
 went for Acharya Viharilalji Maharaj’s darshan. Bhagatji took a coconut and gave it to Purushottamdas to 
 offer it to Acharya Maharaj. Acharya Maharaj was overjoyed to see Bhagatji and said, “It is excellent that 
 you have come. I came here just to spiritually associate with you, and this is why I have called you. Please 
 stay with those from Mahuva.” Bhagatji agreed, he then went to stay with those who had come from 
 Mahuva. (page 545).  

 3. After the Sandhya arti, Brahmachari MunIshwaranandji and Brahmachari Hariprasadanandji asked 
 Bhagatji to visit their asanas. They said to him, “We are learned scholars, brahmacharis as well as 
 Sadgurus; however, not one person follows us, whilst thousands follow you and are attracted to you. 
 What is the reason for this? What divinity do you have? Please tell us.” Bhagatji replied, “I do not possess 
 any divinity. However, I have served Aksharbrahma Gunatitanand Swami by thought, word and deed, 
 and pleased him. Due to his grace, Shriji Maharaj has possessed me. As a result, all these people follow 
 me, and experience peace and happiness. Apart from that, there is nothing in me. If you also serve such 
 an ekantik Purush and please [Shriji] Maharaj, hundreds of thousands of people will also follow you.” 
 Bhagatji said, “Fulchand Sheth! They consider you to be half a rebel too!” “Let them say whatever they 
 want to, but the true bliss of God is experienced here,” Fulchandbhai replied. Bhagatji said, “Even the 
 gopis used to say that, ‘Koi kahe mane Kānudāvāli re… while rejoicing in their minds. However, the 
 reason behind others saying this was to try to portray the gopis in a bad light. When Maharaj was here, 
 he also appeared to be human like us. By associating with that murti, one receives Maharaj’s bliss 
 continuously in every pore. Similarly, anyone who comes here, I will also make them happy through 
 Maharaj’s bliss.” (pages 547 - 548). 

 4. Bhagatji has previously told them, ‘Please perform my final rites according to the customs of my 
 community, but do not use sandalwood logs.’ In accordance with these wishes, they arranged for a 
 funeral pyre to be made, half from wood and half from dung. They called Fulchandbhai to ask about him 
 where to perform the final rites. It was the kothari’s wish that Bhagatji’s final rites be carried out in a 
 place where they could construct a shrine with a raised platform in the future. Fulchandbhai suggested a 
 place in the southwestern corner of his field by the riverbank of the River Malan, where it would be 
 convenient for people to have darshan when they were coming or going. They decided to perform the 
 final rites there. (pages 683 - 684)  

 5. They all had Bhagatji’s darshan and prostrated to his body that lay on the funeral pyre. Naranbhai lit a 
 small flame and then used that to light the funeral pyre. The devotees, Brahmins and officers present 
 watched with tears in their eyes as Bhagatji’s body turned to ashes. They remembered Pragji Bhakta as 
 one who had achieved the highest ekantik state in this world. He was indifferent to the joys and miseries 
 of this body; he had tolerated countless difficulties and insults in order to propagate the pure Akshar-
 Purushottam upasana. An extraordinary victory call had resounded in the Satsang. Fulchandbhai said to 
 all of them, “What can I say about Bhagatji? He was a divine Purush like God and only he could have 
 made me accept Satsang. Originally, I was a Jain, but I was friends with Pragjibhai from a young age. 
 Pragjibhai used to talk to me when I was young. He developed my conviction in Aksharbrahma 
 Gunatitanand Swami. He would also take me along to Junagadh to associate with Swami.” Fulchandbhai 
 described many incidents in detail. (pages 684-685).  

  Personality: Fulchandbhai had an extra ordinary faith in Bhagatji Maharaj. He defended and stood by  
  Bhagatji Maharaj in any circumstances. Bhagatji Maharaj made him a very staunch satsangi, thus he had 

 firm faith in him. He was willing to give his all for Bhagatji Maharaj. He even gave his land for Bhagatji 
 Maharaj’s final rites. 
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 1. Narayancharandas Swami (Only incidents from ‘Shunning Pride of Renunciation to Seek Bhagatji’s  
  Refuge’ to ‘The Principle Verse from the 18,000 Verses’). (Pages 243-343) 
 1. The two puranis, Keshavprasad (Swami) and Raghuvircharan Swami also developed this resolute faith in 

 the same way as Vignandas Swami and Mahapurush Swami. Even Acharya Maharaj began to appreciate 
 Bhagatji’s true greatness when he saw his state of God-realization. He often called him to his quarters to 
 listen to his discourses. Vignandas Swami, Narayancharan Swami, Keshavprasad Purani, 
 Yagnapurushdasji, Ghanshyam Swami and Kapilmuni would also come to Acharya Maharaj’s floor to 
 listen to Bhagatji’s discourses. However, sometimes Bhagatji would turn some of them away because of 
 the difficulties caused by some other sadhus. Narayancharan Swami noticed this happen for a couple of 
 days. “You ask others to get up and leave, but why do you let Yagnapurushdasji stay behind? You never 
 make him leave with the others.” Narayancharan Swami complained to Bhagatji. Bhagatji smiled. “He will 
 stay seated here. He is like a beloved son to me, so please don’t compare yourselves to him,” he replied. 
 Bhagatji’s affection for Yagnapurushdasji was evident from this incident. (page 245). 

 2. To fulfil their malicious intentions, the opponents held an assembly on Wednesday 14 November 1888 
 (Kartik sud 11, VS 1945). At that time, Kothari Govardhanbhai was undergoing an eye operation in 
 Mumbai. Bhagatji’s opponents used this to their advantage and decided to excommunicate all of the 
 sadhus in Bhagatji’s group. They approached Acharya Maharaj, and threatened him by saying, 
 “Excommunicate all the sadhus who support Pragji Bhakta immediately. If you don’t, then the kitchen will 
 remain closed.” These words placed the naive Acharya Maharaj in a dilemma. Thinking they could reach a 
 resolution gradually, he excommunicated 12 people of Bhagatji’s group. These included Vignandas 
Swami, Keshavprasad Swami, Yagnapurushdasji, Narayancharandas Swami, Purushottam Swami, Nath 
Bhagat, Shankar Bhagat and Kothari Bechar Bhagat. The excommunicated sadhus left Vartal on that very 
day. (page 301). 

 3. In an assembly, “Please can you tell us the way in which you understand Bhagatji and what you have seen 
 in him,” Fulchandbhai asked Bechar Bhagat. “We believe him to be an ekantik devotee. He has 
 Aksharbrahma Gunatitanand Swami’s great blessings upon him. We believe that Gunatitanand Swami is 
 Akshar based on the incidents Bhagatji has shared with us. Furthermore, we experience internal peace 
 due to his association,” replied Bechar Bhagat. Fulchandbhai continued, “It seems that you have left this 
 Satsang and trusted him fully. He could even throw you down a well. Please justify your claims of his 
 greatness on the basis of the Vachanamrut.” Bechar Bhagat kept silent and instead, Narayancharan 
 Swami said, “Vachanamrut, Gadhada I 27 describes the attributes of the Satpurush. We believe that 
 Bhagatji is one who has those attributes.” “Please tell us exactly what has been said in Vachanamrut, 
 Gadhada I 27,” Vitthalbhai asked. Bewildered at this question, Narayancharan Swami looked at Bhagatji. 
 Bhagatji simply pointed his finger at Shastri Yagnapurushdasji, who was seated among the Gadhada 
 sadhus.  (pages309-310).  

 4. One day after everyone was ready Bhagatji Maharaj announced, “Today, I want everyone to go and 
 collect dung cakes. Only those who can carry 80 to 100 kg should go.” Narayancharan Swami and  
 Bhaktijivan Swami got ready to go. “I am also willing to go and collect them, but I cannot lift 100 kg in 
 weight,” Yagnapurushdasji admitted. “Only those who can lift the amount I mentioned should go,” 
 Bhagatji replied. Bhagatji embraced those who were ready to go and said to the others, “I did not really 
 want to send anyone. This was just a test to see your reaction.” He joked with them in this way and made 
 everyone laugh. (page 338).  

 5. One day, both Narayancharan Swami and Yagnapurushdasji were sent to Talgajarda to ask for jholi. After 
 collecting alms, they were sitting in one place when the village chief happened to meet them.  
 Yagnapurushdasji talked to him for a while and by the end of it, he was impressed with the sadhus. 
 “Those who are worthy of being honored on elephants end up roaming around on foot. Such is the doing 
 of Pragji!” remarked the village chief. Yagnapurushdasji replied, “Bhagatji has given us a lot of advice and 
 has taught us how to stay in Satsang without upsetting anyone else. We do not pay heed to others.
 Personality: He had firm faith in Bhagatji Maharaj and was willing to follow all his agnaa. He would  



  always give credit to his fellow saints. He had firm faith that Bhagatji Maharaj was param ekantik 
 Satpurush. 

   
 2. Prabhudas Kothari of Mumbai (Only incidents from ‘The Wish to Depart for Akshardham’ to ‘Bhagatji 

 Gives Darshan to Shastriji Maharaja in Rajkot’). (Pages 672 – 682) 
 1. Bhagatji knew that he had now completed the work Gunatitanand Swami had assigned to him. Having 

 prepared someone worthy of keeping the torch of Brahman alight forever, he wished to return to 
 Akshardham. As soon as Bhagatji returned to Mahuva from Junagadh via Gondal, he immediately invited 
 an illness. Then, to give his beloved devotees his final darshan and the opportunity to serve, Bhagatji 
 firstly wrote to the Mumbai kotharis, Prabhudas and Jetha Bhagat. He then arranged for letters to be 
 written to others who needed to know. (page 672). 

 2. Prabhudas Kothari sent some sandalwood sticks with Jetha Bhagat from Mumbai. Bhagatji accepted 
 them and asked his nephew to put them carefully in the case.     (page 673).  

 3. Bhagatji received a letter from Mumbai from Kothari Prabhudasbhai. It read: ‘If you become dejected and 
 contemplate departing [from this world], I swear by all of your disciples.’ The kothari also prayed to him 
 saying, ‘Please do not become dejected, for the sake of your disciples. I will come there as soon as a 
 replacement kothari arrives.’ They read this letter to Bhagatji, but Bhagatji just remained silent. Within a 
 short while, the replacement kotharis from Vartal, Khushalbhai and Jivabhai, reached Mumbai. Kothari 
 Prabhudasji assigned all the accounts and other matters to them and left Mumbai on 31 October 1897 
 (Kartik sud 6, VS 1954). He reached Mahuva on the following day. He stayed at the mandir. On arrival, he 
 immediately made his way to Bhagatji’s house. Bhagatji was very pleased to see him, but the kothari 
 could not remain composed when he saw Bhagatji’s condition. Bhagatji had to give him a great deal of 
 reassurance. (Pages 677-678). 

 4. On Sunday 7 November 1897 (Kartik sud 13, VS 1954), they helped Bhagatji to get up from bed in order 
 to bathe and sat him down on a stool. At that time, the look on his face changed and he appeared as if 
 unconscious. They laid him down in bed just as he was. Until now, he had daily bathed and performed his 
 puja all the way until yesterday; yet today something was different. They felt that he would not live any 
 longer and so they all gathered around his bed. Kothari Prabhudas and Shankar Bhagat sat against the 
 east-facing wall. Motibhai of Pij sat next to Bhagatji’s head and massaged it, while Jetha Bhagat sat at the 
 end of the bed, massaging Bhagatji’s feet. At that moment, Bhagatji said, “Kothari Prabhudas! Please take 
 me to Vartal, take me to Vartal, take me to Vartal.” Bhagatji said these three times. Having said this, he  

  said to them, “Please help me to sit up.” Motibhai and Kothari Prabhudas got up to help Bhagatji to sit 
 up, but by that time, he had already sat up by himself. Bhagatji sat in a lotus posture facing northwards 
 and placed both of his hands on his thighs. Then, reverting his vital nerves and breath, introverting into 
 deep meditation, he sent his atma upwards through the brahmarandhra. It appeared as though he had 
 gone into samadhi. His facial expression became extremely tight and no one could understand what was 
 going on. Bhagatji sat like this for a short while. Then, when his facial expressions returned to the way 
 they naturally were, they lay him down on the bed again. Kothari Prabhudas and Shankar Bhagat then 
 came close to Bhagatji and checked his pulse, but they could not pick up anything from it. Exactly at that 
 time, Bhagatji reverted his vital nerves and breath, closed his eyes and his mouth, and independently, via 
 the brahmarandhra, he went to Akshardham. Half an hour passed in this way. When the kothari realized 
 that Bhagatji had really gone to Akshardham, they all broke down in tears. (pages 682 - 683).  

 5. After a short while of mourning, the kothari quietened down and pacified the others as well. Then, after 
 sprinkling some water in an area on the ground, he placed Bhagatji there. No one was ready to perform 
 Bhagatji’s final rites, so instead they lit a ghee wick, chanting dhun and singing bhajans. (page 683). 

 6. Everyone then bathed and made their way to Bhagatji’s house, and from there they all dispersed. Kothari 
 Prabhudas, the devotees of Gujarat and the local devotees of Mahuva all gathered in the mandir. They all 
 decided to a sponsor a meal in Bhagatji’s name and they agreed to ‘sponsor a meal in all the mandirs of 
 Lakshmi-Narayan Dev in Vartal and also in the Ahmedabad mandir itself.’ Once they had decided that, 
 they wrote letters to every mandir and they wrote to all the devotees to inform them about Bhagatji’s 
 departure for Akshardham. They also wrote to Shastriji Maharaj Shri Yagnapurushdasji, who was in 
 Rajkot at the time. After writing letters to all the villages, the devotees dispersed. (pages 685 - 686). 



 7. In Rajkot, Shastriji Maharaj was very sad when he received the news by letter informing him that Bhagatji 
 had gone to Akshardham. He made his way to the well to bathe. Speechless with grief, he just sat on the 
 edge of the well. He sat there silently for half an hour, until the sadhu accompanying him asked, “Shastri, 
 why are sitting like this?” Shastriji Maharaj did not reply, but instead flung the postcard that was in his 
 hand towards him. The other sadhu read it and putting his hands on his head, he too began to lament. 
 Shastriji Maharaj got up and consoled him, but his grief did not disappear. After a short while, Bhagatji 
 gave them darshan. He was holding a garland of roses and jasmine flowers in his hands. He smiled and 
 said to Shastriji Maharaj, “Why are you sad? Where have I gone? I am eternally present in you, eternally 
 present in you.” Having said that, he gave Shastriji Maharaj the garland. The sadhu accompanying 
 Shastriji Maharaj saw this and was overjoyed. Half the grief of Bhagatji’s departure for Akshardham 
 disappeared because of this. Ramji Bhatt was sitting with them at that time and he commented, “Bhagatji 
 was the jewel on earth. Now this jewel has disappeared from the face of the earth.” Shastriji Maharaj 
 replied, “The Satpurush never leaves the face of the earth.” (pages 686-687).  

  Personality: Prabhudas Kothari had eternal faith in Bhagatji Maharaj. He was looking for any 
 opportunity to serve Bhagatji Maharaj and his devotees. He served dedicatedly Bhagatji Maharaj during 
 his final days. He even comforted all the devotees after Bhagatji Maharaj left for Akshardham. 
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 1. Rav Saheb (Vadodara) (Only incidents from ‘This Has Always Been Your Way’ to ‘In Ahmedabad  

 Again’.)  
 1. When Rav Saheb later came from Vadodara, Bhagatji accompanied him to all the sanctified places and

 thus fulfilled his wishes. Bhagatji also commented, “Rav Saheb is now here. He can sponsor the meal in 
  the way he normally does.” Accordingly, he asked Rav Saheb to do this. Rav Saheb also had a similar 

 wish in his mind and thought to himself, ‘I will do whatever service Bhagatji asks me to do,’ and he was  
  pleased when Bhagatji asked him to sponsor the meal. In the assembly, Bhagatji asked him and  

 Maneklalbhai of Thasra to sit on a mattress next to Modji Darbar. 
 2. On another occasion, Rav Saheb asked Bhagatji, “Why do you put a sadhu such as Vignandasji through so 

 many difficulties? Please don’t send him to Chhapaiya. Keep him here instead.” “He does not consider it 
 to be a difficulty, does he? He continually experiences bliss,” Bhagatji replied. Bhagatji then asked 
 Vignandas Swami, “Are you happy or not?” Vignandas Swami replied, “I am happy Maharaj.” 

 3. As Rav Saheb was sponsoring the meal, Acharya Maharaj was also served food on this occasion. Everyone 
 was fed lovingly. 

 4. Bhagatji then made his way to his residence supported by Rav Saheb’s hand. He said to the latter,  
  “Shastri Yagnapurushdasji is very intelligent. Just see how he spoke in the assembly.” “Yes, this sadhu is  
  Bhagatji then made his way to his residence supported by Rav Saheb’s hand. He said to the latter,  

 “Shastri Yagnapurushdasji is very intelligent. Just see how he spoke in the assembly.” “Yes, this sadhu is 
 very intelligent. He spoke about the fundamental principle in the assembly,” Rav Saheb agreed. 

 5.  Bhagatji then got up holding Rav Saheb’s hand and carried on walking. He then said to Rav Saheb: 
  “Sadguruki bhakti kije soi, jāke dhad par shir na hoy;Ati kardā mārag chāle na koy, kāyar bhāge dari deve 

 roi.” Having said that, he explained, “What use would it be if we were to stay together in Akshardham 
 and still be afraid? If one really wants to offer devotion to the Sadguru, one should take one’s head in 
 one’s own hands. Only then will the deficiency of ten births be eradicated in a single day.” 

 6. For five days, Sitaba has had darshan of Shriji Maharaj and Bhagatji Maharaj at Rav Saheb’s house.  
  Shivashankar offered sweets for a couple of days and distributed the remaining sanctified food to 

 everyone at the mandir. Sitaba has sent this dhoti especially for you and she has said, ‘Please take me to 
 have Bhagatji’s darshan however you can.’ Thus, Rav Saheb went to Vartal and explained everything to 
 Acharya Maharaj  and the kothari. They have sent Narsinh Mehta from Vartal. Rav Saheb and his son 
 Yashwantrav have also come here to collect you. Please come to Vadodara once you leave here.” “I will 
 see,” Bhagatji replied. By then, Rav Saheb and Yashwantrav had arrived. They asked Bhagatji to come 
 with them to Vadodara. Bhagatji agreed. Turning to Rav Saheb, he said, “Please do not tell anyone that 
 we are going to Vadodara.” 



 7. Bhagatji then made his way to Rav Saheb’s house. Whilst here, he also asked Rav Saheb to remain  
  detached. Sitaba was also very pleased by his darshan. 
  Personality: Had respect for santos-eager to follow agnaa but was more vigilant about societal trends. 
  Staunch follower of niyams.  
 

 2.  Motibhai (Pij) (Only incidents from ‘The Ignorance of the World’ to ‘Appendix 4’.) 
 1. Motibhai asked Bhagatji, “Maharaj! Yesterday you asked the following question, ‘A householder  
  possesses dull intelligence and lives in accordance with the wishes of his wife. How can such a person  
  swim across the ocean of sansar?’ Please explain this to us now.” Bhagatji replied, “The ocean of sansar 

 can be crossed if a person is free and detached from the senses, perfects ekantik dharma, becomes 
 atmarup, perfects spiritual knowledge and offers devotion to Purushottam Narayan. An even easier
 way is to be like a pigeon. It flies high up and plunges head first into its master’s hands. Similarly, if we 
 leave the body to the Satpurush and behave in accordance with his commands, there will be nothing else 
 left to. Just like a pigeon, disregard the body like a shoe and ignore it. The one who is meant to care of it, 
 will look after it.” In this way, Bhagatji spoke at length about being  brave. 

 2.  When it was late at night and Bhagatji gave agnaa to go to sleep in Junagadh, then Motibhai said: ‘You  
  are leaving tomorrow’. Since you have given us great discourses so please continue doing so.’ 
 3. On the receipt of a letter about Bhagatji’s illness, he immediately came to Mahuva. 
 4. One day, Bhagatji asked Motibhai of Pij to sit on the bed and read the Shikshapatri to him. After he had 

 read it for a while, Bhagatji said, “Motibhai! The Satpurush will keep his grace on a person, but never be 
 insolent like Purushottam of Bhadran. If a person behaves in this way, then he will not remain stable.” 

 5. In July and August 1894 (VS 1950) Bhagatji spent two months in Ahmedabad. During that time, Motibhai  
  of Pij stayed behind to associate with Bhagatji. Motibhai was suffering from severe arthritis in his legs 

 and this caused him a lot of pain. He prayed sincerely to Bhagatji and said, “Maharaj! Please cure my 
 arthritis.” Bhagatji replied, “This is a result of your past deeds, so it will not be cured. When you die, then 
 you will be able to go to Akshardham.” However, he was so ill and in so much pain that some of the time  

  he did not know what was happening. He said to Bhagatji again, “I cannot bear this any longer. Bhagatji  
  then focused his vision on him, ran his hands over his legs and immediately cured his illness. 
 6. The devotees of Vaso visited Gadhada in 1896 (VS 1952). They came there during the Jal Jhilani festival in 

 order to have Bhagatji’s darshan. During this period, Bhaijibhai of Pij had also come to the festival just to 
 have Bhagatji’s darshan. He had never seen Bhagatji before, but Motibhai’s discourses had convinced him 
 that Bhagatji was very a very great Purush. On his way to have Bhagatji’s darshan, he thought to himself,  

  If Bhagatji truly is a great Purush, he will call me by my name, honor me and seat me on cushions and 
 supports.” On that occasion, everyone prostrated to Bhagatji and he met them after they had sat down. 
 Bhagatji then turned towards Bhaijibhai and said, “Come along Bhailal Bapji!” Having said that, he asked 
 him to sit on an asana next to him!” 

  Personality: Had thorough understanding of Satsang-being inquisitive about sadhana, he always asked  
  questions to receive clarification and guidance-he never missed any opportunity of listening to  
  discourses-He also explained Satpurush’s glory to others and helped instill staunch faith in them for  
  Satpurush. 
 

SECTION 3: SWAMINI VATO 
 
Q.10  Answer ALL of the following, using one sentence (not just one word) for each answer. (Total Marks: 4) 
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 1. What did Shriji Maharaj say when he granted darshan to Mulji Sharma before his initiation? (3/56) 
  “What are you doing and what have you come to do? The light of Brahma has become diminished 
 
 2. Whose guru was Paramhansanand Swami? (3/52) 
  Paramhansanand Swami was considered the guru of khola. 



 
 3. In view of which works of Shriji Maharaj an ascetic says, “You have done something very bad? (3/47) 
  You have arranged separate assemblies for men and women, which nobody had done. That is a very bad  
  things. 
 
 4. Who is like a khijado? (3/68) 
  If one does not know this manifest God and manifest Sadhu, he is unproductive like the khijado. 
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 1. What does one see who has attained understanding like the great Sadhu? (3/64) 
  For one who has attained understanding like the great Sadhu, except for the murti of Maharaj and 

 Akshardham, everything from here to Prakruti-Purush appears like waste! 
  
 2. What did four Patels tell Maharaj in Vartal? (3/46)  
  In Vartal, four Patels told Maharaj, “Maharaj, when we look at your holy feet (with the auspicious marks) 

 you appear to be Purushottam and when we look at your body you appear to be human.”  
  
 3. When does the path of unrighteousness come into existence? (3/58)  
  Well, it is when there is mental discord with others that such unrighteousness enters  
  
 4. Looking at the younger sadhus, parshads and brahmacharis, what did Swami say? (3/34)  
  “Desh deshãnter bahot firyã, manushyakã bahot sukãl; Jãku dekhe chhãti thare, vãkã padyã dukãl.” Then 

 he said, “Just as one enters samadhi on seeing Maharaj and the jiva becomes blissful. 
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 1. What did Shriji Maharaj answer to an ascetic’s question? (3/47) 
  Maharaj said, “I have come from Anirdesh. That is, I am Purushottam and have come from Akshardham. I 

 dislike mixed assemblies and my dislike is transmitted to others, otherwise men and women are not likely 
 to stay separate.” 

  
 2. How should one understand the form of God to be faultless? (3/38)  
  In the Vachanamrut entitled ‘The Maya of a Magician’, God’s form is described as without any faults. 

 Maharaj’s form should be understood in that way and this Sadhu’s form should also be understood like 
 that. 

 3. Which Vachanamrut did Swami have read to illustrate the knowledge and glory of God? (3/61)  
  As one’s knowledge of God’s glory increases, one’s understanding of His glory increases.” To illustrate 

 this, he had Vachanamrut Sarangpur-17 read.   
  
 4. Where does one become engrossed as long as the jiva is not attached to the Satpurush? (3/65)  
  As long as the jiva is not attached to the Satpurush, one becomes engrossed in this world, its material 

 pleasures and the body.” 
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 1. What are the qualities of one, on seeing whom, another feels peace within? (3/34) 
  “The virtues of the Satpurush are attained only if one understands him as being free of any faults, as all-

 knowing and if one keeps no distance from him. 
  
 2. Whose view can a butterfly not know? (3/37)  



  Can a butterfly know the worth of the sun? No. Similarly, the views of the senior sadhus cannot be 
 known. That is a fact. 

  
 3. Why do men and women remain separate? (3/47)  
  That is, I am Purushottam and have come from Akshardham. I dislike mixed assemblies and my dislike is 

 transmitted to others, otherwise men and women are not likely to stay separate.” 
 
 4. By staying where does the jiva not blossom? (3/59) 
  This jiva has been eroded by the material pleasures; but even by being immersed in this Satsang. 
 
Q.10 Write concisely on any TWO of the following. (In 5 lines each.) (Total Marks: 6) 
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 1. What type of liberation have other avatars granted without enforcing the practice of vartmans?  (3/55) 
  Other avatars have not enforced vartmans and still gave kalyaan. Others have given kalyaan, but they  
  have not destroyed the karan sharir and have not given atyantik kalyaan. Conflicts occur in Golok and 

 Vaikunth  because karan sharir was not destroyed. Radhikaji quarreled with Shridama in Golok - She was 
 jealous of Virja – she scolded Krishna – Shridama could not bear it so he reprimanded her and cursed her. 

  Jay Vijay quarreled with the Sanak – they stopped the Sanaks from entering to have darshan of Vishnu 
 Bhagwan and insulted them instead – As a result, the Sanaks cursed them. Maharaj has come from 
 Akshardham with His Sadhu and given us vartmans to destroy the karan sharir. Kariyani 12 was read and 
 then Swami said,” In this Vachnamrut, Maharaj has stated His principle.  That’s why He liberates by  

  enforcing the observance of commands. 
 
   2. How one should understand the glory of Satsang? (3/72) 
  Previously, many great avatars have incarnated.  Compared to them, when one looks at the children of  
  the satsangis, one sees that they have tens of millions of times greater divinity than them.    
 
 3. Why does the jiva not flourish? 
  This bush has been scraped smooth by the sand and even if it is watered with a thousand-kilometer 

 ocean, it will not turn green. In the same way, the jiva has become eroded by material pleasures, bad 
 company, and the body.  Even if it were immersed in this Satsang, which is like a great ocean of fresh 
 water, it will not blossom. All good virtues are destroyed by contact with the 3 types of kusang. 
 The jiva will not be happy unless it forsakes attachment to the body, its relations, and material 
 pleasures.    

   
Q.11 Write the main points on any TWO of the following. (In 5 lines each.) (Total Marks: 6) 
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 1. When does satsang develop? (3/45) 
  When there are places like Badrikashram and Shvetdwip; the continuous company of great sadhus like  
  Muktanand Swami, Gopalanand Swami and Swarupanand Swami; and a lifespan equal to a kalpa of  
  Brahma during which one engages in learned discussion, then satsang develops. But without this, satsang 

 does not develop.  
 
 2. Despite his horoscope revealing a lifespan of 58 years, what did Swami say about why Shriji Maharaj 
  has kept him? (3/53) 
  Swami said, “My lifespan was no more than 58 years. That was written in my horoscope. And that this 
  body remains beyond this period is because of Maharaj’s great love for the devotees of Sorath  
  Saurashtra). Maharaj has kept me to give them His bliss. 



  
 3. When did the holy feet of Shriji Maharaj came on this earth? (3/46) 
  “Vairat Brahma prayed at these holy feet for a period of his 50 years and 4½ hours and then these holy  
  feet have come on these 4 earths. So, understand what you can from this.” 
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 1. From the perspective of a jiva like a deer, a human and one with knowledge, what are they like? (3/44) 
  The jivas, who are like deer, believe the material pleasures to be true and keep chasing after them – just 

 as a deer sees the water mirage and runs after it. Man also sees the mirage but knows that it is an  optical  
  illusion. And one seated in the chariot of the Sun does not see the mirage of water; similarly, one  with 

 knowledge does not attach any importance to worldly objects  
  
 2. How does Swami continually remember God like an uninterrupted flow of oil? (3/65)  
  Do you ever forget your body?” He replied, “No Maharaj.” Then Swami said, “If you forget your body, 

 then I will forget Maharaj’s murti. Since, just as a fish moves, swims and acts in water, I walk, talk and do 
 all tasks immersed in the form of Maharaj. But forgetting Maharaj I never do anything.  

  
 3. ‘This jiva has been eroded by the material pleasures.’ How does Gunatitanand Swami explain this?  
  (3/59)  
  This bush has been scraped smooth by the sand, and even if it is (watered) with a hundred-thousand- 
  kilometer ocean, it will not turn luscious green, since it has been abraded by the sand. Similarly, this jiva 

 has been eroded by the material pleasures; but even by being immersed in this Satsang, which is like a 
 great ocean of fresh water, it does not blossom, since other people, worldly pleasures and the body 
 have eroded the jiva. This is plainly visible.  
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 1.  Like whom does the jiva hesitate in understanding Maharaj as Purushottam? (3/50)  
  Just like the horses of Gujarat, which are very tall and well-built, but when they see a stream of water 

 they stop and are afraid to enter. Then, even if you cut them, they will not move and if one just threatens 
 them with a shoe, they will run far away.  

  
 2.  What did swami say after saying just as God turned the Gita into a cow? (3/45)  
  Just as God turned the Gita into a cow and Arjun into a calf and fed him milk, have you suckled anyone 

 (as guru) like that? Those who have suckled enthusiastically like this do not retreat from observing moral 
 codes, etc. But, as long as one has not overcome greed, lust, gluttony, attachment and ego, one has not 
 sincerely accepted a guru. And one who has accepted a guru would never retreat from observing 
 austerities, etc.  

  
 3. Using the example of a 5-year-old mango tree, whose company does swami say one should keep?  
  3/68) 
  While a 5-year-old mango tree yields delicious mangoes. That is the example and its principle is that no 

 matter how learned a scholar of the scriptures or an orator of traditions and history may be, if he does 
 not know this manifest God and manifest Sadhu 
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 1.  What is the objective of Shriji Maharaj in enforcing the observance of commands? (3/55) 
  Maharaj has come from Akshardham with His Sadhu and given codes of conduct to destroy the causal 

 body. For this, the Sadhu teaches the upasana of God and through the codes enforces the observance 
 of God’s commands. As a result of this, the causal body is destroyed.”  



 
 2. When does a red-hot iron pan weighing a lakh maunds become cool? (3/48)  
  One or two pots of water cannot cool a red-hot iron frying pan weighing a hundred thousand kilos. The 

 only way to cool the pan is to throw it into the Ganga. Then for ten to fifteen days waves as high as a 
 tall building will rise and then ultimately the pan will become cool.    

  
 3. Who are like a Khijda tree and who are like a mango tree? (3/68)  
  Whereas one who has not studied much, may be young and may not be of high birth, but if he 

 develops faith in this manifest God (Bhagwan Swaminarayan) and realizes this Sadhu to be a God-
 realized Sadhu, then he is like a mango tree and in his company, one experiences peace and happiness. 
 Therefore, do not associate with one who is like a khijdo and associate with one who is like a mango 
 tree.  

    
Q.11  Explain any TWO of the following and give a suitable Swamini Vato reference from the syllabus. (In 8–

 10 lines each.) (Total Marks: 4) 
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 1. Maharaj Himself has said, ‘If I am pleased, I give intellect or the company of a benevolent Sadhu.’ 
 Swamini Vat 3.31.  

  Reference: In the Vachanamrut entitled ‘The Maya of a Magician’ (Panchala-7), God’s form is described 
 as without any faults. Maharaj’s form should be understood in that way and this Sadhu’s form should 
 also be understood like that. Also, Maharaj’s commands should be followed, and the company of a good 
 sadhu should be kept – with such a person Maharaj is truly, truly, truly pleased.  

  Explanation: If one understands Maharaj’s and his sadhu’s form to be faultless and follows his  
  commands, then Maharaj and his sadhu gets pleased with him. 
 
 2. Vankar Teja Bhakta had accepted Maharaj as a guru, so he didn’t accept food from the Nagar Brahmin. 

 Reference: Those who have suckled enthusiastically like this do not retreat from observing moral codes, 
 etc. But as long as one has not overcome greed, lust, gluttony, attachment, and ego, one has not 
 sincerely accepted a guru. And one who has accepted a guru would never retreat from observing 
 austerities. 

  Explanation: According to Swamini Vaat 3.45, until one has not overcome greed, lust, taste, love, and  
  ego, he is without a guru.  
 
 3. He imbibes virtues of the great Purush and feels remorse after realizing his own flaws. While repenting, 

 vairagya arises in his heart, and thereafter, he acquires virtues similar to those of that Satpurush. - 
 Vachanamrut Gadhada I 67.   

  Reference: The virtues of the Satpurush are attained only if one understands him as being free of any 
 faults, as all-knowing and if one keeps no distance from him. Then the virtues of the Satpurush develop 
 in the aspirant, but without this, they never develop.  

  Explanation:   Swami says, one should not keep any distance with the Satpurush and if one recognizes  
  Satpurush, then one can get his virtues. Nishkulanand Swami quotes in Chosatpadi, recognizing 

 Satpurush’s virtues if one follows his directions, then one imbibes Satpurush’s virtues in himself. 
 
 4. Ayodhyaprasadji Maharaj had control over the three bodies while meditating.  
  Reference: Swami said, “Has anyone learnt meditation which is performed after overcoming the three 

 bodies?” Then all asked, “How can the three bodies be won over?” Swami replied, “When one sits in 
 meditation and an insect bites, if the physical body is not allowed to move, then know that the physical 
 body has been controlled; and if the meditation is performed without worldly thoughts, desires and 
 wishes, know then that the subtle body has been controlled; and when sleep and laziness are not allowed 



 to interfere in meditation then know that the causal body has been controlled. In this way, control the 
 three bodies and meditate.”  

  Explanation: Meditation is not merely done by the physical body but according to Swami it is done by 
 overcoming the physical, causal and subtle bodies.  

 
Q.12   Describe any TWO of the following examples or incidents and write their principles. (In 8 lines each.)  
  (Total Marks: 6) 
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 1. Example of a butterfly and the sun (H 3.37H) 
  Incident: “Some think that Swami is on our side and some think that Swami is on our side. But even the  
  senior sadhus have not been able to understand my opinion. So, today, what will you know?” Then 

 someone asked, “Can a junior devotee know the views of one who is extremely great?” Then Swami said, 
 “No way can he know! Can a butterfly know the worth of the sun? No. Similarly, the views of the senior 
 sadhus cannot be known.” 

  Principle: A very poor man may wish for fine food and dresses, but he cannot get. Just like that we, petty  
  jivas are like butterflies and the God and the God-realized Sadhu are like Sun. How can we know the 

 views of God and the Sadhu?  
 
 2.  Example of a pearl oyster and pearl (H 3.60H)  
  Incident: Just as a pearl oyster in the ocean remains unaffected by the ocean water, but when drops of  
  water from the svãnt constellation fall, it enthusiastically accepts them, and they will become pearls 

 worth a hundred thousand rupees each. But when the water drops are accepted with subdued faith, they 
 become pearls worth fifty thousand. And one that accepts fallen drops of water develops faulty pearls. 
 Similarly, if an aspirant associate faithfully with this Satpurush, through mind, deed and words, then he 
 becomes brahmarup. 

  Principle: A true aspirant cannot be at peace and bliss without God or God’s sadhu. Just as a pearl oyster 
 accepts water drops from svant constellation with greatest faith, a true aspirant associate faithfully with 
 Satpurush through mind, deed and words. 

 
 3. Deficiency in understanding Shriji Maharaj based on the example of the horses of Gujarat. (H 3.50H) 
  Incident: Just like the horses of Gujarat, which are very tall and well-built, but when they see a stream of 

 water they stop and are afraid to enter. Then, even if you cut them, they will not move and if one just 
 threatens them with a shoe, they will run far away. But, if the horses of Alaiya Khachar are mounted and 
 placed in the midst of a group of 200 children surrounding them, even then they would not stop 
 anywhere. Like Samat Patang killed the son of Motera in the presence of 500 armed soldiers and 
 returned.  

  Principle: The jiva does not hesitate in anything else but hesitates in understanding Maharaj as 5 
 Purushottam. 
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 1. True explanation of form of Maharaj with the example of son of Motera was killed. (H 3.50H) 
  Incidents: Like Samat Patang killed the son of Motera in the presence of 500 armed soldiers and 

 returned. One who is brave like that does not hesitate anywhere.    
  Principle: Just like Samat Patang killed the son of Motera in the presence of 500 armed soldiers and 

 returned but did not hesitate, we should also not hesitate in saying and believing the true form of Shriji 
 Maharaj as Purushottam and Gunatitanand Swami as Akshar no matter how big opposition we have to 
 face. 

 
 2. ‘‘Ek Ram nam bolva na shikhyo to shikhyo sarve gayo dhur me.’’ (Without learning to recite the name  



  of Ram, everything else is reduced to dust.) (H 3.38H) 
  Incidents: Pingal purãn shikhyo gãtã vãtã, shikhyo shikhyo sarve surme; Ek Rãm Rãm bolvã na shikhyo, to 

 shikhyo sarve gayo dhurme.   
  Principle: One may have learned and gained all the knowledge, but if he has not learned to chant the  
  name of Ram, everything he learned is in vein. In such a way, if one has not understood the two 

 principles described in Gadhada G I 71, that Maharaj is Purushottam (supreme God) and this Sadhu is 
 Akshar, then everything else he understood is meaningless.  

  
 3.  Some are like pus-filled boils. (H 3.58H) 
  Incidents: Some do not even have anyone to make a willing pair and some are hypersensitive like pus-

 filled boils. They cannot even to be told. Therefore, in these ten groups of sadhus, all of you stay with 
 whom you are compatible. 

  Principle: Just as a pus-filled boil ruptures sooner, there is no certainty when the one who is filled with 
 maan will get offended and leave. Hence, Swami asked the sadhus to stay with who they are compatible 
 rather than giving an order about who should stay with whom. 
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 1.  Would pick up my bed and throw it in the waste dump. (H 3.64H) 
  Incidents: This is how Sarvanivasanand Swami understood, so his focus remained unattached to material 

 objects. One day, he asked me, “With what (worldly materials) should I perform the worship and service 
 of Maharaj?” Then I replied, “Just keep looking at the murti.” So, Sarvanivasanand Swami said, “That is 
 exactly what I am doing, but if I tell this to anyone, they will pick up my bed and throw it in the waste 
 dump. That is how hard they would find it.”  But without the murti of Maharaj food is like faeces and 
 drink is like urine. So, as long as there is infatuation for worldly objects, this talk is not understood. Such 
 is the understanding of the great.  

  Principle: One never finds infatuation for urine.  Except for the murti of Maharaj and Akshardham, 
 everything from here to Prakruti-Purush is like urine. But because of infatuation for worldly objects, this 
 talk is not understood. 

 
 2. ‘Aise mere jan ekantik tehi sam aur na koi;’ 
  Incidents: God resides in such a Sadhu and gives His darshan, talks, meets and looks intently. Thus, He 

 gives much bliss in many ways. 
  Principle: God resides in Sadhu to give his bliss to his aspirants. Through such Sadhu God gives his bliss in 

 many ways. When one associates with such Sadhu, he has gained everything. 
 
 3. Suffers miseries such as having to eat feces and drink urine. (H 3.36H) 
  Incidents: Such troubles have befallen me many times. They cannot be described in words. Due to such 

 bias, those who have maligned a senior sadhu have been consigned to the realm of ghosts. And if there is 
 someone like this, he, too, will go there. As a result of this sin he suffers miseries such as having to eat 
 feces and drink urine. He suffers such misery, but does not get any happiness at all, anywhere.”  

  Principle: If one is in satsang and has attained the association of true Sadhu, there is nothing better than 
 that. But in satsang, if he gets in bad company, then he attributes human traits in sadhu and maligns 
 even senior sadhus. Due to such bias, those who have maligned a senior sadhu have been consigned to 
 the realm of ghosts where they have to suffer miseries such as having to eat feces and drink urine.  
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 1. Creating difficulties for oneself (H 3.70H). 
  Example: Now all works are being done. Since, it is so arranged that you can worship God in comfort. 

 And now, difficulties are encountered only if one (specially) creates them oneself.  



  Principle: The satsang we have got today is like the middle portion of a sugarcane culm. Even though the 
 doing satsang is more comfortable than ever today, if we try to create difficulties for ourselves, then we 
 will gain nothing but misery. Hence, we should not create problems out of nothing and focus on 
 worshiping God. 

  
 2. Bondage of Vishays using the instance of Govind Swami (H 3.52H) 
  Example: The details about Govind Swami’s detachment: he renounced worldly life and set off, and en 

 route a king’s maid was seated with ten thousand rupees worth of gold. Then, on seeing Govind Swami’s 
 handsome features, she said, “This gold and I are yours.” Then he thought, “Those who set off to worship 
 God encounter temptations. So, I am faced with this temptation.” Then he placed his cloth and said, “Sit, 
 I’ll go to answer a call of nature and return.” Saying this, he left [and did not return to her]. He was such a 
 detached person, still he became attached to Gangama’s rice, dal and chapattis. 

  Principle: Vishays are such that they cause bondage. Vishays have caused bondage for even great rishis 
 like Vishvamitra, Parashar and Ekalshrungi. That is why one should not trust his mind until his body turns 
 into ashes. 

  
 3. A pearl oyster in the ocean remains unaffected by the ocean water (H 3.60H) 
  Example: Just as a pearl oyster in the ocean remains unaffected by the ocean water, but when drops of 

 water from the svãnt constellation fall, it enthusiastically accepts them, and they will become pearls 
 worth a hundred thousand rupees each. But when the water drops are accepted with subdued faith, they 
 become pearls worth fifty thousand. And one that accepts fallen drops of water develops faulty pearls. 
 Similarly, if an aspirant associate faithfully with this Satpurush, through mind, deed and words, then he 
 becomes brahmarup. 

  Principle: A true aspirant cannot be at peace and bliss without God or God’s sadhu. Just as a pearl oyster 
 accepts water drops from svant constellation with greatest faith, a true aspirant associate faithfully with 
 Satpurush through mind, deed and words. 

  
Q.12  Answer ALL of the following, using one sentence (not just one word) for each answer. (Total Marks: 4) 

  
 1.  How I have come from Akshardham?  
  I have come from Anirdesh. That is, I am Purushottam and have come from Akshardham. I dislike mixed 

 assemblies and my dislike is transmitted to others, otherwise men and women are not likely to stay 
 separate. 

 
 2.  When should one feel pain comparable to that of having fallen into hell?   
  When one becomes separated from such a Sadhu, one should feel pain comparable to that of having 

 fallen into hell. 
 
 3. How can one associate through the mind with the great Sadhu?   
  One can associate through the mind with the great Sadhu if he does not lose faith in the powers of the 

 great Sadhu. 
 
 4.  What did Swami start doing day and night?  
  Swami started doing kathavarta day and night.  
 
Q.13  Explain any TWO of the following and give a suitable Swamini Vato reference from the syllabus. (In 8- 
  10 lines each.) (Total Marks: 4) 
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 1. Yogiji Maharaj used to say that there is alternative to keeping unity, brotherhood and oneness.  



  Reference: “If you all – sadhus, pãrshads and brahmachãris – maintain unity like this, then no matter 
 what type of internal enemies you face, they will not be able to defeat you. And if you do not stay united 
 like this, then even the smallest of defects will drive you out of Satsang.” (58/129-130)   

  Explanation: In any given field, in any given task, unity is essential for success. If everyone in a team acts 
 separately, on his own, without unity, then success cannot be achieved. Similarly, suhradbhav is also very 
 important. Unity gives the strength and courage to fight the enemy and it assures our victory. 

 
 2. Whenever Swarupanand swami used to separate from Maharaj, he felt the pain of separation so much 

 that his skin would ooze blood. 
  Reference: Swami added, “When one becomes separated from such a Sadhu, one should feel pain  
  comparable to that of having fallen into hell! Since such pain is not felt, has the jiva really attached to the 

 Satpurush?” (65/134)  
  Explanation:   As long as the jiva is not attached to the Satpurush, one becomes engrossed in this world, 

 its material pleasures and the body. If the jiva is attached to the Satpurush, then one cannot survive the 
 separation from Satpurush. 

 
 3. The monkeys went to Vaikunth and misbehaved.  
  Reference: One devotee asked a question, “Other avatars have not enforced the practice of moral and 

 spiritual codes and have still liberated souls. And today you enforce the observance of codes and liberate 
 the souls. What is the reason for this?” Then Swami said, “Others have liberated, but they have not 
 destroyed the causal body and given final liberation. And if liberation had followed destruction of the 
 causal body, then why do conflicts occur in Golok and Vaikunth? So, Radhikaji quarreled with Shridama 
 in Golok and Jay-Vijay quarreled with the Sanak sages in Vaikunth. From this, it follows that the causal 
 body must not have been destroyed there. Maharaj has come from Akshardham with His Sadhu and 
 given codes of conduct to destroy the causal body. For this, the Sadhu teaches the upasana of God and 
 through the codes enforces the observance of God’s commands. As a result of this, the causal body is 
 destroyed.” (55/127-128) 

  Explanation: One is not free from swabhavs until his causal body is not destroyed. And one cannot go 
 God’s abode until he is not free from swabhavs. It is God’s indulgence that He takes us to His abode, but 
 we come back from His abode because of our swabhavs.  

 
 4. Even one like Vishvamitra or one with knowledge of sankhya or yoga drowns in the whirlpool in the 

 form of women.  
  Reference: However capable a swimmer may be, but if caught in a whirlpool, he will drown, and he will 

 be unable to escape. A second example: an archer may be capable of splitting a single clove with an 
 arrow, but the wind can deflect the arrow. Similarly, however much knowledge of Sankhya and Yoga a 
 person may have, but the whirlpool in the form of women drowns him and he is unable to escape. 
 (51/124-125) 

  Explanation: Similarly, however introspective a person may be, but the eight factors of place, time, etc. 
 deflect him but do not allow him to introspect. One may do tap in water for thousands of years or may 
 do tap until his body is covered with anthill, but even scant association with woman destroys all that tap. 
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 1.  Shri Ardesharji Kotwal became a satsangi due to his association with Bhaichandbhai. 
  Reference: One can know that association with the great Sadhu has been made through mind, deeds and 

 words.” After saying this, Swami sang ‘Sant samãgam kije ho nishdin sant samãgam kije.’ (60/131)  
  Explanation: If one gets in company of a good satsangi, then his jiva becomes satsangi and he gets to  
  meet God or his manifest Sant. 
  
 2.  Shriji Maharaj says in Vachanamrut Gadhada I 57, ‘‘The knowledge of God’s form and the knowledge of  
  God’s glory are the two extraordinary means to attain liberation.’’ 



  Reference: Of all these people, the trader can be said to have the most accurate knowledge of the true 
 worth of that diamond. It is the same with the glory of God. As one’s knowledge of God’s glory increases, 
 one’s understanding of His glory increases.” (61/132) 

  Explanation: From shepherd to the trader, everyone’s knowledge about the diamond was different. 
 Everyone understood the worth of that diamond in proportion to his knowledge about it. Similarly, as 
 one’s knowledge of God’s glory increases, his understanding of His glory increases.  

  
 3. Tulsibhai of Vaso told Swami, ’Give me peace of mind as Vaghji’ but did not sit to listen to discourses. 
  Reference: The jiva is heated red-hot by desires for the five types of sense pleasures and it cannot be 

 cooled by staying just one or two days in the company of satsang. And for one who wants to cool the jiva 
 from the effects of the sense pleasures, it takes ten to fifteen days for the desires to calm down and then 
 the talks penetrate within. Then the jiva cools. (H 3.48H) 

  Explanation: If one keeps half the company of the world and half of the satsang, his jiva cannot be 
 cooled. 

 
 4. “Evane sangethi Akshardhame javaay re, beejane sange to sukh na pame, dukh hoy bharpoor re.” 
  Reference: Gunatitanand swami says that “One who has not studied much, may be young and may not 

 be of high birth, but if he develops faith in this manifest God (Bhagwan Swaminarayan) and realizes this 
 Sadhu to be a God-realized Sadhu, then he is like a mango tree and in his company, one experiences 
 peace and happiness. “A Brahmin may possess the twelve holy attributes, but if he does not know the 
 manifest form of God then a devotee of God from the lowest caste is superior to him. Therefore, 
 recognize a true devotee of God and associate with him, so that this becomes the last birth. Other gurus 
 will cause you to suffer countless more births. (68/136) 

  Explanation: Anyone can get salvation by worshipping perceptible God in form of God-realized Sadhu. 
 Worship of manifest God is the highest worship. Through it, one can achieve his last birth and does not 
 have to be reborn. 
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 1. Ashtakon ne urdhvrekha, svastik, jambu ne jav vahala... (46/122) 
  Reference: “Maharaj, when we look at your holy feet (with the auspicious marks) you appear to be 

 Purushottam and when we look at your body you appear to be human.”   
  Explanation: When God is in manifest form, it is very difficult to recognize him. Because he comes in a 

 human body, he does not have four hands or a circle of light behind him. He acts like humans and he 
 shows expressions like humans even though he is the God. 

  
 2. Keeping a barrier is worse than not believing faultless and not believing omniscient: Yogiji Maharaj. 

 (34/115) 
  Reference: The virtues of the Satpurush are attained only if one understands him as being free of any 

 faults, as all-knowing and if one keeps no distance from him. Then the virtues of the Satpurush develop in 
 the aspirant, but without this, they never develop.”  

  Explanation: Swami says that one can attain the virtues of the Satpurush only if he keeps no distance 
 from him and recognizes him as he is. Nishkulanand swami has written in Chosath padi that after seeing 
 the virtues of Sant, if one submits his mind to the Sant and then does as the Sant says, then he attains the 
 virtues of the Sant. 

  
 3. Swami Gunatit anadi Akshar, Purushottam Sahajanandji, em samji ne leshe naam, te to jaashe 

 Akshardham. (38/117) 
  Reference: There is nothing more to understand and this is all that needs to be understood: know 

 Maharaj as Purushottam (supreme God) and this Sadhu as Akshar. All these are Akshar, but he is Mul 
 Akshar – and he also has assumed a human body and incarnated. These two principles have been 
 described in Vachanamrut Gadhada I-71.  



  Explanation: One who has recognized this sadhu, his both feet are in Akshardham. But one who does not 
 know this, will not understand it. 

 
 4. Bad company harms one regardless how much superior he may be. (G I 42) (59/130)  
  Reference: Good virtues are destroyed by contact with the three types of bad company. But the jiva does 

 not become happy unless it forsakes attachment to the body, relations and material pleasures.  
  Explanation: Swami says that one can be happy only if he forsakes the three things- attachment to the 

 body, relations and material pleasure. 
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 1. “Dhanya dhanya e sant sujanne, jene ulati palatyu aap, sant te svayam hari” (53/126) 
  Reference: This is written in Muktanand Swami’s kirtan: Aise mere jan ekãntik tehi sam aur na koi. We 

 have met such a Sadhu, so what deficiency remains?  
  Explanation: The bliss that Maharaj gave in his presence to santos and haribhaktos, the same bliss 

 Guruhari Mahant Swami Maharaj is giving today in the form of God manifest Gunatit Satpurush. God 
 resides in such a Sadhu and gives His darshan, talks, meets and looks intently. Thus, He gives much bliss 
 in many ways. By discoursing in this way, he made everyone happy. 

 
 2. Gunatitanand Swami says that “One may do crores of means, but it is not even near listening and 

 giving these discourses.” 
  Reference: One day, I asked Maharaj four questions about which duty I should concentrate on: first, to 

 engage in meditation; second, to behave as atma; third, to serve the sick; or fourth, to talk about God. Of 
 the four, which is the best for me? Please tell me. Then Maharaj said, “Talks of God are the best.” So, 
 from that day, I began to talk. (56/128-129) 

  Explanation: The first three means that Swami asked Maharaj, are for aspirant’s own salvation. But the 
 fourth tool is for the salvation of both - it gives salvation to the one who talks about God as well as to the 
 one who listens to the talk about God. From that day on, Swami decided that he will not stop the talks of 
 God.  

 
 3. Vagha Khachar’s causal body got destroyed. (55/127-128)  
  Reference: (1) One devotee asked a question, “Other avatars have not enforced the practice of moral 

 and spiritual codes and have still liberated souls. And today you enforce the observance of codes and 
 liberate the souls. What is the reason for this?” Then Swami said, “Others have liberated, but they have 
 not destroyed the causal body and given final liberation. Maharaj has come from Akshardham with His 
 Sadhu and given codes of conduct to destroy the causal body. For this, the Sadhu teaches the upasana of 
 God and through the codes enforces the observance of God’s commands. As a result of this, the causal 
 body is destroyed.” (2) “If we explode them 200 cartloads of stones are removed. That is, we drill holes in 
 the form of spiritual discourses and fill them with gunpowder in the form of absolute faith in God and 
 then ignite them with fire in the form of the knowledge of the greatness and glory of God and His holy 
 Sadhu. As a result, ignorance in the form of the causal body, which is like the black mountain, is  

  shattered. Thus, after making 3 (one) brahmarup, we keep one in the service of Maharaj in Akshardham. 
 This is not difficult.”   

  Explanation: One is not free from swabhavs until his causal body is not destroyed. And one cannot go 
 God’s abode until he is not free from swabhavs. It is God’s indulgence that He takes us to His abode, but 
 we come back from His abode because of our swabhavs. 

 
 4. Janma karma cha me divyamevam yo vetti tattvatah; tyakta deham punarjanma naiti maamaiti 

 soarjuna. (46/122)  
  Reference: “Maharaj, when we look at your holy feet (with the auspicious marks) you appear to be 

 Purushottam and when we look at your body you appear to be human.”     



  Explanation: When God is in manifest form, it is very difficult to recognize him. Because he comes in a 
 human body, he does not have four hands or a circle of light behind him. He acts like humans and he 
 shows expressions like humans even though he is the God. 

 
Q.13 Describe any TWO of the following examples or incidents and write their principles. (In 8 lines each.) 

 (Total Marks: 6) 
March 2019 

 
 1. A swimmer and a whirlpool. (3/51)   
  Example: However capable a swimmer may be, but if caught in a whirlpool, he will drown, and he will 

 be unable to escape. A second example: an archer may be capable of splitting a single clove with an 
 arrow, but the wind can deflect the arrow.  

  Principle: Similarly, however much knowledge of Sankhya and Yoga a person may have, but the 
 whirlpool in the form of a women drowns him and he is unable to escape. However introspective a 
 person may be, but the eight factors deflect him but do not allow him to introspect.  

 
 2. Sache sant mile kami kahu rahi, sachi shikhve Ramki ritku ji. (3/53) 
  Example: God resides in such a Sadhu and gives his darshan, talks, meets and looks intently. Thus, he 

 gives much bliss in many ways. By discoursing in this way, he made everyone happy. 
  Principle: God never leaves the Earth. He forever gives bliss to his devotees through the Satpurush. For 

 that reason, we should recognize such a sadhu and attach ourselves to him. For us, that very sadhu is 
 on Earth through Pramukh Swami Maharaj. Therefore, God has not distant and he has not gone away 
 for us. 

 
 3.  The water mirage. (3/44)  
  Example: The jivas, who are like deer, believe the material pleasures to be true and keep chasing after 

 them – just as a deer sees the water mirage and runs after it. Man also sees the mirage but knows that 
 it is an optical illusion. And one seated in the chariot of the Sun does not see the mirage of water; 
 similarly, one with knowledge does not attach any importance to worldly objects. 

  Principle: Until true knowledge is attained, one keeps chasing after material pleasure that is never 
 really attained. When spiritual knowledge is attained, one stops chasing after the fake material 
 pleasures of the world. 

   


